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Course Abstract This course will primarily cover widely accepted and proved methodologies in 
collision detection. In addition more advanced or recent topics such as 
continuous collision detection, ADFs, and using graphics hardware will be 
introduced. When appropriate the methods discussed will be tied to familiar 
applications such as rigid body and cloth simulation, and will be compared. The 
course is a good overview for those developing applications in physically based 
modeling, VR, haptics, and robotics.  
 
An essential task of most collision detection schemes involves determining 
whether two geometric primitives are intersecting. Higher level concepts such 
as the separating axis theorem and ray intersection will be covered. General 
strategies for efficient implementation of these tests will be discussed and 
concise references to specific tests will be provided.  



Algorithms devised to reduce the number of expensive primitive tests will be 
covered. Bounding volume hierarchies for deformable and rigid geometry will 
be described and compared. The sweep and prune algorithm used to reduce the 
number of object pairs that need to undergo further testing will also be 
discussed.  
 
Instead of determining whether two objects intersect, another strategy is to 
determine the proximity between them. The GJK algorithm will be discussed as 
an efficient method of performing this task on convex geometry. More general 
feature tracking methods will also be discussed.  
 
A common problem that shows up in many applications with collision detection 
is that of temporal aliasing. If objects are moving too fast between collision 
detection calls, many techniques will fail to report a collision. Continuous 
methods offer a solution to this problem. In addition to being more robust they 
have the ability to provide very accurate contact information, which is essential 
to many simulation applications. Continuous techniques for deforming and 
rigid geometry will be discussed, along with strategies for their efficient 
implementation.  
 
Collision detection techniques that provide a measure of penetration depth are 
useful in a variety of applications. Adaptively sampled distance fields provide a 
means to quickly determine penetration depth and direction for collision 
response. Techniques of how to build ADFs will be discussed along with their 
suitability in applications. Recent advances in GPU based collision computation 
will be introduced. 
 

Prerequisites Elementary geometry, introduction to data structures, linear algebra, and 
penchant for collision detection. 
 

Level of difficulty Intermediate-advanced 
 
The course covers intermediate to advanced level topics. Thus depending on the 
exposure to the problem of collision detection, attendees will benefit from 
different aspects of the course. Some background in physically based 
simulation, VR, haptics or robotics is expected in order to fully appreciate the 
course. 
 

Intended audience The course will serves as a boot-camp for beginners in the field. The 
experienced developers and researchers in physically based modeling, VR, 
haptics, and robotics will find the course a comprehensive overview. Further, 
they will find it a good forum with a comparative study of numerous collision 
detection techniques and their most appropriate applications. The target 
audience also includes effects developers, technical directors and other 
researchers having interest in spatial data structures. 
 



 
Course Structure  Session I – Introduction 

 
• Overview [Sunil Hadap 25 min] 

 
This section will cover the breadth of the course. It will give a broad 
overview of the various techniques, their comparison and discusses 
which technique is best suited in what situation. The overview will put 
all the disparate set of topics discussed subsequently into perspective. 
Further, for the sake of completeness, the overview will also touch upon 
any topic that is not discussed in greater details. 

 
• Primitive Tests [Dave Eberle 25 min] 

 
In this section, higher level concepts such as the separating axis theorem 
and few typical primitive tests such as ray-primitive intersection will be 
introduced. We will not attempt to discuss specific tests in detail as 
there are too many to cover. References to precise and optimal tests will 
be provided for completeness and convenience. 

 
Session II - Broadphase and Midphase Optimizations 
 

• Collision Algorithms for Deformable Models [Pascal Volino 40 min] 
 

This section will first introduce the concept of bounding volume 
hierarchies. Then it will cover topics such as Sphere Trees and AABB 
Trees. Choice of AABBs for deformable models will be discussed along 
with an introduction of surface hierarchies. Specific examples of 
application of these techniques to cloth simulation will be discussed. 
More advanced aspects such as "Self-Collision Detection" and k-DOPs 
will be touched upon. 

 
• Collision Algorithms for Rigid Bodies [Ming C. Lin 25 min] 

 
This section primarily compares the optimization techniques previously 
introduced, specifically for rigidbodies. Then it will cover the 
optimizations developed specifically for rigid-body motion such as 
Broadphase Sweep and Prune, and OBB Trees. Session III - Algorithms 
for Rigid Convex Objects 
 

• Feature Tracking [Ming C. Lin 15 min] 
 

This section will introduce an efficient method for tracking the 
proximity of convex rigid objects using Voronoi regions. 

 
• GJK [Christer Ericson 25 min] 

 
This section will describe the Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi (GJK) algorithm. 



GJK is one of the most efficient algorithms for finding the smallest 
distance (and closest points) between the convex hulls of two point sets, 
and in a generalized version, between arbitrary closed convex bodies.  

 
Session IV - Advanced Topics 
 
This session will cover techniques which are more recent in either their 
development or acceptance. The continuous collision methods resolve the 
problem of temporal aliasing. ADFs have merit in that they provide penetration 
depth information crucial to some collision response models. The exciting 
advent of GPU computation for collision computation will be covered in the 
closing topic.  
 

• Continuous Collision Detection for Deforming Geometry 
[Dave Eberle 10 min] 

 
• Continuous Collision Detection for Rigid Geometry 

[Stephane Redon 25 min] 
 

• Adaptively Sampled Distance Fields [Sunil Hadap 10 min] 
 

• Collision Detection using GPU [Ming C. Lin 10 min]  
 

Course History There are a number of great SIGGRAPH courses on physically based modeling, 
rigid-body simulation, deformable models, virtual reality and haptics. However, 
to the best of our knowledge, no SIGGRAPH course has exclusively covered 
the important topic of collision detection and proximity queries so far. This is 
the primary motivation for organizing the course. Our dream is for the course to 
serve as boot camp for aspiring researchers interested in physically based 
modeling. Experts may find this course a handy reference to established as well 
as recent techniques. 
 
List of courses from SIGGRAPH 2003 that are closely related 

• Physically Based Modeling, David Baraff and Andrew Witkin 
• Geometric Data Structures for Computer Graphics, Gabriel Zachmann 

and Elmar Langetepe 
• Clothing Simulation and Animation, Hyeong-Seok Ko and David Breen 
• Photorealistic Hair Modeling Animation and Rendering, Nadia 

Magnenat-Thalmann 
 
These courses, through their limited coverage, clearly demonstrate the 
importance of collision detection. Hence we feel a dedicated course on the topic 
is of great complementary value. An attendee of these courses would 
immensely benefit from level of detail in our course. 
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Primitive Tests for Collision Detection
David Eberle

PDI/Dreamworks R&D

    A broad level taxonomy of the essential low level algorithms used in performing colli-
sion detection is presented. This section is intended for a beginners in the field of collision 
detection and can probably be skimmed by experienced readers. For many applications 
the techniques discussed in this chapter are enhanced by ones presented later in the 
course. Algorithms and code for precise tests are provided in the references as a conve-
nience for the reader.

 1 What is Collision Detection?       

    At a first glance the answer to question above seems quite trivial. Given two objects of 
given representations, which may not be the same, determine if they collide. As a coding 
practitioner one typically treats time discretely which makes this answer ambiguous. Is the 
answer referring to a future tense, past tense, or present tense state of the objects? Also 
how do we define collision? Are we asking if the objects intersect at one of the previous 
three locations in time? When considering collisions with respect to our everyday percep-
tion a more concise answer would be the task of determining over a given time interval 
whether any points of the two objects occupy the same location in space simultaneously.
 
     Later in these course notes we will see that providing an algorithm to perform this pre-
cise task can be non-trivial. Due to the complexity associated with answering that ques-
tion, practitioners over the years have come up with a number of techniques which provide 
answers to alternative questions which have served a variety of applications quite well. In 
this course we will attempt to cover the major categories of these methods.

 2 What are Primitives?
     
     The objects one can describe using modern computer graphics techniques can have 
seemingly limitless complexity. Complex objects are typically a combination of simpler 
object representations called primitives. Though it is a simple object, the model jack 
shown below can be represented as a union of implicit cones and spheres, a triangle mesh, 
or by a collection of parametric patches to name a few. Clearly a parametric patch is more 
complex than a collection of triangles making the term primitive a relative one. Typically  
the term primitive is reserved to describe a basic shape representation that is associated 
with simple and fast algorithms. 
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    The techniques for collision detection between primitives vary widely between the rep-
resentation of our objects and the information needed by the application. Consider the 
application of a game involving flying spaceships. If we make the decision to explode the 
ships in the event of a collision, then an intersection test that returns a simple boolean may 
suffice. However if we are dealing with a car racing application and the cars are not old 
Ford Pintos, we probably want the vehicles to bounce off each other in some physically 
plausible fashion. To provide this functionality we will need information about the point 
of collision between the objects so a boolean intersection test is no longer sufficient. 
    
   The factor of speed many times determines the object representation and what kind of 
collision detection tests can be afforded by a given application. Balancing the priorities of 
speed, accuracy and functionality is a daunting, but necessary task. In an attempt to aid the 
reader in this task the remainder of this chapter will focus on describing a variety of tech-
niques while exposing their strengths and weaknesses with respect to each other and cer-
tain application domains. 

3 Static Intersection Tests 

    In computer graphics the term intersection test, usually refers to the task of determining 
if two geometric primitives intersect at a specified discrete instant in time. Consider the 
case of determining whether two implicitly defined spheres intersect. This can easily be 
done by checking the distance between the centers against sum of the radii. Now consider 
the same test with each sphere represented as a triangle mesh. Suppose all pairs of trian-
gles between the two objects are checked for intersection. If no pairs intersect do the 
spheres not intersect? The answer is no. If the surface geometry intersects as in the image 
on the left the two tests will report the same answer. Consider the case on the right where 

one sphere is entirely embedded in the other. No triangles intersect so the second test 
returns false while the first test returns true, because the second representation omits the 
interior region of the objects. In practice all triangle pairs are not tested when the object is 
represented as a mesh. Methods to prune the number of primitive tests are covered in other 
portions of this course and are omitted here. In the first test the sphere is the primitive and 
in the second the primitives are the triangles of the objects. Clearly if you have an applica-
tion that uses or can approximate objects by spheres using an implicit representation and 
the first test is desirable. Spheres can be too simple for many applications however, but 
this demonstrates how the representation of our objects can dictate the testing strategy.    
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Other implicitly defined shapes, such as cones, cylinders, planes, and boxes are commonly 
used a primitives for collision detection. There are too many specific intersection tests to 
cover so the reader is deferred to the references to find more information about a specific 
pair wise primitive intersection test. 

       Since many intersection tests make use of the separating axis theorem covering it 
seems more prudent. The separating axis theorem can be stated as follows:

       For any two arbitrary convex, disjoint, polyhedra A and B, there exists 
       a separating axis where the projections of the polyhedra, which form 
       intervals on the axis, are also disjoint. If A and B are disjoint, they can 
       be separated by an axis that is orthogonal to plane formed by one of the
       following:

           1. A face normal of polyhedron A.
           2. A face normal of polyhedron B.
           3. A normal formed by the cross product of a pair of edges with one from 
               A and the other from B.

   By using the separating axis test between two convex polyhedra we can determine the 
boolean state of whether they overlap/intersect. Taking the example of two triangles one 
would need to test the eleven separating axes. The first two being from the triangle nor-
mals and the other nine from the unit vectors formed by the pair wise edge cross products. 
If the projected geometry intervals overlap on all of these axes, then the triangles must 
intersect. When dealing with more complex polyhedra it can be advantageous to cache the 
last valid separating axis and see if it results in an immediate rejection in later queries.   
          
    Many static intersection tests only return a boolean status of the intersection. As a result 
they typically lack information that could be used to resolve the intersecting state. Using a 
simulation application’s perspective, the objects start in a valid disjoint state and the future 
state is deemed invalid by the presence of an intersection. Historically one strategy for a 
simulator has been to revert the state to a valid one and step forward with a smaller step. If 
an intersection is found this process happens again reducing the time step further. If no 
intersection is found then another step is taken forward. The stopping criteria for this can 
also vary. The application may choose to bisect time until  is below some threshold.       
Other tests may be employed to query the distance between the objects and use this as the 
stopping criteria [BA89]. This can be done more efficiently by assuming the collision  
occurred on the last valid separating axis. The accuracy, robustness and efficiency of this 
type of usage is highly questionable however. If the geometry is moving fast or if your 
simulator has many colliding objects these strategies can often break down in practice or 
require additional algorithms to make things tractable [MI00,RKC02].    
 
     Just because static intersections generally do not provide geometric data about the col-
lision event to separate the objects, this does not make them less important. They provide 
a cheap computational means for determining whether two objects do not intersect. If the 
objects intersect then other techniques can be employed to gather the information needed 
for a some kind of response. Therefore it is best to look at static intersections as one type 
of test in a collection of tests used to handle the problem of collision detection. 

∆t
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4 Moving Intersection Tests and Continuous Collision Detection 

   Many collision detection techniques examine the state of the geometry at discrete 
instances in time. If the objects are moving towards each other too fast relative to their 
original distance and size the geometry may not intersect at the sampled times and the col-
lision events will be missed. This problem is referred to as temporal aliasing. In many 
applications this problem is ignored because it is of no use responding to collisions the 
user did not even see. Other applications bound the speed at which objects can move or 
sample for intersection more frequently to alleviate this problem. 
 
    One way to test if the objects may have intersected would be to extrude the geometry 
over the relative motion of the objects and perform a static test on it. In many cases this 
can get quite complex when the motion of the objects is non-linear. Furthermore this 
would at most tell the application that a collision event occurred but not when or at what 
points on the objects it occurred. Also in many tests of moving primitives one object is 
held fixed while the other object is given the relative motion between the two objects. 
Unfortunately many of these tests only report an boolean result and do not report the first 
time and point of contact. A collection of moving primitive tests that fall into this category 
can be found at [HM04]. 

      In many situations there is a way to precisely determine if two objects intersected over 
a continuous interval of time. These methods are generally more complex, but they have 
the added advantage of providing the time and point of collision between the primitives. 
As a basic example lets revisit implicit sphere-sphere intersection. 

    Define the center of the first sphere as a linear function of it’s beginning and end center 
positions. 

Then define the location of the center of he second sphere as  in an analogous fash-
ion. In the static intersection test the state of the following inequality was a sufficient test.

In the dynamic test this equation is revised to the following equality which yields a qua-
dratic polynomial .

c1 t( ) cbegin t cend cbegin–( )⋅+=
c2 t( )

c2 c1– r2 r1+( )– 0≤

c2 t( ) c2 t( )–( )2 r2 r1+( )2– 0=
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     The roots can be solved for analytically and the smallest root  gives is the time 
when the spheres are in contact at a single point. To find the point one advances the 
spheres to the position at time  and determines where the line between the two centers 
intersects the surfaces. Similar techniques yielding the same information have been devel-
oped for polygonal geometry under deforming and rigid motions [MW88,PR97,RKC02].     

      These techniques are have been used in cloth and rigid body simulation in recent years 
with much success and are covered in future chapters of these course notes. To wet the 
appetite of the reader an  image of the temporal collision detection between two deforming 
and moving triangles is presented. 

 

      While it appears that these techniques are the exact answer to the more precise query of 
what it means to perform collision detection, they do have a drawback. By changing the 
inequality of the static test to an equality in the dynamic test something has been lost. If 
the spheres start in a state of penetration the dynamic test will not report this as a collision. 
the dynamic test now only looks for the instances in time when the surfaces are in touch-
ing contact. 

      At first this may not seem like a concern. One can make the restriction to the user than 
the geometry always start in a non-penetrating state. In practice this restriction has proven 
to be an unreasonable one because users can choose to ignore it and blame the program-
mer when things turn out wrong. The programmer would also need to be very confident 
about their collision response strategy. If a collision is not resolved properly it is not likely 
to be detected at the next query. So while these methods are very robust and can provide a 
lot of information other techniques lack, in the opinion of the author they are by no means 
the final solution to the collision detection needs of the reader. They do offer a solution to 
the problem of temporal aliasing and can be coupled with proximity queries and/or pene-
tration depth techniques to create a robust collision detection system such as the one 
described in [BFA02]. 
     

t 0 1[ , ]⊂

t
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5 Proximity Queries and Penetration Depth 

   Instead of querying for intersection some applications choose to determine collision by 
keeping track of the minimum distance between objects. If the minimum distance is below 
a threshold then a collision is reported at the point of this minimum distance between the 
two objects. 

     To ensure that this point of minimum distance is uniquely defined these testing methods 
are typically used for testing between convex polyhedra. Distances are computed between 
edge pairs and vertex-faces pairs of the polyhedra. Algorithms such as [MI97] have been 
developed to the number of distance computations between these primitive features and 
are discussed in a later portion of this course.

     In the context of some simulations, the motion of the objects is typically bounded so the 
objects cannot move into a state that puts them closer than some minimum distance. While 
this technique has the advantage of never letting the objects penetrate, it usually means 
reducing the time step which can potentially slow down the speed of the simulator. 

     Another popular algorithm for performing proximity queries between convex polyhe-
dra is the GJK algorithm which is also covered in further detail in a later chapter. This 
algorithm can be extended to give a negative signed minimum distance when the objects 
are penetrating. Details of the penetration depth algorithm can be found in [VD03]. Add-
ing this functionality removes the need for one to strictly bound the time step of a simula-
tion. Applications can let the objects penetrate and then use penetration depth information 
as a means to determine the response to a collision. While penetration depth can provide 
information for a collision response, it is not necessarily always and accurate one. Con-
sider small sphere moving from right to left in the picture below.

     If  the direction of minimum distance is used to determine the direction in which to dis-
place the objects, the smaller sphere would come out the wrong side of the larger one. In 
some simulation applications one can use the velocities to in an attempt and alleviate this 
problem, but if the objects are given in a penetrating state, the response will be completely 
non-physical. 

     A more general way to handle penetration depth is by using distance fields. This tech-
nique does not impose a convexity restriction on the geometry and is discussed in the 
advanced topics portion of this course. Simulation applications such as [GBR03] and 
HA03] have used distance fields to compute signed minimum distance of mesh primitives 
for robust collision detection and response. 
6



6 Ray-Primitive Tests and Regular Height Fields 

    Until this point primitives have been presented as shapes or elemental components of 
our model geometry such as edges and faces. A different type of primitive called a ray is 
now introduced. The ray  is defined by the following equation:

    
    The point  is defined as the origin of the ray and  is a unit vector direction. If a ray 
intersects an object at a time/parameter  then the intersection point is behind the ori-
gin. Typically we are only concerned with intersections . 

    In many situations it is enough to know if a ray from a point intersects an object. The 
common game application of a player shooting something is readily handled by this type 
of query. In [HM99] the usage of a ray test method to keep a moving car above a terrain  is 
discussed. Testing rays from points on the four wheels against the terrain is more efficient 
than doing static intersection tests between the actual geometry of the car and terrain. Fur-
thermore the ray tests provide points of intersection which can be used to compute the dis-
tance between the wheel and the surface where as the static intersection tests would not 
provide this information. Using the distances and the signs of the parameter  at the point 
of collision one can adjust the position of the wheels to keep them above the terrain sur-
face. 

     Terrain models are often described by a special type of data structure called a height 
field. A regular height field is a two dimensional array of altitude values spaced at regular 
intervals. One can think of it as a piece of graph paper with a scalar value at the grid points 
giving the height of the surface. This representation has the limitation that the terrain can-
not have any overhangs since there can only be one height value at any point on the grid. 
The basic ray test essentially works like a Bressenham line algorithm in 2D. The height of 
the ray at intersection with the cell boundaries is easily computed and the height at the 
four corners of the cell are known. The ray intersects geometry in the cell only if 

 where  and  are the heights of the ray at the intersection points of the 2D cell 
and the  values on the right hand side are the heights at the corners of the grid cell the ray 
travels through. Further details of the algorithm such as finding the intersection with the 
geometry in the cell can be found in [MU88]. The author in [MU88] readily admits the 
technique presented is not the most efficient traversal algorithm known, but the associated 
representation of the height field has lower memory requirements than the known compet-
ing techniques. Coupled with ray intersection, height fields are another valuable primitive 
representation for applications needing collision detection with landscapes. 

     Ray-primitive intersections have been widely used and published in the context of ray-
tracing for rendering images [GL89]. A large collection of code and pseudo-code can be 
found in these references[HM99,ES02,VD03]. Ray tests for moving primitives have also 
been devised and are available in [HM04].

r t( )
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7 Primitives as Bounding Volumes 

    In many algorithms simple primitives are used as bounding volumes for more complex 
objects. Below are a few examples of common bounding volumes fit around an arbitrary 
object. The primary goal of using the bounding volume is to get a fast rejection test. If the 
bounding volumes of two objects do not overlap it is known that the objects themselves do 
not intersect. If the bounding volumes do overlap then further testing is required. This is a 
category of usage where the cheap static intersection test that returns a boolean becomes
an important asset. 

   
    Typically the more complex objects are broken down into a hierarchy of bounding vol-
umes. This strategy is covered in a future section of the course. At the bottom of such a 
hierarchy a primitive of one type bounds another. An example of this would be using axis 
aligned bounding boxs, AABBs, to bound triangles. The overlap test between two AABBs 
is far less expensive than the triangle-triangle intersection test. 
 
    When choosing a primitive to be used as a bounding volume the following three things 
must be considered.

       1. How well does the bounding volume fit the underlying geometry?

       2. What is the cost in updating the bounding volume if the object is moving?
 
       3. What is the cost of the bounding volume intersection test.
 
    Looking at the figure above and considering the first question, one notices that the 
sphere and axis aligned bounding box, AABB, have a lot of empty space not occupied by 
the geometry inside. This means that many bounding volumes will overlap more often 
when the geometry inside does not overlap thereby increasing the number of unnecessary 
tests of the geometry inside. The number of bounding volume intersection tests may also 
increase because they occupy more space. 
 
    The second question is a concern when the objects are moving. As the objects move the 
bounding volumes need to be updated. In the case of the sphere this is trivial. The bound-
ing volume translates the same amount as the object inside. In the AABB case, the mini-
mum and maximum extents of the geometry with respect to the world coordinate frame 
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must be updated. In the case of the box oriented to the object, commonly referred to as the 
oriented bounding box or OBB, the update depends on the motion of the object. If the 
motion is rigid, rotation and translation only, then the transformation must be applied to 
the bounding volume as well. If the geometry is deforming then a far more expensive 
update is needed. Creating and updating OBBs is covered in [HM99,GO96].

    The third question also factors into our decision of which bounding volume to use. The 
sphere and AABB have simple overlap tests compared with the OBB. If we end up doing 
too many tests the added cost of using the OBB may become prohibitive. However this is 
generally not likely because it is a better candidate with respect to the fit criteria. 

    It should not be a surprise that there are compromises to be made between the quality of 
the fit, cost of updating, and cost of the intersecting a given bounding volume. Researchers 
and practitioners have tried to find an optimal balance between certain types of bounding 
volumes [VD97,GO96] but this is an ongoing topic of debate and research. 

8 General Strategies in Algorithm Design

    When designing an intersection test between two primitives there are some general rules 
of  thumb ones should follow. A more thorough list is provided in [HM99].

    1. Perform simple tests first that may lead to an early exit of the algorithm to avoid more
        expensive computations. A simple example in a static intersection test of two 
        triangles would be to first check if all the points of one triangle have a non-zero
        distance of the same sign to the infinite plane of the other triangle. If  this is the case 
        we can exit knowing  the triangles do not intersect before checking for edge-face 
        intersections.

    2. If possible try to cache results from previous tests. One example is caching the
        last separating axis from one check to the next. Other geometric elements such
        as face normals may able to be cached to speed up computations. 

    3. Try to reduce the dimension of the problem. For example the determination of
        whether a point is inside a triangle in 3D can be cast into a 2D version by projecting
        the vertices onto one of the standard planes. Having said this, efficiency still needs to
        be tested as the math one saves may not improve performance if more branching is
        required by the lower dimensional test.   

    In many applications the number of primitive types being tested against one another is 
quite small. In these situations specific optimized tests can be coded. However if an appli-
cation has many primitive types and must be able to perform tests between arbitrary pairs 
this strategy results in a code explosion. It is then probably best to classify primitives/
objects into general classes and use more general techniques. An example would be the 
use of the GJK algorithm which is discussed later in the course. The algorithm works on 
general convex polytopes and convex implicit primitives such as boxes, spheres, cones, 
and cylinders. It is then possible to attempt a general API that would handle queries 
between all of these primitive types. 
9



9 Summary

   In this chapter we covered many types of queries that can be used to aid the task of 
determining whether objects collide. It has been attempted to convey the type of informa-
tion each category of tests provides to help the reader make an informed choice for their 
application. It has been illustrated that what constitutes a collision will vary by application 
and the category of tests employed. 
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Collision Detection for Deformable Objects 

Pascal Volino 
MIRALab, CUI, University of Geneva 

Deformable objects cover a large range of applications in computer graphics and simulation, ranking 
from modeling techniques of curved shapes to mechanical simulation of cloth or soft volumes. 
Efficient collision detection is used in all these applications for ensuring consistent design and 
simulation. 

 
 

Cloth simulation is a typical application that requires collision detection on deformable objects. 

1. Collision Detection Strategies for Deformable Objects 

Unlike rigid bodies, deformable objects have evolving shapes. In most cases, this implies that their 
surface are curved. Adequate modeling techniques are needed to describe these objects. Among the 
most popular, polygonal meshes and implicit surfaces (for example metaballs) are used. Whereas 
surfaces are usually described as polygonal meshes (usually flat polygons such as triangles or 
quadrangles, but possibly also curved patches such as Bezier patches or subdivision surfaces), volumes 
are most of the time also described by their bounding surfaces. Collision detection is usually 
performed on these surfaces. 



The usual complexity of collision detection processes result from the large number of primitives that 
describe these surfaces. Most of collision detection applications need to compute which polygons of 
large meshes do actually collide. In most of the cases also, these meshes are animated (through user 
interaction or simulation processes) and collision detection has to be involved at each steps of these 
animations for ensuring immediate and continuous feedback to the animation control. 

This creates a particular context that collision detection has to take advantage for optimal performance. 

1.1. Hierarchy Structure 

Most of efficient collision detection algorithms take advantage of a hierarchical decomposition of the 
complex scheme. This allows to avoid the quadratic time of testing extensively collisions between all 
possible couples of primitives. 

There are two major ways of constructing such hierarchies: 

* Space subdivision schemes, where the space is divided in a hierarchical structure. These are 
typically octree methods. Using such structure, a reduced number geographical neighbors of a 
given primitive are found in log(n) time (the depth of a hierarchy separating geographically n 
primitives) and tested for collisions against it. 

         
 

Space subdivision methods rely on a partition of space into regions containing primitives. 
 

* Object subdivision schemes, where the primitives of the object are grouped in a hierarchical 
structure. These are typically methods based on bounding volume hierarchies. Using such 
structure, large bunches of primitives may be discarded in log(n) time (the depth of a well-
constructed hierarchy tree of n primitives) through simple techniques such as bounding-volume 
evaluations. 



 
 

Object subdivision methods rely on a subdivision of the scene into groups of primitives. 

Other methods, such as voxel methods, projection methods or render overlap methods, usually belong 
to non-hierarchical space subdivision schemes. 

Any of these methods may be used in the context of deformable objects. However, maximum 
efficiency is obtained by taking advantage of all invariants that could reduce the amount of time spent 
in computation. In the context of deformable surfaces which use extensively discretized surface 
animations (polygonal meshes or patches animated through motion of their control points), the major 
invariant to take advantage of is the local invariance of the mesh topology. 

Unlike polygon soups, where the primitives are totally independent one from another, the primitives of 
a polygonal mesh maintain a constant adjacency structure which defines, in a local state, some constant 
geographic properties between these primitives. Hence, adjacent elements of a polygonal mesh have 
similar positions whatever the motion of the surface, during all the animation. 

  
 

A polygon soup, and a polygonal mesh which maintains local position constancy. 

Considering that the topology of the mesh defines a constant native geographical neighborhood of the 
primitives of the mesh (which are usually non-colliding primitives), a good idea is to define the 
collision detection hierarchy based on this criteria. On the other hand, any topologically unrelated 
primitives ("far away" from each other on the mesh topology) which come to be geographically close 
to each other are very likely to be colliding. 



This is why object-based hierarchies are very likely to be the best paradigm for defining an efficient 
collision detection algorithm for animated meshes. Compared to space subdivision methods, the main 
benefits are the following: 

* In most cases, they can work on a constant hierarchy structure, which does not need to be updated 
along the animation. 

* The topology of the hierarchy reflects the adjacency of the surface regions described in it. Adjacency 
information may thus be used in various optimizations, such as the approach for optimizing self-
collision detection, as discussed later. 

2. Bounding Volume Hierarchies 

Hierarchical collision detection heavily relies on bounding volumes. Performance depends on: 

* How tight they enclose the object part corresponding to their hierarchy level, for avoiding at best 
false positives in the collision detection tests. 

* How efficiently they can be computed from a primitive. 

* How efficiently they can be combined, for propagation up in the hierarchy. 

* How efficiently they can be updated if the object is animated. 

* How efficiently a collision test can be performed between two volumes. 

The adequate bounding volume is chosen so as to offer the best compromise between these factors, and 
this is quite dependent on the simulation context (kind and number of object primitives, kind of 
animation...). 

Among popular choices,  

* Bounding spheres or ellipsoids. 

* Bounding boxes or Discrete Orientation Polytopes. 

2.1. Choosing the Suitable Bounding Volume Scheme 

The major choice is to be set between three types of bounding volumes: 

* Axis-independent volumes, such as spheres. 

* Axis-aligned volumes which are defined in absolute world coordinates. 

* Object-oriented volumes which are defined in local object coordinates. 

This choice is particularly important when working with animated objects. In that context, the most 
important issue is to reduce the time taken for updating the bounding volume hierarchy for each step of 
the animation. 



2.1.1. Object-Oriented Volumes 

The first idea is to attempt to skip this recomputation whenever possible. This is possible when 
working with rigid objects, which only have rigid motion in the scene (translation and rotation). In this 
case, rather than defining the volumes in world coordinates, attaching them to object coordinates 
removes the need of updating them. 

Another motivation for using axis-oriented volume is the optimization of the bounding tightness. 
Hence, is the object is flat or elongated, there are large benefits in using an adequately aligned volume 
that fits the shape tightly. 

The difficulty is however moved to another place in the collision detection process: Combining and 
comparing bounding volumes defined in different coordinate systems. While the combination process 
is usually performed once for all in the hierarchy describing rigid objects, testing for collisions 
between bounding volumes require coordinate transformation computations that may take significant 
computation resources. Some schemes also expand the volumes in order to compensate the change of 
axis rotation, at the expense of bounding tightness. This difficulty can also be avoided by using axis-
independent volumes (spheres), but these are very inefficient in bounding tightness (specially for flat 
or elongated objects). 

2.1.2. Axis-Aligned Volumes 

The other idea is to make perform extensively the recomputation of the bounding volume hierarchy at 
each position change, with operations on bounding volumes made as simple and efficient as possible. 
This is actually the best approach for deformable objects, as there is no way to efficiently exploit shape 
invariance. 

The most popular choice for this are axis-aligned bounding boxes. They are essentially defined by the 
minimum and maximum coordinates of the enclosed objects, which can be computed very easily. 
Combining bounding boxes is also trivial, and collision test between two boxes is simply evaluated by 
testing min-max overlap along all coordinates. 

 
 

A bounding box and a bounding sphere. 

One of the biggest issues with axis-aligned bounding boxes is that they do not always offer good 
bounding tightness, particularly when objects are flat or elongated along a diagonal direction. Of 



course, reverting to their object-oriented variant would void the benefits of fast collision tests. The 
other solution is to use a generalization of bounding boxes along more directions than the native axes 
alone. 

2.2. Beyond Bounding Boxes: Discrete Orientation Polytopes 

Bounding boxes are based on min-max interval computations on the directions defined by the natural 
world coordinate axes. While this is sufficient for defining bounding volumes, why not adding more 
directions? It's like "cutting away" a bounding volume along particular directions so as to obtain 
tighter bounding volumes. 

  
 

Discrete Orientation Polytopes are generalizations of bounding boxes along arbitrary directions. 

2.2.1. Discrete Orientation Polytope Mathematics 

Given a set of directions Di, a Discrete Orientation Polytope (DOP) a set of vertices Vk is defined by 
two vectors Mi and Ni such as: 

Mi = mink(Di . Vk)    and    Ni = maxk(Di . Vk) 

The union of two DOPs is computed as follows: 

Mi = min(Mi1 , Mi2)    and    Ni = max(Ni1 , Ni2) 

Two DOPs do not intersect if the following condition is met for at least one value of i: 

Mi1 > Ni2    or    Mi2 > Ni1 

2.2.2. Adequate Space Direction Sampling 

The adequate set of directions to be considered should describe a sampling of the direction space as 
uniform as possible. Of course, this sampling is point-symmetric, since a direction vector also 
represents its opposite direction. 

In 3D, the easiest approach is to construct a set of directions starting from the cube (standard bounding 
box, which is a DOP of 6 directions): 

D0=(1,0,0)  D1=(0,1,0)  D3=(0,0,1) 

... and add the cube diagonals (directions to its vertices):  



D4=(√3,√3,√3)  D5=(√3,-√3,-√3)  D6=(-√3,√3,-√3)  D7=(-√3,-√3,√3) 

... for obtaining a DOP describing 14 directions. 12 additional directions can be added by using the 
square diagonals (directions to its edge centers): 

D8=(0,√2,√2)  D9=(0,√2,-√2)  D8=(√2,0,√2)  D9=(-√2,0,√2)  D10=(√2,√2,0)  D11=(√2,-√2,0) 

Note that for this set, it is not actually necessary to normalize the direction vectors, relieving the 
necessity of performing multiplications for computing a DOP enclosing a set of vertices. However, 
normalized direction vectors offer good evaluation of the size of the DOP through the min-max 
interval width in each direction, as well as a simple expansion scheme for distance-based collision 
detection. 

 
 

The 26 direction set defined by a cube. 

When more directions are needed, it is also possible to construct a set from a dodecahedron (12 
directions), adding to it directions to its vertices (20 additional directions) and to its edge centers (30 
additional directions). The benefit of this set is a better distribution of directions. However, 
multiplications cannot be avoided for computing the DOP of a set of vertices. 

Ultimately, with a huge number of directions, DOP tend to get the shape of the convex hull of the 
enclosed objects. 

The choice to be made is actually to find the optimal number of directions defining the DOP. In one 
hand, the more directions, the tighter the DOP fits to the convex hull of the object (or to the object 
itself if it is convex). In the other hand, the more directions, the more computation is needed for 
computing the DOPs and evaluating their intersections. The best choice is actually dependent on the 
shape of the objects (flat or elongated objects will get more benefits from tight DOPs than round or 
concave ones), and also the extra cost of performing explicit collision detection on object marked as 
colliding by rough quickly-evaluated DOPs (for instance, it takes much more time evaluating 



collisions between curved patches than flat polygons). The only way of finding the best compromise is 
to carry out experimental benchmarks on various examples typical of the wanted simulation context. 

3. Collision Detection on Polygonal Meshes 

Polygonal meshes are the most popular way of describing deformable objects. They may either 
represent the surface object itself (for example, cloth), or the boundary of a volume object. Collision 
detection is usually carried out by finding which of the polygons of the meshes are actually colliding. 

  
 

Objects animated and simulated as polygonal meshes. 

Given the considerations discussed above, the typical best choices for detecting collisions on animated 
polygonal meshes are the follows: 

* Use of a hierarchical bounding volume scheme constructed on the objects. 

* Use of efficient axis-aligned bounding volumes, such as DOPs. 

Choosing a constant hierarchy built on the mesh seems to be quite a good assumption, as for typical 
objects, the distance on the mesh is quite a good evaluation of the native distance that should separate 
features of the mesh, and bounding volumes enclosing a small region of the mesh are likely to remain 
small for any usual deformation. 

1.2. Building Mesh Hierarchies 

The performance of the collision detection algorithm is highly dependent on how well-constructed the 
hierarchy tree is. 

The tree should be well conditioned, meaning: 

* Each node should have at maximum O(1) children. 

* The tree should be balanced, so the tree should have O(log n) maximum depth. 

Another essential quality of the tree is to offer minimal bounding volumes for each tree node. This 
means that the surface elements represented by a tree node should have maximum vinicity. Thus, it is 



important to build the hierarchy consistently to the topology of the mesh, which is a good evaluation 
on the relative positioning of the mesh elements. 

One efficient solution is to build the hierarchy tree using an ascending process. First the leaf nodes of 
the tree are constructed, corresponding to all the individual polygons of the surface. Then, an upper 
layer of the hierarchy is built by grouping two or three nodes in a common parent node. The tree is 
built level by level until only one element remains, which is the root node of the tree. 

The grouping can be performed by a region-merging algorithm. Initially, each surface polygon is 
assigned a unique region ID, which identifies a group of polygons. During the grouping process, 
candidate edges that separate two different groups (two polygons having different ID) are considered. 
One of these edges is then selected, and all the polygons of one group (usually the smallest) are 
assigned the ID of the polygons of the other group. This algorithm generates groups of connected 
regions, within each of which all the polygons are connected by at least one edge. A counter should 
also be included in each group, to keep track of the number of subgroups that have been merged in the 
group. It can be used to limit the number children a group has. This algorithm is in fact very close to 
automatic labyrinth-generation algorithms which are based on the same region-merging scheme. 

It is important to determine efficiently which nodes to group in order to create the parent node. First, 
only adjacent surface regions should be connected. Secondly, the regions generated should be as “well 
shaped” as possible, i.e. closer to a disk than a elongated or sprawling branched structure. The 
resulting bounding boxes will therefore be as compact as possible, whatever the result of any 
reasonable 3D deformation of the surface. 

A good way to characterize “well-shaped” polygons is to compare its contour length to its surface area. 
The algorithm can construct groups by maximizing the “shape factor” 
sqrt(SurfaceArea) / ContourLength. At a given hierarchy level, this ratio is computed for any group 
that can be generated by the removal of an edge. The potential groups are then sorted by this criteria, 
and new groups are then constructed wherever possible, according to this sorting. Between two 
hierarchy levels, the algorithm first tries to merge groups into pairs, and then merges the remaining 
groups into these new groups. 

 
Building a mesh hierarchy 

Though this proposed grouping process does not necessarily yield hierarchy regions that globally 
optimize the shape factors, the results obtained are however quite acceptable for our application. More 
precisely, the self-collision detection algorithm remains efficient as long as the bounding volumes of 
non-adjacent hierarchy groups (that do not share at least a common vertex) do not intersect. Using the 
proposed algorithm, this feature is verified almost everywhere in usual polygonal meshes. 

This algorithm should be implemented to build a hierarchy on any polygonal mesh that will be 
involved in collision detection. This computation should only be performed as preprocessing, and does 
not have to be performed for each collision detection when the surfaces have moved. 



 
 

Hierarchisation of a 50 000 triangle mesh: Levels 5 to 10. 

3. Self-Collision Detection 

There are very few algorithmic differences between self-collision detection within one object and 
collision detection between two separate objects.  Ultimately, a hierarchical algorithm will end up 
splitting a single object into separate pieces, and perform usual collision detection between these 
pieces. 

There is actually a major performance issue related to self-collision detection, related to adjacent 
elements actually seen as "colliding" by usual bounding-volume tests. 

3.1. Why Self-Collision Detection is so Inefficient 

Self-collision detection pertains to collisions between elements of the same surface. Of course, 
neighboring elements of the same surface are naturally in contact to each other. Any collision detection 
algorithm is designed to detect geometric contact between elements, and thus will be misled by these 
adjacent elements, and will consider them as colliding elements. 

The number of adjacencies is usually proportional to the total number of elements in one surface. In a 
triangular mesh, the adjacency number is roughly 1.5 times the total number of triangles for common-
edge adjacencies and 6 times the total number of triangles for common-vertex adjacencies. 

The time spent detecting collisions is proportional to the number of colliding elements multiplied by 
the logarithm of the total number of elements. Typically, the number of self-colliding elements is very 
small compared to the total number of elements and often null if no collisions occur. Thus, “detecting” 
all the adjacencies as if they were collisions is a great waste of time, particularly in situations with very 
few collisions. 

For efficiency, an algorithm should be designed to ignore all collisions that in fact are only element 
adjacencies. 



3.2. Optimizing Self-Collision Detection with Curvature Evaluation 

3.2.1. The Curvature Criteria 

A flat surface cannot have self-collisions. On the other hand, if a surface has self-collisions, it must be 
bent enough to form a loop. 

Is there a way to formalize this intuition? Curvature appears to be the key for achieving efficiency in 
self-collision detection. 

When there are self-collisions on a surface, at any geometrical intersection point, the surface appears 
twice. For obtaining such configuration, the surface has to be bent enough to form a loop. 

     
 

Self-collisions only occur if the surface is bent enough for creating a loop. 

This condition cannot be met if there exists a direction for which the orthogonal projection of the 
surface does not exhibit folds. If the surface is continuous, this means that all the normals of the 
surface have a dot product of constant sign with that direction vector. 

We also have to consider self-collisions that may occur because of the shape of the surface boundary. 
This may also exhibit loops even if the surface is almost flat, when the surface contour itself exhibits a 
loop causing self-intersection. An additional test has therefore to be done on the surface contour. 
Having found a projection direction for the surface curvature, a sufficient criteria for non-intersection 
is that the projection of the surface contour along this direction should not self-intersect. 

Thus, a surface does not have self-collisions if the following criteria are met: 
* Let S be a continuous surface in Euclidean space, delimited by one contour C. 
if 
- There exists a vector V for which N.V > 0 at (almost) every point of S (N being the normal vector of the surface 

at the considered point) 
and 
- The projection of C on a plane orthogonal to V along the direction of V has no self-intersections 
then 
- There are no self-collisions on the surface S. 
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Such criteria allow us to efficiently discard, from the detection process, “almost flat” surface regions 
that will not exhibit internal self-collisions. The union of two adjacent surface regions may also be 
“almost flat” so we need not detect collisions between these two regions. In particular, adjacent 
elements need not be checked for collisions. Implemented efficiently, this criterion will allow us to 
deal with the major cause of inefficiency of self-collision detection. 

3.2.2. Modifying the Hierarchical Collision Detection Algorithm 

As discussed, the general hierarchical collision detection algorithm works with bounding boxes. There 
are two main processes: 

* For detecting collisions within a surface region, collisions are detected within and between all the 
children of its corresponding hierarchy tree node. 

* For detecting collisions between two surface regions, collisions are detected between the respective 
children nodes. 

Collisions between two nodes may be efficiently detected using a bounding-box evaluation: if the 
bounding boxes do not intersect, there are no intersections. However, in the standard hierarchical 
algorithm, there are no bounding box techniques for self-collision detection within one node. 
Replacing the bounding box test by a curvature test can overcome this limitation. 

Curvature Optimization 

For the self-collision stage, how to integrate curvature considerations is clear: Collisions should be 
detected within one node only if the corresponding surface does not match the curvature criteria. 

When detecting collisions between two nodes, we should consider two cases: Dealing with two 
adjacent surfaces, collisions should be detected between the nodes only if the corresponding surface 
union does not verify the curvature criteria (obviously, the bounding boxes will always intersect, so the 
curvature criteria acts as a good replacement test). Dealing with non adjacent surfaces, the standard 
bounding box criteria should be used. 
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Using curvature or bounding volumes: The different cases. 

Thus, the curvature criteria is incorporated into the hierarchical algorithm by replacing the bounding 
volume test by a curvature test within surface regions or between adjacent surface regions. 

Given a curved surface, we need to determine the existence of, and find, a compatible direction vector 
that has positive dot product with all normal vectors of the surface. In our discrete model of the 
surface, that means that this vector should have positive dot product with the normals of all the surface 
polygons. 

Similar to what was done for the bounding boxes, “direction boxes” that contain the allowable 
directions will be propagated up to the hierarchical parents. 

Assimilating the direction space to a sphere, the allowable direction box of a flat mesh polygon is a 
half sphere. When we consider two polygons, the globally allowable direction is the common part of 
the corresponding two sphere halves. This gives us the mechanism that should be propagated upwards 
in the tree hierarchy. The resulting direction box at the root of the tree may be empty, and in this case 
no suitable direction can be found for the whole surface. If not empty, any vector within the direction 
box is suitable. 

Unlike volumes boxes that can be represented efficiently using space coordinates, there is no easy way 
to describe our direction boxes exactly. One solution is to use "direction cones" defined by a direction 
and an aperture angle. The bounding tightness is however very limited and combining two cones is not 
an efficient operation. 

That difficulty can also be addressed by building a discrete set of direction vectors that will represent 
our direction space. The same set of sample directions can be used as the ones used for defining the 
DOPs used as bounding volumes: Using the 26 directions toward the face centers, vertices and edge 
centers of a cube, the angle accuracy is around 25°. The more directions used, the more accurate are 
the direction evaluations, at the expanse of computation time. 

During the update process of the bounding volumes in the hierarchy tree, the direction boxes are 
updated as well. For each polygon of the mesh is computed the set of direction from the sample set that 
have positive positive dot product with the normal of the polygon. The result is stored in an array of 
boolean. Propagation up in the tree is done by combining these arrays with element-wise boolean AND 
operations. Then for any collision test, the low curvature criteria is met if TRUE elements remains in 



the array, and the corresponding directions are the directions that meet the dot product requirements 
for all the corresponding surface region. 

 
 

Combining curvature boxes and bounding volumes during the detection process. 

Adjacency Tests 

Another major problem is the adjacency test: Given two arbitrary nodes in the hierarchy, are the 
corresponding surfaces adjacent? (Do they have at least one common vertex?) 

This represents the major difficulty of our algorithm. This adjacency should be detected efficiently (the 
computation complexity should be O(log n)), and the extra storage in the tree data structure should be 
reasonable (the extra information for each node should be O(1)). 

For each hierarchical node, a list of vertices should be defined, these being the vertices surrounding the 
corresponding surface region. Several circular lists should be considered when dealing with non-
connected surfaces or surfaces having holes. Obviously, if two nodes are adjacent, they have at least 
one of these vertices in common. 

Not all the boundary vertices should be stored, but only the vertices that separate two different surface 
regions among those of the highest hierarchy level that also do not include the region being 
considered. “Outside” is considered as a particular surface region. Whatever the node level and the 
total number of polygons surrounding this surface region, the number of stored vertices is 
approximately constant, and for usual meshes hardly exceeds six. As this adjacency information only 
depends on the mesh topology, this stage is usually performed once in the preprocessing stage. 



 

Storing region boundary vertices in the hierarchy tree: The number remains roughly constant 
whatever the level in the hierarchy. 

Adjacency testing is then performed easily: Two hierarchy nodes are adjacent if and only if they have 
at least one common vertex among those stored for these two nodes. This test is performed in O(1). 

 
 

Two adjacent (point-connected) surface regions of the hierarchy have at least one common stored 
vertex. 

3.2.3. Self-Collisions on Contours 

The boundary shape of the surface may also be the cause of self-collisions. In most cases, this happens 
when an elongated strip is fold so as to produce a cone-shaped surface. Such collisions are also very 



likely to happen around sharp concavities of the surface contour, where minimal folds can also 
produce self-collisions. 

The most systematic solution would be to construct, for any surface region fulfilling the surface 
normal criteria, the 2D projection of the surface boundary on a plane orthogonal to one of the found 
directions. Despite flatness, collision detection should be carried out within or between children 
containing boundary intersections. This 2D collision detection process can also be based on a similar 
kind of curvature optimization. This would however require a significant amount of extra computation, 
along the data required for managing a contour-based hierarchies. 

Practical test have however shown that these tests are rarely significant in most "real-world" situations 
involving for example garment simulation or deformation of soft objects. These tests may however 
improve detection of long objects with large curvature deformations (simulation of long ribbons) or 
surfaces with complex non-convex contours (cuts, holes). 

These marginal situations may be addressed using various low-cost approximate techniques. The 
simplest method is to "expand" the direction boxes with a certain angle for mesh elements that are 
located on the boundary of the surface. This angle may also be increased for elements adjacent to non-
convex boundary locations. The larger the angle, the most systematic the collision detection is, at the 
expanse of computation time. 

3.3. Efficiency 

The main interest of this algorithm is its efficiency in detecting self-collisions: Hierarchy regions that 
are not curved enough to contain self-collisions are efficiently omitted from the detection process. The 
following figure shows the regions considered when performing collision detection between two 
objects, as well as  self-collision detection within these objects also. As a result, the algorithm 
efficiently focuses on the intersecting parts of the surfaces. 

 
 

Collision detection is focused on the colliding parts of the surface. 



The execution time required for performing collision detection is subdivided as follows: 

* Update of the bounding volumes of the hierarchy tree. 

* Update of the direction boxes of the hierarchy tree, if self-collision detection is required. 

* Running the collision detection algorithm on the hierarchy tree. 

The time required for the two first steps is proportional to the number of mesh elements. The involved 
computations are quite reduced for mesh elements (evaluation of min-max of linear combination of 
vertex coordinates and normal computation of polygons usually also required for other purposes 
(mechanics, rendering...), and dot product with a set of directions). Their propagation along the 
hierarchy tree is also trivial (min-max interval merges, boolean operations). These linear-time 
computations only add a small overhead to the global simulation process. 

The proposed scheme also behaves very well for highly discretized surfaces, as extra discretization 
usually yields flatter surfaces relatively to the size of the mesh elements. Hence, unless being near a 
collision area, the area of the surface regions considered during the detection process always have 
similar sizes whatever their discretization. 

 
 
During the detection process, surface regions considered for the detection are similar in size and 
number whatever the discretization. 



The major benefit of the curvature-based hierarchical collision is that full performance of hierarchical 
bounding-volume collision detection is preserved for self-collision detection, as the computation is not 
crippled by detecting all the "colliding" adjacent mesh elements of the surface. 

 

Cloth simulation is heavily relying on self-collision detection. 
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Abstract: We present a data structure and an algorithm
for efficient and exact interference detection amongst com-
plex models undergoing rigid motion. The algorithm is ap-
plicable to all general polygonal models. It pre-computes
a hierarchical representation of models using tight-fitting
oriented bounding box trees (OBBTrees). At runtime, the
algorithm traverses two such trees and tests for overlaps be-
tween oriented bounding boxes based on a separating axis
theorem, which takes less than 200 operations in practice.
It has been implemented and we compare its performance
with other hierarchical data structures. In particular, it can
robustly and accurately detect all the contacts between large
complex geometries composed of hundreds of thousands of
polygons at interactive rates.
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.5 [Com-
puter Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object
Modeling
Additional Key Words and Phrases: hierarchical data
structure, collision detection, shape approximation, con-
tacts, physically-based modeling, virtual prototyping.

1 Introduction

The problems of interference detection between two or
more geometric models in static and dynamic environments
are fundamental in computer graphics. They are also con-
sidered important in computational geometry, solid mod-
eling, robotics, molecular modeling, manufacturing and
computer-simulated environments. Generally speaking, we
are interested in very efficient and, in many cases, real-time
algorithms for applications with the following characteri-
zations:

1. Model Complexity: The input models are composed
of many hundreds of thousands of polygons.

2. Unstructured Representation: The input models are
represented as collections of polygons with no topol-
ogy information. Such models are also known as
‘polygonsoups’ and their boundaries may have cracks,
T-joints, or may have non-manifold geometry. No ro-
bust techniques are known for cleaning such models.

�Also with U.S. Army Research Office

3. Close Proximity: In the actual applications, the mod-
els can come in close proximity of each other and can
have multiple contacts.

4. Accurate Contact Determination: The applications
need to know accurate contacts between the models (up
to the resolutionof the models and machine precision).

Many applications, like dynamic simulation, physically-
based modeling, tolerance checking for virtual prototyping,
and simulation-based design of large CAD models, have all
these four characterizations. Currently, fast interference
detection for such applications is a major bottleneck.

Main Contribution: We present efficient algorithms
for accurate interference detection for such applications.
They make no assumptions about model representation or
the motion. The algorithms compute a hierarchical repre-
sentation using oriented bounding boxes (OBBs). An OBB
is a rectangular bounding box at an arbitrary orientation in
3-space. The resulting hierarchical structure is referred to
as an OBBTree. The idea of using OBBs is not new and
many researchers have used them extensively to speed up
ray tracing and interference detection computations. Our
major contributions are:

1. New efficient algorithms for hierarchical representa-
tion of large models using tight-fitting OBBs.

2. Use of a ‘separating axis’ theorem to check two OBBs
in space (with arbitrary orientation) for overlap. Based
on this theorem, we can test two OBBs for overlap in
about 100 operations on average. This test is about
one order of magnitude faster compared to earlier al-
gorithms for checking overlap between boxes.

3. Comparison with other hierarchical representations
based on sphere trees and axis-aligned boundingboxes
(AABBs). We show that for many close proximity sit-
uations, OBBs are asymptotically much faster.

4. Robust and interactive implementation and demon-
stration. We have applied it to compute all contacts
between very complex geometries at interactive rates.

The rest of the paper is organized in the following man-
ner: We provide a comprehensive survey of interference
detection methods in Section 2. A brief overview of the
algorithm is given in Section 3. We describe algorithms
for efficient computation of OBBTrees in Section 4. Sec-
tion 5 presents the separating-axis theorem and shows how
it can be used to compute overlaps between two OBBs
very efficiently. We compare its performance with hierar-
chical representations composed of spheres and AABBs in
Section 6. Section 7 discusses the implementation and per-
formance of the algorithms on complex models. In Section
8, we discussion possible future extensions.



2 Previous Work

Interference and collision detection problems have been
extensively studied in the literature. The simplest algo-
rithms for collision detection are based on using bounding
volumes and spatial decomposition techniques in a hier-
archical manner. Typical examples of bounding volumes
include axis-aligned boxes (of which cubes are a special
case) and spheres, and they are chosen for to the simplicity
of finding collision between two such volumes. Hierar-
chical structures used for collision detection include cone
trees, k-d trees and octrees [31], sphere trees [20, 28], R-
trees and their variants [5], trees based on S-bounds [7] etc.
Other spatial representations are based on BSP’s [24] and
its extensions to multi-space partitions [34], spatial repre-
sentations based on space-time bounds or four-dimensional
testing [1, 6, 8, 20] and many more. All of these hierarchi-
cal methods do very well in performing “rejection tests",
whenever two objects are far apart. However, when the
two objects are in close proximity and can have multiple
contacts, these algorithms either use subdivision techniques
or check very large number of bounding volume pairs for
potential contacts. In such cases, their performance slows
down considerably and they become a major bottleneck in
the simulation, as stated in [17].

In computational geometry, many theoretically efficient
algorithms have been proposed for polyhedral objects.
Most of them are either restricted to static environments,
convex objects, or only polyhedral objects undergoing rigid
motion [9]. However, their practical utility is not clear as
many of them have not been implemented in practice. Other
approaches are based on linear programming and comput-
ing closest pairs for convex polytopes [3, 10, 14, 21, 23, 33]
and based on line-stabbing and convex differences for gen-
eral polyhedral models [18, 26, 29]. Algorithms utilizing
spatial and temporal coherence have been shown to be effec-
tive for large environments represented as union of convex
polytopes [10, 21]. However, these algorithms and systems
are restrictive in terms of application to general polygo-
nal models with unstructured representations. Algorithms
based on interval arithmetic and bounds on functions have
been described in [12, 13, 19]. They are able to find all
the contacts accurately. However, their practical utility is
not clear at the moment. They are currently restricted to
objects whose motion can be expressed as a closed form
function of time, which is rarely the case in most appli-
cations. Furthermore, their performance is too slow for
interactive applications.

OBBs have been extensively used to speed up ray-tracing
and other interference computations [2]. In terms of appli-
cation to large models, two main issues arise: how can
we compute a tight-fitting OBB enclosing a model and
how quickly can we test two such boxes for overlap? For
polygonal models, the minimal volume enclosing bound-
ing box can be computed in O(n3) time, where n is the
number of vertices [25]. However, it is practical for only
small models. Simple incremental algorithms of linear time
complexity are known for computing a minimal enclosing
ellipsoid for a set of points [36]. The axes of the mini-
mal ellipsoid can be used to compute a tight-fitting OBB.
However, the constant factor in front of the linear term for
this algorithm is very high (almost 3 � 105) and thereby
making it almost impractical to use for large models. As
for ray-tracing, algorithms using structure editors [30] and
modeling hierarchies [35] have been used to construct hier-
archies of OBBs. However, they cannot be directly applied
to compute tight-fitting OBBs for large unstructured mod-
els.

A simple algorithm for finding the overlap status of two
OBBs tests all edges of one box for intersection with any
of the faces of the other box, and vice-versa. Since OBBs
are convex polytopes, algorithms based on linear program-
ming [27] and closest features computation [14, 21] can be
used as well. A general purpose interference detection test
between OBBs and convex polyhedron is presented in [16].
Overall, efficient algorithms were not known for comput-
ing hierarchies of tight-fitting OBBs for large unstructured
models, nor were efficient algorithms known for rapidly
checking the overlap status of two such OBBTrees.

3 Hierarchical Methods & Cost Equa-
tion

In this section, we present a framework for evaluating hier-
archical data structures for interference detection and give
a brief overview of OBBTrees. The basic cost function
was taken from [35], who used it for analyzing hierarchical
methods for ray tracing. Given two large models and their
hierarchical representation, the total cost function for inter-
ference detection can be formulated as the following cost
equation:

T = Nv � Cv +Np �Cp; (1)

where

T : total cost function for interference detection,
Nv: number of bounding volume pair overlap tests
Cv: cost of testing a pair of bounding volumes for overlap,
Np: is the number primitive pairs tested for interference,
Cp: cost of testing a pair of primitives for interference.

Given this cost function, various hierarchical data struc-
tures are characterized by:

Choice of Bounding Volume: The choice is governed
by two conflicting constraints:

1. It should fit the original model as tightly as possible
(to lower Nv and Np).

2. Testing two such volumes for overlap should be as fast
as possible (to lower Cv).

Simple primitives like spheres and AABBs do very well
with respect to the second constraint. But they cannot fit
some primitives like long-thin oriented polygons tightly.
On the other hand, minimal ellipsoids and OBBs provide
tight fits, but checking for overlap between them is relatively
expensive.

Hierarchical Decomposition: Given a large model, the
tree of bounding volumes may be constructed bottom-up or
top-down. Furthermore, different techniques are known for
decomposing or partitioning a bounding volume into two
or more sub-volumes. The leaf-nodes may correspond to
different primitives. For general polyhedral models, they
may be represented as collection of few triangles or convex
polytopes. The decomposition also affects the values ofNv

and Np in (1).
It is clear that no hierarchical representation gives the best

performance all the times. Furthermore, given two models,
the total cost of interference detection varies considerably
with relative placement of the models. In particular, when
two models are far apart, hierarchical representations based
on spheres and AABBs work well in practice. However,
when two models are in close proximitywith multiple num-
ber of closest features, the number of pair-wise bounding



volume tests, Nv increases, sometimes also leading to an
increase in the number pair-wise primitive contact tests,
Np.

For a given model, Nv and Np for OBBTreestend to
be smaller as compared to those of trees using spheres
or AABBs as bounding volumes. At the same time, the
best known earlier algorithms for finding contact status of
two OBBs were almost two orders of magnitude slower
than checking two spheres or two AABBs for overlap.
We present efficient algorithms for computing tight fitting
OBBs given a set of polygons, for constructing a hierar-
chy of OBBs, and for testing two OBBs for contact. Our
algorithms are able to compute tight-fitting hierarchies ef-
fectively and the overlap test between two OBBs is one
order of magnitude faster than best known earlier methods.
Given sufficiently large models, our interference detection
algorithm based on OBBTrees much faster as compared to
using sphere trees or AABBs.

4 Building an OBBTree
In this section we describe algorithms for building an OBB-
Tree. The tree construction has two components: first is
the placement of a tight fitting OBB around a collection of
polygons, and second is the grouping of nested OBB’s into
a tree hierarchy.

We want to approximate the collection of polygons with
an OBB of similar dimensions and orientation. We triangu-
late all polygons composed of more than three edges. The
OBB computation algorithm makes use of first and second
order statistics summarizing the vertex coordinates. They
are the mean, �, and the covariance matrix,C, respectively
[11]. If the vertices of the i’th triangle are the points pi,
qi, and ri, then the mean and covariance matrix can be
expressed in vector notation as:
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where n is the number of triangles, pi = pi � �, qi =
qi � �, and ri = ri � �. Each of them is a 3 � 1 vector,
e.g. pi = (pi1;p
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T and Cjk are the elements of the 3

by 3 covariance matrix.
The eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix, such as C, are

mutually orthogonal. After normalizing them, they are used
as a basis. We find the extremal vertices along each axis
of this basis, and size the bounding box, oriented with the
basis vectors, to bound those extremal vertices. Two of the
three eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are the axes of
maximum and of minimum variance, so they will tend to
align the box with the geometry of a tube or a flat surface
patch.

The basic failing of the above approach is that vertices
on the interior of the model, which ought not influence
the selection of a bounding box placement, can have an
arbitrary impact on the eigenvectors. For example, a small
but very dense planar patch of vertices in the interior of the
model can cause the bounding box to align with it.

We improve the algorithm by using the convex hull of
the vertices of the triangles. The convex hull is the smallest
convex set containing all the points and efficient algorithms
of O(n lgn) complexity and their robust implementations

Figure 1: Building the OBBTree: recursively partition the
bounded polygons and bound the resulting groups.

are available as public domain packages [4]. This is an im-
provement, but still suffers from a similar sampling prob-
lem: a small but very dense collection of nearly collinear
vertices on the convex hull can cause the bounding box to
align with that collection.

One solution is to sample the surface of the convex hull
densely, taking the mean and covariance of the sample
points. The uniform sampling of the convex hull surface
normalizes for triangle size and distribution.

One can sample the convex hull “infinitely densely” by
integrating over the surface of each triangle, and allowing
each differential patch to contribute to the covariance ma-
trix. The resulting integral has a closed form solution. Let
the area of the i’th triangle in the convex hull be denoted by

Ai =
1
2
j(pi � qi)� (pi � ri)j

Let the surface area of the entire convex hull be denoted by

AH =
X

i

Ai

Let the centroid of the i’th convex hull triangle be denoted
by

ci = (pi + qi + ri)=3

Let the centroid of the convex hull, which is a weighted
average of the triangle centroids (the weights are the areas
of the triangles), be denoted by
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The elements of the covariance matrixC have the following
closed-form,
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Given an algorithm to compute tight-fittingOBBs around
a group of polygons, we need to represent them hierarchi-
cally. Most methods for building hierarchies fall into two
categories: bottom-up and top-down. Bottom-up methods
begin with a bounding volume for each polygon and merge
volumes into larger volumes until the tree is complete. Top-
down methods begin with a group of all polygons, and re-
cursively subdivide until all leaf nodes are indivisible. In
our current implementation, we have used a simple top-
down approach.



Our subdivision rule is to split the longest axis of a box
with a plane orthogonal to one of its axes, partitioning the
polygons according to which side of the plane their center
point lies on (a 2-D analog is shown in Figure 1). The
subdivision coordinate along that axis was chosen to be
that of the mean point, �; of the vertices. If the longest
axis cannot not be subdivided, the second longest axis is
chosen. Otherwise, the shortest one is used. If the group
of polygons cannot be partitioned along any axis by this
criterion, then the group is considered indivisible.

If we choose the partition coordinate based on where the
median center point lies, then we obtain balanced trees.
This arguably results in optimal worst-case hierarchies for
collision detection. It is, however, extremely difficult to
evaluate average-case behavior, as performance of collision
detection algorithms is sensitive to specific scenarios, and
no single algorithm performs optimally in all cases.

Given a model with n triangles, the overall time to build
the tree is O(n lg2 n) if we use convex hulls, and O(n lgn)
if we don’t. The recursion is similar to that of quicksort.
Fitting a box to a group of n triangles and partitioning them
into two subgroups takes O(n lgn) with a convex hull and
O(n) without it. Applying the process recursively creates
a tree with leaf nodes O(lgn) levels deep.

5 Fast Overlap Test for OBBs
Given OBBTrees of two objects, the interference algorithm
typically spends most of its time testing pairs of OBBs for
overlap. A simple algorithm for testing the overlap status
for two OBB’s performs 144 edge-face tests. In practice,
it is an expensive test. Other algorithms based on linear
programming and closest features computation exist. In
this section, we present a new algorithm to test such boxes
for overlap.

One trivial test for disjointness is to project the boxes
onto some axis (not necessarily a coordinate axis) in space.
This is an ‘axial projection.’ Under this projection, each
box forms an interval on the axis. If the intervals don’t
overlap, then the axis is called a ‘separating axis’ for the
boxes, and the boxes must then be disjoint. If the intervals
do overlap, then the boxes may or may not be disjoint –
further tests may be required.

How many such tests are sufficient to determine the con-
tact status of two OBBs? We know that two disjoint convex
polytopes in 3-space can always be separated by a plane
which is parallel to a face of either polytope, or parallel
to an edge from each polytope. A consequence of this
is that two convex polytopes are disjoint iff there exists a
separating axis orthogonal to a face of either polytope or
orthogonal to an edge from each polytope. A proof of this
basic theorem is given in [15]. Each box has 3 unique face
orientations, and 3 unique edge directions. This leads to
15 potential separating axes to test (3 faces from one box,
3 faces from the other box, and 9 pairwise combinations
of edges). If the polytopes are disjoint, then a separating
axis exists, and one of the 15 axes mentioned above will
be a separating axis. If the polytopes are overlapping, then
clearly no separating axis exists. So, testing the 15 given
axes is a sufficient test for determining overlap status of two
OBBs.

To perform the test, our strategy is to project the centers
of the boxes onto the axis, and also to compute the radii
of the intervals. If the distance between the box centers as
projected onto the axis is greater than the sum of the radii,
then the intervals (and the boxes as well) are disjoint. This
is shown in 2D in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: L is a separating axis for OBBsA andB because
A and B become disjoint intervals under projection onto L.

We assume we are given two OBBs, A and B, with B
placed relative to A by rotation R and translation T. The
half-dimensions (or ‘radii’) ofA and B are ai and bi, where
i = 1; 2; 3. We will denote the axes of A and B as the unit
vectors Ai and Bi, for i = 1; 2; 3. These will be referred
to as the 6 box axes. Note that if we use the box axes of A
as a basis, then the three columns of R are the same as the
threeBi vectors.

The centers of each box projects onto the midpoint of
its interval. By projecting the box radii onto the axis, and
summing the length of their images, we obtain the radius of
the interval. If the axis is parallel to the unit vector L, then
the radius of box A’s interval is

rA =
X

i

jaiA
i
� Lj

A similar expression is used for rB.
The placement of the axis is immaterial, so we assume it

passes through the center of box A. The distance between
the midpoints of the intervals is jT � Lj. So, the intervals
are disjoint iff

jT � Lj >
X
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This simplifies when L is a box axis or cross product
of box axes. For example, consider L = A1

� B2. The
second term in the first summation is
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2
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The last step is due to the fact that the columns of the
rotation matrix are also the axes of the frame of B. The
original term consisted of a dot product and cross product,
but reduced to a multiplicationand an absolute value. Some
terms reduce to zero and are eliminated. After simplifying
all the terms, this axis test looks like:

jT3R22�T2R32j > a2jR32j+a3jR22j+b1jR13j+b3jR11j



All 15 axis tests simplify in similar fashion. Among all
the tests, the absolute value of each element of R is used
four times, so those expressions can be computed once
before beginning the axis tests. The operation tally for
all 15 axis tests are shown in Table 1. If any one of the
expressions is satisfied, the boxes are known to be disjoint,
and the remainder of the 15 axis tests are unnecessary. This
permits early exit from the series of tests, so 200 operations
is the absolute worst case, but often much fewer are needed.
Degenerate OBBs: When an OBB bounds only a single
polygon, it will have zero thickness and become a rectan-
gle. In cases where a box extent is known to be zero, the
expressions for the tests can be further simplified. The oper-
ation counts for overlap tests are given in Table 1, including
when one or both boxes degenerate into a rectangle. Fur-
ther reductions are possible when a box degenerates to a line
segment. Nine multiplies and ten additions are eliminated
for every zero thickness.
OBBs with infinite extents: Also, when one or more
extents are known to be infinite, as for a fat ray or plane,
certain axis tests require a straight-forward modification.
For the axis test given above, if a2 is infinite, then the
inequality cannot possibly be satisfied unless R32 is zero,
in which case the test proceeds as normal but with the
a2jR32j term removed. So the test becomes,

R32 = 0 and
jT3R22 � T2R32j > a3jR22j+ b1jR13j+ b3jR11j

In general, we can expect that R32 will not be zero, and
using a short-circuit and will cause the more expensive
inequality test to be skipped.

Operation Box-Box Box-Rect Rect-Rect
compare 15 15 15
add/sub 60 50 40

mult 81 72 63
abs 24 24 24

Table 1: Operation Counts for Overlap Tests

Comparisons: We have implemented the algorithm
and compared its performance with other box overlap al-
gorithms. The latter include an efficient implementation
of closest features computation between convex polytopes
[14] and a fast implementationof linear programming based
on Seidel’s algorithm [33]. Note that the last two implemen-
tations have been optimized for general convex polytopes,
but not for boxes. All these algorithms are much faster
than performing 144 edge-face intersections. We report the
average time for checking overlap between two OBBs in
Table 2. All the timings are in microseconds, computed on
a HP 735=125 .

Sep. Axis Closest Linear
Algorithm Features Programming
5 � 7 us 45 � 105 us 180 � 230 us

Table 2: Performance of Box Overlap Algorithms

6 OBB’s vs. other Volumes
The primary motivation for using OBBs is that, by virtue of
their variable orientation, they can bound geometry more

tightly than AABBTrees and sphere trees. Therefore, we
reason that, all else being the same, fewer levels of an OBB-
Tree need to be be traversed to process a collision query for
objects in close proximity. In this section we present an
analysis of asymptotic performance of OBBTrees versus
AABBTrees and sphere trees, and an experiment which
supports our analysis.

In Fig. 9(at the end), we show the different levels of
hierarchies for AABBTrees and OBBTrees while approxi-
mating a torus. The number of bounding volumes in each
tree at each level is the same. The � for OBBTrees is much
smaller as compared to � for the AABBTrees.

First, we define tightness, diameter, and aspect ratio of
a bounding volume with respect to the geometry it covers.
The tightness, � , of a bounding volume, B, with respect to
the geometry it covers, G, is B’s Hausdorff distance from
G. Formally, thinking of B and G as closed point sets, this
is

� = max
b2B

min
g2G

dist(b; g)

The diameter, d, of a bounding volume with respect to the
bounded geometry is the maximum distance among all pairs
of enclosed points on the bounded geometry,

d = max
g;h2G

dist(g; h)

The aspect ratio, �, of a bounding volume with respect to
bounded geometry is � = �=d.

ε

d
ε d dε d

ε

Figure 3: Aspect ratios of parent volumes are similar to
those of children when bounding nearly flat geometry.

We argue that when bounded surfaces have low curva-
ture, AABBTrees and sphere trees form fixed aspect ratio
hierarchies, in the sense that the aspect ratio of a node in the
hierarchy will have an aspect ratio similar to its children.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for plane curves. If the bounded
geometry is nearly flat, then the children will have shapes
similar to the parents, but smaller. In Fig 3 for both spheres
and AABBs, d and � are halved as we go from parents to
children, so � = d=� is approximately the same for both
parent and child. For fixed aspect ratio hierarchies, � has
linear dependence on d.

Note that the aspect ratio for AABBs is very dependent
on the specific orientation of the bounded geometry – if the
geometry is conveniently aligned, the aspect ratio can be
close to 0, whereas if it is inconveniently aligned, � can be
close to 1. But whatever the value, an AABB enclosing
nearly flat geometry will have approximately the same � as
its children.

Since an OBB aligns itself with the geometry, the aspect
ratio of an OBB does not depend on the geometry’s orien-
tation in model space. Rather, it depends more on the local
curvature of the geometry. For the sake of analysis, we
are assuming nearly flat geometry. Suppose the bounded
geometry has low constant curvature, as on the surface of
a large sphere. In Fig. 4 we show a plane curve of fixed
radius of curvature r and bounded by an OBB. We have
d = 2r sin �, and � = r � r cos �. Using the small angle
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Figure 4: OBBs: Aspect ratio of children are half that of
parent when bounding surfaces of low constant curvature
when bounding nearly flat geometry.

approximation and eliminating �, we obtain � = d2=8r. So
� has quadratic dependence on d. When d is halved, � is
quartered, and the aspect ratio is halved.

We conclude that when bounding low curvature surfaces,
AABBTrees and spheres trees have � with linear depen-
dence on d, whereas OBBTrees have � with quadratic de-
pendence on d. We have illustrated this for plane curves in
the figures, but the relationships hold for surfaces in three
space as well.

Suppose we use N same-sized bounding volumes to
cover a surface patch with area A and require each volume
to cover O(A=N ) surface area (for simplicity we are ignor-
ing packing inefficiencies). Therefore, for these volumes,
d = O(

p
A=N). For AABBs and spheres, � depends

linearly on d, so � = O(
p
A=N ). For OBBs, quadratic de-

pendence on d gives us OBBs, � = O(A=N ). So, to cover a
surface patch with volumes to a given tightness, if OBBs re-
quireO(m) bounding volumes, AABBs and spheres would
require O(m2) bounding volumes.

Most contact scenarios do not require traversing both
trees to all nodes of a given depth, but this does happen
when two surfaces come into parallel close proximity to
one another, in which every point on each surface is close
to some point on the other surface. This is most common in
virtual prototyping and tolerance analysis applications, in
which fitted machine parts are tested for mechanical con-
sistency. Also, dynamic simulations often generate paths
in which one object comes to rest against another. It should
be also be noted that when two smooth, highly tessellated
surfaces come into near contact with each other, the region
of near contact locally resembles a parallel close proximity
scenario in miniature, and, for sufficiently tessellated mod-
els, the expense of processing that region can dominate the
overall collision query. So, while it may seem like a very
special case, parallel close proximity is an abstract situation
which deserves consideration when designing collision and
evaluating collision detection algorithms.
Experiments: We performed two experiments to
support our analysis. For the first, we generated two con-
centric spheres consisting of 32; 000 triangles each. The
smaller sphere had radius 1, while the larger had radius
1+ �. We performed collision queries with both OBBTrees
and AABBTrees. The AABBTrees were created using the
same process as for OBBTrees, except that instead of using
the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix to determine the
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Figure 5: AABBs (upper curve) and OBBs (lower curve) for
parallel close proximity (log-log plot)

box orientations, we used the identity matrix.
The number of bounding box overlap tests required to

process the collision query are shown in Fig. 5 for both
tree types, and for a range of � values. The graph is a
log-log plot. The upper curve is for AABBTrees, and the
lower, OBBTrees. The slopes of the the linear portions the
upper curve and lower curves are approximately �2 and
�1, as expected from the analysis. The differing slopes of
these curves imply that OBBTrees require asymptotically
fewer box tests as a function of � than AABBTrees in our
experiment.

Notice that the curve for AABBTrees levels off for the
lowest values of �. For sufficiently small values of �, even
the lowest levels of the AABBTree hierarchies are inade-
quate for separating the two surfaces – all nodes of both
are visited, and the collision query must resort to testing
the triangles. Decreasing � even further cannot result in
more work, because the tree does not extend further than
the depth previously reached. The curve for the OBBTrees
will also level off for some sufficiently small value of �,
which is not shown in the graph. Furthermore, since both
trees are binary and therefore have the same number of
nodes, the OBBTree curve will level off at the same height
in the graph as the AABBTree curve.

For the second experiment, two same-size spheres were
placed next to each other, separated by a distance of �. We
call this scenario point close proximity, where two nonpar-
allel surfaces patches come close to touching at a point.
We can think of the surfaces in the neighborhood of the
closest points as being in parallel close proximity – but
this approximation applies only locally. We have not been
able to analytically characterize the performance, so we
rely instead on empirical evidence to claim that for this
scenario OBBTrees require asymptotically fewer bounding
box overlap tests as a function of � than AABBTrees. The
results are shown in Fig. 6. This is also a log-log plot,
and the increasing gap between the upper and lower curves
show the asymptotic difference in the number of tests as �
decreases. Again, we see the leveling off for small values
of �.
Analysis: A general analysis of the performance of
collision detection algorithms which use bounding volume
hierarchies is extremely difficult because performance is
so situation specific. We assumed that the geometry being
bounded had locally low curvature and was finely tessel-
lated. This enabled the formulation of simple relationships
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Figure 6: AABBs (upper curve) and OBBs (lower curve) for
point close proximity. (log-log plot)

between � and d. We also assumed that the packing effi-
ciency of bounding volumes was perfect so as to formulate
the relationships between d and the area of the surface cov-
ered. We believe that the inaccuracies of these assumptions
account for the deviations from theory exhibited in the graph
of Fig. 5.

For surface patches with highcurvature everywhere, such
as a 3D fractal, we may not expect to see asymptotic per-
formance advantages for OBBs. Similarly, a coarse tessel-
lation of a surface will place a natural limit on the number,
N , the number of volumes used to approximate the surface.
For a coarse tessellation, OBB-, sphere-, and AABBTrees
may have to traverse their entire hierarchies for sufficiently
close proximity scenarios, thus requiring approximately the
same number of bounding volume overlap tests. Further-
more, for scenarios in which parallel close proximity does
not occur, we don’t expect the quadratic convergence prop-
erty of OBBs to be of use, and again don’t expect to see
superior asymptotic performance.

7 Implementation and Performance
The software for the collision detection library was written
in C++. The primary data structure for an OBB is a “box”
class whose members contain a rotation matrix and trans-
lation vector, defining its placement relative to its parent,
pointers to its parent and two children, the three box dimen-
sions, and an object which holds a list of the triangles the
box contains. The overall data structure for the box occu-
pies 168 bytes. The tree formed from boxes as nodes, and
the triangle list class, are the only compound data structures
used.

An OBBTree of n triangles contains n leaf boxes and
n � 1 internal node boxes. In terms of memory require-
ments, there are approximately two boxes per triangle. The
triangle itself requires 9 double precision numbers plus an
integer for identification, totaling 76 bytes (based on 64-bit
IEEE arithmetic). The memory requirement therefore to-
tals 412 bytes per triangle in the model. This estimate does

not include whatever overhead may exist in the dynamic
memory allocation mechanism of the runtime environment.
Using quaternions instead of rotation matrices (to represent
box orientations), results in substantial space savings, but
need 13 more operations per OBB overlap test. Single
precision arithmetic can also be used to save memory.

7.1 Robustness and Accuracy
The algorithm and the implementations are applicable to all
unstructured polygonal models. The polygons are permit-
ted to be degenerate, with two or even one unique vertex,
have no connectivity restrictions. The algorithm requires
no adjacency information. This degree of robustness gives
the system wider applicability. For example, space curves
can be approximated by degenerate triangles as line seg-
ments – the system will correctly find intersections of those
curves with other curves or surfaces.

The OBB overlap test is very robust as compared to other
OBB overlap algorithms. It does not need to check for non-
generic conditions such as parallel faces or edges; these
are not special cases for the test and do not need to be
handled separately. As a series of comparisons between
linear combinations, the test is numerically stable: there
are no divisions, square roots, or other functions to threaten
domain errors or create conditioning problems. The use of
an error margin, �, guards against missing intersections due
to arithmetic error. Its value can be set by the user.

Since the flow of control for the overlap test is simple
and the number of operations required is small, the overlap
test is a good candidate for microcoding or implemented
in assembly. The test could also be easily implemented in
hardware. Since most of the collision query time is spent
in the overlap tests, any such optimization will significantly
improve overall running time.

The Qhull package [4] is optionally used for computing
the OBB orientation. It has been found to be quite robust.
If we do use Qhull, we have to ensure that the input to
Qhull spans 3 dimensions. If the input is rank deficient, our
current implementation skips the use of Qhull, and uses all
the triangles in the group. A more complete solution would
be to project the input onto a lower dimensional space, and
compute the convex hull of the projection (Qhull works on
input of arbitrary specified dimension, but the input must
be full rank).

There is the issue of propagation of errors as we descend
the hierarchies, performing overlap tests. When we test
two boxes or two triangles, their placement relative to one
another is the result of a series of transformations, one for
each level of each hierarchy we have traversed. We have
not found errors due to the cascading of transformation
matrices, but it is a theoretical source of errors we are
aware of.

7.2 Performance
Our interference detection algorithm has been applied to
two complex synthetic environments to demonstrate its ef-
ficiency (as highlighted in Table 3). These figures are for
an SGI Reality Engine (90 MHz R8000 CPU, 512 MB).

A simple dynamics engine exercised the collision detec-
tion system. At each time step, the contact polygons were
found by the collision detection algorithm, an impulse was
applied to the object at each contact before advancing the
clock.

In the first scenario, the pipes model was used as both
the environment and the dynamic object, as shown in Fig.
8. Both object and environment contain 140,000 polygons.



Scenario Pipes Torus
Environ Size 143690 pgns 98000 pgns
Object Size 143690 pgns 20000 pgns
Num of Steps 4008 1298
Num of Contacts 23905 2266
Num of Box-Box Tests 1704187 1055559
Num of Tri-Tri Tests 71589 7069
Time 16.9 secs 8.9 secs
Ave. Int. Detec. Time 4.2 msecs 6.9 msecs
Ave. Time per Box Test 7.9 usecs 7.3 usecs
Ave. Contacts per Step 6.0 1.7

Table 3: Timings for simulations

The object is 15 times smaller in size than the environ-
ment. We simulated a gravitational field directed toward
the center of the large cube of pipes, and permitted the
smaller cube to fall inward, tumbling and bouncing. Its
path contained 4008 discrete positions, and required 16:9
seconds to determine all 23905 contacts along the path.
This is a challenging scenario because the smaller object
is entirely embedded within the larger model. The models
contain long thin triangles in the straight segments of the
pipes, which cannot be efficiently approximated by sphere
trees, octrees, and AABBTrees, in general. It has no obvi-
ous groups or clusters, which are typically used by spatial
partitioning algorithms like BSP’s.

The other scenario has a complex wrinkled torus encir-
cling a stalagmite in a dimpled, toothed landscape. Dif-
ferent steps from this simulation are shown in Fig. 10.
The spikes in the landscape prevent large bounding boxes
from touching the floor of the landscape, while the dimples
provide numerous shallow concavities into which an object
can enter. Likewise, the wrinkles and the twisting of the
torus makes it impractical to decompose into convex poly-
topes, and difficult to efficiently apply bounding volumes.
The wrinkled torus and the environment are also smooth
enough to come into parallel close proximity, increasing
the number of bounding volume overlap tests. Notice that
the average number of box tests per step for the torus sce-
nario is almost twice that of the pipes, even though the
number of contacts is much lower.

We have also applied our algorithm to detect collision
between a moving torpedo on a pivot model (as shown in
Fig. 7). These are parts of a torpedo storage and handling
room of a submarine. The torpedo model is 4780 triangles.
The pivot structure has 44921 triangles. There are multiple
contacts along the length of the torpedo as it rests among
the rollers. A typical collision query time for the scenario
shown in Fig. 7 is 100 ms on a 200MHz R4400 CPU, 2GB
SGI Reality Engine.

7.3 Comparison with Other Approaches
A number of hierarchical structures are known in the liter-
ature for interference detection. Most of them are based on
spheres or AABBs. They have been applied to a number
of complex environments. However, there are no stan-
dard benchmarks available to compare different algorithms
and implementations. As a result, it is non-trivial to com-
pare two algorithms and their implementations. More re-
cently, [18] have compared different algorithms (based on
line-stabbing and AABBs) on models composed of tens of
thousands of polygons. On an SGI Indigo2 Extreme, the
algorithms with the best performance are able to compute
all the contacts between the models in about 1=7�1=5 of a

second. Just based on the model complexity, we are able to
handle models composed of hundreds of thousands of poly-
gons (with multiple parallel contacts) in about 1=25�1=75
of a second. We also compared our algorithm with an
implementation of sphere tree based on the algorithm pre-
sented in [28]. A very preliminary comparison indicates
one order of magnitude improvement. More comparisons
and experiments are planned in the near future.

7.4 RAPID and benchmarks
Our implementation of our algorithms is available as a soft-
ware package called RAPID (Rapid and Accurate Poly-
gon Interference Detection). It can be obtained from:
http://www.cs.unc.edu/˜geom/OBB/OBBT.html.

Most of the models shown in this paper are also available,
as well as precomputed motion sequences.

Overall, we find that given two large models in close
proximity, withCv, Nv, and Np from the cost equation (1):

� Cv for OBBTrees is one-order of magnitude slower
than that for sphere trees or AABBs.

� Nv for OBBTrees is asymptotically lower than that for
sphere trees or AABBs. Likewise, Np for OBBTrees
is asymptotically lower.

Thus, given sufficiently large models in sufficiently close
proximity, using OBBTrees require less work to process a
collision query than using AABBTrees or sphere trees.

8 Extensions and Future Work
In the previous sections, we described the algorithm for
interference detection between two polygonal models un-
dergoing rigid motion. Some of the future work includes its
specialization and extension to other applications. These
include ray-tracing, interference detection between curved
surfaces, view frustum culling and deformable models. As
far as curve and surface intersections are concerned, current
approaches are based on algebraic methods, subdivision
methods and interval arithmetic [32]. Algebraic methods
are restricted to low degree intersections. For high degree
curve intersections, algorithms based on interval arithmetic
have been found to be the fastest [32]. Such algorithms
compute a decomposition of the curve in terms of AABBs.
It will be worthwhile to try OBBs. This would involve sub-
dividing the curve, computing tight-fitting OBBs for each
segment, and checking them for overlaps.

In terms of view frustum culling, most applications use
hierarchies based on AABBs. Rather, we may enclose the
object using an OBBTree and test for overlap with the view
frustum. The overlap test presented in Section 5 can be
easily extended to test for overlap between an OBB and a
view frustum.
Libraries and Benchmarks: There is great need to de-
velop a set of libraries and benchmarks to compare different
algorithms. This would involve different models as well as
scenarios.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a hierarchical data structure
for rapid and exact interference detection between polygo-
nal models. The algorithm is general-purpose and makes no
assumptions about the input model. We have presented new
algorithms for efficient construction of tight-fitting OBB-
Trees and overlap detection between two OBBs based on a



new separating axis theorem. We have compared its perfor-
mance with other hierarchies of spheres and AABBs and
find it asymptotically faster for close proximity situations.
The algorithm has been implemented and is able to detect
all contacts between complex geometries (composed of a
few hundred thousand polygons) at interactive rates.
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Figure 7: Interactive Interference Detection for a Torpedo
(shown in yellow) on a Pivot Structure (shown in green)
– Torpedo has 4780 triangles; Pivot has 44921 triangles;
Average time to perform collision query: 100 msec on SGI
Reality Engine with 200MHz R4400 CPU



            

Figure 10: Interactive Interference Detection for a Complex
Torus – Torus has 20000 polygons; Environment has 98000
polygons; Average time to perform collision query: 6.9 msec
on SGI Reality Engine with 90MHz R8000 CPU



            

Figure 8: Interactive Interference Detection on Complex Interweaving Pipeline: 140;000 polygons each; Average time to
perform collision query: 4.2 msec on SGI Reality Engine with 90MHz R8000 CPU



            

Figure 9: AABBs vs. OBBs: Approximation of a Torus – This shows OBBs converging to the shape of a torus more rapidly
than AABBs.
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ABSTRACT:

We present an exact and interactive collision detection
system, I-COLLIDE, for large-scale environments. Such
environments are characterized by the number of objects
undergoing rigid motion and the complexity of the mod-
els. The algorithm does not assume the objects' motions
can be expressed as a closed form function of time. The
collision detection system is general and can be easily in-
terfaced with a variety of applications. The algorithm
uses a two-level approach based on pruning multiple-
object pairs using bounding boxes and performing exact
collision detection between selected pairs of polyhedral
models. We demonstrate the performance of the system
in walkthrough and simulation environments consisting
of a large number of moving objects. In particular, the
system takes less than 1=20 of a second to determine all
the collisions and contacts in an environment consisting
of more than a 1000 moving polytopes, each consisting of
more than 50 faces on an HP-9000/750.

1 INTRODUCTION

Collision detection is a fundamental problem in computer
animation, physically-based modeling, computer simu-
lated environments and robotics. In these applications,
an object's motion is constrained by collisions with other
objects and by other dynamic constraints. The prob-
lem has been well studied in the literature. However, no
good general collision detection algorithms and systems
are known for interactive large-scale environments.
A large-scale virtual environment, like a walkthrough,

creates a computer-generated world, �lled with real and
virtual objects. Such an environment should give the user
a feeling of presence, which includes making the images of
both the user and the surrounding objects feel solid. For
example, the objects should not pass through each other,
and things should move as expected when pushed, pulled
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or grasped. Such actions require accurate collision detec-
tion. However, there may be hundreds, even thousands
of objects in the virtual world, so a brute-force approach
that tests all possible pairs for collisions is not acceptable.
E�ciency is critical in a virtual environment, otherwise
its interactive nature is lost [24]. A fast and interactive
collision detection algorithm is a fundamental component
of a complex virtual environment.
The objective of collision detection is to report all geo-

metric contacts between objects. If we know the positions
and orientations of the objects in advance, we can solve
collision detection as a function of time. However, this
is not the case in virtual environments or other interac-
tive applications. In fact, in a walkthrough environment,
we usually do not have any information regarding the
maximum velocity or acceleration, because the user may
move with abrupt changes in direction and speed. Due to
these unconstrained variables, collision detection is cur-
rently considered to be one of the major bottlenecks in
building interactive simulated environments [20].
Main Contribution: We present a collision de-

tection algorithm and system for interactive and exact
collision detection in complex environments. In contrast
to the previous work, we show that accurate, interac-
tive performance can be attained in most environments if
we use coherence to speed up pairwise interference tests
and to reduce the actual number of these tests we per-
form. We are able to successfully trim the O(n2) pos-
sible interactions of n simultaneously moving objects to
O(n +m) where m is the number of objects very close
to each other. In particular, two objects are very close,
if their axis-aligned bounding boxes overlap. Our ap-
proach is exible enough to handle dense environments
without making assumptions about object velocity or ac-
celeration. The system has been successfully applied to
architectural walkthroughs and simulated environments
and works well in practice.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2, we review some of the previous work in collision
detection. Section 3 de�nes the concept of coherence and
describes an exact pairwise collision detection algorithm
which applies it. We describe our algorithm for collision
detection between multiple objects in Section 4 and dis-
cuss its implementation in Sections 5 and 6. Section 7
presents our experimental results on walkthrough envi-
ronments and simulations.
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2 PREVIOUS WORK

The problem of collision detection has been extensively
studied in robotics, computational geometry, and com-
puter graphics. The goal in robotics has been the
planning of collision-free paths between obstacles [15].
This di�ers from virtual environments and physically-
based simulations, where the motion is subject to dy-
namic constraints or external forces and cannot typi-
cally be expressed as a closed form function of time
[1, 3, 11, 18, 20, 21].
At the same time, the emphasis in the computational

geometry has been on theoretically e�cient intersection
detection algorithms [22]. Most of them are restricted to
a static instance of the problem and are non-trivial to
implement. For convex 3-polytopes 1 linear time algo-
rithms based on linear programming and tracking closest
points [10] have been proposed. More recently, temporal
and geometric coherence have been used to devise algo-
rithms based on checking local features of pairs of convex
3-polytopes [3, 17]. Alonso et al.[1] use bounding boxes
and spatial partitioning to test all O(n2) pairs of arbi-
trary polyhedral objects.
Di�erent methods have been proposed to overcome the

bottleneck of O(n2) pairwise tests in an environment of
n bodies. The simplest of these are based on spatial sub-
division. The space is divided into cells of equal vol-
ume, and at each instance the objects are assigned to one
or more cells. Collisions are checked between all object
pairs belonging to a particular cell. This approach works
well for sparse environments in which the objects are uni-
formly distributed through the space. Another approach
operates directly on four-dimensional volumes swept out
by object motion over time [4, 14].
None of these algorithms adequately address the issue

of collision detection in a virtual environment which re-
quires performance at interactive rates for thousands of
pairwise tests. Hubbard has proposed a solution to ad-
dress this problem by trading accuracy for speed [14].
In an early extension of their work, Lin and Canny [16]
proposed a scheduling scheme to handle multiple moving
objects. Dworkin and Zeltzer extended this work for a
sparse model [7].

3 BACKGROUND

In this section, we highlight the importance of coherence
in dynamic environments. We briey review the algo-
rithm for exact pairwise collision detection and present
our multi-body collision detection scheme, both of which
exploit coherence to achieve e�ciency.

3.1 Temporal and Geometric Coherence

Temporal coherence is the property that the application
state does not change signi�cantly between time steps,
or frames. The objects move only slightly from frame
to frame. This slight movement of the objects trans-
lates into geometric coherence, because their geometry,
de�ned by the vertex coordinates, changes minimally be-
tween frames. The underlying assumption is that the time
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steps are small enough that the objects to do not travel
large distances between frames.

3.2 Pairwise Collision Detection for Convex Polytopes

We briey review the Lin-Canny collision detection algo-
rithm which tracks closest points between pairs of convex
polytopes [16, 17]. This algorithm is used at the lowest
level of collision detection to determine the exact contact
status between convex polytopes. The method maintains
a pair of closest features for each convex polytope pair
and calculates the Euclidean distance between the fea-
tures to detect collisions. This approach can be used in
a static environment, but is especially well-suited for dy-
namic environments in which objects move in a sequence
of small, discrete steps.
The method takes advantage of coherence: the closest

features change infrequently as the polytopes move along
�nely discretized paths. The algorithm runs in expected
constant time if the polytopes are not moving swiftly.
Even when a closest feature pair is changing rapidly, the
algorithm takes only slightly longer (the running time
is proportional to the number of feature pairs traversed,
which is a function of the relative motion the polytopes
undergo). The method for �nding closest feature pairs is
based on Voronoi regions. The algorithm starts with a
candidate pair of features, one from each polytope, and
checks whether the closest points lie on these features.
Since the polytopes and their faces are convex, this is a
local test involving only the neighboring features of the
current candidate features. If either feature fails the test,
the algorithm steps to a neighboring feature of one or
both candidates, and tries again. With some simple pre-
processing, the algorithm can guarantee that every fea-
ture has a constant number of neighboring features.

3.3 Penetration Detection for Convex Polytopes

The core of the collision detection algorithm is built us-
ing the properties of Voronoi regions of convex polytopes.
The Voronoi regions form a partition of space outside the
polytope. When polytopes interpenetrate, some features
may not fall into any Voronoi regions. This can at times
lead to cycling of feature pairs. To circumvent this prob-
lem, we partition the interior space of the convex poly-
topes. The partitioning does not have to form the exact
internal Voronoi regions, because we are not interested in
knowing the closest features between two interpenetrat-
ing polytopes, but only detecting such a case. So instead
we use pseudo-Voronoi regions, obtained by joining each
vertex of the polytope with the centroid of the polytope
[21].
Given a partition of the exterior and the interior of the

polytope, we walk from the external Voronoi regions into
the pseudo-internal Voronoi regions when necessary. If
either of the closest features falls into a pseudo-Voronoi
region at the end of the walk, we know the objects
are interpenetrating. Ensuring convergence as we walk
through pseudo-internal Voronoi regions requires special
case analysis and will be omitted here.

3.4 Extension to Non-Convex Objects

We extend the collision detection algorithm for convex
polytopes to handle non-convex objects, such as articu-
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lated bodies, by using a hierarchical representation. In
the hierarchical representation, the internal nodes can be
convex or non-convex sub-parts, but all the leaf nodes are
convex polytopes or features [21].
Beginning with the leaf nodes, we construct either a

convex hull or other bounding volume and work up the
tree, level by level, to the root. The bounding volume
associated with each node is the bounding volume of the
union of its children; the root's bounding volume encloses
the whole hierarchy. For instance, a hand may have indi-
vidual joints in the leaves, �ngers in the internal nodes,
and the entire hand in the root.
We test for collision between a pair of these hierarchical

trees recursively. The collision detection algorithm �rst
tests for collision between the two parent nodes. If there
is no collision between the two parents, the algorithm
returns the closest feature pair of their bounding volumes.
If there is a collision, the algorithm expands their children
and recursively proceeds down the tree to determine if a
collision actually occurs. More details are given in [21].

4 MULTIPLE-OBJECT COLLISION DETECTION

Large-scale environments consist of stationary as well as
moving objects. Let there be N moving objects and M
stationary objects. Each of the N moving objects can
collide with the other moving objects, as well as with the

stationary ones. Keeping track of

�
N
2

�
+ NM pairs

of objects at every time step can become time consum-
ing as N and M get large. To achieve interactive rates,
we must reduce this number before performing pairwise
collision tests. The overall architecture of the multiple
object collision detection algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.
Sorting is the key to our pruning approach. Each ob-

ject is surrounded by a 3-dimensional bounding volume.
We sort these bounding volumes in 3-space to determine
which pairs are overlapping. We only need to perform
exact pairwise collision tests on these remaining pairs.
However, it is not intuitively obvious how to sort ob-

jects in 3-space. We use a dimension reduction approach.
If two bodies collide in a 3-dimensional space, their or-
thogonal projections onto the xy, yz, and xz-planes and
x, y, and z-axes must overlap. Based on this observation,
we choose axis-aligned bounding boxes as our bounding
volumes. We e�ciently project these bounding boxes
onto a lower dimension, and perform our sort on these
lower-dimensional structures.
This approach is quite di�erent from the typical space

partitioning approaches used to reduce the number of
pairs. A space partitioning approach puts considerable
e�ort into choosing good partition sizes. But there is no
partition size that prunes out object pairs as ideally as
testing for bounding box overlaps. Partitioning schemes
may work well for environments where N is small com-
pared to M , but object sorting works well whether N is
small or large.

4.1 Bounding Volumes

Many collision detection algorithms have used bounding
boxes, spheres, ellipses, etc. to rule out collisions between
objects which are far apart. We use bounding box over-
laps to trigger the exact collision detection algorithm.

Architecture for Multi-body
Collision Detection

Simulation

Pruning
Multi-body Pairs

Pairwise Exact
Collision Detection

object transformations overlapping pairs

colliding
   pairs

Analysis/
Response

  response
parameters

Figure 1: Architecture for Multiple Body Collision De-
tection Algorithm

We have considered two types of axis-aligned bound-
ing boxes: �xed-size bounding cubes (�xed cubes) and
dynamically-resized rectangular bounding boxes (dy-
namic boxes).

� Fixed-Size Bounding Cubes:

We compute the size of the �xed cube to be large enough
to contain the object at any orientation. We de�ne this
axis-aligned cube by a center and a radius. Fixed cubes
are easy to recompute as objects move, making them well-
suited to dynamic environments. If an object is nearly
spherical the �xed cube �ts it well.
As preprocessing steps we calculate the center and ra-

dius of the �xed cube. At each time step as the object
moves, we recompute the cube as follows:

1. Transform the center using one vector-matrix multi-
plication.

2. Compute the minimum and maximum x, y, and z-
coordinates by subtracting and adding the radius
from the coordinates of the center.

Step 1 involves only one vector-matrix multiplication.
Step 2 needs six arithmetic operations (3 additions and 3
subtractions).

� Dynamically Rectangular Bounding Boxes:

We compute the size of the rectangular bounding box to
be the tightest axis-aligned box containing the object at
a particular orientation. It is de�ned by its minimum
and maximum x, y, and z-coordinates (for a convex ob-
ject, these must correspond to coordinates of up to 6 of
its vertices). As an object moves, we must recompute its
minima and maxima, taking into account the object's ori-
entation. For oblong objects rectangular boxes �t better
than cubes, resulting in fewer overlaps. This is advanta-
geous as long as few of the objects are moving, as in a
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Figure 2: Bounding Box Behavior

walkthrough environment. In such an environment, the
savings gained by the reduced number of pairwise colli-
sion detection tests outweigh the cost of computing the
dynamically-resized boxes.
As a precomputation, we compute each object's ini-

tial minima and maxima along each axis. It is assumed
that the objects are convex. For non-convex polyhedral
models, the following algorithm is applied to their convex
hulls. As an object moves, we recompute its minima and
maxima at each time step as follows:

1. Check to see if the current minimum (or maximum)
vertex for the x, y, or z-coordinate still has the small-
est (or largest) value in comparison to its neighboring
vertices. If so we are �nished.

2. Update the vertex for that extremum by replacing
it with the neighboring vertex with the smallest (or
largest) value of all neighboring vertices. Repeat the
entire process as necessary.

This algorithm recomputes the bounding boxes at an ex-
pected constant rate. Once again, we are exploiting the
temporal and geometric coherence, in addition to the lo-
cality of convex polytopes.
We do not transform all the vertices as the objects un-

dergo motion. As we are updating the bounding boxes
new positions are computed for current vertices using
matrix-vector multiplications. We can optimize this ap-
proach by realizing that we are only interested in one
coordinate value of each extremal vertex, say the x coor-
dinate while updating the minimum or maximum value
along the x-axis. Therefore, there is no need to transform
the other than coordinates in order to compare neigh-
boring vertices. This reduces the number of arithmetic
operations by two-thirds.

4.2 One-Dimensional Sweep and Prune

The one-dimensional sweep and prune algorithm begins
by projecting each three-dimensional bounding box onto
the x, y, and z axes. Because the bounding boxes are
axis-aligned, projecting them onto the coordinate axes re-
sults in intervals (see Fig. 2). We are interested in over-
laps among these intervals, because a pair of bounding
boxes can overlap if and only if their intervals overlap in
all three dimensions.

We construct three lists, one for each dimension. Each
list contains the values of the endpoints of the intervals
corresponding to that dimension. By sorting these lists,
we can determine which intervals overlap. In the general
case, such a sort would take O(n log n) time, where n is
the number of objects. We can reduce this time bound by
keeping the sorted lists from the previous frame, changing
only the values of the interval endpoints. In environments
where the objects make relatively small movements be-
tween frames, the lists will be nearly sorted, so we can
sort in expected O(n) time, as shown in [19, 3]. Insertion
sort works well for previously sorted lists.
In addition to sorting, we need to keep track of changes

in overlap status of interval pairs (i.e. from overlapping
in the last time step to non-overlapping in the current
time step, and vice-versa). This can be done in O(n +
ex + ey + ez) time, where ex; ey; and ez are the number
of exchanges along the x; y; and z-axes. This also runs in
expected linear time due to coherence, but in the worst
case ex; ey; and ez can each be O(n2) with an extremely
small constant.
Our method is suitable for dynamic environments

where coherence is preserved. In computational geom-
etry literature several algorithms exist that solve the
static version of determining 3-D bounding box overlaps
in O(n log2 n+s) time, where s is the number of pairwise
overlaps [12, 13]. We have reduced this to O(n + s) by
using coherence.

4.3 Two-Dimensional Intersection Tests

The two-dimensional intersection algorithm begins by
projecting each three-dimensional axis-aligned bounding
box onto any two of the x-y, x-z, and y-z planes. Each
of these projections is a rectangle in 2-space. Typically
there are fewer overlaps of these 2-D rectangles than of
the 1-D intervals used by the sweep and prune technique.
This results in fewer swaps as the objects move. In sit-
uations where the projections onto one-dimension result
in densely clustered intervals, the two-dimensional tech-
nique is more e�cient. The interval tree is a common
data structure for performing such two-dimensional range
queries [22].
Each query of an interval intersection takes O(log n+k)

time where k is the number of reported intersections and
n is the number of intervals. Therefore, reporting inter-
sections among n rectangles can be done in O(n log n+K)
where K is the total number of intersecting rectangles [8].

4.4 Alternatives to Dimension Reduction

There are many di�erent methods for reducing the num-
ber of pairwise tests, such as binary space partitioning
(BSP) trees [23], octrees, etc.
Several practical and e�cient algorithms are based on

uniform space division. Divide space into unit cells (or
volumes) and place each object in some cell(s). To check
for collisions, examine the cell(s) occupied by each object
to verify if the cell(s) is(are) shared by other objects.
Choosing a near-optimal cell size is di�cult, and failing
to do so results in large memory usage and computational
ine�ciency.
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5 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we describe the implementation details of
I-COLLIDE based on the Sweep and Prune algorithm,
the exact collision detection algorithm, the multi-body
simulation, and their applications to walkthrough and
simulations.

5.1 Sweep and Prune

As described earlier, the Sweep and Prune algorithm re-
duces the number of pairwise collision tests by eliminating
polytope pairs that are far apart. It involves three steps:
calculating bounding boxes, sorting the minimum and
maximum coordinates of the bounding boxes as the al-
gorithm sweeps through each list, and determining which
bounding boxes overlap. As it turns out, we do the sec-
ond and third steps simultaneously.
Each bounding box consists of a minimum and a max-

imum coordinate value for each dimension: x, y, and z.
These minima and maxima are maintained in three sep-
arate lists, one for each dimension. We sort each list of
coordinate values using insertion sort, while maintaining
an overlap status for each bounding box pair. The over-
lap status consists of a boolean ag for each dimension.
Whenever all three of these ags are set, the bounding
boxes of the polytope pair overlap. These ags are only
modi�ed when insertion sort performs a swap. We de-
cide whether or not to toggle a ag based on whether
the coordinate values both refer to bounding box min-
ima, both refer to bounding box maxima, or one refers to
a bounding box minimum and the other a maximum.
When a ag is toggled, the overlap status indicates one

of three situations:

1. All three dimensions of this bounding box pair now
overlap. In this case, we add the corresponding poly-
tope pair to a list of active pairs.

2. This bounding box pair overlapped at the previous
time step. In this case, we remove the corresponding
polytope pair from the active list.

3. This bounding box pair did not overlap at the pre-
vious time step and does not overlap at the current
time step. In this case, we do nothing.

When sorting is completed for this time step, the active
pair list contains all the polytope pairs whose bounding
boxes currently overlap. We pass this active pair list to
the exact collision detection routine to �nd the closest
features of all these polytope pairs and determine which,
if any, of them are colliding.

5.2 Exact collision detection

The collision detection routine processes each polytope
pair in the active list. The �rst time a polytope pair is
considered, we select a random feature from each poly-
tope; otherwise, we use the previous closest feature pair
as a starting point. This previous closest feature pair
may not be a good guess when the polytope pair has just
become active. Dworkin and Zeltzer [7] suggest precom-
puting a lookup table for each polytope to help �nd better
starting guesses.

5.3 Multi-body Simulation

The multi-body simulation is an application we developed
to test the I-COLLIDE system. It represents a general,
non-restricted environment in which objects move in an
arbitrary fashion resulting in collisions with simple im-
pulse responses.
While we can load any convex polytopes into the sim-

ulation, we typically use those generated by the tessella-
tion of random points on a sphere. Unless the number of
vertices is large, the resulting polytopes are not spherical
in appearance; they range from oblong to fat. The sim-
ulation parameters of the polytopes were their number,
their complexity measured as the number of faces, their
rotational velocity, their translational velocity, the den-
sity of their environment measured as the ratio of poly-
tope volume to environment volume, and the bounding
volume method used for the Sweep and Prune (�xed-size
or dynamically-resized boxes).
The simulation begins by placing the polytopes at ran-

dom positions and orientations. At each time step, the
positions and orientations are updated using the transla-
tional and rotational velocities (since the detection rou-
tines make no use of pre-de�ned path, the polytopes'
paths could just as easily be randomized at each time
step). The simulation then calls the I-COLLIDE sys-
tem and receives a list of colliding polytope pairs. It
exchanges the translational velocities of these pairs to
simulate an elastic reaction. Objects also rebound o� the
walls of the constraining volume.
We use this simulation to test the functionality and

speed of the detection algorithm. In addition, we are able
to visually display some of the key features. For example,
the bounding boxes of the polytopes can be rendered at
each time step. When the bounding boxes of a polytope
pair overlap, we can render a line connecting the clos-
est features of this polytope. It is also possible to show
all pairs of closest features at each time step. These vi-
sual aids have proven to be useful in indicating actual
collisions and additional geometric information for algo-
rithmic study and analysis. See Frame 1 at the end for
an example of the simulation.

5.4 Walkthrough

The walkthrough is a head-mounted display application
that involves a large number of polytopes depicting a re-
alistic scene. The integration of our library into such
an environment demonstrates that an interactive envi-
ronment can use our collision detection library without
a�ecting the application's real-time performance.
The walkthrough creates a virtual environment (our

video shows a kitchen and a porch). The user travels
through this environment, interacting with the polytopes:
picking up virtual objects, changing their scale, and mov-
ing them around. Whenever the user's hand collides with
the polytopes in the environment, the walkthrough pro-
vides feedback by making colliding bodies appear red.
We have incorporated the collision detection library

routines into the walkthrough application. The scene is
composed of polytopes, most of which are stationary. The
user's hand, composed of several convex polytopes, moves
through this complex environment, modifying other poly-
topes in the environment. Frames 2-4 show a sequence
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of shots from a kitchen walkthrough environment. The
pictures show images as seen by the left eye. Frames 5-6
show the user in a porch walkthrough.

6 SYSTEM ISSUES

To use I-COLLIDE, the application �rst loads a library
of polytopes. The �le format we use is fairly simple. It
is straightforward to convert polytope data from some
other format (perhaps the output of some 3D modelling
package) to this minimal format for I-COLLIDE. After
loading the polytopes, the application then chooses some
polytope pairs to activate for collision detection. This
set of active pairs is fully con�gurable between collision
passes. Inside the application loop, the application in-
forms I-COLLIDE of the world transformation for each
polytope as it moves around. At any point, the appli-
cation may call the collision test routine. I-COLLIDE
returns a list of all the colliding pairs, including a pair of
colliding features for each. The application then responds
to these collisions in some appropriate way.

6.1 Space Issues

For each pair of objects, I-COLLIDE maintains a struc-
ture that contains the bounding box overlap status and
the closest feature pair between the objects. These struc-
tures conceptually form an upper-triangular O(n2) ma-
trix. We access an entry in O(1) time by using the object
id numbers as (row, column) entries. If only a few pairs
of objects are interacting, then the O(n2) can be reduced
at the expense of slightly larger access time. For example,
we can traverse a sparse matrix list to access an entry.

6.2 Geometric Robustness

In practice there are several types of degeneracies or er-
rors that can occur in the convex polytope models: du-
plicate vertices, extraneous vertices, backfacing polygons,
tracking error, non-planar faces, non-convex faces, non-
convex polytopes, disconnected faces, etc. We have writ-
ten a pre-processor to scan for common degeneracies and
correct them when possible.

6.3 Numerical Issues

Numerical robustness is an important issue in the exact
collision detection code. There are many special case ge-
ometrical tests in this module, and it is di�cult to ensure
that the algorithm will not get into a cycle due to degen-
erate overlap. We deal with this by performing all of our
feature tests to some tolerance. Without such a tolerance,
oating point errors might allow some of the feature tests
to cycle in�nitely. We have not observed this in practice
so far, and have been careful to make the tests stable in
the presence of small errors.
The multi-body sweep and prune code is also designed

to resist small numerical errors. The bounding box of
each polytope is extended by a small epsilon 2 in each di-
rection. In addition to insulating the overlap tests from
errors, this precaution also helps give the exact collision
detection test a chance of being activated before the ob-
jects are actually penetrating.

2
This quantity is a function of velocity between the object

pairs.

6.4 Generality

While the multi-body pruning code works well with the
exact collision detection routine, it functions indepen-
dently of the underlying collision detection routine. This
second level collision routine might or might not be exact,
and it certainly need not be limited to handling convex
polytopes.

7 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We measured the performance of the collision detection
algorithm using the multi-body simulation as a bench-
mark. We pro�led the entire application and tabulated
the CPU time of only the relevant detection routines. All
of these tests were run on an HP-9000/750. The main
routines involved in collision detection are those that up-
date the bounding boxes, sort the bounding boxes, and
perform exact collision detection on overlapping bound-
ing boxes. As described in the implementation section we
use two di�erent types of bounding boxes. Using �xed
cubes as bounding boxes resulted in low collision time for
the parameter ranges we tested.
In each of the �rst four graphs, we plot two lines. The

bold line displays the performance of using dynamically-
resized bounding boxes whereas the other line shows the
performance of using �xed-size cubes. All �ve graphs re-
fer to \seconds per frame", where a frame is one step of
the simulation, involving one iteration of collision detec-
tion without rendering time. Each graph was produced
with the following parameters, by holding all but one con-
stant.

� Number of polytopes. The default value is a 1000
polytopes.

� Complexity of polytopes, which we de�ne as the num-
ber of faces. The default value is 36 faces.

� Rotational velocity, which we de�ne as the number
of degrees the object rotates about an axis passing
through its centroid. The default value is 10 degrees.

� Translational velocity, which we de�ne in relation to
the object's size. We estimate a radius for the object,
and de�ne the velocity as the percentage of its radius
the object travels each frame. The default value is
10%.

� Density, which we de�ne as the percentage of the en-
vironment volume the polytopes occupy. The default
value is 1.0%.

In the graphs, the timing results do not include com-
puting each polytope's transformation matrix, rendering
times, and of course any minor initialization cost. We
ignored these costs, because we wanted to measure the
cost of collision detection alone.
Graph 1 shows how the number of seconds per frame

scales with an increasing number of polytopes. We took
100 uniformly sampled data points from 20 to 2000 poly-
topes. The �xed and dynamic bounding box methods
scale nearly linearly with a small higher-order term. The
dynamic bounding box method results in a slightly larger
non-linear term because the resizing of bounding boxes
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causes more swaps during sorting. This is explained fur-
ther in our discussion of Graph 5. The seconds per frame
numbers in Graph 1 compare very favorably with the
work of Dworkin and Zeltzer [7] as well as those of Hub-
bard [14]. For a 1000 polytopes in our simulation, our
collision time results in 23 frames per second using
the �xed bounding cubes.
Graph 2 shows how the number faces a�ects the

collision time. We took 20 uniformly sampled data
points. For the dynamic bounding box method, increas-
ing the model complexity increases the time to update
the bounding boxes because �nding the minimum and
maximum values requires walking a longer path around
the polytope. Surprisingly, the time to sort the bounding
boxes decreases with number of faces, because the poly-
topes become more spherical and fat. As the polytopes
become more spherical and fat, the bounding box dimen-
sions change less as the polytopes rotate, so fewer swaps
are need in the sweeping step. For the �xed bounding
cube, the time to update the bounding boxes and to sort
them is almost constant.
Graph 3 shows the e�ect of changes in the density of

the simulation volume. For both bounding box methods,
increasing the density of polytope volume to simulation
volume results in a larger sort time and more collisions.
The number of collisions scales linearly with the density
of the simulation volume. As the graph shows, the overall
collision time scales well with the increases in density.
Graphs 4 through 6 show the e�ect of rotational veloc-

ity on the overall collision time. The slope of the line for
the dynamic bounding box method is much larger than
that of the �xed cube method. There are two reasons for
this di�erence. The �rst reason is that the increase in
rotational velocity increases the time required to update
the dynamic bounding boxes. When we walk from the
old maxima and minima to �nd the new ones, we need to
traverse more features.
The second reason is the larger number of swapped

minima and maxima in the three sorted lists. Although
the three-dimensional volume of the simulation is fairly
sparse, each one-dimensional view of this volume is much
more dense, with many bounding box intervals overlap-
ping. As the boxes grow and shrink, they cause many
swaps in these one-dimensional lists. And as the ro-
tational velocity increases, the boxes change size more
rapidly.
Graph 6 clearly shows the advantages of the static box

method. Both the update bounding box time and sort
lists time are almost constant as the rotational velocity
increases.
All of our tests show exact collision detection in de-

manding environments can be achieved without incurring
expensive time penalties. The architectural walkthrough
models showed no perceptible performance degradation
when collision detection was added (as in Frame 2 to 5).

8 CONCLUSION

Collision detection has been considered a major bottle-
neck in computer-simulated environments. By making
use of geometric and temporal coherence, our algorithm
and system detects collisions more e�ciently and e�ec-
tively than earlier algorithms. Under many circumstances
our system produces collision frame rates over 20 hertz
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for environments with over a 1000 moving complex poly-
topes. Our walkthrough experiments showed no degra-
dation of frame rates when collision detection was added.
We are currently working on incorporating general poly-
hedral and spline models into our system and extending
these algorithms to deformable models.
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Abstract

We presentan acceleratedproximity queryalgorithm betweenmoving convex polyhedra. Thealgo-
rithm combinesVoronoi-basedfeature tracking with a multi-level-of-detailrepresentation,in order to
adaptto the variation in levelsof coherenceand speedup the computation.It providesa progressive
refinementframework for collision detectionanddistancequeries.We haveimplementedour algorithm
and haveobservedsignificantperformanceimprovementsin our experiments,especiallyon scenarios
where themotioncoherenceis low.

Keywords: Collisiondetection,level-of-details,Voronoidiagrams.

1 Intr oduction

Proximity queries,i.e. distance1 computationsandthecloselyrelatedcollision detectionproblems,are
ubiquitousin robotics,designautomation,manufacturing,assemblyandvirtual prototyping.Thesetof
tasksincludemotionplanning,sensor-basedmanipulation,assemblyanddisassembly, dynamicsimula-
tion, maintainabilitystudy, simulation-baseddesign,toleranceverification,andergonomicsanalysis.

Proximity querieshave beenextensively studiedin roboticsandseveral specializedalgorithmshave
beenproposedfor convex polyhedraaswell ashierarchicalapproachesfor generalgeometricmodels.In
this paper, we presenta novel algorithmthatprecomputesa hierarchycomposedof a seriesof bounded
error levels-of-detail(LODs) and usesthem to accelerateproximity queries. Algorithms to generate
LODs for polygonalmodelshave beenwidely usedfor renderingacceleration,animationandsimula-
tion applications[12, 22, 24]. Oneof our goalsis to take advantageof multiresolutionrepresentations
commonlyusedin renderingapplicationsandusethemfor proximity queriesaswell.

1Distanceis commonlydefinedastheEuclideanseparationdistanceby many applications,andweadoptthesamedefini-
tion in this paper.
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Givenaconvex polyhedron,ouralgorithmprecomputesaboundederrorlevel-of-detail(LOD) hierar-
chy. It constructsaseriesof boundingvolumesthatenclosetheoriginalpolyhedron.Then,it establishes
parent-childrelationshipsbetweenthefeaturesof adjacentlevels. At runtime,thehierarchyis traversed
accordingto thetypeof querybeingperformed.Within eachlevel, thesurfaceof anobjectis “marched”
acrossusingamodifiedLin-Canny [16] closestfeaturetrackingalgorithmbasedonVoronoiregions.We
referto sucha techniqueas“Voronoimarching”in thispaper. Spatiallocality andtemporalcoherenceis
capturedby boththeVoronoiregionsandthehierarchyof LODs.

Thealgorithmhasbeenimplementedandanalyzedusingvariousbenchmarks.Experimentswereper-
formedusingvariousshapesof objectsandvariousmultiresolutionoptions.Furthermore,it is compared
againstastraightforwarddirectionallookuptableschemewedevisedto determineoverall effectiveness.
Weobservespeedupsfor eachtypeof queryoverasimplesurfacetraversal.

1.1 Main Results

In this paper, we presentan acceleratedproximity queryalgorithmbetweenmoving convex polyhedra
whichexploitsmultiresolutionrepresentations.Ourmaincontributionsare:

� An acceleratedproximity queryalgorithmbetweenconvex polyhedrausingmulti-level Voronoi
marching.Thesubstantialperformanceimprovementsaremainly dueto theuseof a multiresolu-
tion representationanda fasterVoronoimarchingalgorithm.

� A progressive refinementalgorithmicframework for proximity computation.For many applica-
tions including motion planningandtoleranceverification,a relatively inexpensive approximate
distancecomputationwith boundederror is sufficient. Our framework allows applicationsto pro-
gressively refinethe distanceestimateto suit their needs,while minimizing overall computation
cost.

� A betterunderstandingof the issuesinvolvedin designingsuitablelevel-of-detailrepresentations
for proximity queries.Theseissuesincludelevel of coherence,objectaspectratios,andcontact
scenarios.

1.2 Organization

Therestof thepaperis organizedasfollows. Section2 givesa brief survey of relatedwork. Section3
presentsanoverview of ourapproach.Thedesignandcomputationof themulti-level-of-detailrepresen-
tationis describedin Section4 alongwith our lookuptablescheme.Next, a proximity queryalgorithm
usingthe multiresolutionrepresentationis describedin Section5 alongwith otherwaysto accelerate
queries.Section6 describesour prototypeimplementationandshows the performanceof our system,
SWIFT. Finally, weconcludewith futureresearchdirectionsin Section7.

2 PreviousWork

Distancecomputationandintersection(collision)detectionproblemshavebeenfundamentalsubjectsof
studyin robotics,computationalgeometry, simulation,andphysical-basedmodeling.Thereis awealthof
literatureonbothanalyzingthetheoreticalcomplexity of proximity queriesandondesigningalgorithmic
solutionsto achieve interactive performance.We will limit thescopeof thediscussionin this paperto
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rigid convex polyhedra,althoughsomeof thetechniquesmaybeapplicableto otherdomainsandmodel
representationaswell.

2.1 Proximity Queriesfor Convex Polyhedra

Most of theearlierwork hasfocusedon algorithmsfor convex polyhedra.A numberof algorithmswith
goodasymptoticperformancehave beenproposedin thecomputationalgeometryliterature[6]. Using
hierarchicalrepresentations,an �����
	������� algorithm is given in [4] for the convex polyhedraloverlap
problem,where � is thenumberof vertices.This elegantapproachis difficult to implementrobustly in
3D, however.

Goodtheoreticalandpracticalapproachesbasedon the linearcomplexity of the linearprogramming
problemareknown [18, 23]. Minkowski differenceandconvex optimizationtechniquesareusedin [9]
to computethedistancebetweenconvex polyhedra.

Erickson,et al [7] recentlyproposeda new classof kinetic datastructuresfor collision detection
betweenconvex polyhedra.Thisclassof hierarchicalrepresentationshasonly beenanalyzedfor the2D
casehowever.

In applicationsinvolving rigid motion,geometriccoherencehasbeenexploited to designalgorithms
for convex polyhedrabasedon eithertraversingfeaturesusinglocality or convex optimization[2, 5, 16,
15, 19]. Thesealgorithmsexploit the spatialandtemporalcoherencebetweensuccessive queriesand
work well in practice.

2.2 Hierar chical Representations

Boundingvolumehierarchiesarepresentlyregardedasoneof themostgeneralmethodsfor performing
proximity queriesbetweengeneralpolyhedra. Specifically, spheretrees,conetrees,axis-alignedbox
trees,orientedbox trees,k-d treesandoctrees,treesbasedon S-bounds,andk-dopshave beenusedfor
fast intersectionqueriesfor generalpolyhedra,aswell aspolygonsoups[13, 20, 10, 21, 1, 14]. For
mostscenarios,thesehierarchiesexcel at intersectiondetectionbut do not do sowell whenit comesto
distancecomputation.

2.3 Multir esolutionTechniques

Multiresolutionmodelingtechniques,suchasmodelsimplification,have beenproposedto extract the
shapeof theunderlyinggeometry[25]. A recentsurvey on polygonalmodelsimplificationis available
[17]. Themainideabehindusingamultiresolutionhierarchyis to computeandutilize acorrespondence
betweenthe original modelanda simplified one. We will discussthe useof a pair of simplification
algorithmsdueto DobkinandKirkpatrick [4] andto GarlandandHeckbert[8]. Cohen[3] haspresented
algorithmsbasedon successivemappingsandappearancepreservingsimplification.

For proximity query, Guibas,et al. [11] proposedanelegantapproachthatexploitsbothcoherenceof
motionandhierarchicalrepresentationfor fasterdistancecomputation.Our approachdiffersfrom their
H-Walk algorithmin thatour algorithmcaneasilycomputeanapproximateddistancewith a guaranteed
errortolerancewithoutalwaysdescendingand/orascendingtheentirehierarchy.
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3 Algorithm Overview

Our algorithmoperateson orientable2-manifoldsthat areclosedandrepresentedusingtriangles.The
polyhedramustbeconvex andundergo rigid motion. We will usetheterms“polyhedron”and“object”
interchangeably.

Multiresolutiontechniquestypically consistof two maincomponents.They involve theprecomputa-
tion of ahierarchicalrepresentationuponwhichsubsequentqueriesareperformed.Wewish to compute
amultiresolutionrepresentationthatsupportsproximity queries.

In thepreprocessingstage,wecomputea level-of-detailrepresentationfor eachobject.Thishierarchy
is organizedasa sequenceof convex polyhedra��� , ��� , �  , ����� , ��� where ��� is the input polyhedron.
Eachsuccessivepolyhedronis composedof fewerfeaturesandhasthepropertythatit boundstheoriginal
object. Furthermore,a correspondenceis establishedbetweensuccessive levelsin eachdirectionof the
sequence.Moredetailsof theactualconstructionof this representationaregivenin Section4.

A queryusingthis hierarchyis performedin muchthe sameway for eachtype of proximity query.
Basically, aslong ascertainlevelsof two objectsareintersecting,thenthehierarchyis refined. When
two levels arefound to be disjoint, thenit may be possibleto endthe queryat a subsequentpoint of
refinement.Furthermore,for queriesotherthanintersection,atolerancemaybeprovidedwhichspecifies
how closeobjectsmustbein orderto answerthequery. In Section5 thehierarchicalqueryis described
in moredetail.

4 Hierar chical Representations

Themulti-level-of-detailrepresentationof eachobjectthat is constructedin thealgorithm’spreprocess-
ing stagemusthavecertainpropertiesin orderto beusefulandefficientfor performingproximity queries.
Next, we describedesirablecharacteristicsfor the representation,discussthestepsinvolved in thecre-
ationof thehierarchy, andtouchuponvarioustradeoffs alongtheway. Then,we discusstwo hierarchy
creationmethodswe implemented.Weconcludewith adescriptionof our lookuptablescheme.

4.1 Terminology

Recallthat the hierarchyis organizedasa sequenceof convex polyhedra��� , ��� , �  , ����� , ��� where ���
is theinput polyhedron.We will call ��� thefinestlevel and ��� thecoarsestlevel. We will call thelevel
����� � the “child” of the level ��� andthe level ���"!#� the “parent” of ��� . We usethe conventionthat the
finestobject is at the bottomof the hierarchyso the term moving up the hierarchymeansmoving to a
coarserlevel. Moving to afiner level is termedmovingdownthehierarchy.

Themaximumdeviation of ��� from ��� is representedby $�� . Thecomputeddistancebetweencertain
levelsof two objectsthatarefoundto bedisjoint is % andthemaximumerrorassociatedwith thedistance
is $ . Thedistancetolerancegivenby theapplicationis %'&)(+* andtheerrortoleranceis $�&�(,* .

4.2 DesiredFeatures

To designa multi-level representationfor acceleratingdistancecomputationwhile preservinglocality
andcoherence,our goalis to produceahierarchythatprovidesthefollowing characteristics:

� Simplified Combinatorial Complexity: Eachlevel of representationin thehierarchyshouldhave
lesscombinatorialcomplexity thanits child andhighercombinatorialcomplexity thanits parent.
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Ideally we would like to create� (log � ) levels,where � is thenumberof verticesin theoriginal
polyhedron��� . This is possibleif a constantfractionof featuresareeliminatedfor eachlevel. In
addition,it is wise to stopthehierarchyconstructionwhena certainnumberof levelsor features
hasbeenreached.

� Bounding Volumes: If we wish to have a mechanismto computeapproximatedistanceswith
boundederrortolerances$,&)(+* , thenwecanmakeuseof thelevels ��� of thehierarchywhichbound
theoriginal polyhedron��� with a globalsurfacedeviation $,�.-/$�&�(,* . Queryperformancecanbe
furtherimprovedby aimingto createahierarchywheretheboundingvolumesarekeptassmallas
possible.

� Local Corr espondence:For eachlevel of thehierarchy��� for 021/3 thatbounds��� , theremust
alsobe spatialcoherencebetweenit andits adjacentlevels. This implies that a featureon poly-
hedron��� will have a correspondingfeatureon ���"!#� andon ����� � which areproximatein position
andorientation.Thesearecalledtheparentandchild featuresrespectively.

4.3 Construction

Thelevelsof thehierarchyareconstructedin orderstartingwith �4� . In particular, whenconstructing��� ,
����� � providesthetopologicalandgeometricinformationrequiredto reducethenumberof featureswhile
��� providesgeometricinformationto satisfytheboundingcriterion.Theprocessof constructinga level
in thehierarchyis givenby thefollowing stepsto create��� :

1. Create��� asahighquality simplificationof ����� � .
2. Make ��� convex by computingits convex hull.

3. Computethecenterof massof ��� andtranslate��� suchthatits centerof masscoincideswith ���5� � ’s
centerof mass.

4. Scale��� from its centerof masssothatit barelybounds��� .
5. Computethemaximumdeviation $�� of ��� from ��� . This is thesameascomputingtheHausdorff

distancebetween��� and ��� .
6. Assignthefeaturecorrespondencesfrom ��� to ����� � andfrom ����� � to ��� .
For thefirst step,any simplificationalgorithmmaybeusedaslongasthetopologyis maintained.Any

convex hull algorithmmaybeusedfor thesecondstep.
Thecomputationof thecenterof massis straightforwardfor a closedpolyhedron.To scale��� in Step

4, themaximumscalingrequiredoverall of thefacesof ��� is foundandapplied.Thescalingrequiredfor
a faceis computedby finding theextremalvertex on ��� in thedirectionof the (outwardpointing) face
normalandcomputingthescalingfactorrequiredto causethevertex to coincidewith thescaledface’s
supportingplane.

The Hausdorff distance( $,� ) canbe computedin this context by computingthe maximumdeviation
over all theverticesof ��� . Thedeviation of a vertex of ��� is computedby computingits distancefrom
��� . Theverticesaretheonly pointson ��� thathave to becheckedbecausethey representlocal maxima
of thedeviation functionover ��� .
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To assignchildren(featuresof ����� � ) to thefeaturesof ��� , thenearestfeatureof ����� � is foundfor each
vertex of ��� andthenearestvertex is selectedfrom this nearestfeature.Eachneighborof eachvertex of
��� (includingthevertex) is assignedthenearestvertex asits child feature.To assignparents(featuresof
��� ) to the featuresof ����� � , theextremalvertex of ��� is found for eachfaceof ���5� � . Eachfaceaswell
asits edgesandverticesareassignedtheextremalvertex astheir parent.Thesefeaturecorrespondence
schemeswerechosenfor theirspatialcoherence.Of course,thereareotherschemesthatmaywork better
but it is unlikely thatasizeableoverall improvementwouldbegained.

4.4 Dobkin-Kirkpatrick Hierar chy

Retriangulation Scaling Relaxation

Vertex Removal

Figure 1. Dobkin-Kirkpatrick Hierarchy Construction

Thefirst methodthatwe implementedis basedon theDobkin-Kirkpatrickhierarchy[4]. It is a spe-
cializedalgorithmthat is the sameasthe stepsgivenabove but with a differentscalingprocedureand
differentparentandchild featureassignments.An illustrationof theprocessis shown in Figure1.

4.4.1 Simplifying

The Dobkin-Kirkpatrick simplificationdoesnot specifywhich verticesshouldbe removed but simply
thatanindependentsetis beremovedateachstep.If anyindependentsetis removed,verylargebounding
volumes(Step4) canresult. Therefore,we try to choosethe independentsetin an intelligent manner.
This is doneby assigninganimportancevalueto eachvertex. A higherimportancemeansthatthevertex
is moreimportantandshouldnotberemoved.It alsoindicatesthatthegeometryis not veryflat nearthe
vertex. Vertex 6��87 of object ��� is assignedanimportancevalue

9 �87;:
<=
�?>#� �,@BADCFEHGJIK�87��K�

where L is thevalenceof thevertex and IK�87,� is thedihedralangleof the M th edgeof thevertex. Thus,
to createtheindependentset,verticesareaddedto it in orderof increasingimportance.As eachvertex
is addedto the set, its neighborsaremarked andnot allowed to be subsequentlyadded,otherwisethe
independentsetcriterionwouldbeviolated.Theseverticesareremovedandtheholesarere-triangulated
in a convex manner. This canbe doneby taking the outerconvex hull of the verticesneighboringthe
removedvertex. Levelsarecreateduntil a tetrahedronis reached,until a minimumnumberof triangles
is reached,or until thecenterof massof theoriginal objectfalls outsideof thesimplifiedobjectwe are
trying to create.
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Even with this scheme,we found that excessively large boundingvolumesoccurred(Step4). The
reasonstemsfrom thechoiceof verticesthatareplacedin theindependentset.We foundthatif we add
asmany verticesaspossibleto the independentset,we still addverticeswith high importancebecause
most of the low importanceverticeshave neighborsthat are added. This may causethe volumesto
becomelargewhenverticeswhich have sharppeaksareremovedbecausethe facesthatfill a holewill
have to bescaledby a largeamountin orderto bounda high importance(sharp)vertex. To reducethe
effectsof this problemwe decidedto only addverticesto the independentset that meetthe criterion9 �87N-O@ . In otherwords,we stopthe independentsetcreationwhenthereareno moreverticeswhose
importancevaluesarelessthanor equalto one. This causesfewer verticesto beremovedper level but
keepsthesizesof theboundingpolyhedrain check.

4.4.2 Bounding

Thenext stepwe discussis Step4 which involvesscalingthesequenceof polyhedrasothatthey bound
the finest object. A scalingfactor is computedfor each ��� for 0P1Q3 suchthat ��� boundsthe finest
polyhedron.Eachlevel is thenscaledby theamountcomputedfor it. Thescalingis donefrom thecenter
of massof thefinestpolyhedron.

We foundthatdueto thestructureof thesimplification,we canadda relaxationprocessat this point.
The relaxationinvolvestrying to move the verticesbacktoward the centerof masswhile maintaining
convexity andboundednessof ��� . Note that in both the scalingandthe relaxation,the verticesmove
alongraysfrom thecenterof massthroughtheir original positions.Theholescausedby vertex removal
form regionswhichwecall centerof massregions. By keepingtrackof theverticesthatbelongto certain
centerof massregions,thescalingandrelaxationcomputationscanbeperformedmoreefficiently. Then,
themaximumsurfacedeviation is computedas $�� .

4.4.3 AssigningFeatureCorr espondence

Level i

Level i+1

Vj,i+1

Vj,i

Figure 2. Dobkin-Kirkpatrick Level Correspondence

Eachvertex, edge,andfaceon ��� for 0R1S3 is assigneda child pointerwhich pointsto a featureon
����� � . Theassignmentcanbedonein avarietyof ways.Figure2 showssomeof thepointersbasedonour
assignmentscheme.We assigntheverticesat thecoarserlevel to have aschildrentheir corresponding
verticesat thefiner level. Edgesandfacesat thecoarserlevel canbeof two varieties:keptor removed.
Keptfeaturesareonesthatarenot destroyedby thevertex removals. They includeedgesandfacesthat
have noneof their verticesin the independentset. Removededgesandfacesareonesthathave oneof
their verticesin theindependentset.They arereplacedwith new featuresat thecoarserlevel. Thekept
featuresareassignedchildrenthatcorrespondto themselvesat thefiner level. For simplicity, wechoose
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to assignto thenew features,thevertex thatwasremovedfrom thefiner level in orderto createthem.
Thereareotherschemes,which mayperformbetter, thatcanbeusedto assignthechildrenin this latter
case.Thisassignmentis actuallydoneduringthebuilding of thehierarchy.

4.5 QSlim Hierar chy

Thedrawbackof theDobkin-Kirkpatrickhierarchyis thatmany levelsarecreatedwhich causesa slow-
down for thequeryalgorithm.Theproblemis thatthedecimationrateis not high enough.That leadus
to considerthis typeof hierarchywhich relieson a moregeneralsimplificationalgorithmwhich is able
to achievehighdecimationrates(arbitrary)while at thesametimemaintainingsmallboundingvolumes.

The secondmethodthat we implementedis basedon the publicly available QSlim package. We
usedthe QSlim systemwhich is an implementationof Garlandand Heckbert’s quadricerror metric
simplificationalgorithm[8] for the first stepof the hierarchycreationprocess.It allows an arbitrary
facetarget for eachstepof simplificationallowing us to choosethe decimationrate. We usethe term
“decimationrate” to meanthefractionof trianglesleft whena coarserlevel is createdfrom a finer one.
For example,if a level has1000trianglesandadecimationrateof 0.25is applied,thenthenewly created
(coarser)level has250triangles.For thesecondstep,we usedtheQHull convex hull library that is also
publicly available.All theotherstepsremainthesame.

Thereis a trianglecountcutoff thatdetermineswhento stopbuilding thehierarchy. In addition,there
is aconstantfactorthatdetermineswhatthedecimationrateis acrosslevels.Theseparametersaffect the
queryperformanceandarediscussedlater.

Thequadricerrormetricmethodemployedby QSlim is verydesirablefor keepingthevolumesof the
boundingpolyhedrasmall sinceonly flat areason a fine modelarerefined. This alsohasthe effect of
causingthetesselationdensitypersolidangleof thesimplifiedconvex polyhedrato becomemoreor less
constant.

4.6 Dir ectionalLookup Table

COM

R

Figure 3. Lookup Table Construction

For performancecomparison,we alsodesignedandimplementeda directionallookup tablescheme
for initializing theVoronoimarching.Thelookuptableis basedupondirectionfrom thecenterof mass
(COM) of a polyhedron.Verticesarestoredin thetable.Figure3 shows the ideaof theconstructionin
two dimensions.

The parametersusedto constructthe tableareresolutionanda boundingsphereradiusfactor. The
resolutionof the lookup table determineshow closetogetherthe samplesare. The table is basedon
sphericalcoordinatesandhasan entry for eachangleincrement(determinedby the resolution)in the
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altitudeandazimuthdirectionsexcludingthenorthandsouthpoles.Therearetwo additionalentriesfor
thepoles.Thepolyhedronfor which the tableis built hasa “radius” which is definedasthemaximum
distanceof any of its verticesfrom its centerof mass. In otherwords,a spherecenteredat the center
of masswith radiusequalto the polyhedron’s radiuswould boundthe polyhedronat any orientation.
Theboundingsphereradiusfactoris multiplied by thepolyhedron’s radiusto constructanother(larger)
boundingsphere.Theradiusfactormustbegreaterthanor equalto @ . Samplepointsaregeneratedon
thenew boundingspherein thedirectionsprescribedby the lookuptable. For eachof thesepoints,the
nearestvertex on thepolyhedronto thepoint is storedat thecorrespondinglocationin thetable. Using
this tablefor querypurposesis discussedin Section5.3.

5 Proximity Query

Proximityqueriescanbein theform of intersectiondetection,error-boundedapproximatedistancecom-
putation,exact distancecomputation,or contactdetermination.The hierarchyis queriedin muchthe
sameway for all four of thesequerytypes. The basisis a multiresolutionextensionon the algorithm
proposedby Lin andCanny [16]. First we describethemarchingwithin a level andthenshow how to
answeraqueryby marchingacrosslevelsof a multiresolutionhierarchyfor eachof thequerytypes.

5.1 Voronoi Mar ching Within a Level

We have implementedan algorithm which marchesacrossthe surfaceof a convex polyhedronusing
Voronoi regions. It is basicallythe samealgorithmas the original Lin-Canny[16] algorithmand the
improvedversion,V-Clip [19], in the sensethat it hasthe samehigh level behavior andcomputesthe
sameresults.Wedo notgivea full descriptionherebut ratheraquicksketch.

Theoriginal algorithmis basedon traversingtheexternalVoronoi regionsinducedby thefeaturesof
eachconvex polyhedron.Theinvariantis thatat eachstep,eithertheinter-featuredistanceis reducedor
thedimensionalityof oneor bothof the featuresdecreasesby one,i.e. a move from a faceto an edge
or from anedgeto a vertex. We employ thenotionof stateswith thesamedefinitionasin V-Clip. The
statetransitionsarea bit differentbecausewe sometimeschangefeatureson both objectsin onestep.
For example,this happensfrom theedge-edgestateto thevertex-vertex state.Traditionally, thefeature
whoseVoronoiplaneis foundto beviolatedfirst is theonethat is updatedto. Thereareothermethods
for updatingto a closerfeature.For instance,we foundthatperformanceimproveswhenwe updateto
the featurewhoseplaneis mostviolatedwhich meansthatwe have to checkall theplanes.This gives
a highercostto eachlocal decisionbut yields a global benefit. We arecurrentlyinvestigatingbenefits
from betterchoicesof thenext featureandotherlow level optimizations.A comparisonof our low level
marchingimplementationis comparedagainstV-Clip in Section6.

5.2 Multi-Le vel Voronoi Mar ching

In thecaseof intersectiondetection,thesearchnormallystartsat a pair of featuresrelatedto theclosest
featuresfrom theprevious queryso that coherencemay be exploited. Like in Lin-Canny, the distance
betweentwo convex polyhedrais minimizedby marchingacrosstheir surfaces. If an intersectionis
detected,afiner level of thehierarchyis traversedto. If atanylevel,wereachaminimumin thedistance
function and the objectsare disjoint, then this is reported. With no additionalcost, an approximate
distancecanbeprovidedas % with theerror $ , whentheobjectsaredisjoint. Thedistancebetweenthe
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levelsof the two objectsis % and $T:U$,�WVX$Y7 is the associatederror equalto the sumof the two level
deviations. Thepair of closestfeaturesareusedto find thefeaturesto beusedfor thenext query. This
is doneby traversingtheir parentpointers,usingthe deviations $�� , andkeepingtrack of the distance%
that is decreasedby the differencesin deviation. If an intersectionhasbeendetectedand ��� hasbeen
reachedfor bothobjects,thenintersectionis reported.Thepair of intersectingfeaturesis storedfor the
next query.

For error-boundedapproximatedistancecomputation,theapplicationcanprovideadistancetolerance
%'&)(+* andanerrortolerance$�&�(,* . If thelevelsof thetwo objectsintersectall theway to thefinestlevels
of both objects,then intersectionis reportedandthe pair of featuresis stored. Otherwise,two levels
werefoundto bedisjointduringtherefinement.Thedisjoint featuresareusedasin theintersectioncase
to determinethe initial featuresto be usedfor the next query. If at any point %Z1[%\&�(,* the query is
terminatedandnothingis reported.If at any point, $]-X$�&�(+* thentheerrortolerancehasbeenmetand %
and $ arereported.Thismeansthattheexactdistanceis in therange ^8%�_?%;VZ$,` .

To computeexactdistance,thesamemethodis followedbut only thedistancetolerance%'&)(+* is spec-
ified. As long as %a-b%'&)(+* , the distanceis refineduntil the finest levels are reachedat which point
% is reported.Finally, contactdetermination(closestpoints)queriescanbe handledthe sameasexact
distanceones.

For theDobkin-Kirkpatrickhierarchy, we foundthattherearemany levelscreated.Wetried threedif-
ferentrefinementmethods:refineonelevel ononeobject,refineonelevel onbothobjects,andrefinetwo
levelsonbothobjects.Thesearecalled“Single”, “Single-Single”,and“Double-Double”respectively in
Section6 wherewecomparetheperformanceof eachof themethods.

5.3 Dir ectionalLookup Table

VCOM

Va
Vb

Figure 4. Lookup Table Initialization of a Query

Whenusingthedirectionallookuptableto helpanswera query, thefeaturesfrom thepreviousquery
arenot used. Therefore,the query time shouldbe motion independent.Shown in Figure4 is a two
dimensionalrepresentationof theinitialization of aquery. First thevectordefinedby thecenterof mass
of thetwo objectsbeingtested(VCOM) is computed.Thevectoris transformedto thelocal coordinate
frameof the objectsandis usedto find the table locationthat is the nearestto the directiongiven by
thevector. Theverticesat thecorrespondinglocationsin eachobject’s table( LJ( and LJc ) areusedasthe
featurepair to startmarchingfrom. Whenthelookuptableis used,thereis nohierarchybeingused.The
performanceof thequerydependssolelyon how thetablesarebuilt for eachobject. In thenext section
weseehow varioussettingsaffect theperformanceof thelookuptables.
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6 Experimental Results

The modelsusedto test our query algorithm were empirically createdby taking the convex hull of
randomlysampledpoints on objectsof variousaspectratio. Threedifferentellipsoidal modelswere
created,eachwith 2000triangles. Their aspectratiosare(1,1,1), (1,1,0.1),and(1,0.1,0.1). They are
referredto as “f at”, “plate”, and “long” respectively. Eachof the modelswas normalizedto have a
boundingsphereof radiusde� .

Following theperformancebenchmarkingalgorithmdueto Mirtich [19] andusedin [11], we created
variousscenarios.Thealgorithmhasoneobjectremainfixedwhile anotherorbitsaboutit in anelliptical
trajectory. An orbit radiusis definedasthe distancebetweenthe centersof the modelswhenthey are
closestin theorbit. Threedifferentpair combinationswereused:fat-fat,plate-plate,andlong-long.The
orbit radiuswasset to be either fgde� (small) or hide� (large). Thus, the modelseither just touchor are
alwaysseparatedby adistanceof at leastde� .

Our implementationis calledSWIFT (SpeedyWalking via ImprovedFeatureTesting).We obtained
empiricalobservationsfor it by runningprogramson anSGI RealityMonsterusinga single300MHz
MIPSR12000CPU.Timingsweredoneby usingahighly accuratefree-runninghardwareclock.

6.1 Mar ching Within a Level
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Figure 5. Performance of Marching Within a Level: SWIFT vs. V-Clip

Our implementationof the algorithmthat marcheswithin a level wascomparedto V-Clip [19] and
foundto be faster2. Figure5 shows timings for differentobjectpairsusingtheorbiting algorithmwith
anorbit radiusof fgde� . No hierarchicalor lookuptableenhancementswereusedin thecomparison.All
futureexperimentalresultsthatarepresentedarebasedsolelyon theSWIFT implementation.Next, we
addthedirectionallookuptableandobserve its performance.

6.2 Dir ectionalLookup Table

In Figure6 weshow theresultsof usingadirectionallookuptable(LUT) with anorbit radiusof fjde� . The
first parametergiven in thegraphlegendsis the boundingsphereradiusfactorof the lookup tableand
thesecondis theresolutionin degrees.For thefat pair of objects,theresolutionof thetableis theonly
thing thatmatters.Furthermore,noticethattheperformanceof thelookuptablefor thefat pair is much
betterthanfor theothertwo pairsbecauseit (theLUT) is basedon a sphereandthefat objectsarevery

2In thepreliminaryversionof this report,availablein theElectronicProceedingsof IEEE IROS2000,we statedthatour
implementationwasnearly twice as fast. However, we have sincegatheredmoredataandfound that to be an inaccurate
assessment.
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Figure 6. Performance of Various Lookup Tables

nearlyspheres.For thelongandplatepairs,a radiusfactorof f seemsto bebest.It shouldbestatedthat
this maybebecauseof thescenariowe areusing. Thesizesof the lookup tablesof variousresolutions
are: 8 KB for 5.625degreesand2 KB for 11.25degrees.We will usethe“LUT 2 5.625” performance
datafor theoverall comparison.

6.3 Multir esolutionHierar chy

Thelevel-of-detailhierarchywe have implementedcanalsobeusedto achieve speedupsfor bothinter-
sectiondetectionandexactdistancecomputation.Thetitleson thegraphsin thefollowing figuresreflect
theobjectpairsthatwereusedaswell aswhethertheorbit wassmallor large.

6.3.1 Dobkin-Kir patrick Hierar chy

Shown in Figure7 is theperformanceof variousintersectiondetectionqueriesusingtheDobkin-Kirkpatrick
hierarchy. Similarly, Figure8 shows exactdistancecomputationperformance.In eachentryof theleg-
endsof thegraphsis thenumberof trianglesthatthehierarchywascutoff at,thenumberof levelscreated
(in parentheses)andtheinter-level marchingmethodused(asintroducedin Section5).

Thereis not a lot of differenceamongthevarioussettingsfor intersectiondetectionsincemostof the
time is spenttraversingthecoarsestlevel. However, thesettingswhich producea coarsercoarsestlevel
dothebest.Sinceall thelevelsaretraversedmostof thetimein thecaseof exactdistance,it makessense
thethemethodsto do thebestaretheonesthatemploy doubledescenton thelevelsof bothobjects.We
will usethe“DK Hier 100Double-Double”performancedatafor theoverall comparison.

6.3.2 QSlim Hierar chy

Shown in Figure9 is theperformanceof variousintersectiondetectionqueriesusingtheQSlimhierarchy.
Similarly, Figure10 shows exactdistancecomputationperformance.In eachentryof thelegendsof the
graphsis thedecimationrate(Section4.5)andthenumberof levelscreated(in parentheses).

For theintersectiondetectionquery, the0.125hierarchyis anomalousbecauseits coarsestlevel con-
sistsof 250triangleswhile theotherhierarchieshave fewer. This resultsin a slower querybecausefor
intersectiondetection,mostof thetime is spenttraversingthecoarsestlevel. Thecoarsesthierarchydoes
thebeston theintersectiondetectiontestsbecauseof thereasonpreviouslystated.For theexactdistance
tests,it seemsthathaving morelevelsis notasgoodasjust having two. Evenhaving threeis noticeably
slower. Also, it still seemslikeacoarserhierarchydoesbetterfor this typeof queryaswell. Wewill use
the“QS Hier 0.03125”performancedatafor theoverall comparison.
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6.4 Overall PerformanceComparison

Figure11 givestheoverallperformancecomparisonof intersectiondetectionusingthebestresultsfrom
eachcategory alongwith theperformanceof SWIFT whenthereis no hierarchyor lookuptable(Noth-
ing). Similarly, Figure12 givestheoverallperformancecomparisonfor exactdistancecomputation.

For intersectiondetection,thehierarchiesdo well becauseof their simplecoarsestlevelsbut they do
not performaswell when it comesto exact distancecomputationbecauseof the overheadassociated
with marchingon the finest level to the true minimum of the distancefunction. The QSlim hierarchy
alwaysoutperformsthe Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchybecausetherearetoo many levels to traversein
thelatter.

6.5 Summary

Thereasonfor thedifferencein theperformanceof the two querytypesis dueto the fact that in exact
distancecomputation,wecannotstoponcethemodelsarefoundto bedisjoint likewecanin intersection
detection.Approximatedistancecomputationis highly dependentuponthe applicationso we did not
evaluateits performancebut expectthemajority of casesin which it is usedto resembletheintersection
detectionquery. It canbeshown that its costlies in betweenthecostof intersectiondetectionandexact
distancecomputation.

It canbeseenfrom theprofilesof our timing curvesthatour multi-level Voronoimarchingalgorithm
is able to keepthe impactof the relative motion of the objectsundercontrol. It is alsoapparentthat
a simple lookup tableschemelike the onewe have presentedsufficesto performin the samekind of
manner. It is possiblethat if the objectsarecomposedof more triangles(10,000or 100,000),thena
hierarchyof threeor four levelsmaywin outover thesimplelookuptableandthetwo level hierarchies.

7 Conclusion

We have presenteda new algorithmfor acceleratingproximity queriesbetweenconvex polyhedrausing
level-of-detailrepresentations.Wedescribedtheconstructionof therequiredhierarchicaldatastructures
anddiscussedvariousdesignissuesinvolved.Theruntimealgorithmalongwith its issueswereaddressed
andtheperformancepresented.

Our implementationhasbeenshown to have goodperformance.Thesourcecodeis availableto the
public andprovidesa completeandentireproximity query library, with the two typesof hierarchies
presented.It is availableat

http://www.cs.unc.edu/k geom/SWIFT/

We have shown thata hierarchicalrepresentationintegratedwith Voronoimarchingoffersa progressive
refinementframework for exact andapproximatedistancecomputation,which optimizesperformance
while meetingtheapplication’s needfor boundederrorcomputation.We have alsoshown thata simple
directionallookuptablecanbeusedveryeffectively.

This researchis the first steptoward the designof distancequeryalgorithmsusingmultiresolution
representations.Thereare many potentialdirectionsfor future research.Thereis a needto develop
a suitablemetric for measuringor quantifyingthe optimality of the hierarchies,coherencelevels, and
level relationships.On the theoreticalside,thereis the interestingproblemof proving a betterbound
on thecomputationof thedistancebetweentwo convex polyhedra.Theextensionof this framework to
non-convex objectsanddeformablemodelsremainsa verychallengingproblem.
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Figure 7. Performance of the Dobkin-Kirpatrick Hierarchy for Intersection Detection with
Various Parameter Settings
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Figure 8. Performance of the Dobkin-Kirpatrick Hierarchy for Exact Distance Computation
with Various Parameter Settings
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Figure 9. Performance of the QSlim Hierarchy for Intersection Detection with Various Pa-
rameter Settings
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Figure 10. Performance of the QSlim Hierarchy for Exact Distance Computation with Various
Parameter Settings
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Figure 11. Performance of Best Methods for Intersection Detection
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Figure 12. Performance of Best Methods for Exact Distance Computation
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Continuous Collision Detection for Deforming Triangle Meshes
David Eberle

PDI/Dreamworks R&D

    In this section the concept of continuous collision detection is revisited. An algorithm 
for performing continuous collision detection between deforming triangles is then pre-
sented. Implementation details and limitations of the algorithm are then discussed.   

1 Introduction

     Most of the collision detection strategies presented up to this point all examine the state 
of the geometry at discrete time intervals. When the objects are moving too fast with 
respect to each other either due to their relative speed and size, these algorithms can miss 
collision events entirely. 

    Some applications can afford to either ignore this problem or reduce the time step 
accordingly. Those that modify the time step can have issues with handling large numbers 
of objects. Using the technique of back tracking or bisecting the time interval typically 
involves the rolling back and forth the state of many objects to handle the collision events 
between a small number of objects. Other techniques let the object penetrate and then try 
to correct the penetration over future time steps. While the later approach scales better, the 
accuracy of the collision time and point of contact is questionable for both. 

    In recent years the alternative of handling collision detection in a continuous way has 
been gaining popularity [BFA02,PRO97]. These techniques do not suffer from the tempo-
ral aliasing problem and can report the exact time and location of contact. The idea is far 
from recent however and has been published in the graphics community more than a 
decade ago [MW88]. These methods were once considered too expensive for most appli-
cations and did not receive much attention in the past. Modern CPU speeds, further devel-
opment, and a need for a more robust solution to the problems of collision detection and 
the problem of contact point determination have made these methods more attractive in 
recent years.      

    The remainder of this chapter will focus on the problem of continuous collision detec-
tion between deforming triangles. The algorithm is not novel but does require a lot of 
effort to achieve a robust implementation. 

2 Vertex Motion

    To perform continuous collision detection one must first characterize the motion of the 
geometry. Over a time interval t we assume that each vertex has a linear trajectory that can 
be described in terms of it’s beginning and end positions. The limitations due to this 
assumption will be discussed later. Under this assumption one can write the following 
1



equation for the motion of a point p. Here  is the beginning position of the vertex and 

 is the end position of the vertex.

           E.1

    To determine the temporal collision between two triangles, six vertex-face tests and nine 
edge-edge tests must be performed.
   
2 Vertex-Face Test

Diagram of the vertex-face test

    To determine whether a vertex collides with a deforming triangle over the time interval, 
first check to see if it crosses the moving infinite plane that the triangle lies in. Each vertex 
has its motion described by E.1. The normal of the plane can be defined as a quadratic 
function in t by taking the cross product of the two triangle edges defined in terms of the 
point trajectories. 

    E.2

    When  crosses the infinite moving plane the vector between  and any point 

on the triangle will be perpendicular to . Then arbitrarily select  as the point on 
the triangle and arrive at the following the cubic equation in t.     

    E.3

    Cubic equations have an analytical solution which provides an advantage over the tech-
nique in [MW88], which requires a numerical root solver. However the algorithm work is 
not finished with this approach. At this point only the times that the point crosses the infi-
nite plane are known. For each time  reported from the root solver, one must 
compute the positions of the points and test whether the vertex is inside the boundary of 
the triangle. A number of techniques are available to perform this test and it is left to the 
reader to decide which is most efficient for their purposes. 

p0

p1

p t( ) p0 t p1 p0–( )⋅+= t 0 1[ , ]⊂
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3 Edge-Edge Test
    The edge-edge test is derived in a similar fashion. Define the edges in terms of the ver-
tex trajectories and take their cross product to express the normal as a quadratic in t. Then 
define another vector between two vertices, one from each edge and take the dot product 
of this vector with the equation for the normal to arrive at another cubic equation in t. 
Once again for each time  reported from the root solver, test to see if the point of 
intersection at the given time between the infinite lines is within the boundary of both line 
segments. Once again the choice of this test is left to the reader.

 
 
                                               Diagram of the Edge-Edge test

4 Implementation details
     
    The amount of numerical computation for these tests is exceedingly high when com-
pared to static intersection tests. Numerical error accumulation is thus a significant prob-
lem and double precision is strongly recommended. The root solver used must also be 
very robust. It must be able to handle polynomials from degree one to three.

    Determining whether a polynomial coefficient should be treated as a zero should be 
handled in a relative fashion by finding the largest absolute value of the coefficients and 
testing the quotient of the coefficients and this maximum against the tolerance value. Once 
the solver returns the values they are put back into the polynomial and the result is com-
pared against a solution tolerance. If the result is less that the solution tolerance then the 
tolerance on the coefficients is modified and the root solver is called again. The coefficient 
is modified in an alternating increasing and decreasing fashion until a solution is found.
    If the goal of the test is to report all collisions within some tolerance of the first colli-
sion, , some optimization can be done. If  is passed to the tests then geometric 

boundary tests for all  >  can be avoided.      

5 Usage, Advantages and Limitations 

    Testing all triangles of a mesh against another is still a prohibitive prospect when deal-
ing with this algorithm. To prune tests an AABB tree can be used, where the leaf nodes 
contain the maximum and minimum coordinates of the triangle over the time interval. 
A robust implementation of this test provides very accurate contact data for a collision 

t 0 1[ , ]⊂

tfirst tfirst

t tfirst ε+

p3 t( )

p2 t( )

p0 t( )p1 t( )

e1 t( )

e2 t( )
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response method. The exact time, point of contact, and collision normal can be provided 
by the information in this test.

    In practice however a collision detection algorithm’s value is tightly coupled to the col-
lision response. In our case if collision response does not do perform it’s task properly, the 
collision will not be reported again. For example in the vertex-face case if the vertex is on 
the wrong side of the plane after the response another application of the temporal collision 
will be of no use in correcting this problem. Therefore it may be wise to couple this tech-
nique with another that detects provides proximity or penetration depth information. 
     
    Another concern that must be addressed is the original assumption of linear vertex 
motion. In cloth simulations using a first order integrator the motion over the time interval 
is a linear trajectory and there is no problem. However if we try to apply this method to 
rigid body motions which have a non-linear angular component then this assumption is an 
invalid one. The techniques described in the next section address this problem. Performing 
triangle vs. triangle tests will produce multiple edge-edge contacts. This can be dealt with 
in many ways, but it is a notable concern when considering a collision response algorithm. 

    Experience has shown that the algorithm can perform hundreds of queries and compute 
all of the contact data in real-time. Coupled with other pruning techniques continuous 
methods can compete with and complement other collision detection strategies. The 
pseudo-code given below is by no means a guide to the most efficient implementation, but 
it demonstrates the logic of the test. Efficient retrieval and storage of the collision data is 
an issue left to the reader.
      
A.1 Pseudo-code 
      bool vertexTriangleCollide(beginPositions, velocities, tfirst,collisionData) {
                bool collided = false;
                Real tFirstVFCollision; 
               computeVFPolynomialCoefficients(coeff[4],vertexBeginPositions,
                                                                                  vertexVelocities);
                rootSolve(coeff[4],roots[4],numRoots, coeffTol,solutionTol);
                for each root t in [0,1] {
                     if (t < tfirst + eps) {
                         computeVertexPositions(vertexPosAtT[4],vertexBeginPositions, 
                                                               vertexVelocities,t);
                         if  (pointInTriangle(vertexPosAtT[4])) {
                              collided = true; 
                              tFirstVFCollision = t;
                              if (tFirstVFCollision < tfirst) {
                                 tfirst = tFirstVFCollision; 
                             }
                             storeCollisionData(collisionData); 
                         }
                    } 
             }
             return collided;
       }
4



      ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
     bool edgeEdgeCollide(beginPositions, velocities, tfirst,collisionData) {
               bool collided = false;
                Real  tFirstEECollision; 
               computeEEPolynomialCoefficients(coeff[4],vertexBeginPositions,
                                                                                  vertexVelocities);
                rootSolve(coeff[4],roots[4],numRoots, coeffTol,solutionTol);
                for each root t in [0,1] {
                     if (t < tfirst + eps) {
                         computeVertexPositions(vertexPosAtT[4],vertexBeginPositions, 
                                                               vertexVelocities,t);
                         if  (edgeEdgeOverlap(vertexPosAtT[4])) {
                              collided = true; 
                              tFirstEECollision = t;
                              if (tFirstEECollision < tfirst) {
                                 tfirst = tFirstEECollision; 
                             }
                             storeCollisionData(collisionData); 
                         }
                    } 
             }
             return collided;     
       }

     ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////        
     bool triTriCollide(vertexArrayBegin, vertexArrayEnd,tfirst){
              bool collided =  false;  
              computeVertexVelocities(vertexArrayBegin,vertexArrayEnd,vertexVelocities);
               
              for each vertex-face pair {
                  Stuff vertexBegin and vertexVel with the correct data
                  if (vertexTriangleCollide(vertexBegin[4], vertexVel[4], 
                                                      tfirst,collisionData) {
                       collided = true;  
                  } 
             }
             for each edge-edge pair {
                  Stuff vertexBegin and vertexVel with the correct data
                  if (edgeEdgeCollide(verticesBegin[4] vertexVel[4], 
                                                  tfirst,collisionData) {
                       collided = true;  
                  } 
             }
             // Consider collisionData as a static array of 15 collision data objects
             // If this triTriCollide returns true, sweep the array to get the results
             for each collisionData with t < tfirst invalidate the results
             return collided;
         } 
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A.2 Polynomial coefficients 

    If we let  and the vector between the edges to 

be  then the cubic polynomial coefficients for the edge-edge test are the 

same as for the vertex-face test defined by E.3. These polynomial coefficients are pro-
vided as a cut and past convenience to the reader and are in no way in the most optimal 
form. The serious practitioner is encouraged to derive the terms by hand and optimize the 
computations. The coefficients are for the cubic polynomial of the following form.
 

    The “b” in the terms indicates that it is a component of the beginning vertex position. 
The coordinate and vertex index make up the other components of these terms. Each ver-
tex has a velocity term defined by the difference between it’s end and begin positions. For 
example v1z is the z coordinate of the velocity of vertex one and is defined by ez1-bz1. 
While a simulator may take any arbitrary time step, time has been parameterized to the 
interval [0,1] for the purposes of collision detection. 

n t( )ee p3 t( ) p2 t( )–( ) p1 t( ) p0 t( )–( )×=

p3 t( ) p1 t( )–( )

At3 Bt2 Ct D+ + + 0=

A =((v3z - v2z) * v1y + (- v3z + v1z) * v2y +  
   (v2z - v1z) * v3y) * v0x + ((v2z - v3z) * v0y +  
   (- v0z + v3z) * v2y + (v0z - v2z) * v3y) * v1x +  
   ((- v1z + v3z) * v0y + (- v3z + v0z) * v1y +  
   (- v0z + v1z) * v3y) * v2x + ((v1z - v2z) * v0y +  
   (- v0z + v2z) * v1y + (- v1z + v0z) * v2y) * v3x; 

B =((bz3 - bz2) * v1y + (bz1 - bz3) * v2y +  
   (- bz1 + bz2) * v3y + (by2 - by3) * v1z +  
   (by3 - by1) * v2z + (- by2 + by1) * v3z) * v0x +  
   ((- bz3 + bz2) * v0y + (- bz0 + bz3) * v2y +  
   (bz0 - bz2) * v3y + (by3 - by2) * v0z + (- by3 +  
   by0) * v2z + (by2 - by0) * v3z) * v1x + ((bz3 - bz1) *  
   v0y + (- bz3 + bz0) * v1y + (- bz0 + bz1) * v3y +  
   (- by3 + by1) * v0z + (by3 - by0) * v1z + (by0 - by1) *  
   v3z) * v2x + ((bz1 - bz2) * v0y + (bz2 - bz0) * v1y +  
   bz0 - bz1) * v2y + (by2 - by1) * v0z + (by0 - by2) *  
   v1z + (- by0 + by1) * v2z) * v3x + ((- bx2 + bx3) *  
   v1z + (bx1 - bx3) * v2z + (- bx1 + bx2) * v3z) * v0y +  
   ((bx2 - bx3) * v0z + (- bx0 + bx3) * v2z + (- bx2 +  
   bx0) * v3z) * v1y + ((- bx1 + bx3) * v0z + (- bx3 +  
   bx0) * v1z + (- bx0 + bx1) * v3z) * v2y +  
   ((bx1 - bx2) * v0z + (bx2 - bx0) * v1z +  
   (- bx1 + bx0) * v2z) * v3y; 
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Continuous Collision Detection for Rigid and Articulated Bodies

Stephane Redon
Department of Computer Science

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

In these notes, we present an overview of some recent work on continuous collision detection
methods, which guarantee consistent simulations by computing the time of first contact and the contact
state for colliding objects. We describe techniques to perform continuous collision detection for rigid
and articulated bodies. The time-parameterized equations for continuous collision detection between
rigid triangle primitives are presented and methods are described to solve them efficiently. Continuous
overlap tests between hierarchies of bounding volumes, which help achieve efficient collision detection
for complex models, are presented as well. Some basic template data structures are introduced to allow
the reader to easily start implementing the methods described in these notes. An appendix provides
some code bits to help the reader start his or her own implementation.

1 Introduction

Collision detection methods can roughly be split into two categories. Most well-known collision
detection methods are discrete: they sample the objects’ trajectories at discrete times and report
interpenetrations only. Discrete collision detection methods, whereas generally simpler to implement
and used very frequently in dynamics simulators, may cause various problems. Besides the lack of
physical realism resulting from the penetration, these methods can miss collisions when objects are
too thin or too fast. Whereas an adaptive timestep and predictive methods can be used to correct this
problem in offline applications, it may not be adapted in interactive applications when a relatively
high and constant framerate is required.

A second problem due to the discretization of trajectories is that backtracking methods must
be used to compute the time of first contact, which is often required in constraint-based dynamics
simulation methods [FMM77, MW88, Bar90]. These backtracking methods consist in looking for
the time of first contact through a recursive method. Assume that the current time interval is
[tn, tn+1]. Essentially, one time of first contact te is estimated in this interval (for example, by taking
the intermediate instant tn+tn+1

2
, or by a linear or quadratic interpolation method depending on

objects’ velocities and and accelerations). Objects’ positions are then computed at this instant and
an interpenetration detection is performed again. Depending on whether the objects interpenetrate
or not, the algorithm decides that the first time of collision is in [tn, te] or [te, tn+1], respectively, and
loops on this new interval. The process stops when the amount of interpenetration is smaller than a
predetermined threshold.

Such backtracking methods can have a high computational cost (which may be difficult to predict)
when objects are complex or when they have interpenetrated much. Besides, since backtracking is
only performed when an interpenetration has been detected, non-connected objects, or even non-
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1 Introduction

convex objects, can enter a configuration from which they could not get out (consider, for example,
the case of two torii which, at one frame, would not be interlocking and, at the next one, would be).

Figure 1: Allowing interpenetration between objects can lead to incoherences in the simulation. In
this example, the object that penetrated at time t2 pops out from the wrong side of the obstacle.

One way to avoid using backtracking methods is to allow interpenetrations between objects,
which can be difficult to justify from a physical point of view, and to determine the amount of
interpenetration. This problem, however, is extremely difficult for general (non-convex) objects, and
the best present results do not take the trajectory of the object into account when determining this
interpenetration amount [KOLM02]. Thus, in the case depicted in Figure 1, the mobile point is
inside the obstacle at time t2, but at this time the smallest interpenetration is represented by the
vector t, which leads to take out the mobile point by the top of the obstacle as time t3. Let us
note, however, that the amount of interpenetration can be used to speed up backtracking methods
by leading to a better estimation of the time of first contact te.

Finally, the interpenetration of objects can be a cause of instability in the dynamics simulation.
What is not a problem in a purely virtual simulation (i.e. non-interactive) has much more importance
when a haptic device is used to interact with the virtual environment. For example, if one refers to the
classic benchmark used to evaluate interaction methods, the peg-in-a-hole test depicted in Figure 2, it
is clear that a first interpenetration of the peg on one side of the hole at time t (position Pt) creates
a large force to remove the interpenetration. This force often leads to a greater interpenetration
on the opposite side of the hole at the next instant t + 1 (position Pt+1), which creates a greater
reaction force than the previous. This oscillation, by amplifying itself, leads to an unstable simulation
[GMELM00].

In this part of the course, we present an overview of some recent work on continuous collision
detection methods, which guarantee consistent simulations by computing the time of first contact
and the contact state for colliding objects. We describe techniques to perform continuous collision
detection for rigid and articulated bodies. The time-parameterized equations for continuous collision
detection between rigid triangle primitives are presented and methods are described to solve them
efficiently. Continuous overlap tests between hierarchies of bounding volumes, which help achieve
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2 Arbitrary in-between motions

Figure 2: Interpenetrations between objects may yield unstable simulations.

efficient collision detection for complex models, are presented as well. Some basic template data
structures are introduced to allow the reader to easily start implementing the methods described
in these notes. Figure 3 shows an example of the benefit of using a continuous collision detection
method for an articulated body. The upper half of the figure shows two successive configurations of
a Puma robot which do not penetrate the environment. The lower half shows a linear interpolation
of the configurations and an intermediate configuration corresponding to the first time of contact
between the robot and the environment.

2 Arbitrary in-between motions

Most of the time, the actual motion of the objects is not available. Two major reasons are:

Sampling interface When one or more of the objects are acted upon trough a user interface
(e.g. a simple 2d mouse, a joystick, or a full-body motion capture system), the user actions are
sent at discrete times only. As a consequence, the user actions between these discrete instants
are lost.

Discretized dynamics formulation When the objects take part in a dynamics simulation,
the dynamics equations have to be discretized in order to be solved (e.g. through an Euler or
Runge-Kutta scheme). The positions, velocities and accelerations of the objects are computed
at discrete times only1.

1Recall moreover that the discretization includes approximations, so that even the positions, velocities and accel-
erations computed at discrete times are approximations.
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2 Arbitrary in-between motions

Figure 3: Benefit of using a continuous collision detection method for an articulated body. The upper
half of the figure shows two successive configurations of a Puma robot which do not penetrate the
environment. The lower half shows a linear interpolation of the configurations and an intermediate
configuration corresponding to the first time of contact between the robot and the environment.
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Figure 4: Use of an arbitrary in-between motion to interpolate the known successive positions of
the teapot.
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2 Arbitrary in-between motions

In order to prevent any interpenetration of the objects, we thus need to provide a continuous
motion with which we will perform collision detection. Precisely, we are going to use an arbitrary
in-between motion, which must satisfy several requirements:

Interpolation The in-between motion must at least interpolate positions. Higher order inter-
polations can be used depending on the application.

Continuity The interpolation must be at least C0. The motions we are going to use in these
notes will actually be C∞.

Rigidity The in-between motion needs to preserve the rigidity of the links. For consistency
reasons, we cannot use a straight segment interpolation for object vertices when the object
rotates.

Application-dependent constraints Depending on the application, some supplementary
constraints might have to be satisfied by the in-between motion. In robotics applications, for
example, some links might have a pre-defined special type of motion (e.g. screw motion).
The arbitrary in-between motion chosen for the application needs to be able to produce these
constrained motions.

Provided these requirements are satisfied, we can arbitrarily choose an in-between motion. The
goal is to determine an arbitrary in-between motion which makes it efficient to perform the various
steps in the continuous collision detection algorithm.

To better visualize the way the arbitrary motion is used, let’s consider the case of an interactive
dynamics simulator which computes the position of a teapot and render a new frame at a fixed rate
of 30 frames per second, for example. Between two frames, the motion of the teapot is not visible by
the user and is replaced by an arbitrary in-between motion. Since the real positions are respected
at the successive discrete instants, only the local motion of the teapot is modified, and its global
motion is preserved, as shown in Figure 4. In this example, the position of the teapot is known
at seven discrete instants t0, . . . , t6. In the left part ((a), zoomed in (c)), the real motion of the
teapot between these instants is represented in transparency. In the right part ((b), zoomed in (d)),
the known positions are preserved, but the real motion of the object between two successive known
positions has been replaced by an arbitrary in-between motion, represented in transparency. The
general aspect of the teapot trajectory is preserved.

It should be clear, now, that using an arbitrary in-between motion is more or less equivalent to the
underlying principle of every integration scheme used to solve the dynamics differential equations:
discretizing the differential equations amounts to make finite-order assumptions on velocities and
accelerations between successive discrete instants.

Let us now formalize the constraints imposed on the arbitrary in-between motion. To do this,
let PR(t) denote the 4× 4 matrix describing the real position of the object during the time interval
[tn, tn+1]. Recall that this matrix allows us to compute the real (homogeneous) coordinates xR(t) of
a point of the object in the global frame from its (homogeneous) coordinates xo in the local frame
of the object:

xR(t) = PR(t)xo. (1)

Vectors xR(t) and xo are homogeneous vectors in IR4, for which the last coordinate is the real number
1.

Let’s denote now the object’s position matrix when using the arbitrary motion, during the same
time interval [tn, tn+1] by PA(t). Similarly, the arbitrary coordinates xA(t) of a point of the object
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2 Arbitrary in-between motions

in the global frame are obtained from its coordinates in the local frame of the object:

xA(t) = PA(t)xo (2)

The three constraints can be formalized simply:

• the interpolation constraint merely imposes that PA(tn) = PR(tn), as well as PA(tn+1) =
PR(tn+1),

• the continuity constraint imposes that the function t 7→ PA(t) is continuous on the interval
[tn, tn+1], that is, that the components of RA(t) and TA(t) are continuous functions of time on
this interval.

• the rigidity constraint imposes that the matrix PA(t) is a position matrix at every time t
between tn and tn+1. In other words, it must not include deformation terms (scaling terms, for
example), and must be the combination of a rotation matrix and a translation vector, according
to the classic form of a homogeneous position matrix:

PA(t) =

(
RA(t) TA(t)

0 1

)
, (3)

Of course, a fourth constraint is implicit: the arbitrary in-between motion should be close to the
real motion. It would thus be desirable to define a measure allowing to evaluate the difference between
the real object motion and the arbitrary one, used to detect collisions between the successive discrete
instants. However, we noticed that this real motion is rarely available. For this reason, we suggest
using the motion defined by the position and velocity determined by the dynamics calculator as a
reference. Thus, we saw that for each successive discrete instant the dynamics calculator computes
objects’ positions and velocities from those of the previous discrete instant and possibly, for higher-
order integration schemes (as the fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme), of those established
to certain intermediate instants. It is possible, as is done in a way by the dynamics calculator, to
assume that the object’s rotational and translation velocities are constant during the timestep. A
natural arbitrary motion is then a motion whose velocities remain close to these reference velocities.

Although it is possible to define this last constraint more rigorously, for example by defining the
maximal error on the position of points of the object resulting from the use of an arbitrary motion,
we noticed empirically that the arbitrary motions described in these notes are always sufficiently
natural so that the user is not surprised by the position of the object that he manipulates at the
time of the collision (as one can expect when examining Figure 4).

Let’s note that replacing the objects’ motions by arbitrary ones between two successive discrete
instants tn and tn+1 has a consequence on the simulation only if a collision occurs between these two
instants. If no collision is detected during the in-between time interval, the objects are placed to the
final positions computed by the dynamics calculator. However, if a collision between two objects is
detected at time tc, it is necessary to use the arbitrary motions to compute the positions of all the
objects at time tc, since these motions have been used for the detection of collisions.

Otherwise, some interpenetrations could occur, as shown in Figure 5. In (a), a collision has been
detected at time tc while using the arbitrary in-between motion. In (b), the dynamics calculator has
been used to compute the real position of the object at time tc, which results in an interpenetration.
For the same reason, when a collision is detected, the arbitrary motion must also be used for objects
that did not enter in contact with another object. To compute their real positions at time tc using
the dynamics calculator could induce interpenetrations, since these positions have not been used for
the detection of collisions.
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2 Arbitrary in-between motions

Figure 5: To avoid interpenetrations, it is necessary to compute the objects’ positions at the in-
stant of collision from the in-between motion used for the detection of collisions, and not from the
interpolating motion computed by the dynamics equations.
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2 Arbitrary in-between motions 2.1 Rigid bodies

Consequently, the use of an arbitrary in-between motion to detect collisions perturbs the course
of the simulation. It is indeed very unlikely that the real object motion and the arbitrary in-between
motion would lead to detect collisions at the same instants and at the same places. It is not even
guaranteed that a collision which occurs between two objects when one of the two motions (real or
arbitrary) is used would also occur when the other motion is used. This is the price we have to
pay to perform continuous collision detection when the actual object motion is not known. This
allows, however, to continuously detect collisions very efficiently, while preserving the benefits of a
continuous method that would use the real object motion. Indeed, with this method, objects are
permanently in a consistent state: no interpenetration is possible and no collision can be missed.

Besides, for some more rigorous physical applications, it should be sufficient to reduce the length
of the timestep, thanks to the continuity and interpolation constraints imposed on the arbitrary
motion. Indeed, the instants between which the motion of the object is replaced are not necessarily
instants to which objects are displayed. Let’s assume, for example, that the object moves very fast
on the time interval [tn, tn+1]. In order to reduce the error between the real object motion and the
arbitrary one used for continuous collision detection, it can be preferred to divide the time interval
in two smaller intervals [tn, ti] and [ti, tn+1], where ti = tn+tn+1

2
. At the intermediate time ti, the

position of the object is evaluated by the dynamics simulator and is used to replace the real object
motion by two successive arbitrary motions, on [tn, ti] first then on [ti, tn+1]. This ensures that the
intermediate position to the time ti, at least, is the one computed by the dynamics simulator.

Thus, the error created by the use of an arbitrary in-between motion relies upon the same approx-
imation principle than the one which prevails when discretizing the dynamics equations. Overall,
we believe that this approximation problem is largely compensated by the benefits provided by a
continuous collision detection method.

To conclude this section, let’s summarize the (simple) idea behind the use of an arbitrary in-
between motion: since the real object motion between any two successive discrete instants cannot be
used to continuously detect collisions, it is replaced by an arbitrarily fixed in-between motion, which
must satisfy three constraints: this arbitrary motion must interpolate in a continuous and rigid way
the object’s configurations between successive discrete instants. Among the arbitrary motions which
satisfy these constraints, we choose one which allows us to perform the various steps of the continuous
collision detection algorithm very efficiently.

2.1 Rigid bodies

Let us now describe two possible arbitrary in-between motions for rigid bodies. Again, recall that
we want to choose a simple motion.

2.1.1 Constant-velocity translation and rotation

One possibility is to assume that the rigid motion over the timestep is a constant-velocity one,
composed of a translation along a fixed direction, and a rotation along a fixed (potentially distinct)
direction.

Let the 3-dimensional vector c0 and the 3 × 3 matrix R0 denote the position and orientation
of the rigid body in the world frame at the beginning of the (normalized) time interval [0, 1]. Let
s denote the total translation during the timestep, and let ω and u respectively denote the total
rotation angle and the rotation axis. For a given timestep, c0, R0, ω, u and s are constants.

The position of the rigid body at a given time t in [0, 1] is thus:

T(t) = c0 + ts, (4)
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2 Arbitrary in-between motions 2.1 Rigid bodies

The orientation of the rigid body is:

R(t) = cos(ωt).A + sin(ωt).B + C, (5)

where A, B and C are 3 × 3 constant matrices which are computed at the beginning of the time
step:

A = R0 − u.uT .R0

B = u∗.R0

C = u.uT .R0

(6)

where u∗ denotes the 3 × 3 matrix such as u∗x = u × x for every three-dimensional vector x. If
u = (ux, uy, uz)T , then:

u∗ =

 0 −uz uy

uz 0 −ux

−uy ux 0

 (7)

Consequently, the motion of the rigid body is described by the following 4 × 4 homogeneous
matrix:

P(t) =

(
R(t) T(t)
0 1

)
, (8)

in the world frame.
The motion parameters s, u and ω are easy to compute. Assume c0 and c1 (resp. R0 and R1)

are the initial and final positions (resp. orientations) of the rigid body in the world frame. Then
s = c1−c0, and (u, ω) is the rotation extracted from the rotation matrix R1(R0)T . A code bit which
performs this extraction is provided in the appendix.

2.1.2 Screw motions

An even simpler motion can be used, for which the rotation axis and the translation have the
same direction. Such a motion is called a screw motion.

Precisely, a screw motion V(ω, s,O,u) is the commutative composition of a rotation and a trans-
lation along the same axis. The real parameters ω and s (now a real number) respectively denote
the total amount of rotation and the total amount of translation in the transformation, O is a point
on the the screw motion axis, and u is a unit vector describing the axis orientation. Note that the
total translation is now s = s.u. A screw motion is depicted in Figure 6. In this example, the screw
motion transforms the point A into A′. Depending on whether the rotation or the translation is
applied first to the point A, the intermediate point is respectively A1 or A2.

The benefit of using screw motions comes from the fact that they allow us to interpolate any two
rigid positions with less degrees of freedom, and thus reduce the computational cost of evaluating
the motion matrix. Whatever the object positions at times tn and tn+1, Chasles’ theorem states that
there exists an unique screw motion which transforms the initial position (i.e. at time tn) into the
final position (i.e. at time tn+1) (when O on the screw motion axis is fixed, and when ω is required to
be positive [Cha1831]). A code bit provided in the appendix shows how the equivalent screw motion
can be obtained directly from the object’s translational and rotational velocities.

In theory, using a screw motion to interpolate two successive positions could lead to a non
natural in-between motion. In Figure 7, the real object motion (on the left) has been replaced by
the equivalent screw motion with positive angle (on the right). For applications which require a very
large rotation angle over the time interval [0, 1], it might be advisable to subdivide the time interval
into several smaller ones.
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Figure 6: A screw motion is the commutative composition of a rotation and a translation of same
axes.
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2 Arbitrary in-between motions 2.1 Rigid bodies

Figure 7: Using a screw motion to replace the real object motion. a: the real object motion is a pure
translation at constant velocity (from top to bottom) combined to a rotation at constant velocity
around the object’s center of mass. b: the real object motion has been replaced by the equivalent
(and unique) screw motion with positive angle. For applications which require a very large rotation
angle over the time interval [0, 1], it might be advisable to subdivide the time interval into several
smaller ones.
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We can now build a general class of screw motion-based arbitrary in-between motions. Assume,
without loss of generality, that the current time interval is the interval [0, 1]. In order to get a rigid
and continuous motion that interpolates the initial and final positions, it is sufficient to make the
parameters ωand s vary continuously. This can be achieved by choosing two functions a : IR2×[0, 1] →
IR and b : IR2 × [0, 1] → IR such as, for all pair (ω, s) in IR2, the functions

aω,s :

{
[0, 1] → IR

t 7→ ω(t) = a(ω, s, t)

bω,s :

{
[0, 1] → IR

t 7→ s(t) = b(ω, s, t)

(9)

are C1, monotonous, and respect the interpolation constraint, i.e. aω,s(0) = bω,s(0) = 0, and aω,s(1) =
ω and bω,s(1) = s.

The class of screw motion-based arbitrary in-between motions has the form:

M :

{
[0, 1]× IR3 → IR3

(t, A) 7→ A(t) = V(aω,s(t), bω,s(t), O, ~u)(A0)
(10)

where A0 is a point of the object at time 0 and A(t) the same point during the arbitrary in-between
motion. It is worth noticing that the two functions a and b depend on the screw motion parameters
only, and not on the object shape or part. This guarantees that all points of the object have the
same rigid motion. Besides, thanks to the conditions imposed on the functions aω,s and bω,s, arbitrary
motions of form (10) are truly rigid, continuous and interpolating.

A motion in the class (10) can be expressed simply in matrix form. Define first a screw motion
frame as a frame in which the Oz axis is the screw motion axis. Because of axial symmetry, there
exists an infinity of such frames, and it is sufficient to choose one of them. In one of these frames,
the screw motion can be expressed simply:

V(t) =


cos(aω,s(t)) − sin(aω,s(t)) 0 0
sin(aω,s(t)) cos(aω,s(t)) 0 0

0 0 1 bω,s(t)
0 0 0 1

 (11)

for t ∈ [0, 1]. In the global frame, the screw motion is then:

S(t) = P−1
V V(t)PV (12)

where V(t) is the screw motion with Oz axis, PV is the transformation matrix from the global frame
to the screw motion frame, and P−1

V is the inverse of PV .
Thanks to the expression of the screw motion in the global frame (12), it is possible to get the

coordinates of any object point x(t) during the arbitrary in-between motion:

x(t) = P(t)xo = P−1
V V(t)PV P0xo (13)

where xo denotes the point coordinates in the object frame, and P0 is the objects’s position matrix
at time 0. The object’s position matrix during the arbitrary motion is P(t).

2.2 Articulated bodies

An articulated body is defined as a set of rigid bodies, or links, connected by bilateral constraints.
Assume there is no loop in the articulated body. It is simple to define an arbitrary in-between motion:
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2 Arbitrary in-between motions 2.2 Articulated bodies

Figure 8: An arbitrary in-between motion for an articulated model. The motion of each link has a
constant translational and rotational velocity in the reference frame of its parent. The rigidity of
each link is preserved.
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it suffices to express the motion of each link in the reference frame of its parent link, and not in the
world frame. The motion of the root link of the articulated model is still expressed in the world
frame.

Assume, for the sake of simplicity of notation, that the parent of link i is i−1. The index denoting
the world frame is 0. Let Pi−1

i (t) denote the position matrix of link i in the reference frame of its
parent link i− 1. Then the matrix

P0
i (t) = P0

1(t).P
1
2(t)...P

i−1
i (t) (14)

describes the motion of link i in the world frame.
Figure 8 shows an interpolating motion for an articulated model, where the motion of each link

has a constant translational and rotational velocity in the reference frame of its parent. Note that
the rigidity of each link is preserved.

3 Interval arithmetic
A simple way to robustly perform the computations involved in the various steps of a continuous

collision detection algorithm is to use interval arithmetic.
Interval arithmetic consists in computing with intervals instead of numbers. Several good in-

troductions to interval arithmetic can be found for example in [Moo62, Sny92, Kea96]. As is well
known, the definition of a closed real interval [a, b] is:

I = [a, b] = {x ∈ IR, a 6 x 6 b} (15)

This definition can be generalized to vectors. A vector interval is simply a vector whose compo-
nents are intervals:

In = [a1, b1]× ...× [an, bn]

= {x = (x1,...,xn) ∈ IRn, ai 6 xi 6 bi ∀i, 1 6 i 6 n}
(16)

In IIR3, for example, a simple alternate notation can be: [xl, xu]
[yl, yu]
[zl, zu]

 (17)

The set of intervals is denoted IIR, while the set of vector intervals is denoted IIRn.
Basic operations can be transposed to intervals:

[a, b] + [c, d] = [a + c, b + d]

[a, b]− [c, d] = [a− d, b− c]

[a, b]× [c, d] = [min(ac, ad, bc, bd), max(ac, ad, bc, bd)]

1/ [a, b] = [1/b, 1/a] if a > 0 or b < 0

[a, b] / [c, d] = [a, b]× (1/ [c, d]) if c > 0 or d < 0

[a, b] 6 [c, d] if b 6 c

(18)

Elementary operations in IIRn are performed component-wise. Operations between real numbers and
real intervals can be performed by identifying IR and the set of “point” intervals {[x, x], x ∈ IR}.
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Interval arithmetic can be used to bound a function over an interval very easily, provided the
analytic expression of the function is known, and provided we can easily bound the sub-expressions
in the function.

An example will make this clear. Assume we want to bound the function t 7→
√

3 cos(t) + sin(t)
over the time interval [0, π/2]. This function is very similar to the ones we obtain when we plug the
arbitrary in-between motions described above in the continuous collision detection equations.

Being able to bound the sine and cosine sub-expressions is all that is required to bound this
function. We know that:

t ∈
[
0,

π

2

]
⇒

{
cos(t) ∈ [0, 1]
sin(t) ∈ [0, 1]

Note that this is not deduced from the elementary interval operations, but has to be known. This is
what is meant by “we can bound easily the sub-expressions in the function”. From now on, however,
we only need to use the elementary interval operations to provide some bounds on the function.
Since, by definition, √

3 ∈
[√

3,
√

3
]
,

and
cos(t) ∈ [0, 1],∀t ∈

[
0,

π

2

]
,

we determine that √
3 cos(t) ∈

[√
3,
√

3
]
× [0, 1] =

[
0,
√

3
]
,∀t ∈

[
0,

π

2

]
,

by performing a simple interval multiplication.
Similarly, using the interval addition, we know that

√
3 cos(t) + sin(t) ∈

[
0,
√

3
]

+ [0, 1] =
[
0,
√

3 + 1
]
,∀t ∈

[
0,

π

2

]
,

and we have thus bounded the function.
Note that the bounds we have obtained are not exact, since the tightest bounding interval is

actually [1, 2]. In this example, the reason for the looseness of the bounds is that the sine function
is increasing while the cosine function is decreasing. Provided we know exact bounds on these sub-
expressions, however, it can be shown that the bounds on the function tend to be exact when the
size of the time interval tends towards zero.

Exact bounds on the sub-expressions we encounter in these notes are actually very easy to obtain.
For example, since the cosine function is decreasing over [0, π/2], we know that

a, b ∈
[
0,

π

2

]
, a < b ⇒ cos(t) ∈ [cos(b), cos(a)],∀t ∈ [a, b].

The power of interval arithmetic for our purpose comes from the fact that efficient interval
operations can be simply implemented. Some code bits are provided in the appendix. They describe
basic data structures to represent intervals, three-dimensional vector intervals, and 3 × 3 interval
matrices, respectively cInterval, cIAVector3 and cIAMatrix33. They should constitute a good
starting point to implement interval computations. For example, denoting cosBounds and sinBounds
the intervals respectively bounding the cosine and sine functions on the time interval [0, π/2], the
interval bound previously computed is simply

cInterval bounds=cInterval(sqrt(3))*cosBounds+sinBounds; // bounds=[0,sqrt(3)+1]

We can now describe how to perform elementary continuous collision detection and continuous
overlap tests between bounding volumes.
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4 Elementary continuous collision detection
Continuous collision detection methods for polyhedral objects must only detect three types of

contact. Indeed, all contacts between two polyhedral objects A and B include at least one of these
three elementary contact types:

• an edge of A contacts an edge of B.

• a vertex of A contacts a face of B.

• a face of A contacts a point of B.

Figure 9: Collision detection between two edges.

These contact types are easily expressed geometrically. For the edge/edge case, it suffices to
detect a collision between the lines containing the edges. If a(t)b(t) is the first edge and c(t)d(t) is
the second edge, then the lines intersect when:

a(t)c(t) · (a(t)b(t) ∧ c(t)d(t)) = 0, (19)

i.e. when the vector a(t)c(t) is in the plane defined by the two edges (cf. Figure 9). Once an
intersection has been detected at some instant between the two lines, we check whether it belongs
to the edges or, equivalently, if the edges intersect at that time (and not only the supporting lines.
This can be robustly performed thanks to a discrete edge/edge proximity test (in general, due to
finite precision computations, the edges do not exactly touch at the collision time). We then keep
the earliest valid collision. The contact time is the earliest valid collision time. The contact position
is the position of the vertex at that time, and the contact normal is the (normalized) cross-product
of the edges at that time.

For the vertex/face and face/vertex, a collision is first detected between the point and the plane
containing the face. If a(t) is the point and b(t)c(t)d(t) is the triangle, a collision occurs when:

a(t)b(t) · (b(t)c(t) ∧ b(t)d(t)) = 0, (20)

that is when the vector a(t)b(t) is in the vector plane defined by the face normal b(t)c(t)∧b(t)d(t)
(cf. Figure 10). When such a collision is detected, we check whether the point belongs to the face
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4 Elementary continuous collision detection

Figure 10: Collision detection between a point and a face.

at that time. This can be robustly performed thanks to a vertex/triangle proximity test (in general,
due to finite precision computations, the vertex is not exactly in the plane at the collision time).
We then keep the earliest valid collision. The contact time is the earliest valid collision time. The
contact position is the position of the vertex at that time, and the contact normal is the normal to
the triangle at that time.

In practice, interval arithmetic can be used to solve equations (19) and (20). Formally, these
equations have the form

f(t) = 0, t ∈ [0, 1],

and we want to determine the smallest root tc. Assume we are able to bound the function f over
the time interval [0, 1]. If these bounds do not contain zero, meaning that the function is strictly
positive or strictly negative over the time interval [0, 1], then f cannot have any root in [0, 1].

However, if these bounds do contain zero, then the function f might have a root in [0, 1] (might
only, if the bounds are not tight or if the function is not continuous2). In this case, we refine the
time interval and repeat the process: we bound the function f on the time intervals [0, 1/2] and
[1/2, 1], and we examine these bounds (first [0, 1/2] and then [1/2, 1], since we are looking for the
earliest collision). This process is recursively performed until the examined bounds do not contain
zero (meaning that the function does not have any root on the time sub-interval), or until the size
of the examined time sub-interval is smaller than a user-defined threshold (which characterizes the
temporal precision of the collision detection).

The C++ code for this interval recursive root-finding method is:

bool computeCollisionTime(cInterval I, double &tc) {

// I is the time interval currently examined.
// Initially, I=[0,1].
//
// tc is the time of earliest collision.
//
// The function returns true if and only if a collision has been found

cInterval boundsF=boundFunctionF(I); // bound f over I

2Of course, the functions involved in these notes are all continuous.
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if (boundsF.i[0]>0) return false; // the bounds do not contain 0
if (boundsF.i[1]<0) return false; // the bounds do not contain 0

// from here, the bounds contain 0: there might be a collision

if ((I.i[1]-I.i[0])<timeThreshold) { // sufficient precision

bool valid=checkRootValidityF(I); // check the validity of the root
if (valid) tc=I.i[0]; // return a conservative collision time
return valid;

}

// insufficient time precision, refine the time interval

double m=0.5*(I.i[0]+I.i[1]); // mid-time
bool rootFound=computeCollisionTime(cInterval(I.i[0],m),tc);
if (rootFound) return true;

// no root of the first time sub-interval, check the second one

return computeCollisionTime(cInterval(m,I.i[1]),tc);

}

The bounds on the function f are computed using interval arithmetic, as explained in Section
3. Assume, for example, that we want to bound the function in the edge/edge continuous collision
detection equation (19) over the time interval I. Assume, first, that we know some bounds on the
coordinates of the vertices involved in the test. Precisely, let boundsA, boundsB, boundsC and boundsD
denote the three-dimensional interval vectors (cIAVector3 objects) which bound the coordinates of
a, b, c and d over the time interval I, respectively. The bounds boundsF on the function f are easily
determined:

cInterval boundsF=(boundsC-boundsA)|((boundsB-boundsA)^(boundsD-boundsC));

As can been seen, the computation of the bounds is simply the interval counterpart of the eval-
uation of the function involved in the edge/edge test.

The bounds on the coordinates of the vertices are computed in a similar way. Assume for ex-
ample that the vertex a belongs to a rigid body which moves according to the linear interpolation
characterized by equations (4) and (5). The coordinates of the position vector T(t) are linear func-
tions of time, and we can easily determine bounds for them, over any time interval I. Similarly, the
components of the orientation matrix R(t) are simple trigonometric functions, which can be easily
bounded (these functions are actually very similar to the one given in example in Section 3). Let
aLocal denote the coordinates of a in the local frame of the rigid body. The variable aLocal is a
point vector interval stored in a cIAVector3 object3:

3For optimization purposes, a cVector3 class can be implemented to contain point interval vectors, as well as a
multiplication between a cIAMatrix33 object and a cVector3 object. This special multiplication can perform more
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5 Continuous overlap tests between bounding volumes

cIAVector3 aLocal(xA,xA,yA,yA,zA,zA);

Denoting by boundsT the cIAVector3 object which bounds the coordinates of T(t), and by
boundsR the cIAMatrix33 object which bounds the components of R(t), over the time interval I,
the bounds boundsA on a are simply:

cIAvector3 boundsA=boundsR*aLocal+boundsT;

For articulated bodies, the bounds are computed in a similar way. Assume we have a cIAMatrix44
class which can contain 4×4 interval matrices. The cIAMatrix44 objects are designed to contain 4×4
interval homogeneous position matrices. Assume also that right-multiplying them by a cIAVector3
object produces the interval counterpart of the expected real multiplication, which applies a rotation
and a translation to a vector4.

Let the cIAMatrix44 objects boundsP1, boundsP2, ..., boundsPi respectively denote the bounds
on the position matrices P0

1(t), P1
2(t), ..., Pi−1

i (t) over the time interval I. Assume aLocal is a point
interval vector which contains the coordinates of the vertex a in the local frame of link i. The bounds
boundsA on the coordinates of a in the world frame, over the time interval I, are:

cIAVector3 boundsA=boundsP1*boundsP2*...*boundsPi*aLocal;

Note that, for efficiency purposes, it is preferable to perform the multiplications from right to left,
so that only matrix-vector multiplications have to be computed. In general, in order to further reduce
the complexity of the evaluation of interval position matrices, a simultaneous resolution scheme can
be used [RKLM04].

It should now be clear why the choice of the arbitrary in-between motion has a huge impact on the
overall efficiency of the continuous collision detection algorithm. The arbitrary in-between motion is
going to be evaluated several times whenever some bounds on a continuous collision detection function
are needed. If acceptable in the application, it can be advised, for example, to use an in-between
motion which reduces the collision detection equations to polynomial equations [Can86, RKC00].

5 Continuous overlap tests between bounding volumes

In order to avoid performing all possible elementary tests for any object pair, many collision
detection algorithms rely on bounding-volume hierarchies. Basically, if two objects are enclosed in
bounding volumes which don’t overlap, then it is known for sure that they don’t collide. Hierarchies
of bounding volumes are used to recursively perform such overlap tests which can conservatively
cull away large parts of the objects when testing for a collision. Typical bounding volumes used
for collision detection include spheres [Qui94, Hub95, RKK97, BS02], axis-aligned bounding boxes
(AABBs) [VDB98], oriented bounding boxes (OBBs) [Got99, GLM96], and k-dops [KHMSZ98].

efficiently than the regular interval matrix vector multiplication, since fewer branching operations are required. For
clarity, this is not actually described in these notes.

4These 4 × 4 interval matrices are introduced to simplify the expression of the computation of boundsA, but the
equivalent interval operations can be performed using cIAMatrix33 and cIAVector3 objects.
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Since we want to perform continuous collision detection between objects, we need to design a
continuous overlap test between two bounding volumes. Precisely, we need to determine whether
two bounding volumes will overlap during the timestep.

What makes the task easier is that it is not necessary to perform an exact test. We need to
be sure that we do not miss an overlap between two bounding volumes during the timestep, but
it is acceptable to declare that two bounding volumes overlap when they don’t. The error will
be captured later by smaller bounding volumes in the hierarchy, or ultimately by the elementary
continuous collision detection tests. Such a test is called conservative.

In the following, we describe continuous overlap tests between spheres, axis-aligned bounding
boxes, and oriented bounding boxes.

5.1 Spheres

Assume spheres are used as bounding volumes. Let c1 and c2 denote the centers of the spheres,
and let r1 and r2 denote the radii of the spheres.

The spheres overlap if and only if the distance between their centers is smaller than the sum of
their radii:

||c1c2|| 6 r1 + r2,

or, equivalently, if and only if
(c2 − c1)

2 6 (r1 + r2)
2 . (21)

Using interval arithmetic, we can design a conservative test to bound the left member of inequality
(21) on any time interval I. If the lower bound of the left member is greater than the right member,
then we know for sure that the distance between the centers is greater than the sum of the radii
during the whole time interval I, in which case it is safe to declare that the spheres won’t overlap
during this time interval.

If the lower bound of the left member is smaller than the right member, however, there might be
an overlap during the time interval, and we conservatively declare so.

The bounds on the left member are obtained as previously, by first bounding the coordinates of
the center of the spheres, and then performing the interval counterpart of the function in the left
member: assuming the bounds on the centers are two cIAVector3 objects, boundsC1 and boundsC2,
some bounds boundsLeft on the left member are:

cInterval boundsLeft=(boundsC2-boundsC1)|(boundsC2-boundsC1);

5.2 Axis-aligned bounding boxes

Axis-aligned bounding volumes are typically recomputed at the beginning of each time step in
discrete methods. Assuming these boxes are attached to the bodies during the timestep, they simply
become oriented bounding boxes, as they loose their axis-aligned characteristic while the objects
move. Consequently, the appropriate continuous overlap test in that case is the one between two
oriented bounding boxes, described in the next section.

However, it is simple to obtain axis-aligned boxes which bound an object during a whole time
interval. Indeed, any three-dimensional vector interval is actually an axis-aligned bounding box.
Assume we determine bounds on a vertex motion during a time interval. By definition, since the
bounds are computed coordinate per coordinate, we have actually obtained an axis-aligned box which
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5 Continuous overlap tests between bounding volumes 5.3 Oriented bounding boxes

bounds the moving vertex during the whole time interval. We can thus easily determine AABBs which
bound the moving object during the whole time interval.

Note that the AABBs can be obtained from a simplified version of the object geometry, provided
this simplified version contains the original object. Assume, for example, that the object is included
in a sphere. Using interval arithmetic, the bounds on the coordinates of the center of the sphere
can be obtained easily. These bounds are in fact an AABB which encloses the moving center of
the sphere during the time interval. Enlarging this AABB by the radius of the sphere results in an
AABB which contains the sphere, and thus the object, during the whole time interval.

More generally, assume the object is enclosed in the convex hull of a set of points. An AABB can
be obtained for each of these points using interval arithmetic. An AABB which contains all these
AABBs is guaranteed to contain the object during the whole time interval.

When these dynamically generated AABBs have been computed, the traditional discrete AABB/
AABB test can be used to conservatively determine whether the objects are going to overlap or not
during the time interval.

5.3 Oriented bounding boxes

Let us now proceed to the case of oriented bounding boxes (OBBs). For a rigid object, a hierarchy
of OBBs can be computed offline. Similarly, for an articulated model composed of rigid links, a
hierarchy of OBBs can be computed offline for each link.

The goal is thus to (conservatively) determine whether the boxes are going to overlap during the
time interval.

A well-known overlap test for oriented bounding boxes is the one which relies upon the separating
axis theorem [GLM96]. Lets assume that the first OBB is described by three axes e1, e2 and e3,
a center TA, and its half-sizes along its axes a1, a2 and a3. Similarly, assume the second OBB is
described by its axes f1, f2 and f3, its center TB, and its half-sizes along its axes b1, b2 and b3. The
separating axis theorem states that two static OBBs overlap if and only if all of fifteen separating
axis tests fail. A separating test is simple: an axis a separates the OBBs if and only if:

|a ·TATB| >
3∑

i=1

ai|a · ei|+
3∑

i=1

bi|a · fi|. (22)

This test is performed for fifteen axes at most. The sufficient set of fifteen axes is:

{ei, fj, ei ∧ fj, 1 6 i 6 3, 1 6 j 6 3} (23)

Intuitively, the left member of inequality (22) is the projected distance between the two centers of
the boxes in the direction of a, while the right member is the sum of the projected radiuses of the
boxes, in the same direction (cf. Figure 11).

We can extend the discrete OBB/OBB overlap test to the continuous domain using interval
arithmetic [RKC02b]. Since each member of inequality (22) is a function of time depending on the
specific arbitrary in-between motion, we can use interval arithmetic to bound both members over a
time interval I. When the lower bound on the left member is larger than the upper bound on the
right member, the axis a separates the boxes during the entire time interval I, and the pair of boxes
is discarded, since we know for sure that the boxes will not overlap during the time interval.

As before, once the bounds on the elements involved in the test have been computed, the bounds
on the two members are determined easily. Denoting by boundsA, boundsE1, boundsE2, boundsE3,
boundsF1, boundsF2, boundsF3, boundsTA, and boundsTB the cIAVector3 objects which contain the
bounds on a, e1, e2, e3, f1, f2, f3, TA, and TB, respectively, the lower bound on the left member is:
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5 Continuous overlap tests between bounding volumes 5.3 Oriented bounding boxes

Figure 11: The axis e1 separates the two oriented bounding boxes since, in the axis direction, the
projected distance between the centers of the boxes |e1 ·TATB| is larger than the sum of the projected
radii of the boxes, (a1|e1 · e1|+ a2|e1 · e2|) + (b1|e1 · f1|+ b2|e1 · f2|).
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double lBoundLeft=(boundsA|(boundsTB-boundsTA)).getAbsLower();

where the function getAbsLower() returns the lower bound on the absolute value of an interval.
Similarly, the upper bound on the right member is:

double uBoundRight=a1*(boundsA|boundsE1).getAbsUpper()+
a2*(boundsA|boundsE2).getAbsUpper()+
a3*(boundsA|boundsE3).getAbsUpper()+
b1*(boundsA|boundsF1).getAbsUpper()+
b2*(boundsA|boundsF2).getAbsUpper()+
b3*(boundsA|boundsF3).getAbsUpper();

where the function getAbsUpper() returns the upper bound on the absolute value of an interval.
The functions getAbsLower() and getAbsUpper() are provided in the appendix.

Note that, due to the special form of the axis a, this last computation can actually be simplified,
as in the original discrete test (cf. [GLM96]). For example, when a = e1, we know that

a.e1 = 1

and
a.e2 = a.e2 = 0.

Since this holds at all times, it is not necessary to actually compute the first three interval dot
products in this case (this would produce conservative but loose bounds).

Recall also that, since the axes of the boxes are vectors and not vertices, the translation component
must not be included when computing the bounds on their coordinates. Assume, for example, that
the axis e1 belongs to a box attached to a rigid body which moves according to the linear interpolation
characterized by equations (4) and (5). Let eLocal denote the cIAVector3 object which contains
the components of the axis e1 in the local frame of the rigid body, and let boundsR denote the
cIAMatrix33 object which contain the bounds on the orientation matrix R(t). The cIAVector3
object boundsE1 is computed as follow:

cIAVector3 boundsE=boundsR*eLocal;

5.4 Remarks

Again, we have used interval arithmetic to perform the continuous tests. As opposed to what
happens with the elementary tests, though, the interval computations which occur during the con-
tinuous overlap tests between bounding volumes are generally performed once only, over the full time
interval [0, 1]: the bounds on the functions involved in the tests are computed once and for all on
the time interval [0, 1] and these bounds are used to conservatively determine the overlap status of
the bounding volumes during this time interval. This comes from the fact that we do not really
need to know when the bounding volumes will begin to overlap (although that might be a useful
information), but only if they are going to overlap during the given time interval.

However, we have noted in Section 3 that the bounds obtained using interval arithmetic are
generally not tight. This is especially the case when the total amount of rotation is very large over
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one single time step5 In order to reduce the conservativeness of the test, which would lead to declare
that the bounding volumes overlap too often and would make us loose the benefit of using bounding-
volume hierarchies, it is best to subdivide the time interval one or several times when the total
amount of rotation is very large. The cost of replacing the single test by several tests on smaller time
sub-intervals is usually compensated by the early culling, which prevents the need to unnecessarily
go further down the hierarchies of bounding volumes.

For articulated bodies, an intermediate culling step can be added in order to prevent the increased
conservativeness of interval arithmetic when the depth of the articulated model increases [RKLM04].

6 Conclusion
These notes have presented an overview of some recent work on continuous collision detection

methods, which guarantee consistent simulations by computing the time of first contact and the
contact state for colliding objects. We have described techniques to perform continuous collision
detection for rigid and articulated bodies. In the following pages, an appendix provides some code
bits which, although not optimized, should help the reader start his or her own implementation of
continuous collision detection.

5Interval arithmetic produces tight bounds when the motion is a pure linear translation thanks to the monotony
of the functions involved.
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Appendix
This appendix provides some code bits to help the reader start his or her own implementation.

The code bits are most certainly not fully optimized, but should constitute a good starting point.

Conversion from a rotation matrix to an angle/axis pair

Here is a code bit which converts a 3 × 3 rotation matrix to an angle/axis pair. It uses an
intermediate conversion to a quaternion. Some measures are taken in the code to help prevent
round-off errors.

// input

double mat[3][3]; // the rotation matrix

// output

double rotAngle; // the rotation angle
double rotAxis[3]; // the rotation axis

// conversion to a quaternion

double x,y,z,w;
double w2=0.25*(1.0+mat[0][0]+mat[1][1]+mat[2][2]);

if (w2>1e-6) {

w=sqrt(w2);
x=(mat[2][1]-mat[1][2])/(4.0*w);
y=(mat[0][2]-mat[2][0])/(4.0*w);
z=(mat[1][0]-mat[0][1])/(4.0*w);

}
else {

w=0.0;
double x2=0.5*(mat[1][1]+mat[2][2]);

if (x2>1e-6) {

x=sqrt(x2);
y=mat[1][0]/(2.0*x);
z=mat[2][0]/(2.0*x);

}
else {

x=0.0;
double y2=0.5*(1.0-mat[2][2]);
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if (y2>1e-6) {

y=sqrt(y2);
z=mat[2][1][0]/(2.0*y);

}
else {

y=0.0;
z=1.0;

}
}

}

// normalize quaternion

double invnormq=1.0/sqrt(w*w+x*x+y*y+z*z);
w*=invnormq;
x*=invnormq;
y*=invnormq;
z*=invnormq;

// conversion to angle/axis form

if (w>1.0) w=1.0;

rotAngle=2.0*acos(w);

if (rotAngle<1e-6) {

rotAngle=0.0;
rotAxis[0]=1.0;
rotAxis[1]=0.0;
rotAxis[2]=0.0;

}
else {

double invnorm=1.0/sqrt(x*x+y*y+z*z);
rotAxis[0]=x*invnorm;
rotAxis[1]=y*invnorm;
rotAxis[2]=z*invnorm;

}
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Conversion from object velocities to a screw motion

An equivalent screw motion can be obtained from the object’s translational velocity s and the
object’s rotational velocities described by the rotation angle ω (in radians) and the rotation axis u.
Essentially, the method consists in decomposing the translation into two terms, one which is parallel
to the rotation axis, and one which is orthogonal to it. The orthogonal component is then suppressed
by translating the rotation axis. This method is implemented in the following code bit.

// input

double s[3]; // the object translational velocity
double rotAngle; // the rotation angle
double rotAxis[3]; // the rotation axis

// output

double sScrew; // the amount of translation in the screw motion
double o[3]; // a point on the screw axis
double w; // the screw angle
double u[3]; // the screw axis

w=rotAngle;
if ((w>=-1e-6)&&(w<=1e-6)) w=0;

if (w==0) { // no rotation

sScrew=sqrt(s[0]*s[0]+s[1]*s[1]+s[2]*s[2]);
if ((sScrew>=-1e-6)&&(sScrew<=1e-6)) sScrew=0;

if (sScrew==0) { // no motion

o[0]=o[1]=o[2]=0.0;
u[0]=u[1]=u[2]=0.0;

}
else {

u[0]=s[0]/sScrew;
u[1]=s[1]/sScrew;
u[2]=s[2]/sScrew;
o[0]=o[1]=o[2]=0.0;

}

}
else { // rotation

// compute the screw axis

u[0]=rotAxis[0];
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u[1]=rotAxis[1];
u[2]=rotAxis[2];

// decompose the translation

sScrew=s[0]*u[0]+s[1]*u[1]+s[2]*u[2]; // component along the screw axis

double n1[3]; // component orthogonal to u
n1[0]=s[0]-sScrew*u[0];
n1[1]=s[1]-sScrew*u[1];
n1[2]=s[2]-sScrew*u[2];

double n1Norm2=n1[0]*n1[0]+n1[1]*n1[1]+n1[2]*n1[2];

if (n1Norm2>1e-6) {

n1Norm2=sqrt(n1Norm2);
n1[0]/=n1Norm2;
n1[1]/=n1Norm2;
n1[2]/=n1Norm2;

double n1Orth[3]; // n1Orth=u^n1
n1Orth[0]=u[1]*n1[2]-u[2]*n1[1];
n1Orth[1]=u[2]*n1[0]-u[0]*n1[2];
n1Orth[2]=u[0]*n1[1]-u[1]*n1[0];

double n2x=cos(0.5*w);
double n2y=sin(0.5*w);

double sn1=s[0]*n1[0]+s[1]*n1[1]+s[2]*n1[2];

o[0]=0.5*sn1*(n1[0]+n2x/n2y*n1orth[0]);
o[1]=0.5*sn1*(n1[1]+n2x/n2y*n1orth[1]);
o[2]=0.5*sn1*(n1[2]+n2x/n2y*n1orth[2]);

}

else o[0]=o[1]=o[2]=0.0;

}

In order to compute the transformation matrix PV from the global frame to a local frame of the
screw motion, the following code bit can be used. In the local frame, the screw axis is Oz. Positive
translation is along z+. So the whole computation does this: align the Oz axis along the screw axis
(thanks to u), and then find two other orthogonal axes to complete the basis.

// input

double o[3]; // a point on the screw axis
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double u[3]; // the screw axis

// output

double R[3][3]; // the orientation component
double T[3]; // the translation component

if ((u[0]>0.1)||(u[0]<-0.1)||(u[1]>0.1)||(u[1]<-0.1)) {

double n=sqrt(u[0]*u[0]+u[1]*u[1]);
double invn=1.0/n;
R[0][0]=-u[1]*invn;
R[0][1]=u[0]*invn;
R[0][2]=0.0;
R[1][0]=-u[0]*invn*u[2];
R[1][1]=-u[1]*invn*u[2];
R[1][2]=n;
R[2][0]=u[0];
R[2][1]=u[1];
R[2][2]=u[2];
T[0]=o[0]*u[1]*invn-o[1]*u[0]*invn;
T[1]=-(o[0]*R[1][0]+o[1]*R[1][1]+o[2]*n);
T[2]=-(o[0]*u[0]+o[1]*u[1]+o[2]*u[2]);

}
else {

double sgnu2=(u[2]>=0?1:-1);
R[0][0]=1;
R[1][1]=sgnu2;
R[2][2]=sgnu2;
R[1][0]=R[2][0]=R[0][1]=R[2][1]=R[0][2]=R[1][2]=0.0;
T[0]=-o[0];
T[1]=-sgnu2*o[1];
T[2]=-sgnu2*o[2];

}

Interval arithmetic structures

Here are some basic structures to perform interval arithmetic computations. For clarity, these
structures are not optimized (e.g. branching can be reduced in the interval multiplication). Similarly,
no measure is taken to make sure the computations are effectively conservative (i.e. switching the
rounding mode [Sny92]).

We first design an interval, which handles some basic interval operations.

class cInterval {
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public:

double i[2];

cInterval() { ; }
cInterval(double v) { i[0]=i[1]=v; }
cInterval (double ll, double rr) { i[0]=ll;i[1]=rr; }

cInterval operator+(const cInterval &in) {

return cInterval(i[0]+in.i[0],i[1]+in.i[1]);

}
cInterval operator-(const cInterval &in) {

return cInterval(i[0]-in.i[1],i[1]-in.i[0]);

}
cInterval& operator+=(const cInterval &in) {

i[0]+=in.i[0];i[1]+=in.i[1];return *this;

}
cInterval& operator-=(const cInterval &in) {

i[0]-=in.i[1];i[1]-=in.i[0];return *this;

}
cInterval operator*(const cInterval &in) {

register double temp,vmin,vmax;
vmin=vmax=i[0]*in.i[0];

temp=i[0]*in.i[1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=i[1]*in.i[0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=i[1]*in.i[1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
return cInterval(vmin,vmax);

}

cInterval operator/(const cInterval &in) {

// assumes that the interval does not contain 0

return *this*cInterval(1.0/in.i[1],1.0/in.i[0]);

}

double getAbsLower() {
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// returns the lower bound on the absolute value of the interval

if (i[0]>=0) return i[0];
if (i[1]>=0) return 0;
return -i[1];

}

double getAbsUpper() {

// returns the upper bound on the absolute value of the interval

if (i[0]+i[1]>=0) return i[1];
return -i[0];

}

};

Using this interval, we can now easily build an interval vector class. Note that we use a dual
representation to facilitate the access to the interval components of the vectors. In particular, two
essential interval operations, the interval dot product and the interval cross product, are much easier
to code using the interval class.

class cIAVector3 {

public:

// we use a dual representation to store the interval components

union {
struct {

cInterval x,y,z; // one interval per coordinate
};
struct {

double v[3][2]; // array version
};

};

cIAVector3() {}
cIAVector3(double xl, double xu, double yl, double yu, double zl, double zu) {

v[0][0]=xl;v[0][1]=xu;
v[1][0]=yl;v[1][1]=yu;
v[2][0]=zl;v[2][1]=zu;
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}
cIAVector3(cInterval &nx, cInterval &ny, cInterval &nz) { x=nx;y=ny;z=nz; }
cIAVector3(cVector3 &u) {

v[0][0]=v[0][1]=u.v[0];v[1][0]=v[1][1]=u.v[1];v[2][0]=v[2][1]=u.v[2];

}

// operators

cIAVector3 operator+(const cIAVector3 &u) const {

return cIAVector3(v[0][0]+u.v[0][0],v[0][1]+u.v[0][1],
v[1][0]+u.v[1][0],v[1][1]+u.v[1][1],
v[2][0]+u.v[2][0],v[2][1]+u.v[2][1]);

}

cIAVector3& operator+=(const cIAVector3 &u) {

v[0][0]+=u.v[0][0];v[0][1]+=u.v[0][1];
v[1][0]+=u.v[1][0];v[1][1]+=u.v[1][1];
v[2][0]+=u.v[2][0];v[2][1]+=u.v[2][1];
return *this;

}

cIAVector3 operator-(const cIAVector3 &u) const {

return cIAVector3(v[0][0]-u.v[0][1],v[0][1]-u.v[0][0],
v[1][0]-u.v[1][1],v[1][1]-u.v[1][0],
v[2][0]-u.v[2][1],v[2][1]-u.v[2][0]);

}

cIAVector3& operator-=(const cIAVector3 &u) {

v[0][0]-=u.v[0][1];v[0][1]-=u.v[0][0];
v[1][0]-=u.v[1][1];v[1][1]-=u.v[1][0];
v[2][0]-=u.v[2][1];v[2][1]-=u.v[2][0];
return *this;

}

cIAVector3& operator=(const cVector3 &u) {

v[0][0]=v[0][1]=u.v[0];v[1][0]=v[1][1]=u.v[1];v[2][0]=v[2][1]=u.v[2];
return *this;

}
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cInterval operator|(const cIAVector3 &u) {

// interval dot product

return x*u.x+y*u.y+z*u.z;

}
cIAVector3 operator^(const cIAVector3 &u) {

// interval cross product

return cIAVector3(y*u.z-z*u.y,z*u.x-x*u.z,x*u.y-y*u.x);

}

};

Finally, we can build an interval matrix class. Some useful accessors are included. For convenience,
we also provide a non-optimized matrix-vector and matrix-matrix interval multiplication (as in the
basic interval multiplication, branching can be reduced).

cIAVector3 cIAMatrix33::operator*(cIAVector3& v) {

// Interval method : r=m*v

double xl,xu,yl,yu,zl,zu;
register double temp,vmin,vmax;

// r.v[0]

vmin=vmax=m[0][0][0]*v.v[0][0];
temp=m[0][0][0]*v.v[0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][0][1]*v.v[0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][0][1]*v.v[0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
xl=vmin;xu=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[0][1][0]*v.v[1][0];
temp=m[0][1][0]*v.v[1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][1][1]*v.v[1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][1][1]*v.v[1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
xl+=vmin;xu+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[0][2][0]*v.v[2][0];
temp=m[0][2][0]*v.v[2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][2][1]*v.v[2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][2][1]*v.v[2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
xl+=vmin;xu+=vmax;
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// r.v[1]

vmin=vmax=m[1][0][0]*v.v[0][0];
temp=m[1][0][0]*v.v[0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][0][1]*v.v[0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][0][1]*v.v[0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
yl=vmin;yu=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[1][1][0]*v.v[1][0];
temp=m[1][1][0]*v.v[1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][1][1]*v.v[1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][1][1]*v.v[1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
yl+=vmin;yu+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[1][2][0]*v.v[2][0];
temp=m[1][2][0]*v.v[2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][2][1]*v.v[2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][2][1]*v.v[2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
yl+=vmin;yu+=vmax;

// r.v[2]

vmin=vmax=m[2][0][0]*v.v[0][0];
temp=m[2][0][0]*v.v[0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][0][1]*v.v[0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][0][1]*v.v[0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
zl=vmin;zu=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[2][1][0]*v.v[1][0];
temp=m[2][1][0]*v.v[1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][1][1]*v.v[1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][1][1]*v.v[1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
zl+=vmin;zu+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[2][2][0]*v.v[2][0];
temp=m[2][2][0]*v.v[2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][2][1]*v.v[2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][2][1]*v.v[2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
zl+=vmin;zu+=vmax;

return cIAVector3(xl,xu,yl,yu,zl,zu);

}

cIAMatrix33 cIAMatrix33::operator*(cIAMatrix33& mat) {

// Interval method : res=m*mat

register double temp,vmin,vmax;
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double res[3][3][2];

// res[0][0]

vmin=vmax=m[0][0][0]*mat.m[0][0][0];
temp=m[0][0][0]*mat.m[0][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][0][1]*mat.m[0][0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][0][1]*mat.m[0][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[0][0][0]=vmin;res[0][0][1]=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[0][1][0]*mat.m[1][0][0];
temp=m[0][1][0]*mat.m[1][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][1][1]*mat.m[1][0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][1][1]*mat.m[1][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[0][0][0]+=vmin;res[0][0][1]+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[0][2][0]*mat.m[2][0][0];
temp=m[0][2][0]*mat.m[2][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][2][1]*mat.m[2][0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][2][1]*mat.m[2][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[0][0][0]+=vmin;res[0][0][1]+=vmax;

// res[1][0]

vmin=vmax=m[1][0][0]*mat.m[0][0][0];
temp=m[1][0][0]*mat.m[0][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][0][1]*mat.m[0][0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][0][1]*mat.m[0][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[1][0][0]=vmin;res[1][0][1]=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[1][1][0]*mat.m[1][0][0];
temp=m[1][1][0]*mat.m[1][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][1][1]*mat.m[1][0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][1][1]*mat.m[1][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[1][0][0]+=vmin;res[1][0][1]+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[1][2][0]*mat.m[2][0][0];
temp=m[1][2][0]*mat.m[2][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][2][1]*mat.m[2][0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][2][1]*mat.m[2][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[1][0][0]+=vmin;res[1][0][1]+=vmax;

// res[2][0]

vmin=vmax=m[2][0][0]*mat.m[0][0][0];
temp=m[2][0][0]*mat.m[0][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][0][1]*mat.m[0][0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][0][1]*mat.m[0][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[2][0][0]=vmin;res[2][0][1]=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[2][1][0]*mat.m[1][0][0];
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temp=m[2][1][0]*mat.m[1][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][1][1]*mat.m[1][0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][1][1]*mat.m[1][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[2][0][0]+=vmin;res[2][0][1]+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[2][2][0]*mat.m[2][0][0];
temp=m[2][2][0]*mat.m[2][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][2][1]*mat.m[2][0][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][2][1]*mat.m[2][0][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[2][0][0]+=vmin;res[2][0][1]+=vmax;

// res[0][1]

vmin=vmax=m[0][0][0]*mat.m[0][1][0];
temp=m[0][0][0]*mat.m[0][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][0][1]*mat.m[0][1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][0][1]*mat.m[0][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[0][1][0]=vmin;res[0][1][1]=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[0][1][0]*mat.m[1][1][0];
temp=m[0][1][0]*mat.m[1][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][1][1]*mat.m[1][1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][1][1]*mat.m[1][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[0][1][0]+=vmin;res[0][1][1]+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[0][2][0]*mat.m[2][1][0];
temp=m[0][2][0]*mat.m[2][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][2][1]*mat.m[2][1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][2][1]*mat.m[2][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[0][1][0]+=vmin;res[0][1][1]+=vmax;

// res[1][1]

vmin=vmax=m[1][0][0]*mat.m[0][1][0];
temp=m[1][0][0]*mat.m[0][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][0][1]*mat.m[0][1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][0][1]*mat.m[0][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[1][1][0]=vmin;res[1][1][1]=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[1][1][0]*mat.m[1][1][0];
temp=m[1][1][0]*mat.m[1][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][1][1]*mat.m[1][1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][1][1]*mat.m[1][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[1][1][0]+=vmin;res[1][1][1]+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[1][2][0]*mat.m[2][1][0];
temp=m[1][2][0]*mat.m[2][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][2][1]*mat.m[2][1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][2][1]*mat.m[2][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[1][1][0]+=vmin;res[1][1][1]+=vmax;
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// res[2][1]

vmin=vmax=m[2][0][0]*mat.m[0][1][0];
temp=m[2][0][0]*mat.m[0][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][0][1]*mat.m[0][1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][0][1]*mat.m[0][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[2][1][0]=vmin;res[2][1][1]=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[2][1][0]*mat.m[1][1][0];
temp=m[2][1][0]*mat.m[1][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][1][1]*mat.m[1][1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][1][1]*mat.m[1][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[2][1][0]+=vmin;res[2][1][1]+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[2][2][0]*mat.m[2][1][0];
temp=m[2][2][0]*mat.m[2][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][2][1]*mat.m[2][1][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][2][1]*mat.m[2][1][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[2][1][0]+=vmin;res[2][1][1]+=vmax;

// res[0][2]

vmin=vmax=m[0][0][0]*mat.m[0][2][0];
temp=m[0][0][0]*mat.m[0][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][0][1]*mat.m[0][2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][0][1]*mat.m[0][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[0][2][0]=vmin;res[0][2][1]=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[0][1][0]*mat.m[1][2][0];
temp=m[0][1][0]*mat.m[1][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][1][1]*mat.m[1][2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][1][1]*mat.m[1][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[0][2][0]+=vmin;res[0][2][1]+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[0][2][0]*mat.m[2][2][0];
temp=m[0][2][0]*mat.m[2][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][2][1]*mat.m[2][2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[0][2][1]*mat.m[2][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[0][2][0]+=vmin;res[0][2][1]+=vmax;

// res[1][2]

vmin=vmax=m[1][0][0]*mat.m[0][2][0];
temp=m[1][0][0]*mat.m[0][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][0][1]*mat.m[0][2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][0][1]*mat.m[0][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[1][2][0]=vmin;res[1][2][1]=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[1][1][0]*mat.m[1][2][0];
temp=m[1][1][0]*mat.m[1][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][1][1]*mat.m[1][2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
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temp=m[1][1][1]*mat.m[1][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[1][2][0]+=vmin;res[1][2][1]+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[1][2][0]*mat.m[2][2][0];
temp=m[1][2][0]*mat.m[2][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][2][1]*mat.m[2][2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[1][2][1]*mat.m[2][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[1][2][0]+=vmin;res[1][2][1]+=vmax;

// res[2][2]

vmin=vmax=m[2][0][0]*mat.m[0][2][0];
temp=m[2][0][0]*mat.m[0][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][0][1]*mat.m[0][2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][0][1]*mat.m[0][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[2][2][0]=vmin;res[2][2][1]=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[2][1][0]*mat.m[1][2][0];
temp=m[2][1][0]*mat.m[1][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][1][1]*mat.m[1][2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][1][1]*mat.m[1][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[2][2][0]+=vmin;res[2][2][1]+=vmax;

vmin=vmax=m[2][2][0]*mat.m[2][2][0];
temp=m[2][2][0]*mat.m[2][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][2][1]*mat.m[2][2][0];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
temp=m[2][2][1]*mat.m[2][2][1];if (temp<vmin) vmin=temp; else if (temp>vmax) vmax=temp;
res[2][2][0]+=vmin;res[2][2][1]+=vmax;

return cIAMatrix33(res);

}
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Modeling Dynamic Hair as a Continuum
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In computer graphics, there are numerous novel models developed for animation of synthetic and natural objects,
animals, and virtual humans. Many of the models do not reflect the physical reality, but the mere visual resemblance.
For example, a digital actor may not walk in accordance with the accurate dynamics of the body, rather she will
follow the footsteps “key-framed” by the animator. In this particular case, the underlying animation model may
very well be complex. However, it does not reflect the reality. One of the highlights of such an approach is – it
leaves the animator with a complete control of the result. On the other hand, when it comes to animation of fluids,
explosions, solid fracture and hair, computer graphics has opted for “direct numerical simulation”. These models
tend to be more and more physically based. Here the animators are not given the explicit control over the result. The
control is only cursory and by means of setting up boundary conditions and defining external force fields. However,
the models being accurate, they produce very convincing results. Our approach to hair animation is in the same
spirit. For us, the cloth simulation system at MIRALab – University of Geneva and its approach is very inspirational
to this regard.

We have discussed the state-of-the-art in hair simulation in [Hadap 2003; Magnenat-Thalmann et al. 2000]. We
have identified the difficulties in hair dynamics along with previous attempts, their advantages and limitations. To
start with, we take only a quick recap. In this chapter, our focus is mainly the dynamics of long styled hair, as
against fur. In this regard, the explicit hair models (or the wisp models) are most effective. In these models, each and
every hair (or wisp) is explicitly considered for the dynamics. This makes these models intuitive and close to reality.
However, the shape intricacies, the thin geometry and the relatively high stiffness along with the high degree of
damping make dynamics of individual hair strand difficult. Further more, the shear number of hair strands demands
very careful balance between adequate details in the elastic models and the numerical complexity. Anjyo et al [Anjyo
et al. 1992] pioneered and Lee et al [Lee and Ko 2001] developed on their work in which they diligently model hair
inertial and stiffness dynamics as projective two dimensional cantilever dynamics. In our opinion there is plenty
of scope for more complex models considering the current computing power. On the other hand, Rosenblum et al
[Rosenblum et al. 1991] used a mass-spring-hinge model to control the position and the orientation of the hair strand.
Unlike the cantilever models, the spring-mass-hinge models are truly three dimensional. However, they give rise to
stiff differential equations of motion. They are also inappropriate to model the dynamics of non-straight neutral shape
of hair along with the twisting motion. Many of these attempts used approximate collision detection. They replace
the head and body geometry by simple analytic shapes such as ellipsoids. We strongly feel that recent developments
in real-time computer graphics with regard to collision detection and response certainly facilitate accurate hair-body
collision handling. Appreciably, none of the previous attempts considered hair-hair and hair-air interactions - until
very recently. Work by Plante et al [Plante et al. 2001] and Chang et al [Chang et al. 2002] addressed the problem
by considering only interaction between wisps. In these novel propositions, the configuration of the wisps remains
rather constant and hair does not break away from one wisp and join another.

In recent years the computing power has grown many times. Supercomputing power of the past is becoming
increasingly available to the animator’s workstations. There is a need to develop new hair dynamics models in light
of current and future computing advances. In this chapter, we hope to have developed enough “food for computing”
by attempting hair-hair and hair-air interaction with elaborate elastic dynamics of individual hair stand. While
making a paradigm shift, to model hair-hair and hair-air interactions, we propose to consider hair as continuum.
Subsequently, we treat the hair-hair interaction dynamics and hair-air interaction dynamics to be fluid dynamics.
This proves to be a strong as well as viable approach for an otherwise very complex phenomenon. We use smoothed
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) as the numerical model. However, for the realization of the shape memory and the
rendering, we still need to retain the notion of individual hair strand. In that regard, we develop an elaborate
stiffness and inertial dynamics of the individual hair strand. We treat it as a serial rigid multi-body chain. This
being a reduced coordinate formulation, the stiffness dynamics is numerically stable and fast. Finally, we unify the
continuum interaction dynamics and the stiffness dynamics to realize a strong hair animation framework.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In the next section, we develop the basic continuum hair model. Realizing
the need to retain the individual character of hair, Section 2 gives a detailed model of stiffness dynamics for single
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hair. Section 3 explains the integration of two seemingly disparate approaches, hair volume as a continuum and
dynamics of an individual hair. Section 4 demonstrates how hair-body interactions can be modeled in an unified way
as the fluid boundary condition. We also discuss various details about collision detection and response in the section.
To add hair-air interaction to the model, Section 5 extends the idea of hair as a continuum to a mixture of hair and
air. We outline our scheme for the numerical integration in Section 6. Section 7 address some of the implementation
issues that make proposed hair dynamics viable. Finally we show the results that demonstrate the effectiveness of
the developed hair dynamics model in animating long hair.

1 Hair as a Continuum

Hair has many properties similar to fluid flow. These similarities were identified and exploited in the chapter –
“Modeling Hair Shape as Streamlines of Fluid Flow” for the effective static hair shape modeling. The hair is modeled
as streamlines of well setup ideal flow. Unfortunately, in this novel approach, no analogy could be developed between
fluid flow and the dynamics of hair. We take inspiration from this approach and in this section explore the possibility
of modeling complex hair dynamics as fluid dynamics. We consider if and how we can extend the idea of hair being
streamlines of fluid flow by associating shape memory to streamlines.

Figure 1: Hair as a Continuum

Hair-hair interaction is very important and the most difficult problem in achieving visually pleasing hair animation.
Only recently, Chang et al [Chang et al. 2002] and Plante et al [Plante et al. 2001] developed hair-hair interaction
models based on wisps. They carried out explicit collision detection and response between the wisps of hair. Although
these methods are clever and effective, they have the limitation that hair cannot break away from one wisp and join
another. We would like to model interactions on hair-hair basis. There are many advances in collision detection and
response as compiled by Lin et al [Lin and Gottschalk 1998]. However, they are simply unsuitable for the problem
at hand because of shear number complexity of hair. This problem warrants to take a radical approach – consider
hair as a continuum, see Figure 1. Let us start the discussion by defining the continuum. In the continuum the
physical properties of the medium such as pressure, density and temperature are defined at each and every point
in the specified region. Fluid dynamics regards liquids and gases as a continuum and even elastic theory regards
solids as such, ignoring the fact that they are still composed of individual molecules. Indeed, the assumption is
quite realistic at a certain length scale of the observation but at smaller length scales the assumption may not be
reasonable. While considering hair as a continuum, it can be argued that hair-hair spacing is not at all comparable
to inter molecular distances. However, individual hair-hair interaction is of no interest to us apart from its end
effect. Hence, we treat the size of individual hair and hair-hair distance much smaller than the overall volume of
hair, justifying the continuum assumption. Panton [Panton 1995] gives an interesting discussion on the continuum
assumption. As we develop the model further, it will be apparent that the above assumption is not just about
approximating the complex hair-hair interaction. An individual hair is surrounded by air. As it moves, it generates a
boundary layer of the air. The boundary layer influences many other hair strands in motion. This aerodynamic form
of friction is comparable to mere hair-hair contact friction. In addition, there are electrostatic forces to take part in
the dynamics. It is not feasible to model these complex multiple forms of interactions accurately. This inspires us to
consider interaction of individual hair strand with the other surrounding strands, in a macroscopic manner, through
the continuum assumption. That way, we hope to have a sound model for an otherwise very complex phenomenon.

As we start considering hair as a continuum, we define the properties of such a medium, namely the hair medium.
There are two possibilities – hair medium could be considered as a solid or a liquid. This depends on how it behaves
under shearing forces. Under shearing stresses, the solids deform till they generate counter stresses. If the shearing
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stresses are removed, the solids exhibit ability of retaining their original shape. The liquids are not able to withstand
any shearing stresses. Under the influence of the shearing stresses they continue to deform indefinitely and they
don’t have any shape memory. In case of hair, if we apply a lateral shearing motion it acts like a liquid. At the same
time, length wise, it acts as a solid. They even have bending rigidity. Thus, there is a duality in the behavior of hair
as a continuum.

hair strands
as field lines

particles having
spin like direction

Figure 2: Hair as Field Lines of Oriented Molecules

Interestingly, there are certain liquids that too exhibit this duality – liquid crystals. Liquid crystal molecules
have certain preferred orientations as shown in Figure 2, which form a field. The molecules can no more freely
demonstrate the fluid like motion because of their preferred directions. Inspired from liquid crystals, we tried to
develop a hair dynamics model based on the assumption that each particle of the hair medium will have a spin like
pseudo direction, which defines a field. Then the field lines would be synonymous to individual hair strands. The hair
dynamics can be formulated based on the anisotropy due to particle orientations. Further, we would have associated
some deformation energy to the field lines to simulate the shape memory associated with the hair strand, discussed
earlier in this section. However, we realized that this kind of dynamics mimics hair dynamics only instantaneously.
Although hair can get sheared laterally, this cannot happen indefinitely. Soon the global, lengthwise effects would
come into effect to restrict the lateral motion. Secondly, as the particles of the hair medium move, they form new
field lines hence new hairs. This leads to the problem of frame coherency in the model. This would be visually quite
disturbing in successive frames of animation. Even from mere rendering point of view, we cannot treat hair solely as
a continuum, unless the viewpoint is far enough and individual hair movement is not perceived. Thus, we have to
retain the individual character of hair as well, while considering hair as a continuum. Finally, we realize the model
by splitting hair dynamics into two parts:

• Hair-hair, hair-body and hair-air interactions, which are modeled using continuum dynamics, and more precisely
fluid dynamics

• Individual hair geometry and stiffness, which is modeled using the dynamics of an elastic fiber

Interestingly, this approach even addresses the solid-liquid duality effectively. The model can be visualized as a bunch
of hair strands immersed in a fluid. The hair strands are kinematically linked to fluid particles in their vicinity. The
individual hair has its own stiffness dynamics and it interacts with the environment through the kinematical link
with the fluid. The stiffness dynamics of an individual hair is quite straight forward, which is developed in the next
section.

In order to develop the continuum model further, let us start identifying various physical quantities involved in
fluid dynamics. Density, pressure and temperature are the basic constituents of fluid dynamics. The density of the
hair medium is not precisely the density of individual hair. It is rather associated with the number density of hair
in an elemental volume. In Figure 1, observe that the density of the hair medium is less when the number density
of the hair is less. The density of the hair medium is thus defined as the mass of the hair per unit occupied volume
and is denoted as ρ. The notion of density of the hair medium enables us to express the conservation of mass (it is
rather conservation of the number of hair strands) in terms of the continuity equation [Panton 1995]

1
ρ

dρ

dt
= −∇ · ~v (1)
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where, ~v is the local velocity of the medium. Note that the fluid dynamics equations are in the Langrangian form,
unlike more popular Eulerain form. This is more explained in section 3. The continuity equation states that the
relative rate of change of density ( 1

ρ
dρ
dt ), at any point in the medium, is equal to the negative gradient of the velocity

field at that point (−∇ ·~v). This is the total outflux of the medium at that point. The physical interpretation of the
continuity equation in our case is that, as the hair strands start moving apart, their number density, and hence the
density of the hair medium drops and vice a versa.

The pressure and the viscosity in the hair medium represent all the forces due to various forms of interactions of
hair strands as described previously. If we try to compress a bunch of hair, it develops a pressure such that the
hair strands will tend to move apart. The viscosity would account for various forms of interactions such as hair-hair,
hair-body and hair-air. These are captured in the form of the momentum equation [Panton 1995] of fluid.

ρ
d~v

dt
= ν∇ · (∇~v)−∇p + Fbd (2)

The acceleration of the fluid particles d~v
dt with the spatial pressure variation −∇p would be such that it will tend

to even out the pressure differences and as the fluid particles move, there will be always resistance ν∇ · (∇~v) in the
form of the friction. The body forces Fbd, i.e. the inertial forces and gravitational influence are also accounted for
in the equation.

Temperature considerably affects the properties of hair. However, we do not have to consider it in the dynamics.
We treat the hair dynamics as an isothermal process unless we are trying to simulate a scenario of hair being dried
with a hair dryer. Secondly, the temperature is associated with the internal energy of the fluid, which is due to the
continuous random motion of the fluid molecules. At the length scale of our model i.e. treating hair as a continuum,
there is no such internal energy associated with the hair medium. Subsequently, we drop the energy equation of
fluid, which is associated with the temperature and the internal energy.

hair volume densityρc

c

h
ρ

0

pressure
(p)

K

ρ
(ρ)

Figure 3: Equation of State

The equation of state (EOS) [Panton 1995] binds together all the fluid equations. It gives a relation between
density, pressure and temperature. In our case of hair-hair interaction, the EOS plays a central role along with the
viscous fluid forces. The medium we are modeling is not a real medium such as gas or liquid. Hence, we are free to
“design” EOS to suit our needs. The following equation is our proposition:

p =


0 if ρ < ρ0,
Kc( ρ−ρ0

ρc−ρ0
)n if ρ0 ≤ ρ < ρc,

Kc if ρc < ρ

(3)

We define the hair rest density ρ0 as a density below which statistically there is no hair-hair collisions. In addition,
we define hair close packing density as ρc that represents the state of the hair medium in which hair strands are
packed to the maximum extent. This density is slightly lower than the physical density of hair, ρh. Figure 3 illustrates
the relation between the density and the pressure of the hair medium. In the proposed pressure/density relationship,
notice that there is no pressure built up below the hair rest density ρ0. As one starts squeezing the hair volume,
pressure starts building up. As a consequence, the hair strands are forced apart. At the hair compaction density ρc,
the pressure is maximum. Kc is the interaction constant of the hair volume. The power n refers to the ability of
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hair volume to get compressed. If the hair is well aligned, the power will be high. In this case, as we compress the
hair volume, suddenly the hair strands start to form close packing and build the pressure quickly. On the contrary,
if hair is wavy and not very well aligned, the pressure build up is not abrupt. This will lead to power n towards one.

Instead of modeling the collisions of individual hair strand with the body, we model them, in a unified way, as
a boundary condition of the fluid flow. There are two forms of the fluid boundary conditions a) flow tangency
condition - the fluid flow normal to the obstacle boundary is zero. b) flow slip condition - the boundary exerts
a viscous pressure proportional to the tangential flow velocity. The formulation of the flow boundary condition is
deferred to Section 3, where we will introduce the numerical fluid model. It will be apparent that although we model
the hair-body interactions as fluid boundary condition, after discretization, the model directly falls under traditional
collision detection and response techniques.

Having developed the groundwork for hair-hair and hair-body interactions, in the next section we develop an
elaborate stiffness dynamics of the individual hair strand.

2 Single Hair Dynamics

In the previous section we discussed how we could think of hair-hair interaction as fluid forces by considering hair
volume as a continuum. However, for the reasons explained there, we still need to retain the individual character of
a hair strand. The stiffness dynamics of an individual hair is discussed in this section.

m1 m2 m1 mn-1 mn

�Bending/Torsion �Elastic

Figure 4: Hair Strand as an Oriented Particle System

In the case of single hair dynamics, as discussed in [Hadap 2003; Magnenat-Thalmann et al. 2000], there are
two approaches so far – cantilever dynamics and mass-spring-hinge dynamics. We have seen that the cantilever
dynamics is not truly three dimensional. Thus, we sincerely feel that it has limited potential in the light of current
computational power. We discuss the spring-mass-hinge model and highlight its limitations, which leads to the
development of our model. In a very straightforward manner, one models hair as a set of particles connected by
tensile, bending and torsional springs [Daldegan et al. 1993; Rosenblum et al. 1991], as shown in Figure 4. If the hair
strand is approximated by a set of n particles, then the system has 6n degrees of freedoms (DOFs) attributed to three
translations, two bendings and one twist per particle. Treating each particle as a point mass, we can setup a set of
governing differential equations of motion and try integrating them. Unfortunately this is not a viable solution. Hair
is one of the many interesting materials in nature. It has remarkably high Elastic Modulus of 2-6GPa. Moreover,
being very small in diameter, it has very large tensile strength as compared to its bending and torsional rigidity.
This proves to be more problematic in terms of the numerics. We are forced to choose very small time steps due to
the stiff equations corresponding to the tensile mode of motion, in which we are hardly interested. In fact, the hair
fiber hardly stretches by its own weight and body forces. It just bends and twists.

Hence, it is better to choose one of the following two possibilities. Constrain the differential motion of the particles
that amounts to the stretching using constrained dynamics [Baraff 1996]. Alternatively, reformulate the problem
altogether to remove the DOFs associated with the stretching, namely a reduced coordinate formulation [Featherstone
1987]. Both methods are equally efficient, being linear time. Parameterizing the system DOFs by an exact number of
generalized coordinates may be extremely hard or even impossible for the systems having complex topology. In this
case, a constrained method is preferred for its generality and modularity in modeling complex dynamical systems.
However, for the problem at hand, the reduced coordinate formulation is a better method for the following reasons:

• Reduced coordinates are preferred when in our case the 3n DOFs remaining in the system are comparable to
the 3n DOFs removed by the elastic constraints.

• The system has fixed and simple topology where each object is connected to maximum of two neighbors. We
can take advantage of the simplicity and symbolically reduce the most of the computations.
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• Reduced coordinate formulation directly and accurately facilitates the parametric definition of bending and
torsional stiffness dynamics. The geometry of spring-mass-hinge system is one dimensional and the masses are
point masses. Thus it is difficult to accurately formulate the bending and torsional dynamics as one can not
effectively resolve the orientations that facilitate definition of bending and torsion in three dimensions.

Subsequently we model an individual hair strand as a serial rigid multi-body chain.

2.1 Hair as Serial Rigid Multi-body Chain

Link i-1

Link 0

Link 1

Link i

Joint i

F i-1

F i

X i-1i
(link-link transformation)

cm

Link n

Figure 5: Hair Strand as Rigid multi-body Serial Chain

The first step is to clearly define the serial rigid multi-body system that approximates the motion of individual
hair strand. We divide the strand into n segments of equal length as shown in Figure 5. The advantages of defining
segments of equal length will be made clear, subsequently. The n segments are labeled as link1 to linkn. Each link
is connected to two adjacent links by a three DOF spherical joint forming a single un-branched open-loop kinematic
chain. The joint between linki−1 and linki is labeled jointi. The position where the hair is rooted to scalp is
synonymous to link0 and the joint between head and hair strand is joint1.

Further, we introduce n coordinate frames Fi, each attached to the corresponding linki. The coordinate frame Fi

moves with the linki. The placement of coordinate system is largely irrelevant to the mathematical formulations, but
they do have an important bearing on efficiency of computations, which is discussed subsequently. Having introduced
the link coordinates, we introduce the spatial transformations that enable us to transform spatial entities defined
in the coordinate frame of one link, in terms of the coordinate frame of the adjacent link. iX̂i−1 is an adjacent-
link coordinate spatial transformation which operates on a spatial vector represented in coordinate frame Fi−1 and
produces a representation of the same spatial vector in coordinate frame Fi. For comprehensive discussion on spatial
vector algebra and it’s application to rigid body dynamics along with the peculiar notations, we refer to pioneering
work by Featherstone [Featherstone 1987].

We use the notations introduced by Featherstone. Small case letters such as l denote scalars and bold face letters
such as v denote cartesian vectors. Spatial 6 × 1 vectors and spatial 6 × 6 matrices are denoted by bold face small
and capital letters, respectively, having a hat on top, e.g. v̂. Subscript on an entity denotes the associated link, e.g.
v̂i denote the spatial velocity of the ith link. Entities with dash, e.g. Î′, denote that they are defined in the local
coordinate frame. The spatial transpose operator is denoted by a superscript S, e.g. X̂S .

Figure 5 illustrates the definition of a hair strand as a serial multi-body rigid chain. The spatial transformation
iX̂i−1 is composed of a pure translation, which is constant as the length of the segment is constant, and a pure
orientation which is variable. We use a unit quaternion qi to describe the orientation of each link with respect to
the previous link. Then, we augment the components of n quaternions, one per joint, to form q ∈ <4n, the system
state vector. Note that, additional n unit quaternion constraints, i.e. |qi| = 1, make system have 3n coordinates.
Thus system is optimally represented to have 3n DOFs. Moreover, the angular velocity across the spherical joint is
described by conventional 3× 1 angular velocity vector wi. These form w ∈ <3n, the derivative state vector of the
system. The spatial motion of the rigid body, linki in our case, is fully characterized by its 6 × 1 spatial velocity
v̂i, 6 × 1 spatial acceleration âi and 6 × 6 spatial inertia tensor Îi. In the next subsections, we will formulate the
spatial dynamics of serial rigid multi-body chain in terms of the system state variables q and w and their respective
derivatives q̇ and ẇ, using the physical quantities v̂i, âi and Îi for dynamics.
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2.2 Kinematics of Hair Strand

A 6 × 3 motion sub-space Ŝ relates the angular velocity wi to spatial velocity across the joint, which is the only
allowed motion by the spherical joint. Since the position of the link in its own coordinate frame remains fixed, we
can express the motion sub-space Ŝ as a constant matrix.

Ŝ =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 (4)

Subsequently, the velocity and acceleration across the spherical joint are given by the following equations:

v̂i = iX̂i−1v̂i−1 + Ŝwi

âi = iX̂i−1âi−1 + v̂i×̂ Ŝwi + Ŝẇi (5)

Given joint angular velocities wi and joint angular accelerations ẇi, Equations 4 and 5 enable us to recursively
compute the link velocities v̂i and the link accelerations âi, with v̂0 and â0 as a starting point. In our case v̂0 and
â0 are the spatial velocity and the spatial acceleration of hair root, i.e. the scalp. We need to successively integrate
the derivative vectors of the system i.e. integrating ẇi into wi and wi into qi. One can notice that the angular
velocity wi can not be integrated directly into joint variables qi. However, the following equation relates the joint
variable rates q̇i expressed as quaternions to the angular velocities wi


q̇0

q̇1

q̇2

q̇3

 = 1/2


−q1 −q2 −q3

q0 −q3 q2

q3 q0 −q1

−q2 q1 q0


w1

w2

w3

 (6)

q2
0 + q2

1 + q2
2 + q2

3 = 1 (7)

Next step is to identify various external forces acting on the links, which induce the joint angular accelerations
and make hair strand bend and move.

2.3 Forward Dynamics of Hair Strand

Before we discuss the dynamics of single hair strand, we tabulate the physical properties of a typical human hair
strand. Especially note the formulas for the moment of area, the polar moment of area, bending spring constant and
torsional spring constant. The detailed discussion on the hair properties is covered in [Hadap 2003].
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Number of hair strands on human
scalp

90-120 thousand, we use 20-40 thousand for animation
purpose which are “data-amplified” to around 50-60
thousand for rendering purpose

Typical diameter (D = 2R) 60-100 µm

Cross section Circular to elliptical, we assume circular

Typical distance between hair on scalp 1mm

Linear density of hair strand 30-100 µgm/cm

Density of hair material 1.2 gm/cm3

Elastic modulus (E) 2-6 GPs

Moment of area (I) πR4/4

Polar moment of area (Ip) πR4/2

Equivalent bending spring constant
(Kb)

EI/l, where l is length of the hair segment

Equivalent torsional spring constant
(Kt)

1
2(1+ν)

EIp

l
, where ν is Poisson ratio

Table 1: Typical Physical Properties of Human Hair

A number of forces act on each link apart from the gravitational influence ĝ. The explicit definition of the point of
action of the spatial force on link is irrelevant as it is embedded in the definition of the spatial force, thus resulting
in a very compact representation.

• The gravitational influence is accommodated by giving the base of the zeroth link representing the root a
fictitious additional negative gravitational acceleration, i.e. by subtracting ĝ from â0.

• The inertial dynamics plays a pivotal role in the case of dynamics of hair strand, even though the hair strand is
thin in geometry. Inertia of the individual segment is indeed small as compared to its stiffness. However, it is
the first and second moments of inertia that govern the dynamics. The serial rigid-multibody chain formulation
facilitates us to accurately account for the inertial dynamics of the hair strand. The spatial momentum of each
link is composed of the spatial velocity v̂i and the spatial inertia Îi, a 6x6 matrix. Since the position of the
link in its own coordinate frame remains fixed, we can express the spatial inertia Îi as a constant. Further, by
proper choice of coordinate system, Îi assumes a rather simple form.

Î =
[
HT M
I H

]
(8)

where M, H and I are the 3x3 matrix representations of zeroth, first and second moments of mass of the link
around the origin of its own frame as described above. Notice that although the mass of the individual link
is small and subsequently the mass matrix M tend to be singular, due to well conditioned H and I, Î is not
singular. Table 1 gives the expressions for moment of area and polar moment of area of the cylindrical hair
segment, which enables us to formulate the second moment of inertia I.

Figure 6: Free-fall of Hair Strand – No Stiffness
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Figure 6 illustrates the motion of free falling hair strand without stiffness. Thus the motion is solely governed
by the gravity and inertial dynamics of links. This motion is similar to that of a chain. Needless to state that
the elongation constraint is always maintained as the system does not have any corresponding DOF in the
definition. We defer the details of the algorithm that computes the motion till the next section, where we will
have defined all the forms of forces acting on the hair strand.

• In order to account for the bending and torsional rigidity of the hair strand, the jointi exerts an actuator force
Qa

i ∈ <3 on both linki−1 and linki in opposite directions. The actuator force is not a spatial force but rather a
force expressed in joint motion space. The joint actuator force is a function of joint variables qi incorporating
the bending and torsional stiffness constants. To realize the joint actuator force, we uniquely decompose the
joint variable qi into a pure bending component θb

i around the axis bi followed by a pure twist component
θt

i around link axis. We would like to highlight that this unique decomposition is only possible due to the
accurate representation of the orientation of the adjacent links via joint variable qi. Similarly, the neutral hair
strand shape defines a set of neutral orientations q0

i which are decomposed into the neutral bending component
θb0

i around axis b0
i and the pure twist component θt0

i . From θb
i , bi, θb0

i , b0
i , θt

i and θt0
i , given equivalent

bending spring constant and equivalent twist spring constant listed in Table 1 along with respective damping
constants, one can formulate the actuator force Qa

i . The details of the formulation needs the discussion on how
to represent quantities in the joint space, instead we refer to discussion in [Featherstone 1987].

Figure 7: Shape-memory of Hair Strand

Figure 7 illustrates the stiffness dynamics of a hair strand. Under cantilever action, the hair strand bends in
the direction of the gravity. Due to (primarily) bending stiffness, it tries to retain its neutral shape – straight
line in this case.

• Force f̂ci is the interaction spatial force (aggregate of line force and torque) on linki coming from the kinematic
link with the hair medium as discussed in Section 1. The actual form of f̂ci is given in Sections 3, 4 and 5. This
force accounts for all the interaction effects such as hair-hair collision, hair-body collision and hair-air drag.

Given the set of forces acting on the system, we now need to calculate the motion of the hair strand. This evolves
calculation of the induced joint angular accelerations ẇi followed by the integration. This is a forward dynamics
problem involving a rigid multi-body system. We use Articulated-Body Method to solve the hair strand forward
dynamics. This method has a computational complexity of O(n). The detailed discussion of this algorithm is beyond
the scope of this chapter. It is comprehensively covered in [Featherstone 1987; Mirtich 1996]. In the next section we
give a brief outline of the method.

2.4 Articulated-Body Forward Dynamics Algorithm

We use Articulated-Body method to solve the hair strand dynamics stated in the previous section. This method has
a computational complexity if O(n) as compared with O(n3) methods such as Composite-Rigid-Body method. For
the detailed discussion of these algorithm refer to [Featherstone 1987].

A collection of rigid bodies connected by joints is called an articulated body. To define an articulated body inertia,
we single out a particular member of the articulated body, called the handle, and define the articulated inertia as a
relationship between a test force f̂ applied to the handle and the acceleration â of the handle according to

f̂ = ÎAâ + p̂ (9)

ÎA is the articulated-body inertia and p̂ is the bias force, which is the value of the test force that must be applied
to the handle in order to give it zero acceleration. Then, the basic idea of the articulated-body algorithm is to treat
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n-joint multi-body system as a one-joint system whose only moving link is in fact the handle of an articulated body
comprising all the remaining links. Then we find the acceleration of the first joint solving the forward dynamics of
a single joint robot, which is relatively simple. Having solved for acceleration of joint 1, we can treat link 1 as the
(moving) base of an n− 1 joint robot and repeat the process for joint 2, and so on.

The algorithm is a 3 step process.
Common sub-expressions

ĉi = v̂i×̂ Ŝwi (10)

ĥi = ÎA
i Ŝ (11)

di = ŜSĥi (12)

ui = ŜQa
i − ĥS

i ĉi − ŜSp̂i (13)

Step 1

v̂i = iX̂i−1v̂i−1 + Ŝwi (14)

Step 2

p̂v
i = v̂i×̂ Îiv̂i (15)

ÎA
i = Îi +i X̂i+1(ÎA

i+1 −
ĥi+1ĥS

i+1

di+1
)i+1X̂i,

(ÎA
n = În) (16)

p̂i = p̂v
i +i X̂i+1(p̂i+1 + ÎA

i+1ĉi+1 +
ui+1

di+1
ĥi+1),

(p̂n = p̂v
n) (17)

Step 3

ẇi =
ui − ĥS

i iX̂i−1âi−1

di
(18)

âi = iX̂i−1âi−1 + ĉi + Ŝẇi (19)

§1 Start from v̂0, the velocity of the base i.e. that of the hair strand root. Using current value of joint angular
velocities wi, i = 1 . . . n , compute all the link velocities v̂i, i = 1 . . . n from v̂i−1, using equation 14.

§2 Given link spatial inertias Îi, i = 1 . . . n, start from the last link’s articulated-body inertia ÎA
n = În and bias

force p̂n = v̂n×̂ Înv̂n. Compute all the articulated-body inertias ÎA
i , i = n − 1 . . . 1 and the bias forces

p̂i, i = n− 1 . . . 1 from ÎA
i+1 and p̂i+1, using equations in Step 2.

§3 Once we know all the articulated-body inertias and bias forces we start from the link 1. Given all the external
forces acting on links (see Section 2.3), we compute the joint angular accelerations ẇi, i = 1 . . . n using equations
in Step 3. We update the link acceleration âi before we move on to the next link.

The time evolution of the hair strand shape is broken into discrete steps in time. At each time step, we evaluate the
joint angular accelerations ẇi, i = 1 . . . n followed by the numerical integration. The details of numerical integration
are covered in Section 6 after the details of all the forces acting on the hair strand are covered in the subsequent
sections.

3 Fluid Hair Model

In the previous section we described the precise dynamics of individual hair strand. We considered bending and
torsional stiffness of hair along with body forces viz. inertia and gravitational influence. In this section, we develop
on the proposed continuum model for hair-hair interactions. As discussed in Section 1, the density and the pressure of
the hair medium form the basic constituents of the fluid-hair model. The continuity equation (Eq. 1), the momentum
equation (Eq. 2) and the equation of state (Eq. 3) capture the overall dynamics of hair-hair interaction. Establishing
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(i,j)

hair strands

field value
at grid points

field

Figure 8: Fluid Dynamics – Eulerian viewpoint

the kinematical link between the dynamics of the individual hair strand and the dynamics of interactions is a crucial
part of the algorithm, which is addressed in this section.

The conventional fluid dynamics formulation uses Eulerian viewpoint. One way to think of Eulerian method is
to think of an observer watching the fluid properties such as density, temperature and pressure change at a certain
fixed point in space, as fluid passes through this point. In the numerical simulations, the space is discretised using a
rectangular grid or a triangular mesh to define these few observation points for computations, as shown in Figure 8.
Hence using the Eulerian viewpoint, we will ultimately get fluid forces acting at this fixed set of points. We would
like to transfer the fluid force at each of these points onto the individual hair, which is in the vicinity of the point.
There is no trivial correlation between the grid points and the hair strands, unless they coincide. Also the hair
strand will be in the vicinity of new set of grid points every time it moves. This makes it difficult to formulate the
kinematical link between the two. There are methods such as the particle-in-cell method introduced by Hockney et al
[Hockney and Eastwood 1988], which try to do the same. However, we opted for the other, less popular but effective,
Langrangian formulation of fluid dynamics. We explain the benefits subsequently.

In Langrangian formulation, the physical properties are expressed as if the observer is moving with the fluid particle.
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), invented by Monaghan [Monaghan 1992], is one of the Langrangian
numerical methods, that utilizes space discretisation via number of discrete points that move with the fluid flow.
One of the first applications of SPH in computer animation was done by Gascuel et al [Gascuel et al. 1996]. For a
good overview of SPH, we refer to [Morris 1995].

hair strands

field value A(rb)
at moving points

field A(r)

As(r)

Figure 9: Fluid Dynamics – Langrangian viewpoint

Figure 9 illustrates the concept of smoothed particles. The physical properties are expressed at the center of each
of these smoothed particles. Then the physical property at any point in the medium is defined as a weighted sum of
the properties of all the particles.
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As(r) =
∑

b

Ab
mb

ρb
W (r− rb, h) (20)

The summation interpolant As(r) can be thought of as the smoothed version of the original property function
A(r). The field quantities at particle b are denoted by a subscript b. Thus, the mass associated with particle b is
mb and density at the centre of the particle b is ρb, and the property itself is Ab. We see that the quantity mb

ρb
is

the inverse of the number density (i.e. the specific volume) and is, in some sense, a volume element. The function
W is the weight function referred as interpolating kernel in SPH. Details of the interpolating function are covered
subsequently.

To exemplify, the smoothed version of density at any point of medium is

ρ(r) =
∑

b

mbW (r− rb, h) (21)

Figure 9 illustrates how density is recorded onto each particle, denoted by varying degree of gray scale values of the
dots. The field is defined at each and every point in the region by weighted sum of the field values of the surrounding
particles, which is denoted by the continuous gray tones in the region.

Similarly, it is possible to obtain an estimate of the gradient of the field, provided W is differentiable, simply by
differentiating the summation interpolant

∇As(r) =
∑

b

Ab
mb

ρb
∇W (r− rb, h) (22)

The interpolating kernel W (r− r′, h) has the following properties

∫
W (r− r′, h)dr′ = 1 (23)

lim
h→0

W (r− r′, h) = δ(r− r′) (24)

The choice of the kernel is not important in theory as long as it satisfies the above kernel properties. However, for
practical purposes we need to choose a kernel, which is simple to evaluate and has compact support. The smoothing
length h defines the extent of the kernel. We use the cubic spline interpolating kernel.

W (r, h) =
σ

hν


(1− 3

2s2 + 3
4s3) if 0 ≤ s ≤ 1,

1
4 (2− s)3 if 1 ≤ s ≤ 2,
0 otherwise

(25)

Where s = |r|/h, ν is the number of dimensions and σ is the normalization constant with values 2
3 , 10

7π , or 1
π in

one, two, or three dimensions, respectively. We can see that the kernel has a compact support, i.e. its interactions
are exactly zero at distances |r| > 2h. Evaluating the field at each point involves computation of the contribution
due to all the particles in the region. The compact support, i.e. the kernel has zero value outside the smoothing
length, drastically reduces the computational overhead as we need to consider only the neighboring particles within
the smoothing length in order to evaluate the function at a point. Figure 10 illustrates a typical kernel having a
compact support. We keep the smoothing length h constant throughout the simulation to facilitate a speedy search
of neighborhood of the particles. The nearest neighbor problem is well known in computer graphics. Section 7 gives
the strategy for the linear time neighbor search.

|r|

W

h

Figure 10: SPH Kernel having Compact Support
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There is no underlying grid structure in the SPH method, which makes the scheme suitable for our purpose. We
are free to choose the initial positions of the smoothed particles as long as their distribution reflects the local density
depicted by Equation 21. Eventually the particles will move with the fluid flow. In order to establish the kinematical
link between the individual hair dynamics and the dynamics of interactions, we place the smoothed particles directly
onto the hair strands as illustrated in the Figure 9. We keep the number of smoothed particles per hair segment
constant, just as we have kept the hair segment length constant, for the reasons of computational simplicity. As
the smoothed particles are glued to the hair strand, they can no longer move freely with the fluid flow. They just
exert forces arising from the fluid dynamics onto the corresponding hair segment and move with the hair segment
(in the figure, the hair strand is not discretised to show the segments). Thus, we have incorporated both, the elastic
dynamics of individual hair and the dynamics of interactions into hair dynamics.

Apart from providing the direct kinematical link, the SPH method has other numerical merits when compared to
a grid-based scheme:

• As there is no need for a grid structure, we are not defining a region of interest to which the dynamics must
confine to. This is very useful considering the fact that, in animation the character will move a lot and the
hair should follow it.

• No memory is wasted in defining the field in the region where there is no hair activity, which is not true in the
case of grid-based fluid dynamics.

• As the smoothed particles move with the flow carrying the field information, they optimally represent the
fluctuations of the field. In the case of grid-based scheme, it is necessary to opt for tedious adaptive grid
techniques to achieve similar computational resolution, within given memory footprint.

In the rest of the section, we discuss the SPH versions of the fluid dynamics equations. Each smoothed particle
has a constant mass mb. The mass is equal to the mass of the respective hair segment divided by the number of
smoothed particles on that segment. Each particle carries a variable density ρb, variable pressure pb and has velocity
vb. The velocity vb is actually the Cartesian velocity of the point on the hair segment where the particle is located,
expressed in the global coordinates. rb is the global position of the particle, i.e. the location of the particle on the
hair strand in the global coordinates. Once, initially, we have placed the particles on the hair strands, we compute
the particle densities using Equation 21. Indeed, the number density of hair at a location reflects the local density,
which is consistent with the definition of the density of the hair medium given in Section 1.

For brevity, we introduce the notation Wab = W (ra− rb, h). Similarly, let ∇aWab denote the gradient of Wab with
respect to ra (the coordinates of particle a). The quantities such as va − vb shall be written as vab.

The density of each particle can be always found from Equation 21, but this equation requires an extra loop
over all the particles, which means the heavy processing of nearest neighbour finding, before it can be used in the
calculations. A better formula is obtained from the smoothed version of the continuity equation, Equation 1.

dρi

dt
= ρi

N∑
j=1

mj

ρj
vij · ∇iWij (26)

Using this formula, we now can update the particle density without going through the particles just by integrating
the above equation. However, we would have to correct the densities from time to time using Equation 21, to avoid
the density being drifted due to numerical inaccuracies.

The smoothed version of the momentum equation, Equation 2, without the body forces, is as follows

dvi

dt
= −

N∑
j=1

mj(
pj

ρ2
j

+
pi

ρ2
i

+
∏
ij

)∇iWij (27)

The reason for dropping the body force Fbd is that, the comprehensive inertial and gravitational effects are already
incorporated in the stiffness dynamics of the individual strand. Otherwise, we would be duplicating them.

As the particles are glued to the respective hair segment, they cannot freely attain the acceleration dvi

dt given by the
momentum equation. Instead, we convert the acceleration into a force by multiplying both the sides of Equation 27
with the mass of the particle mi. Thus, instead of particle accelerating according to the governing equations of
motion, they merely apply forces, arising from the fluid dynamics, onto the hair strand. In the previous section, we
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referred this total of all the fluid forces due to each particle on the segment as the interaction force f̂ci. Although,
we need to convert the Cartesian form of the force into the spatial force in order to incorporate it in the spatial
dynamics – this is straightforward.

In Equation 27,
∏

ij is the viscous pressure, which accounts for the frictional interaction between the hair strands.
We are free to design it to suit our purpose, as it is completely artificial, taking inputs from the artificial viscosity
form for SPH proposed by [Morris 1995], we set it to

∏
ij

=

{−cµij

ρ̄ij
if µij < 0

0 if µij ≥ 0

µij = h
vij · rij

|rij |2 + h2/100
ρ̄ij = (ρi + ρj)/2 (28)

Here, the constant c is the speed of sound in the medium. However, in our case, it is just an animation parameter.
We are free to set this to an appropriate value that obtains satisfactory visual results. The term incorporates both
bulk and shear viscosity, and in totality accounts for all the dissipative interactions amongst the hair strands due to
the friction and the boundary layer around the hair strands.

At each step of the integration, first we obtain the density at each particle ρi using Equation 26. To correct
numerical errors from time to time, we use Equation 21. The only unknown quantity so far is the pressure at
each particle pi. Once we know the particle densities ρi, the equation of the state (Equation 3), directly gives the
unknown pressure. This is the central theme of the algorithm. Subsequently, we compute the fluid forces acting on
each particle using the momentum equation (Equation 27). We know now the interaction forces f̂ci for each hair
segment and we are ready to integrate the equation of the motion for individual hair strand, which is covered in
Section 6.

The complete validation of the model remains to be done through systematic virtual experiments, backed by
empirical study. We believe that the model has good scientific potential – we leave this aspect as a future work.
However, the model in the existing form is adequate to capture the hair-hair interactions for the animation purpose.

4 Hair-body Interactions as Fluid Boundary Condition

Figure 11: Hair-obstacle Collision – Interaction with Boundary Particles

As discussed in Section 1, we model hair-body interactions as the fluid boundary condition. It is quite straightforward
to model solid boundaries, either stationary or in motion, using special boundary particles. We place the boundary
particles along the geometry as shown in Figure 11. The boundary particles do not contribute to the density of the
fluid and they are inert to the forces coming from the fluid particles. However, they exert a boundary force onto the
neighboring fluid particles. A typical form of boundary force is as follows and is given by Morris [Morris 1995]. Each
boundary particle has an outward pointing unit normal n and exerts a force

fn = Kn f1(4r · n) P (4r · tr) n

ft = −Kf |fn| /Kn (4v · tv) tv (29)

where, 4r is the position vector from the boundary particle to the colliding fluid particle. The tangent tr is the unit
projection of the position vector 4r onto the tangent plane at the position of the boundary particle. Similarly, the
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tangent tv is the unit projection of the relative approach velocity of the fluid particle 4v, onto the tangent plane
at the position of the boundary particle. Function f1 is any suitable unit function, which will repel the flow particle
away. P is Hamming window, which spreads out the effect of the boundary particle to neighbouring points in the
boundary. That way, we have a continuous boundary defined by discrete set of boundary particles. The coefficient
of friction Kf determines the extent of the tangential flow slip force ft, whereas coifficient Kn determines the extent
of collision force fn. Figure 11 demonstrates that the boundary particles are quite effective in achieving collision
response. As the boundary particle method is within the framework of SPH, one need not use exclusive collision
detection and response for the purpose. However, this method have a significant drawback. The method works
effectively only if the boundary particles are placed uniformly on the obstacle geometry. Secondly, if the separation
between the boundary particles is large, hair will slip into the boundary though the separation. These drawbacks
demand extra work by animators to define a clean uniform geometry as the boundary particles are placed on the
vertices of the geometry. We developed a more detailed collision detection and response technique, although the
theme remains the same – penalize the smoothed particles approaching the boundary with a collision force.

collision normals accurate collision normals

bounding boxes (leaf nodes)

hair segment

obstacle

nearest features
particle positions

Figure 12: Inaccurate vs Accurate Collision Normal and Nearest Feature

Computer graphics has extensive methods for collision detection. For the state-of-the-art in collision detection, we
refer to the nice overview by Lin et al [Lin and Gottschalk 1998]. Choosing a right collision detection strategy for
hair simulation required a lot of deliberation. The large number of hair strands in the simulation (typically 5,000 to
25,000) pose the challenge. We need to detect the collision of the very large number of smoothed particles with large
number of mesh polygons. Many popular collision detection techniques such as AABB Tree and OBB Tree methods
are local in nature. They only may detect the proximity of the particle with a mesh polygon and particularly fail
to give exact collision normal. One can assign the normal of the colliding mesh polygon as the collision normal,
as shown in Figure 12a. However, the collision normal should point away from the nearest feature of the colliding
polygon, as shown in Figure 12b. The accurate collision normal is required for effective computation of the collision
force and particularly the frictional force. The closes feature tracking method [Cohen et al. 1995] gives the accurate
nearest feature of mesh, be it a polygon, an edge or a vertex. However, this method is quite slow for our purpose.

collision normals as gradient of distance field

particle positions

Figure 13: Collision Detection using Distance Field

We use novel adaptively sampled distance field (ADF) method by Frisken et al [Frisken et al. 2000]. Distance field
is the scalar field in a region surrounding the obstacle. Figure 13 illustrates the distance field around the obstacle.
The value of the distance field at any point in the region defines the nearest distance from that point to the obstacle
geometry. We would like to highlight a property of the distance field – the gradient of the distance field at any point
always points away from the obstacle. Whereas, the scalar field value directly determines how close is the point from
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the obstacle. As shown in the figure, once we determine that the particles are colliding by examining the distance
field at the particle positions, the collision normals can be assigned to the gradients of the distance field at those
positions. ADF encodes the distance field in a very memory efficient manner. Further, evaluating ADF at arbitrary
point along with the gradient is very fast. Constructing the ADF is computationally intensive, which we do it for
each time step. However, the overall method of determining collisions of smoothed particles along with collision
normals is very fast and accurate using the ADF. For the numerous details on constructing ADF, we refer to [Frisken
et al. 2000].

For the collision response, we use simple penalty method. The collision force is similar to Equation 29 and is given
by the following equation

fn = Kn f1(r) n

ft = −Kf |fn| /Kn (4v · tv) tv (30)

where, r is the nearest distance from the fluid particle to the boundary, which is directly read from the ADF. n is
the unit collision normal defined as the gradient of the distance field at the fluid particle position. Whereas t is unit
projection of approach velocity of the fluid particle 4v onto the tangent plane. After experimentation with various
forms of the penalty function f1, we found Perlin’s gain function [Perlin 1985] to be most suitable. The following
figure illustrates the gain function

collision penalty

collision distance
r

a1

a2

a3
1

rc

Figure 14: Penalty Function as Perlin’s gain function

The collision penalty is zero for r above the collision distance rc, whereas for r < rc it increases to one. One can
adjust how fast the penalty increases with the decrease in r by varying the gain parameter a.

5 Hair-air, a mixture

We considered hair-hair and hair-body interactions in Sections 3 and 4. In this section, we address the hair-air
interactions. Hair-air interactions are important for the following reasons:

• We would like to animate hair blown by wind.

• As the mass of an individual hair strand is very small compared to the skin friction drag created by its surface,
the air drag is quite significant. Thus, most of the damping in hair dynamics comes from the air drag. The
internal damping pertaining to dissipation in the deformation is quite negligible as compared to the air drag.

• Air plays a major role in hair-hair interaction. As a hair strand moves through air, it generates a boundary
layer, which influences the neighboring hair strand even if the physical contact is minimum.

• Most importantly, hair volume affects the air field. Hair volume is not completely porous. Thus it acts as a
partial obstacle to the wind field, to alter it.
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Figure 15: Cantilever of Hair – Moderate Air Drag

Figure 16: Cantilever of Hair – High Air Drag

Initially we thought of a very simple model for adding wind effects in the hair animation. There are significant
advances in computer graphics for modeling turbulent gaseous fields [Stam 1997]. These models are mostly empirical.
We incorporate the effect of the field by adding extra force to each of the smoothed particles f̂di = µ(v̂wi − v̂i) in
addition to the interaction force f̂ci. Here, v̂wi is the local wind velocity at particle i, expressed as the spatial vector
and v̂i is the velocity of the particle i. µ is the drag coefficient, which is an animation parameter. Figures 15 and
16 illustrate how variation in the drag coefficient affects the motion of hair. For that purpose, we let the bunch
of hair fall under gravity undergoing cantilever action. The two examples illustrate the successive frames of the
animations corresponding to each cycle of the oscillation. Observe that in the first example, the bunch of hair makes
two oscillations before coming to rest, whereas in the second example it makes hardly one oscillation. The air drag
coefficient µ is double in the second example. In both the examples, hair exhibit high degree of damping as seen in
real-life.

However, this strategy is a passive one. As mentioned early in the section, hair volume should also affect the
wind field for more realistic animations, as it is not completely porous. Subsequently, we extend the hair continuum
model. We postulate that the hair medium is a mixture of hair material and air. There are many ways to model a
mixture; we model it in a very straightforward way. Let the two fluids, hair medium and air, have their own fluid
dynamics. We just link the two by adding extra drag force to the momentum equation. Thus, the SPH forms of the
equations for the hair-air mixture are:
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Observe that there are two different sets of smoothed particles corresponding to two constituents of the mixture.
va(rh

i ) is air velocity experienced by the hair particle i, i.e. the velocity estimate of air at point rh
i and vice versa

for the air particle. Thus there is a coupling by the drag coefficient µ between the two fluid dynamics. For zero drag
coefficient, hair and air will move without affecting each other. This model, although computationally expensive,
results in very good animation of hair blown by wind – discussed in Section 8.

6 Numerical Integration

We assume that the reader is already conversant with numerical integration issues. For an extensive discussion on
numerical methods we refer to standard text book – “Numerical Recipes in C: The Art of Scientific Computing”
[Press et al. 1993]. The sole purpose of developing hair stiffness dynamics as dynamics of serial rigid multi-body chain
is to have dynamical equations which are non-stiff. Thus it is quite sufficient to use an explicit numerical integration
scheme. We use fifth order Runge-Kutta integration method with adaptive time stepping via error control [Press
et al. 1993] for the purpose. The higher order integration scheme is not only more accurate, it has even better
stability. So the user can choose large time steps which compensate for the extra computational overheads involved
in higher order schemes. As the animator is readily given visual feedback, she can immediately judge the discrepancy
in the results due to instability. She thus can choose appropriate constant time step. The more technically oriented
animator, can have a more detailed control over the time step by setting appropriate minimum and maximum bounds
on the time step. The adaptive integrator will choose the time step in the user specified range after analyzing the
error estimate arising from the previous time step. Figure 17 illustrates the typical instability in the hair animation.

Figure 17: Instability in Hair Dynamics

Interestingly, we have observed that in the current implementation, where we use floating point precision, the user
can not set the hair segment length l less than one centimeter for earth’s gravity of 980cm/sec2, no matter how small
the time step is. We suspect this is related to numerical precision rather than the stability region of the dynamics.
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However, the choice of explicit integration method has a major drawback. These methods have very narrow stability
region. To achieve non-straight neutral shape of the hair we need to assign considerably high bending and torsional
rigidities. Moreover, hair motion is highly damped demanding high degree of air-drag. Using the explicit integration
methods, the hair simulation is almost always operating near bounds of the stability region. As a result, we are able
to simulate straight to wavy hair, even though the model is able to accommodate the case of very curly hair.

We would like to use implicit integration methods, which we leave it as future work. In the case of chosen
stiffness dynamics model, it is non-trivial to formulate the implicit integration schemes. It is not possible to express
the Jaccobian of the stiffness dynamics using Featherstone’s algorithm. We need to investigate alternative implicit
methods that use only approximate estimation of the Jaccobian. We list this drawback in detail in the concluding
section along with the future research possibilities.

Another source of instability that might occur is due to usage of relatively crude penalty method for the collision
response. If hair moving with high velocity collides the boundary, one needs to apply large penalty force to avoid the
penetration. This would demand smaller time steps to avoid instability. However, we would like to point out that
the collision avoidance is part of the fluid boundary condition. Thus as the hair strand approaches the boundary,
hair-hair interaction “makes the strand aware of the boundary” due to the fluid dynamic forces. Thus the hair-body
collision is never a hard collision. In future we would like to replace the collision response by a more elaborate
method – impulse dynamics. We full heartedly refer to the pioneering work by Brian Mirtich [Mirtich 1996], where
he integrated the rigid-body impulse dynamics into the rigid multi-body dynamics framework.

7 Implementation Issues

The developed models for individual hair dynamics and hair-hair, hair-body, hair-air interactions are quite elaborate.
Naturally, they are computationally intensive. Thus, a meticulous implementation is desired to make the methodology
viable even with today’s ever growing desktop computing power. In this section we discuss some of the implementation
issues.

7.1 Data-parallel Implementation of Single Hair Dynamics

Modeling a hair strand as a rigid multi-body serial chain accurately captures all the relevant modes of motion and
stiffness dynamics. Formulating only the exact number of relevant DOFs, i.e. bending and torsion, we have removed
the source of the stiff equations of motion associated with the high tensile rigidity of the hair strand. Hence, we
obtain an advantage in terms of possible large simulation time steps, even though the dynamics calculations are a
bit involved.

We keep the length of the hair segment per hair strand constant. We also align the hair segment’s local coordinate
system to the principal inertial axis. That way the 6x6 spatial inertia tensor takes a simple form with many zeros
and is constant. Length being constant, the only variable part in the coordinate transformation, from one link to
another, is rotation. Exploiting the special multi-body configuration of hair, we have symbolically reduced most of
the Articulated Rigid Body Dynamics calculations and have fine-tuned it to be most efficient. The time complexity
of algorithm is linear. This puts no restriction on the number of rigid segments we can have per hair strand.

Finally, we parallelize the task of the hair strand computation. We exploit four-way parallel Single Instruction
Multiple Data (SIMD) capability of Pentium III processors. We sort the hair strands by their number of hair
segments. Then we club four hair strands, equal in number of segments, as far as possible or we trim a few. We
then can compute four hair strands at a time on a single processor. Additionally, we assume two to four CPUs
are available to use. Using these strategies, we are able to simulate 10,000 hair strands, having 30 segments on an
average, in less than 2 minutes for each frame.
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7.2 Efficient implementation of Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

Figure 18: Hair-obstacle Collision – Use of Octree to Track Particle Interactions

The smoothed particle’s kernel has compact support. The particle influences only its near neighbours, more precisely
the ones that are in the circle of smoothing length. Thus the time complexity of the fluid computation is O(kn),
where n is the total number of particles and k is the typical number of particles coming under influence of one particle.
We still have to ensure that we use an efficient algorithm to locate the neighbours. There are many strategies for
collision detection and neighbour search. For a detailed survey, refer to Lin and Gottschalk [Lin and Gottschalk
1998]. However, smoothed particles being point geometries, we use the Octree space partitioning. Vemuri et al
[Vemuri et al. 1998] used the Octree for granular flow which is very similar to our application.

Figure 19: Approximate geometry, Smoothed particles, Octree

8 Results

We report three short animations using the described methodology. They are in increasing order of scene complexity.
However, they utilize the same underlying models discussed so far. The simplest of the animations highlight a
multitude of the dynamics in minute detail and the more complex ones illustrate the effectiveness of the methodology
in animating real life hair animations. In the end we discuss animating hair for a dance sequence.
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Figure 20: Starting from the initial spread, individual hair strands collapse under gravity. As they get close, the
pressure built up in the “hair fluid” retains the volume (frame 24). In the subsequent frames, the body forces and
hair-air interaction is prominent

In the first animation, from the initial spread, individual hair strands collapse under gravity. Hair strands have
their shape memory working against gravity. Otherwise they would have straightened up at frame 24. Also, as the
hair strands get close, the pressure builds up due to increase in the number density in the ”hair fluid”, which further
retains the volume, throughout the animation, by keeping individual hair apart. The inertial forces and the influence
of air are evident in the oscillatory motion of hair. The air drag is most effective towards the tip of hair strands.
Observe the differential motion between the tips. Hair strands on the periphery experience more air drag than the
interior ones. This is only possible due to the fluid-hair mixture model; the movement of hair does set air in motion
like a porous obstacle.

Figure 21: Free fall of hair – Hair volume, modeled as fluid, falls freely under gravity. However, the individual hair’s
length constraint quickly restricts the free falling motion to give it a bounce. At the same time, “hair fluid” collides
with the body and bursts away sidewise.

The second animation scenario is to illustrate the “fluid” motion of hair without loosing the character of individual
hair. The hair volume starts falling freely under gravity. Quickly, the individual hair’s length constraint and stiffness
restricts the free falling motion to give it a bounce, towards the end of the free fall (frame 53). At the same time,
”hair fluid” collides with the body and bursts away sidewise (frame 70). The air interaction gives an overall damping.
Observe that the hair quickly settles down, even after the sudden jerk in the motion, due to air drag and hair friction
with the body.
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Figure 22: Hair blown by wind – The “fluid hair” model is extended to “hair-air mixture”. Indeed, the complex
hair-hair, hair-air and hair-body interactions are modeled under a single framework.

The third animation in Figure 22 exclusively illustrates the effectiveness of the model in animating hair blown
by wind. Needless to say that there is an influence of airfield on individual hair. More importantly, body and hair
volume acts as a full and partial obstacle to air altering its flow.

Figure 23: Dance Sequence Demonstrating Hair Animation by Nedjma Kadi and Sunil Hadap
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The animation methodologies are implemented in a Maya plugin – MIRAHairSimulation. We next present a
representative animation sequence which is the result of typical usage of MIRAHairSimulation by animators at
MIRALab, University of Geneva.

Figure 23 is a dance sequence of around 1 minute. The dance is motion captured using Vicon8 optical motion
tracking system. The animators used 3ds max for setting up the body deformations and the Fashionizer, MIRALab’s
flagship cloth simulation system for achieving the cloth animation. The resulting animated mesh sequence was
imported into Maya for adding hair animation. The process of setting up hair animation and computing hair
simulation including hair rendering towards the satisfactory results took around 2 weeks. The dynamic hairstyle has
around 8,000 hair clumps and the total number of polygons for the dress and the body is around 20,000. It took on
an average 243 seconds for computing one frame of the animation, whereas the rendering of the sequence took on an
average 370 seconds per PAL frame. We used RenderMan for rendering of the dance sequence. The simulation was
computed on a workstation having Intel Xeon 2.2MHz processor with 2GB RAM.

9 Summary

We have developed a powerful hair dynamics model.

• Stiffness Dynamics – We have given an elaborate model for the stiffness and inertial dynamics of an individual
hair strand. We treat the hair strand as a serial rigid multi-body system. This reduced coordinate formulation
gives very accurate and effective representation for the dynamics of non-straight (wavy) hair by providing
precise parametric definition of the bending and the torsion in three dimensions. The formulation also partly
eliminates the stiff numerical equations enabling large time-steps, thus faster simulations.

• Interaction Dynamics – The hair-hair, the hair-air interactions and the accurate hair-body collisions were one
of the few unsolved problems in computer graphics – until recently. We have exclusively addressed this problem
by making a paradigm shift and treating hair as a continuum. We model the hair-hair, the hair-body and the
hair-air interactions in a unified way using fluid dynamics. The continuum assumption proves to be a very
strong model for otherwise very complex interaction phenomena.

10 Limitations and Future Work

• We have successfully attempted to capture the detailed dynamics of straight to wavy hair typically found
in moderately complex hairstyles. However the problem of animating complex hairstyles, i.e. the hairstyles
involving curly hair or the hairstyles having intricate geometry, still eludes us. By adopting the reduced
coordinate formulation, we hoped to have completely eliminated the stiff differential equations. However, we
learned that very high bending and torsional rigidity is required to firmly maintain the intricate geometric
definition of the complex hairstyle, under gravity. At the same time the hair motion is highly damped. Both
these problems clearly put the inherent stability of the implicit integration methods in high demand.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to express the Jaccobian of the system using the articulated rigid body dynamics
that we have used. This is due to the iterative nature of the inertial dynamics formulation. In future we would
like to explore the possibility of expressing the approximate Jaccobian that corresponds to the stiff part of the
differential equations and use implicit integration methods based on that.

Another possibility is to follow the constrained dynamics. The constrained dynamics has the best possibilities
of using implicit integration methods. These methods may also provide better collision response possibilities.
However, the constrained dynamics methods severely suffer from the numerical inaccuracies in terms of drift in
the constraints. One needs to use sophisticated numerical methods to avoid the problem associated with the
drift.

The original idea of using the spring-mass-hinge systems still remains to be one of the strong possibilities we
would like to explore. The current advances in the implicit integration methods fade away the limitations
of these methods of being “stiff” in nature due to elongation constraints that are expressed as stiff springs.
However, we would have to investigate the ways of expressing the stiffness dynamics of bending and torsion, in
the framework of the spring-mass-hinge system, which in our primary opinion is complex.
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• We have implemented the collision response which is essentially the penalty method. This method does not
have good stability characteristics. We have barely managed to handle various hair-body collision situations
arising in real-life complex motions such as the dance sequence.

We would like to explore the Brian Mirtich’s work of impulsed based collision response [Mirtich 1996], which
is unconditionally stable, although it is numerically expensive.
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Abstract: We present a reliable culling algorithm that enables
fast and accurate collision detection between triangulated models
in a complex environment. Our algorithm performs fast visibility
queries on the GPUs to eliminate a subset of primitives that are
not in close proximity. To overcome the accuracy problems caused
by the limited viewport resolution, we compute the Minkowski sum
of each primitive with a sphere and perform reliable 2.5D overlap
tests between the primitives. We are able to achieve more effective
collision culling as compared to prior object-space culling algo-
rithms. Our algorithm can perform reliable GPU-based collision
queries at interactive rates on all types of models, including non-
manifold geometry, deformable models, and breaking objects.

Keywords: interference detection, graphics hardware, sampling,
interactive computer graphics.

1 Introduction
Graphics processing units (GPUs) have been increasingly used for
collision and proximity computations. GPUs are well-optimized
for 3-D vector and matrix operations, and complex computations
on the frame-buffer pixel or image data. Different algorithms have
exploited these capabilities to compute interference or overlapping
regions or to cull away portions of the models that are not in close
proximity. Most of these algorithms involve no preprocessing and
therefore apply to both rigid and deformable models. In many
cases, GPU-based algorithms can offer better runtime performance
as compared to object-space algorithms.

GPU-based collision detection algorithms, however, often suf-
fer from limited precision. This is due to the viewport resolution,
sampling errors and depth precision errors. For example, current
GPUs provide a viewport resolution of 2K × 2K pixels, which
is equivalent to about 11 bits of fixed-precision arithmetic. The
low precision and sampling errors can result in missed collisions
between two objects. In contrast, object-space collision detection
algorithms are able to perform more accurate interference compu-
tations using IEEE 32 or 64-bit floating arithmetic on the CPUs.
Main Results: We present a novel algorithm for fast and reliable
collision culling between triangulated models in a large environ-
ment using GPUs. We perform visibility queries to eliminate a sub-
set of primitives that are not in close proximity, thereby reducing
the number of pairwise tests that are performed for exact proximity
computation. We show that the Minkowski sum of each primitive
with a sphere provides a conservative bound for 2.5D overlap tests.
We compute a bounding offset approximation for each primitive
based on the Minkowski sum; the radius of the bounding offset is a
function of the viewpoint and depth-buffer resolutions. We render
the bounding offsets using orthographic projections. Our algorithm
guarantees that no collisions will be missed due to limited frame-
buffer precision or quantization errors during rasterization. The key
advantages of our approach are:

• More reliable computations over prior GPU-based methods;

• More effective culling over existing CPU-based algorithms;

• Broad applicability to non-manifold geometry, deformable
model, and breaking objects;

• Interactive performance with no preprocessing and low mem-
ory overhead.

We utilize the GPU for fast and reliable pruning of primitive
pairs and perform exact interference tests on the CPU. We have im-
plemented this collision culling algorithm on a Pentium IV PC with
NVIDIA GeForce FX 5950 card. We are able to perform interac-
tive collision detection between complex objects composed of tens
of thousands of triangles that undergo rigid and non-rigid motion,
including fracturing and deformation.

2 Related Work
The problem of collision detection has been well studied for more
than three decades. See recent surveys in [Lin and Gottschalk 1998]
and [Jimenez et al. 2001] for an overview. Prior algorithms for col-
lision detection between triangulated models can be classified into
three broad categories: object-space culling, image-space intersec-
tion computation, and hybrid approaches.
Object-space culling: Most of the commonly used techniques to
accelerate collision detection between two objects utilize spatial
data structures, including spatial partitioning and bounding volume
hierarchies. These representations are used to cull away portions of
each object that are not in close proximity. Typically, these repre-
sentations are built in a pre-processing stage to accelerate runtime
queries. In practice, they work well for rigid objects. However, the
overhead of recomputing the hierarchy on the fly for deformable
models can be quite significant [Baciu and Wong 2002; Hoff et al.
2001].
Image-space interference computation:Several algorithms have
used graphics hardware for interference and collision computations
[Baciu et al. 1998; Baciu and Wong 2002; Heidelberger et al. 2003;
Hoff et al. 2001; Knott and Pai 2003; Myszkowski et al. 1995;
Rossignac et al. 1992; Shinya and Forgue 1991; Vassilev et al.
2001]. These algorithms require no preprocessing; they work well
on commodity GPUs. However, they have some limitations. First,
they can detect a collision up to viewport resolution. The accu-
racy of collision detection also varies based on the relative distance
between the objects, i.e. collision queries are less accurate if the
objects are separated by distances greater than their average size.
Second, most of these algorithms need to read back the color or
depth buffer contents for further processing and readbacks can be
slow on current graphics systems [Knott and Pai 2003; Govindaraju
et al. 2003].
Hybrid methods: Hybrid algorithms combine some of the ben-
efits of the object-space and image-space approaches. Kim et al.
[2002] compute the closest distance from a point to the union of
convex polytopes using the GPU, refining the answer on the CPU.
Govindaraju et al. [2003] use occlusion queries on the GPU to cull
away objects that are not colliding with others. Heidelberger et
al. [2003] compute layer depth images (LDIs) on the GPU, use
the LDIs for explicit computation of the intersection volumes be-
tween two closed objects, and perform vertex-in-volume tests. In
all these cases, GPU-based techniques are used to accelerate the
overall computation. However, viewport resolution governs the ac-
curacy of these algorithms.

3 Reliable Culling using GPUs
In this section, we present our culling algorithm that performs vis-
ibility queries on GPUs and culls away primitives that are not in
close proximity. We also analyze the sampling problems caused
by limited viewport resolution and present a sufficient condition to
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perform conservative and reliable culling.

3.1 Overlap tests and Sampling Errors
Interference computation algorithms employ GPUs to perform ei-
ther 2D overlap tests using color and stencil buffers or 2.5D overlap
tests with additional depth information. The 2.5D overlap tests are
less conservative and can be performed using occlusion queries on
current graphics processors [Knott and Pai 2003; Govindaraju et al.
2003].

Visibility-based overlap tests: Govindaraju et al. [Govindaraju
et al. 2003] describe the use of visibility computations to check
whether two primitives, P1 and P2, overlap. The approach chooses
a view direction and checks whether P1 is fully visible with respect
to P2 along that direction. If P1 is fully visible then there exists a
separating surface between P1 and P2. We call this the visibility-
based-overlap (VO) query, which provides a sufficient condition
that the two primitives do not overlap and is illustrated in figure
1. The VO query is performed efficiently on GPUs. Using three
or less than three mutually orthogonal orthographic views, many
complex objects that are in close proximity (as shown in figure 1)
can be pruned. However, due to limited viewport and frame buffer
resolution, VO queries can miss collisions and is typical of any
GPU-based interference detection algorithm. Our goal is to use re-
liable VO queries on the GPUs for pruning complex configurations
as in Fig 1 efficiently, without missing any collisions.

CULLIDE: We now briefly describe CULLIDE [Govindaraju et al.
2003] which performs VO queries between multiple objects and
computes a potentially colliding set (PCS) of objects. Given n ob-
jects that are potentially colliding O1, ..., On, Govindaraju et al.
describe a linear time two-pass rendering algorithm to test if an
object Oi is fully visible against remaining objects, along a view
direction. The algorithm uses occlusion queries to test if an object
is fully visible or not. To test if an object O is fully visible against
a set of objects S, we first render S into the frame buffer. We then
set the depth function to GL GEQUAL and disable depth writes.
The object O is rendered using an occlusion query. If the pixel pass
count returned by occlusion query is zero, then the object O is fully
visible. Govindaraju et al. [Govindaraju et al. 2003] also extend
their algorithm to prune sub-objects of an object that do not overlap
with other objects in the environment. The pseudo-code to compute
PCS of sub-objects is described below

• First pass:

1. Clear the depth buffer (use orthographic projection)

2. For each object Oi, i = 1, .., n

– Disable the depth mask and set the depth function to
GL GEQUAL.

– For each sub-object T i
k in Oi

Render T i
k using an occlusion query

– Enable the depth mask and set the depth function to
GL LEQUAL.

– For each sub-object T i
k in Oi

Render T i
k

3. For each object Oi, i = 1, .., n

– For each sub-object T i
k in Oi

Test if T i
k is not visible with respect to the depth

buffer. If it is not visible, set a tag to note it as fully
visible.

• Second pass:

Same as First pass, except that the two “For each object” loops
are run with i = n, .., 1.

The view directions are chosen along the world-space axes and
collision culling is performed using orthographic projections. We
demonstrate accurate collision culling using reliable VO queries in
CULLIDE.

Figure 1: In this figure, the objects are not colliding. Using view 1, we determine
a separating surface with unit depth complexity along the view and conclude from the
existence of such a surface that the objects are not colliding. This is a sufficient but
not a necessary condition. Observe that in view 2, there does not exist a separating
surface with unit depth complexity but the objects are not interfering.

3.2 Sampling Issues and Notation
We define the notation used in the rest of paper and the issues in
performing interference detection on GPUs.

Orthographic projection: Let A be an axis, where A ∈
{X, Y, Z} and, Amin and Amax define the lower and upper bounds
on P1 and P2 along A’s direction in 3D. Let RES(A) define the
resolution along an axis. The viewport resolution of a GPU is
RES(X) × RES(Y ) (e.g. 211 × 211) and the depth buffer preci-
sion is RES(Z) (e.g. 224).

Let O be an orthographic projection with bounds
(Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax, Zmin, Zmax) on the 3D primi-
tives. The dimension of the grid along an axis in 3D is given by
dA where dA = Amax−Amin

RES(A)
. Rasterization of a primitive under

orthographic projection performs linear interpolation of the vertex
coordinates of each primitive and maps each point on a primitive
to the 3D grid. This mapping is based on sampling of a primitive
at fixed locations in the grid. When we rasterize the primitives to
perform VO queries, many errors arise due to sampling. There are
three types of errors:
1. Projective and perspective aliasing errors:These errors can
result in some of the primitives not getting rasterized. This error
may result in an incorrect answer to the VO query.
2. Image sampling errors: We can miss interferences between
triangles due to sampling at the fixed locations. In this case, each
triangle is sampled but the intersection set of the triangles is not
sampled (see Fig. 2).
3. Depth-buffer precision errors: If the distance between two
primitives is less than RES(Z), VO query may not be able to ac-
curately compute whether one is fully visible with respect to the
other.
3.3 Reliable VO Queries
To overcome the problems due to viewport and depth-precision res-
olution, we compute a bounding offset for each primitive. Instead
of rasterizing the original primitives, we rasterize these bounding
offsets and use them to perform VO queries between P1 and P2.
Moreover, we will show that our queries are conservative irrespec-
tive of the viewport resolution and depth-buffer precision.

We do not make any assumptions about sampling the primitives
within a pixel. We compute an axis-aligned bounding box B with
dimension p where p = max(2∗dX , 2∗dY , 2∗dZ) centered at the
origin. In practice, this bound may be conservative. If a GPU uses
some uniform supersampling algorithm, p can be further reduced.
For example, if the GPU samples each pixel in the center, then p
can be reduced by half.

Let B be an axis-aligned cube centered at the origin with di-
mension p. Given two primitives, P1 and P2, let Q be a point on
their line of intersection. We use the concept of Minkowski sum of
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Figure 2: Sampling errors: Q is a point on the line of intersection between two
triangles in 3D. The left figure highlights its orthographic projection in the screen
space. The intersection of two triangles does not contain the center of the pixel (C)
and therefore, we can miss a collision between the triangles. QB is the Minkowski sum
of Q and an axis-aligned bounding box (B) centered at the origin with dimension p.
QB translates B to the point Q. During rasterization, the projection of QB samples
the center of pixel and generates at least two fragments that bound the depth of Q.

a primitive P with B, (P B = P ⊕ B), which can be defined as:
{p + b | p ∈ P, b ∈ B}. Next we show that P ⊕ B can be used
to perform reliable VO queries. We first state two lemmas without
proof and use them to derive the main result as a theorem.

Lemma 1: Under orthographic transformation O, the rasterization
of Minkowski sum QB = (Q ⊕ B), where Q is a point in 3D
space that projects inside a pixel X , samples X with at least two
fragments bounding the depth value of Q.

Lemma 2: Given a primitive P1 and its Minkowski sum P B
1 = P1

⊕ B. Let X be a pixel partly or fully covered by the orthographic
projection of P1. Let us define MIN-DEPTH(P1, X ) and MAX-
DEPTH(P1, X ) as the minimum and maximum depth value of the
points of P1 that project inside X , respectively. The rasterization
of P B

1 generates at least two fragments whose depth values bound
both MIN-DEPTH(P1 ,X) and MAX-DEPTH(P1 ,X) for each pixel
X.

Theorem 1: Given the Minkowski sum of two primitives with B,
P B

1 and P B
2 . If P1 and P2 overlap, then a rasterization of their

Minkowski sums under orthographic projection overlap in the view-
port.
Proof: Let P1 and P2 intersect at a point Q inside a pixel
X. Based on Lemma 2, we can generate at least two frag-
ments rasterizing P B

1 and P B
2 . These fragments bound all the

3D points of P1 and P2 that project inside X. Showing that
the pairs (MIN-DEPTH(P1 , X), MAX-DEPTH(P1 ,X)) and (MIN-
DEPTH(P2 , X), MAX-DEPTH(P2 ,X)) overlap is sufficient. This
observation follows trivially as MIN-DEPTH(P1 , X) ≤ Depth(Q),
MIN-DEPTH(P2 , X) ≤ Depth(Q) and MAX(P1 , X) ≥ Depth(Q),
MAX(P2 , X) ≥ Depth(Q). •
3.4 Collision culling and bounding offsets

A corollary of Theorem 1 is that if P B
1 and P B

2 do not overlap,
then P1 and P2 do not overlap. In practice, this test can be conser-
vative, but it won’t miss any collisions because of viewport or depth
resolution. However, the Minkowski sums, P B

1 and P B
2 , are only

useful when the primitives are projected along the Z-axis. To gen-
erate a view-independent bound, we compute the Minkowski sum
of a primitive P with a sphere S of radius

√
3p/2 centered at the

origin. The Minkowski sum of a primitive with a sphere is the same
as the offset of that primitive.

The boundary of an exact offset of a triangle consists of piece-
wise linear and spherical surfaces. Instead of using the exact offset,
we compute a bounding offset for each triangle that is cheaper to
compute and render. We bound the offset of a triangle by using a
single OBB (oriented bounding box). Given a triangle T, we com-
pute the tightest fitting rectangle R that encloses T; one of its axes
is aligned with the longest edge of the triangle. We compute the
OBB for a triangle as the Minkowski sum of B and R. The width
of the OBB, along a dimension orthogonal to the plane containing
R, is set equal to

√
3p. The bounding offset of a triangulated object

is the union of OBBs of each triangle (see Fig. 3). We will render

Figure 3: This image shows an object with three triangles and its bounding offset
representation in wireframe. The bounding offset is represented as the union of OBBs of
each triangle. In practice, this bounding offset is a very tight fitting bounding volume.

this bounding offset by rendering each OBB separately and perform
VO queries. In practice, this is a very tight bounding volume for an
object, as compared to using a single sphere, AABB (axis-aligned
bounding box) or an OBB that encloses the object.

3.5 Accuracy
We perform VO queries by rendering the bounding offsets of prim-
itives. Theorem I guarantees that we won’t miss any collisions due
to the viewport resolution or sampling errors. We perform ortho-
graphic projections as opposed to perspective projections. Further,
the rasterization of a primitive involves linear interpolation along
all the dimensions. As a result, the rasterization of the bounding
offsets guarantees that we won’t miss any collision due to depth-
buffer precision. If the distance between two primitives is less than
the depth buffer precision, 1

RES(Z)
, then VO query on their offsets

will always return them as overlapping. Consequently, the accu-
racy of the culling algorithm is governed by the accuracy of the
hardware used for performing vertex transformations and mapping
to the 3D grid. For example, many of the current GPUs use IEEE
32-bit floating point hardware to perform these computations.

4 Implementation and Performance
We have integrated our culling algorithm with CULLIDE [Govin-
daraju et al. 2003] to perform reliable collision detection between
objects in a complex environment. As described in section 3, CUL-
LIDE uses VO queries to perform collision culling on GPUs. We
extend CULLIDE to perform reliable collision culling on GPUs by
using reliable VO queries described above. For each primitive in
the PCS, we compute its bounding offset (i.e. union of OBBs) rep-
resentation and use the bounding offset representations in CUL-
LIDE to test if the primitives belong to PCS or not.

Figure 4: Reliable interference computation: This image highlights the intersection
set between two bunnies, each with 68K triangles. The top right image (b) shows the
output of FAR and the top left image (a) highlights the output of CULLIDE running at
a resolution of 1400 × 1400. CULLIDE misses many collisions due to the viewport
resolution and sampling errors.

Our collision detection algorithm, FAR, proceeds in three steps.
First we compute the PCS at the object level. We use sweep-and-
prune [Cohen et al. 1995] on the PCS to compute the overlapping
pairs at the object level. Next we compute the PCS at the sub-
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Figure 5: Breaking object scene: In this simulation, the bunny model falls on the
dragon which eventually breaks into hundreds of pieces. FAR computes collisions
among the new pieces of small objects introduced into the environment and takes 30
to 60 msec per frame.

object level and the overlapping pairs. Finally, we perform exact
interference tests between the triangles on the CPU [Moller 1997].

We have implemented several optimizations in our system.
Rendering bounding offset representations requires nearly twice the
amount of fill when compared to that generated by original primi-
tives. As the offset representations for each triangle is closed, we
can reduce the fill requirements for our algorithm by a factor of
2 using face-culling. In our optimized algorithm, we cull front
faces while rendering offset representations with occlusion queries
and we cull back faces while rendering offset representations to the
frame buffer. These operations can be performed efficiently using
back face-culling on graphics hardware. We also reduce the number
of occlusion queries in the second pass of our algorithm by testing
only those primitives whose offset representations are fully visible
in first pass.

The pseudo-code for our optimized algorithm is given below:
• First pass:

1. Clear the depth buffer (use orthographic projection)

2. For each object Oi, i = 1, .., n

– Disable the depth mask and set the depth function to
GL GEQUAL.

– Enable back face-culling to cull front faces.

– For each sub-object T i
k in Oi

Render offset representation of T i
k using an occlu-

sion query
– Enable the depth mask and set the depth function to

GL LEQUAL.

– Enable back face-culling to cull back faces.

– For each sub-object T i
k in Oi

Render offset representation of T i
k

3. For each object Oi, i = 1, .., n

– For each sub-object T i
k in Oi

Test if T i
k is not visible with respect to the depth

buffer. If it is not visible, set a tag to note it as fully
visible.

• Second pass:

Same as First pass, except that the two “For each object” loops
are run with i = n, .., 1 and we perform occlusion queries
only if the primitive is fully visible in first pass.

We have implemented FAR on a Dell precision workstation
with a 2.8GHz Xeon processor, 1 GB of main memory, and a
NVIDIA GeForce FX 5950 Ultra graphics card. We use a viewport
resolution of 1400 × 1400 to perform all the computations. We
improve the rendering throughput by using vertex arrays and use
GL NV occlusion query to perform the visibility queries. We have
tested our algorithm on three complex scenes and have compared
its culling performance and accuracy with some prior approaches.

Figure 6: Relative culling performance on breaking objects scene: This graph high-
lights the improved culling performance of our algorithm as compared to a CPU-based
(object-space) culling algorithm that uses AABBs (axis-aligned bounding boxes) to
cull away non-overlapping pairs. FAR reports 6.9 times fewer pairs over the entire
simulation.

Figure 7: Tree with falling leaves: In this scene, leaves fall from the tree and un-
dergo non-rigid motion. They collide with other leaves and branches. The environment
consists of more than 40K triangles and 150 leaves. FAR can compute all the colli-
sions in about 35 msec per time step.

Dynamically generated breaking objects:The scene consists of a
dragon model initially with 112K polygons, and a bunny with 35K
polygons, as shown in Fig. 5. In this simulation, the bunny falls
on the dragon, causing the dragon to break into many pieces over
the course of the simulation. Each piece is treated as a separate ob-
ject for collision detection. Eventually hundreds of new objects are
introduced into the environment. We perform collision culling to
compute which object pairs are in close proximity. It takes about 35
msec towards the beginning of the simulation, and about 50 msec
at the end when the number of objects in the scene is much higher.

We compared the culling performance of our GPU-based re-
liable culling algorithm with an implementation of the sweep-
and-prune algorithm available in I-COLLIDE [Cohen et al. 1995].
The sweep-and-prune algorithm computes an axis-aligned bound-
ing box (AABB) for each object in the scene and checks all the
AABBs for pairwise overlaps. Fig. 6 shows the comparison be-
tween the culling efficiency of AABB-based algorithm vs. FAR.
Overall, FAR returns 6.9 times fewer overlapping pairs. This re-
duction occurs mainly because FAR uses much tighter bounding
volumes, i.e. the union of OBBs for an object as compared to an
AABB and is able to cull away more primitive pairs.
Interference computation between complex models: In this
scene, we compute all the overlapping triangles pairs between a
68K triangles bunny that is moving with respect to another bunny,
also with 68K triangles. The bunnies are deeply penetrating and the
intersection boundary consists of 2, 000 − 4, 000 triangle pairs. In
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this case, the accuracy of FAR equals that of a CPU-based algorithm
using 32-bit IEEE floating point arithmetic. In contrast, CULLIDE
misses a number of overlapping pairs while using a viewport reso-
lution of 1, 400 × 1, 400. The intersection sets computed by FAR
and CULLIDE are shown in Fig. 4.
Multiple objects with non-rigid motion: This scene consists of
a non-rigid simulation in which leaves fall from the tree, as shown
in Fig. 7. We compute collisions among the leaves of the tree and
among the leaves and branches of the tree. Each leaf is represented
using 156 triangles and the complete environment consists of 40K
triangles. The average collision detection time is 35 msec per time
step.

5 Applications
We have also applied reliable VO queries for improving the accu-
racy of other image-based algorithms on GPU.

• Shadow Volumes:Recently, Lloyd et al. [Lloyd 2004] pro-
pose a clamping algorithm on GPUs for reducing the fill re-
quirements of shadow volumes. The clamping algorithm uses
VO queries on GPUs for testing if portions of shadow vol-
umes are fully visible or not. Due to image-precision errors,
certain portions can be inaccurately classified as fully visible.
Using reliable VO queries, we are able to clamp shadow vol-
umes upto object-precision.

• Localized Distance Culling Many algorithms aim to com-
pute all pairs of objects whose separation distance is less than
a constant distance D. In this case, we modify GPU-based
culling algorithms to cull away primitives whose separation
distance is more than D. We can easily modify the culling
algorithm presented above to perform this query. We com-
pute the offset of each primitive by using a sphere of radius
D
2

+
√

3p
2

, rasterize these offsets and prune away a subset of
primitives whose separation distance is more than D. Note
that CULLIDE only detects interfering triangles whereas our
approach extends it to perform localized distance culling as
well as accurate collisions computations.

• Local Distance Fields: Localized distance culling also en-
ables us for computing fast local distance fields. Only the
primitives that are not pruned using our approach contribute
to the local distance field.

• Continuous Collision Detection:Recently, a system Avatar
[Redon et al. 2004] uses CULLIDE to perform continuous
collision detection on GPUs for virtual environments.

6 Analysis and Limitations
Three key issues exist related to the performance of conservative
collision culling algorithms: efficiency, level of culling, and preci-
sion.

Efficiency: Three factors govern the running time of our algorithm:
bounding offset computation, rendering the bounding offsets and
occlusion queries. The cost of computing the OBBs for each prim-
itive is very small. The cost of rendering the OBBs on the GPUs
is mainly governed by the transformations. In our current imple-
mentation, we have achieved rendering rates of 40M triangles per
second. Finally, our algorithm uses occlusion queries to perform
VO queries. These queries can be fill bound for large objects. The
current implementation of these queries is not optimized, yet we
are able to perform 1.2 million queries per second. FAR is able
to compute all the collisions between models composed of tens of
thousands of primitives at interactive rates. In more complex envi-
ronments (e.g. with millions of triangles), rendering and occlusion
queries can become a bottleneck. However, given the growth rate of
GPU performance (at a rate faster than Moore’s law) and increasing
bus bandwidth based on PCI-X, we expect that our algorithm can
handle more complex models in the near future.

Culling: The effectiveness of most collision detection algorithms
depends on how efficiently they can cull away the primitives that
are not in close proximity. FAR uses union of OBBs as the un-
derlying bounding volume and is less conservative as compared to
CPU based algorithms that use AABBs or spheres to bound the
primitives (see Fig. 6).
Precision: Our culling algorithm is conservative and its precision is
governed by that of the VO queries. The accuracy of the culling al-
gorithm is equivalent to that of the floating point hardware (e.g. 32-
bit IEEE floating point) inside the GPUs used to perform transfor-
mations and rasterization. The precision is not governed by view-
port resolution or depth-buffer precision.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a reliable GPU-based collision
culling algorithm. We use bounding offsets of the primitives to
perform visibility-based 2.5D queries and cull away primitives that
are not in close proximity. Our new algorithm overcomes a ma-
jor limitation of earlier GPU-based collision detection algorithms
and is able to perform reliable interference queries. Furthermore,
the culling efficiency of our algorithm is higher as compared to
prior CPU-based algorithms that use AABBs or spheres for col-
lision culling. We have demonstrated its performance in complex
scenarios where objects undergo rigid and non-rigid motion.

In terms of future work, we would like to develop reliable
and accurate GPU-based geometric algorithms for other proxim-
ity queries such as penetration and distance computation, as well as
visibility and shadow computations.
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Abstract: We present a new approach for computing generalized 
2D and 3D Voronoi diagrams using interpolation-based polygon 
rasterization hardware. We compute a discrete Voronoi diagram 
by rendering a three dimensional distance mesh for each Voronoi 
site. The polygonal mesh is a bounded-error approximation of a 
(possibly) non-linear function of the distance between a site and a 
2D planar grid of sample points. For each sample point, we 
compute the closest site and the distance to that site using polygon 
scan-conversion and the Z-buffer depth comparison. We construct 
distance meshes for points, line segments, polygons, polyhedra, 
curves, and curved surfaces in 2D and 3D. We generalize to 
weighted and farthest-site Voronoi diagrams, and present efficient 
techniques for computing the Voronoi boundaries, Voronoi 
neighbors, and the Delaunay triangulation of points. We also show 
how to adaptively refine the solution through a simple windowing 
operation. The algorithm has been implemented on SGI 
workstations and PCs using OpenGL, and applied to complex 
datasets. We demonstrate the application of our algorithm to fast 
motion planning in static and dynamic environments, selection in 
complex user-interfaces, and creation of dynamic mosaic effects. 

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational 
Geometry and Object Modeling; I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: 
Picture/Image Generation. 

Additional Key Words: Voronoi diagrams, graphics hardware, 
polygon rasterization, interpolation, motion planning, proximity 
query, medial axis, OpenGL, framebuffer techniques. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Given a set of primitives, called Voronoi sites, a Voronoi diagram 
partitions space into regions, where each region consists of all 
points that are closer to one site than to any other. Voronoi 
diagrams have been used in a number of applications including 
visualization of medical datasets, proximity queries, spatial data 
manipulation, shape analysis, computer animation, robot motion 
planning, modeling spatial structures and processes, pattern 
recognition, and locational optimization. The concept of Voronoi 
diagrams has been around for at least four centuries, and since the 
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over Plate: Discrete approximation of the generalized Voronoi
iagram of four points, a line, a triangle, and one cubic Bézier curve
omputed interactively on a PC. 
970s, algorithms for computing Voronoi diagrams of geometric 
rimitives have been developed in computational geometry and 
elated areas. 

ood theoretical and practical algorithms are known for 
omputing ordinary Voronoi diagrams of points in any dimension. 
rdinary Voronoi diagrams can be generalized in many different 
ays by using different distance functions and site shapes. A 

ommon generalization is to compute the diagram for higher-order 
ites, such as lines and curves. This greatly increases the 
omplexity since the boundaries of the diagram are composed of 
igh-degree algebraic curves and surfaces, and their intersections; 
he boundaries of an ordinary point Voronoi diagram are linear. 
o practically efficient and numerically robust algorithms are 
nown for constructing a topologically consistent, continuous 
epresentation of generalized Voronoi diagrams. 

iven the practical complexity of computing an exact generalized 
oronoi diagram, many authors have proposed approximate 

lgorithms. Interesting approaches include computing the Voronoi 
iagram of a point-sampling of the sites, adaptively subdividing 
pace to locate the Voronoi boundary, and point-sampling the 
pace to form a volumetric representation of the diagram. In 
ractice, these previous algorithms take considerable time and 
emory on large numbers of input sites, or are restricted in 

enerality. 

ain Contributions: In this paper, we present an approach that 
omputes discrete approximations of generalized Voronoi 
iagrams to an arbitrary resolution using polygon rasterization 
ardware. Our contributions include: 

. Efficient methods to approximate the distance function, with 
bounded error, for points, lines, polygons, polyhedra, curves, 
and curved surfaces using a polygonal mesh that is linearly 
interpolated by graphics hardware. 

. Efficient algorithms to find Voronoi boundaries and neighbors, 
and to construct Delaunay triangulations. 



3. Techniques to construct weighted and farthest-site generalized 
Voronoi diagrams in 2D and 3D. 

4. Demonstration of the effectiveness of our approach to the 
following applications: 

• Fast motion planning in static and dynamic environments 
• Selection in complex user-interfaces 
• Generation of dynamic mosaics 

The resulting techniques have been effectively implemented on 
PCs and high-end SGI workstations using the OpenGL graphics 
library. A 2D example computed in real-time is shown in the 
cover plate. Our techniques improve upon the state of the art in 
following ways: 

• Generality: We make no assumption with respect to input 
primitives. We only need to mesh the distance function of a site 
over a grid of point samples. 

• Efficiency: We show that our approach is quite fast. Its speed 
arises from using coarse polygonal approximations of the 
distance functions while still maintaining a specified error 
bound, using polygon rasterization hardware to reconstruct the 
distance values, and using the Z-buffer depth comparison to 
perform distance comparisons. We demonstrate the 2D 
approach on models composed of nearly 100K triangles in a 
real-time motion planning application through a complex 
dynamic scene. We derive efficient meshing strategies for 
polygonal models in 3D, and show the results of a prototype 
implementation that demonstrates its potential. 

• Tight Bounds on Accuracy: Although our approach produces 
a discretized Voronoi diagram, all sources of error are 
enumerated and techniques are given to produce output within 
any specified tolerance. 

• Ease of Implementation: The approach can be easily 
implemented on current graphics systems. The special cases are 
limited and the problem reduces to simply meshing a distance 
function for any new site. 

2 RELATED WORK 
The concept of Voronoi diagrams has been around for at least four 
centuries. In his treatment of cosmic fragmentation in Le Monde 
de Mr. Descartes, ou Le Traite de la Lumière, published in 1644, 
Descartes uses Voronoi-like diagrams to show the disposition of 
matter in the solar system and its environment. The first 
presentations of this concept appeared in the work of [Diric50] 
and [Voron08]. Algorithms for computing Voronoi diagrams have 
been appearing since the 1970s. See the surveys by [Auren91] and 
[Okabe92] on various algorithms, applications, and 
generalizations of Voronoi diagrams. 

2.1 Voronoi Diagrams of Points 
Among the algorithms known for computing Voronoi diagrams of 
points in 2D, 3D, and higher dimensions are the divide-and-
conquer algorithm proposed by [Shamo75] and Fortune’s 
sweepline algorithm [Fortu86]. Numerically robust algorithms for 
constructing topologically consistent Voronoi diagrams have been 
proposed by [Inaga92, Sugih94]. A number of implementations in 
exact and floating-point arithmetic are also available. 

2.2 Generalized Voronoi Diagrams 
Algorithms have been proposed for constructing Voronoi 
diagrams of higher order sites. Two broad approaches based on 
incremental and divide-and-conquer techniques have been 
summarized in [Okabe92]. The set of algorithms includes divide-
and-conquer algorithms for polygons [Lee82, Held97], an 
incremental algorithm for polyhedra [Milen93b], and 3D tracing 
for polyhedral models [Milen93, Sherb95, Culve99]. Curved sites 
and CSG objects are handled in [Chian92, Dutta93, Hoffm94]. In 
all these cases, the computation of generalized Voronoi diagrams 
involves representing and manipulating high-degree algebraic 
curves and surfaces and their intersections. As a result, no efficient 
and numerically robust algorithms are known for computing them. 

2.3 Approximate Voronoi Diagrams 
Many authors compute approximations of generalized Voronoi 
diagrams based on the Voronoi diagram of a point-sampling of the 
sites [e.g. Sheeh95]. However, deriving any error bounds on the 
output of such an approach is difficult, and the overall complexity 
is not well understood. 

[Vleug95] and [Vleug96] have presented an approach that 
adaptively subdivides space into regular cells and computes the 
Voronoi diagram up to a given precision. [Laven92] uses an octree 
representation of objects and performs spatial decomposition to 
compute the approximation. [Teich97] computes a polygonal 
approximation of Voronoi diagrams by subdividing the space into 
tetrahedral cells. All these algorithms take considerable time and 
memory for large models composed of tens of thousands of 
triangles, and cannot easily be extended to directly handle 
dynamic environments. 

The idea of using polygon rasterizing hardware and rendering of 
cones to construct 2D Voronoi diagrams of points is suggested in 
[Haebe90] and in the OpenGL 1.1 Programming Guide [Woo97]. 

2.4 Graphics Hardware 
Polygon rasterization graphics hardware has been used for a 
number of geometric computations, such as visualization of 
constructive solid geometry models [Rossi86, Goldf89] and 
interactive inspection of solids, including cross-sections and 
interferences [Rossi92]. Algorithms for real-time motion planning 
using raster graphics hardware have been proposed by [Lengy90]. 

3 OVERVIEW 
In this section, we present the basic concepts important to our 
approach. We give a formal definition of generalized Voronoi 
diagrams and present a simple brute-force strategy for computing 
a discrete approximation. We then show how we may greatly 
accelerate this using graphics hardware. 

3.1 Generalized Voronoi Diagrams 
The set of input sites is denoted as A1, A2, …, Ak. For any point p 
in the space, dist(p, Ai) denotes the distance from the point p to the 
site Ai. The dominance region of Ai over Aj is defined by 

Dom(Ai, Aj) = { p | dist(p, Ai) ≤  dist(p, Aj) } 

For a site Ai, the Voronoi region for Ai is defined by 

V(Ai) = ∩j≠iDom(Ai, Aj) 



The partition of space into V(A1), V(A2), …, V(Ak) is called the 
generalized Voronoi diagram. The (ordinary) Voronoi diagram 
corresponds to the case when each Ai is an individual point. The 
boundaries of the regions V(Ai) are called Voronoi boundaries. For 
primitives such as points, lines, polygons, and splines, the Voronoi 
boundaries are portions of algebraic curves or surfaces. 

3.2 Discrete Voronoi Diagrams 
Perhaps the simplest way to compute a discrete Voronoi diagram 
is to uniformly point-sample the space containing Voronoi sites. 
For each sample point, we find the closest site and its distance. 
Associating each point in space with its closest sample point 
induces a uniform subdivision into rectangular cells. For any 
point, we know the distance to the closest site to within the 
maximum distance between a point in space and a sample point, 
i.e. half the diagonal length of a cell.  

A simple brute-force approach to find the closest sites is to iterate 
through all sample points, computing distances to all sites and 
recording the closest site and distance. The algorithm can be 
rearranged to iterate through the sites: for each site, compute 
distances to all sample points and update the current closest site 
and distance. The second arrangement is amenable to an 
implementation in graphics hardware. 

3.3 Polygon Rasterization Hardware 
Our approach makes use of standard Z-buffered raster graphics 
hardware for rendering polygons. The frame buffer stores the 
attributes (intensity or shade) of each pixel in the image space; the 
Z-buffer, or depth buffer, stores the z-coordinate, or depth, of 
every visible pixel. Given only the vertices of a triangle, the 
rasterization hardware uses linear interpolation to compute depth 

values across the triangle’s surface. All raster samples covered by 
a triangle have an interpolated z-value. 

3.4 Our Approach 
A key concept for our approach is that of the distance function for 
a site, which gives, for any point, the distance to that site. The 
main idea of our approach is to render a polygonal mesh 
approximation to each site's distance function. Each site is 
assigned a unique color ID, and the corresponding distance mesh 
is rendered in that color using a parallel projection. We make use 
of two components of the graphics hardware: linear interpolation 
across polygons and the Z-buffer depth comparison operation. 
When rendering a polygonal distance mesh, the polygon 
rasterization reconstructs all distances across the mesh. The Z-
buffer depth test compares the new depth value to the previously 
stored value. If the new value is less, the Z-buffer records the new 
distance, and the color buffer records the site’s ID. In this way, 
each pixel in the frame buffer will have a color corresponding to 
the site to which it is closest, and the depth-buffer will have the 
distance to that site. In order to maintain an accurate Voronoi 
diagram, we bound the error of the mesh to be smaller than the 
distance between two sample points. 

Our approach is inspired by an interesting sidenote in the OpenGL 
1.1 Programming Guide [Woo97]. In the Section “Now That You 
Know” on “Dirichlet Domains”, the authors briefly discuss a 
simple method to construct discretized 2D Voronoi diagrams for 
points using OpenGL graphics hardware. The authors mention the 
use of cones for Voronoi diagrams of points in 2D, but warn that 
the technique “might require thousands of polygons.” We show 
that we can render cones using fewer than 100 triangles for a 
1K×1K resolution grid and achieve the same level of accuracy. In 
addition, we generalize this approach to higher-order sites in both 
two and three dimensions. 

4 THE DISTANCE FUNCTIONS 
For both 2D and 3D, our discrete Voronoi diagram computation 
has been reduced to finding a 3D polygonal mesh approximation 
to the distance function of a Voronoi site over a planar 2D 
rectangular grid of point samples. The error in the approximation 
must be bounded so that by rendering this mesh using graphics 
hardware, we can efficiently and accurately compute the distances 
between the site and all of the point samples. 

In this section, we describe the distance functions associated with 
various sites, and provide efficient methods for meshing these 
functions within a specified error tolerance. 

4.1 2D Voronoi Diagrams 
Denote the distance from a site A to each pixel location (x,y) by 
dist(A,(x,y)). The distance function of A is given by 
d(x,y)=dist(A,(x,y)). Meshing this function corresponds to 
approximating the graph of d(x,y) with a polygonal model. 

The three basic types of 2D sites are points, lines, and polygons. 
Their corresponding distance functions are shown in the table. In 
this section, we present algorithms for computing distance meshes 
for each of them. 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Image of the sampled distance functions for two point
sites. Uniform point sampling induces a rectangular cell subdivision
of space. 

 
Figure 2: The two distance images are composited through a
distance comparison operation. The current closest site and the
distance to each site is updated based on the lesser distance value.
The resulting Voronoi diagram is composed of a distance image
(left) and an closest-site ID image (right). 



2D site Shape of Distance Function Figure 
Point Right circular cone 3a 
Line segment “Tent” 3b 
Polygon Cones and tents 5 

Table 1: Shape of Distance Functions for 2D Sites  
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Figure 3: The distance meshes used for a point (left) and a line 
segment (right). The XY-plane containing the site is shown above 
each mesh. 

4.1.1 Points in 2D 
The distance function for a point in the plane is a right circular 
cone. We approximate cones as a triangle fan proceeding radially 
outward from the apex (Figures 3a and 4-left). A point's Voronoi 
region can potentially extend to any portion of the region of 
interest, and thus the radius at the cone's base must be of size M√2 
if the scene is contained in an M×M square.The mesh’s radial lines 
lie on the cone. The maximum error in distance occurs at the cone 
base between adjacent vertices. Because the cone is right circular, 
the error in approximating the circular base as viewed from above 
is equal to the error in distance. 
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Figure 4: A single triangle of the meshed point distance function 
cone. α is the angle we wish to maximize, R is the radius of the 
cone (max dist between site and sample pt), and ε is the max error. 

From this formulation (see Figure 4), we compute the maximum 
angle as: 

R
R εα −=)2cos(   !  






 −= −

R
R εα 1cos2  

For example, for a maximum distance error of no more than one 
pixel's width, a cone mesh for a 512×512 grid will require only 60 
triangles. A 1024×1024 grid will require 85 triangles. 

4.1.2 Line Segments in 2D 
The distance function for a line segment is composed of three 
parts: one for the segment itself and one for each endpoint. The 
endpoints are treated the same way as points. The distance 
function for the line segment (excluding the endpoints) is just a 
“tent” (Figure 3b); its distance mesh is composed of two 
quadrilaterals. These represent the distance function exactly, so 
there is no error in the distance mesh representation. The only 
error for the line segment is in the cone mesh for the endpoint 
distance functions, as described in the previous section. 

4.1.3 Polygons and Per-feature Voronoi Diagrams 
It is often useful to consider sites as a collection of features, rather 
than as a single entity. For example, a line segment would be 
considered as three features: the two endpoints and the linear edge 

between them. By rendering the distance meshes for different 
features in different colors, we obtain a discrete approximation of 
a per-feature Voronoi diagram. Such diagrams are useful in 
several contexts: for example, the computation of a medial axis of 
a polygon. A picture of a per-feature Voronoi diagram for a 
polygon is given in Figure 5-left. 

 
Figure 5: The per-feature Voronoi diagram of a quadrilateral (left). 
The corresponding distance mesh (right). 

Polygons are rendered as a series of linear segments connected at 
the vertices. Each edge and vertex is a feature. For the vertices, 
rendering a triangle fan connecting two adjacent edges, rather than 
a full point distance mesh cone, saves on the total number of 
triangles computed and ensures that the distance meshes for 
adjacent features join smoothly. See Figure 5-right for an 
illustration. 

4.2 3D Voronoi Diagrams 
Our algorithm computes a 3D discrete Voronoi diagram slice-by-
slice. Each slice is parallel to the (x,y)-plane and is computed 
independently. 

Consider the slice z=z0. To construct the intersection of the 
Voronoi diagram with this slice, consider the distance function for 
a site A, restricted to the slice. Denote the restricted distance 
function by dist(x,y)=dist(A,(x,y,z0)). In this section, we describe 
dist(x,y) for polygon, line segment, and point sites. As in the 2D 
case, computing the discrete Voronoi diagram is a matter of 
meshing the distance function d=dist(x,y) for each site and 
rendering these meshes. 

The distance meshes we give for the 3D problem are for a per-
feature Voronoi diagram. Thus, a detached triangle site is treated 
as seven features: a polygon, three line segments, and three points. 
As in 2D per-feature diagrams, some features have a restricted 
region of influence.  

3D site Shape of distance function Figure 
Polygon Plane 6 
Line segment Elliptical cone 7 
Point 1 sheet of a hyperboloid of 2 sheets 8 

Table 2: Shape of Distance Functions for 3D Sites 

4.2.1 Polygons in 3D 
The influence of this site in 3D is confined to the region formed by 
sweeping the polygon orthogonally through space, since points 
outside this region are considered to be closer to an edge or vertex 
of the polygon. In the slice, this region is a polygon, and dist(x,y) 
is linear within this region, as illustrated in Figure 6. The distance 
to the site is computed at the vertices of the region, and a distance 
mesh composed of a single polygon is rendered. No meshing error 



is incurred. If the polygon intersects the slice, the intersection is 
computed and the polygon is decomposed into two sub-polygons. 
Each sub-polygon is treated as above. 
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Figure 6: A polygonal site and its region of influence in a slice (left). 
The corresponding linear distance function (right). 

4.2.2 Line Segments in 3D 
The graph of the distance function for a line segment site is an 
elliptical cone (Figure 7). The apex of the cone lies at the 
intersection of the segment's line with the slice, and the cone’s 
eccentricity is determined by the relative angle of the line and the 
slice. The 3D region of influence of a line segment lies between 
two parallel planes through the endpoints, since a point outside 
these planes is closer to one of the endpoints than to the segment.  
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Figure 7: A line-segment site and its region of influence in a slice 
(left). The corresponding conical distance function (right). 

4.2.3 Points in 3D 
The distance function for a point site is shown in Figure 8. Its 
graph is one sheet of a hyperboloid of revolution of two sheets. If 
the point lies in the slice, the distance function is a cone rather 
than a hyperboloid. The region of influence for a single point is 
the entire slice. 
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Figure 8: A point site and its region of influence in a slice (left). The 
corresponding hyperbolic distance function (right). 

4.2.4 Meshes for Line Segments and Points in 3D 
The construction of bounded-error meshes for the line-segment 
and point distance functions is detailed in [Hoff99]. The method 
attempts to minimize the complexity of the mesh by committing 
the maximum allowable error ε in each mesh cell. The structure of 
the mesh depends only on the resolution of the Voronoi diagram, 
defined by the ratio of the diameter M of the model to the 
maximum meshing error ε. The mesh structure is precomputed; 
during the Voronoi diagram construction, the mesh is constructed 

using table-lookup. Examples of the meshes produced by this 
method are shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: A bounded-error distance mesh for the line-segment site 
(left) and the point site (right).  

4.3 Generalization to Curved Sites 
The exact distance function for a curved site can be rather 
complicated, and for splines or algebraic curves is a high-degree 
algebraic function. We simplify this by creating a linear 
tessellation of the curved site, and then meshing the distance 
function of this approximation. We can use algorithms such as in 
[Filip87] and [Kumar96] to obtain bounded-error tessellations. 

Figure 10 shows the mesh for a Bézier curve. Since the mesh for a 
linear segment is exact, the distance error for any of the linear 
segments is just the error in the deviation of the line from the 
original curve. The endpoints of the curve must be treated as 
points, just as for the line segment. The distance mesh for the 
“joints” between linear segments is a portion of the radial mesh of 
triangles. An overall maximum error bound of ε can be obtained 
for the entire curve by: 

• tessellating the curve into linear segments with maximum error 
bound of ε; 

• rendering the distance mesh for the linear segments; and 

• treating the endpoints and joints as points, and rendering each 
point distance mesh with maximum error bound of ε. 

This approach generalizes to 3D surfaces, which can be tesselated 
into a polygonal mesh. The error is bounded in a similar way. 

 
Figure 10: The Voronoi diagram of a Bézier curve and 5 points 
(left). The distance mesh for the Bézier curve that has been 
tessellated into 16 segments (right). 

4.4 Weighted and Farthest-site Diagrams 
In a weighted Voronoi diagram, the distance functions are 
additively or multiplicatively weighted [Okabe92]. Translation of 
a distance mesh along the distance axis accounts for additive 



weights. Linear scaling along the distance axis accounts for 
multiplicative weights. In 2D, this is equivalent to changing the 
angle of the cone or tent. Scaling the distance mesh also scales the 
meshing error. 

In a farthest-site Voronoi diagram, the farthest site from each 
point is found. Unlike in the nearest-site diagram, the distance 
function monotonically decreases as we move away from the site. 
We obtain the proper distance relationships by negating the 
distance functions. In practice, however, we need only reverse the 
depth-test (less-than to greater-than) and change the depth 
initialization from ∞ to 0. 

5 BOUNDARIES AND NEIGHBORS 
A continuous Voronoi diagram representation usually specifies the 
Voronoi boundaries that separate the set of Voronoi regions. In 
our discrete representation, we must search for the boundaries 
using approaches similar to iso-surface extraction and root-finding 
techniques [Bloom97]. However, instead of trying to bracket zero-
crossings between sample points where iso-surface functions 
evaluate to values of opposite sign, we simply find the boundaries 
in the space between pixel samples of different color. Using the 
same approaches, we can either point-sample the boundary or 
compute an approximate mesh representation. In order to increase 
the precision, we must either use a higher overall resolution or 
adaptively refine. 

One approach is to examine each pair of adjacent cells in 2D or 
3D. If the colors are different, the location between the samples is 
marked as a point on the Voronoi boundary. The operation is very 
simple and can be accelerated through image operations in 
graphics hardware. 

Another approach is based on a continuation method that starts at 
a point known to be on the boundary and walks along the 
boundary until all boundary points have been found [Bloom97]. 
Since we only compare locations near known boundaries, it is 
output sensitive. The correctness of the continuation method 
depends on whether the Voronoi boundaries are connected. The 
boundaries of a generalized Voronoi diagram of a collection of 
convex sites are always connected, so the method is correct for 
inputs consisting of point, line-segment, or convex polygonal 
sites. The method may fail in the presence of curves, curved 
surfaces, or concave sites where the generalized Voronoi diagram 
may have isolated components. 

In this approach, at least one boundary point must be known as a 
“seed” value. Assuming convex sites, some Voronoi boundary 
passes through the edge of the bounded region in which we are 
computing the diagram, so the method begins by examining every 
window border pixel. When all Voronoi boundaries are connected 
only one seed point is needed since all others can be reached from 
that first point. Starting from a seed point, we recursively check all 

neighbors that are a different color from the current pixel's. All 
visited pixels are marked and avoided in the recursion. 

This algorithm also finds the Voronoi neighbors–pairs of sites that 
share a Voronoi boundary. This concept is useful in a wide variety 
of applications, including computing the dual of the ordinary 
Voronoi diagram–the Delaunay triangulation. The boundary 
finding algorithms find pairs of adjacent pixels with different 
colors. The sites corresponding to those two colors are reported to 
be Voronoi neighbors. Connecting Voronoi neighbors with line 
segments constructs the Delaunay triangulation. 
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Figure 11: Standard nearest-site Voronoi regions (left). Farthest 
regions for the same sites (middle). Weighted regions (right).
Weights: line, 2; dark point, 1; light point, 0.5. 
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igure 12: Voronoi diagram of set of 2D points (Left). Boundaries
ound with continuation-based approach (middle). Delaunay
riangulation by connecting neighboring sites (right). 
 SOURCES OF ERROR 
n this section we analyze all sources of error in our approach, and 
iscuss how to reduce this error. We consider two broad 
ategories: error in distance approximation and combinatorial 
rror.  

.1 Distance Error 
istance error is the error in the distance computed from a pixel to 

 site. There are three sources of distance error: 

 Meshing error, from approximating the true distance function 
by the distance mesh. We discussed how to bound this error in 
Section 4. 

 Tessellation error, from tessellating a curved site into a number 
of linear sites. The tessellation algorithms presented in [Filip87, 
Kumar96] give tight bounds. Tessellation error is reduced by 
using a finer approximation to the site. 

 Hardware precision error, from the use of fixed-precision 
arithmetic (integer or floating-point) during rasterization. 
Hardware precision error cannot be removed without resorting 
to multiple-precision arithmetic, but hardware error is usually 
negligible compared to meshing error. 

hese errors are additive–i.e. the error from one source is not 
agnified by the other sources. The total distance error is at most 

he sum of the errors from these three sources. 

.2 Combinatorial Error 
ombinatorial error refers to qualitative error as opposed to 
uantitative. For example, a pixel is assigned the wrong color, or 
he algorithm reports an incorrect pair of Voronoi neighbors. 
here are three sources that contribute to combinatorial error: 

 Distance error, as described in the previous section. With 
significant distance error, depth comparison at a pixel may 
make a farther site appear closer, causing the pixel to be 
colored incorrectly.  



• Resolution error, a result of discrete sampling. If this sampling 
is too coarse, we may miss some Voronoi regions or find 
spurious neighbors. Handling resolution error is described 
below. 

• Z-buffer precision error, the limitations of the number of bits of 
precision provided by the Z-buffer. Current graphics systems 
have 24 bits or 32 bits of precision for each pixel in the Z-
buffer, which is more than the 23 bits provided in standard 
floating-point. If the distances between two pixels cannot be 
determined within that precision, the Z-buffer cannot 
accurately choose the correct color. This effect is small when 
compared to the other two, but can be significant at very high 
resolutions with very little distance error. A higher-precision Z-
buffer can be simulated in software at a significant loss in 
efficiency. 

Adaptive resolution allows us to “zoom in” on a region of interest, 
reducing potential resolution error. This involves identifying a 
window of interest and applying the appropriate linear 
transformation for zooming into that region. Figure 13 shows an 
example. Note that when zooming in, sites outside of the viewing 
region can still have Voronoi regions inside the region. Thus, the 
“maximum distance to a site” must be adjusted appropriately when 
computing the distance error bounds. 

right color. Assume that there is no Z-buffer precision error, and 
that we can bound the maximum distance error by ε, as described 
earlier. For a pixel P colored with the ID of site A and with a 
computed depth buffer value of D, we know that: 

D - ε ≤ dist(P,A) ≤ D + ε 

Furthermore, we know that for any other site B, 

D - ε ≤ dist(P,B) 

From this information, we easily determine that 

dist(P,A) ≤ dist(P,B) + 2ε 

where dist(X,Y) means the distance from the center of pixel X to 
site Y. That is, if a pixel is colored with the ID of A, then site A is 
no more than 2ε farther from the pixel center than any other site. 
The same bound holds in 3D. 

7 APPLICATIONS 
There are many applications that benefit from fast computation of 
a discrete Voronoi diagram, an approximation to the distance 
function, or both. We describe three that we have implemented. 

7.1 Motion Planning 
Motion planning is a fundamental problem in robotics and 
computational geometry, with applications to the animation of 
digital actors, maintainability studies in virtual prototyping, and 
robot-assisted medical surgery. The classic Piano Mover’s 
problem involves finding a collision-free path for a robot moving 
from one location (and orientation) to another in an environment 
filled with obstacles. Numerous approaches to this problem have 
been proposed, some of which are based on generalized Voronoi 
diagrams [Latom91]. The underlying idea is to treat the obstacles 
as sites. The Voronoi boundaries then provide paths of maximal 
Figure 13: Adaptive resolution allows us to zoom in on features that
could otherwise be missed. 
Resolution error can cause a number of combinatorial problems, 
such as missing the entire Voronoi region of a site. One such 
example is shown in Figure 14 (left two images). When no cell has 
the color of a particular site, we can separately render the site 
itself, computing the pixels covering that site. By zooming around 
those pixels, we will find pixels in the Voronoi region of that site. 
The same technique can be applied to cells in 3D. Another 
problem arising from resolution error is incorrectly finding 
Voronoi neighbors (shown in Figure 14 – right two images). This 
problem (when due solely to resolution error) can be alleviated by 
adaptively zooming in on all boundary pixels.  

6.3 Error Bounds  
Distance error occasionally causes a pixel to be colored 
incorrectly. However, in a certain sense, the pixel is “almost” the 

clearance between the obstacles. Due to the practical complexity 
of computing generalized Voronoi diagrams, the applications of 
such planners have been limited to environments composed of a 
few simple obstacles. 

Our discrete Voronoi computation algorithm can be applied to 
motion planning in both static and dynamic environments. The 
Voronoi algorithm computes the approximate distance to the 
nearest obstacle. The basic approach we implemented is based on 
the potential field method, which repels a robot away from the 
obstacles and towards the goal using a carefully designed artificial 
potential function. Other Voronoi diagram or distance-based 
approaches are also possible. The details of our motion planning 
algorithm are provided in [Hoff99]. 

We demonstrate our planner’s effectiveness in a complex 
environment: the interior of a house, composed of over 100,000 
triangles. We use the x- and y-components of the polygons to give 
the 2D input primitives for our algorithm. The robot has three 
degrees of freedom: x- and y-translation along the ground and 
rotation about the z-axis. Color plate 2 and the video show a 
sequence of piano motions automatically generated by our motion 
planner in a static environment. Color plate 2 also shows an image 
of the distance function for the house. We also apply our planner 
to environments with moving obstacles. Our video demonstrates 
the movement of a music stand through a house filled with 
moving furniture. The entire potential field and the motion 
planning sequence are computed in real time.  

 
Figure 14: Problems caused by resolution error. An entire region in
the center will be missed since it does not hit any pixel centers (left
two images). The left and right regions, which should meet, become
disconnected after rasterization (right two images). 



7.2 Selection in Complex User Interfaces 
Complex 2D user interfaces sometimes require quick 
determination of the object nearest to the cursor. The Voronoi 
diagram of the interface can be used as a nearest-object lookup 
table indexed by sample points. Given the cursor position, it is 
simple to find the nearest sample point, and thus the nearest 
object. In some interfaces it may be desirable to know the distance 
to the selected object as well. We used this technique in our 2D 
implementation to allow the user to interactively move sites with 
the mouse. 

7.3 Mosaics 
We can use our approach for generating Voronoi diagrams to 
create an interesting artistic effect called mosaicing. A mosaic is a 
tiled image, where each tile has a single color. The Voronoi 
diagram of a point set can be used as a tiling [Haebe90]. Each 
Voronoi tile is colored with a color taken locally from the image. 
In our implementation, each tile is colored by the image pixel 
closest to the point site (see color plate 1). Our algorithm can 
perform this operation very quickly, allowing dynamic mosaics in 
which the mosaic tiling, the source image, or both may change in 
real time. 

By randomly distributing point sites across an image, we obtain an 
effect similar to many mosaic filter effects seen in image editing 
programs. By clustering point sites around areas of higher detail, 
we obtain a classic tiling seen in many real-life mosaics where 
smaller tiles are used in areas of greater detail. 

8 IMPLEMENTATION 
For the 2D case, we implemented a complete interactive system 
incorporating all of the features and applications described here. 
Example output is shown throughout the paper. The video 
demonstrates interactive computation of more complex diagrams. 
In 3D, we show results from a prototype system that uses a 
simpler distance meshing strategy (see color plate 3 and the video 
for example output). 

We implemented the 2D and 3D systems in C++ using the 
OpenGL graphics library and the GLUT toolkit. Any graphics API 
specification that uses a standard Z-buffered interpolation-based 
raster graphics system is sufficient to support the Voronoi diagram 
computation. Motion planning and the basic operations  of 
boundary and neighbor finding require reading back of the color 
and depth buffers. Our system runs, without source modification, 
on both an MS-Windows-based PC and a high-end SGI Onyx2 
with InfiniteReality Graphics. Surprisingly, the performance on a 

400 Mhz Intel Pentium II PC with an Intergraph Intense 3D Pro 
3410-T graphics accelerator was comparable to the SGI 
performance. In fact, in boundary finding, neighbor finding, and 
particle motion planning applications, the performance exceeded 
the high-end SGI. This was mainly due to intense buffer readback 
requirements. Each distance mesh must cover every pixel, so 
performance is bounded by the graphics hardware’s pixel fill-rate. 
For large numbers of input sites, therefore, the SGI outperforms 
the PC. 

When the distance-error tolerance is relaxed, the amount of 
geometry rendered for each site can be reduced, slightly 
improving performance.  However, the biggest gains are achieved 
by reducing the number of pixels filled. In many practical cases, 
we can increase the performance significantly by bounding the site 
distance functions to a maximum distance. This allows reduction 
of the size of the distance meshes drawn so that only a portion of 
the screen is covered for each site. We exploit this observation to 
obtain interactive rates in the 1,000-point example shown in color 
plate 1, in the 10,000-point example shown in the video, and in the 
general case for the computation of the potential field used in the 
motion-planner. For closed higher-order primitives, such as 
polygons, we can further increase performance by restricting the 
distance function to only the inside or outside regions. This is 
useful in computing potential fields and medial axes. 

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented a method for rapid computation of generalized 
discrete Voronoi diagrams in two and three dimensions using 
graphics hardware. We have presented techniques for creating a 
mesh of the distance function for each site with bounded error, and 
described how this distance mesh allows us to compute the 
Voronoi diagram rapidly. We have analyzed various sources of 
error, as well as how to bound or reduce those errors. Finally, we 
have demonstrated a few applications using our approach. 

In the future, we would like to extend this work in the following 
ways: generalizations of distance functions and site geometry, 
further applications, other distance meshing strategies, and more 
acceleration techniques for the 3D Voronoi volume computation. 
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Abstract 
We present an approach for computing generalized proximity information between arbitrary polygonal models 
using graphics hardware acceleration. Our algorithm combines object-space localization, multi-pass rendering 
techniques, and accelerated distance field computation to perform complex proximity queries at interactive rates. It 
is applicable to any closed, possibly non-convex, polygonal object and requires no precomputation, making it 
suitable for both rigid and dynamically deformable geometry of relatively high complexity. The proximity queries 
include, not only collision detection, but also the computation of intersections, minimum separation distance, 
closest points, penetration depth and direction, and contact points and normals. The load is balanced between CPU 
and graphics subsystems through a hybrid geometry and image-based approach. Geometric object-space 
techniques coarsely localize potential interactions between two objects, and image-space techniques accelerated 
with graphics hardware provide the low-level proximity information. We have implemented our system using the 
OpenGL graphics library and have tested it on various hardware configurations with a wide range of object 
complexities and contact scenarios. In all cases, interactive frame rates are achieved. In addition, our algorithm’s 
performance is heavily based on the graphics hardware computational power growth curve which has exceeded the 
expectations of Moore’s Law for general CPU power growth. 

  

1. Introduction 
Many applications of computer graphics or computer 
simulated environments require spatial or proximity 
relationships between objects. In particular, dynamic 
simulation, haptic rendering, surgical simulation, robot 
motion planning, virtual prototyping, and computer games 
often need to perform different proximity queries at 
interactive rates. The set of queries include collision 
detection, intersection, closest point computation, minimum 
separation distance, penetration depth, and contact points 
and normals. Algorithms to perform different queries have 
been well studied in computer graphics, virtual 
environments, robotics and computational geometry. Most of 
the current approaches involve considerable pre-processing 
and therefore are not fast enough for deformable models. 
Furthermore, no good algorithms are known for penetration 
depth computation between general, non-convex models. 

We present a novel approach to perform all the proximity 
queries between rigid and deformable models using graphics 
hardware acceleration. Our algorithm localizes potential 

interactions using object-space techniques, point-samples the 
region, and then uses polygon rasterization hardware to 
compute object intersections, closest points, and the distance 
field and its gradients.  

The main features of our approach include a unified 
framework for all proximity queries, applicability to non-
convex polygonal models, computational efficiency allowing 
interactive queries on current PCs, robustness in terms of not 
dealing with any special-cases or degeneracies, and 
portability across various CPU/graphics combinations. A 
user-specified error threshold for pixel point sampling 
density and distance approximation governs the accuracy of 
the overall approach. Some of the novel features of our 
approach include:  

• Improved and efficient construction of distance meshes 
used to compute 3D Voronoi diagrams accelerated with 
graphics hardware. 

• Site culling algorithms and distance mesh culling for 
increased performance of Voronoi computation. 



• Improved graphics hardware acceleration of computing 
the intersection between two, possibly non-convex, 
polygonal objects, over an entire volume. 

• Improved algorithm for computing 3D image-space 
intersections that handles both inter-object and self-
collisions. 

• Computation of the gradients of the distance field using 
graphics hardware. 

 
We have implemented our algorithm on various hardware 
configurations, and demonstrate its performance to compute 
different queries between rigid and dynamically deforming 
polygonal objects. Our approach is well suited for computing 
proximity query information needed for collision responses 
between dynamic deformable models. The use of graphics 
hardware allows us to perform different queries at interactive 
rates on complex deformable models. Moreover, it is 
relatively simple to implement all these queries in a robust 
manner. Over the last decade, the graphics processors 
(GPUs) processing power has been progressing at a rate 
faster than the CPUs and this will result in handling even 
more complex scenarios at interactive rates. 

2. Related Work 
Algorithms for computing collisions, intersections, and 
minimum separation distances have been extensively 
researched. Many are restricted to convex objects [Cameron 
97, Ehmann01, Gilbert88, Lin91, Mirtich98] or are based on 
hierarchical bounding-volume or spatial data structures that 
require considerable precomputation and are best suited for 
rigid geometry [Hubbard93, Quinlan94, Gottschalk96, 
Johnson98, Klosowski98]. Some algorithms handle 
dynamically deforming geometry by assuming that motion is 
expressed as a closed form function of time [Snyder93] or by 
using very specialized algorithms [Baraff92]. In our 
approach, we emphasize the handling of non-convex, 
dynamically deformable objects with no precomputation or 
knowledge of object motions. In addition, we obtain 
computational complexity that grows linearly with geometric 
complexity for a fixed error tolerance and contact scenario. 

As compared to collision detection and separation distance 
computation, there is relatively little work on penetration 
depth computation. Penetration depth is typically defined as 
the minimum translational distance needed to separate two 
objects. We define it with respect to a point as the minimum 
translational distance and direction needed to separate a 
penetrating point from an object’s interior. Dobkin et al. 
have presented an algorithm to compute the intersection 
depth of convex polytopes, though no practical 
implementation is known [Dobkin93]. Cameron has 
presented a practical algorithm that computes an 
approximate depth for convex polytopes [Cameron97]. No 
practical algorithms are known for general, non-convex 
polyhedra. 

Our algorithm relies on the computation of discretized 
distance fields and graphics hardware-accelerated geometric 
computation. Distance fields - scalar fields that specify 

minimum distance to a shape for all points in the field - have 
been used for many applications in graphics, robotics and 
manufacturing [Frisken00, Fisher01]. Common algorithms 
for distance field computation are based on level sets 
[Sethian96] or adaptive techniques [Frisken00]. However, 
they either require static geometry, extensive preprocessing, 
or lack tight error bounds. Graphics hardware has been used 
to accelerate a number of geometric computations, such as 
visualization of constructive solid geometry models 
[Goldfeather89], cross-sections and interferences 
[Rossignac92], and computation of the Minkowki sum 
[Kaul92]. However, these only compute intersections, not 
distance-related queries. Algorithms also exist for motion 
planning using graphics hardware acceleration and distance 
fields [Kimmel98, Lengyel90, Pisula00]. More recently, an 
algorithm has been proposed to compute generalized 
Voronoi diagrams and distance fields using graphics 
hardware [Hoff99]. Its application to motion planning was 
presented in [Pisula00]. Also, proximity queries accelerated 
using graphics hardware was presented in [Hoff01], but it 
was restricted to 2D and its extension to 3D was not obvious. 

2.1 Voronoi and Distance field Computation 
In [Hoff99], they present an algorithm for computing 
approximate 2D and 3D generalized Voronoi diagrams for 
polygonal objects with a variety of distance metrics. The 
representation is in the form of a discretized regular grid of 
sample points (images) across a 2D slice. A 3D Voronoi 
diagram is composed of a sequence of these slices across the 
volume to form a regular 3D grid. At each grid point, the ID 
of the nearest site and its associated distance is stored. They 
accelerate a brute-force algorithm using graphics hardware.  

Instead of relying on a distance evaluation between a point 
and a Voronoi site, a polygonal distance mesh is constructed 
so that when rendered it computes the correct distance value 
as the Z-coordinate. If these distance meshes are rendered 
for each site with Z-buffer visibility enabled, the correct 
comparisons and updates will also be performed. This 
reduces the problem to finding a polygonal mesh 
approximation of a 2D slice of the distance function. In 3D, 
the distance mesh must approximate a 2D slice of the 3D 
domain. 

Their 3D implementation simply used a coarse regular grid 
with direct distance evaluations at each grid point. This often 
required over-meshing, inefficient direct distance 
evaluations at grid points, and did not take advantage of the 
inherent symmetry in the functions being approximated. In 
addition, this approximation did not provide a tight bound on 
the approximation and the computation times were on the 
order of minutes to hours for high resolution Voronoi 
diagrams of complex models. 

We extend the 3D distance mesh ideas and formulate a very 
fast and efficient bounded error approximation without 
requiring any lookup tables or complex data structures. In 
addition, we present methods for greatly accelerating the 
distance evaluations through culling techniques. 



2.2 2D Proximity Queries using Graphics HW 
In [Hoff01], they presented an approach using the graphics 
hardware based Voronoi computation for performing more 
general proximity queries, such as those needed in 
computing collision responses in a dynamics simulation. 
This paper focused on the interactions between 2D, possibly 
non-convex, polygonal objects only, but illustrated the 
potential for having a unified framework for a wide range of 
proximity queries. Many of the queries supported are 
particularly difficult for object-space algorithms, such as 
computing intersections, penetrating points, and penetration 
depths and directions. They used image-space techniques for 
performing these queries that were accelerated using 
graphics hardware. The core operations were based on 
queries into the Voronoi diagram. They presented a pipeline 
that allowed load balancing between CPU and graphics 
subsystems by first incorporating an object-space geometric 
localization phase to restrict the area over which the image-
space phase must be performed. 

Through improvements in the Voronoi diagram computation, 
we have extended this work into 3D. Many additional 
optimizations were necessary to make this run well in 
practice, including: faster and efficient distance meshing 
with bounded error, conservative Voronoi site culling, and 
making the queries symmetric (query A w.r.t. B is the same 
as B w.r.t. A). In addition, we constructed a specialized 
algorithm for computing 3D intersections efficiently. 
Previously in [Hoff01] for 2D, they relied on pixel overwrite 
to find intersection points. For 3D, we used a parity based 
strategy similar to operations used in graphics hardware-
accelerated visualization of CSG operations and shadow 
volumes. 

3. Overview of Our Approach 
Given a collection of closed 3D polygonal objects, we 
perform coarse geometric localization to find rectangular 
regions of space (axis-aligned bounding boxes) that contain 
either potential intersections or closest feature pairs between 
objects. We uniformly point-sample these regions and use 
polygon rasterization hardware to compute object 
intersections, closest points, and the distance field. The 
distance field and its gradient vector field provide the 
distance and direction to the nearest feature for each point in 
the localized region, which gives the contact normals, 
minimum separation distances, or penetration depths. Our 
core algorithm computes the proximity information between 
two 3D, possibly non-convex, polygonal objects. Higher-
order curved surfaces are tessellated into polygons with 
bounded distance deviation error. In our hybrid approach, 
there are two top-level operations: 

(1) Geometric object-space operations to coarsely localize 
potential intersection regions or closest features 

(2) Image-space operations using graphics hardware to 
compute the proximity information in the localized 
regions 

Most of our improvements center around Voronoi and 
distance field computation since it is by far the most costly 
operation and is the most demanding of the graphics 
hardware. Load balancing between CPU and graphics 
subsystems is achieved by varying the coarseness of the 
object-space localization and by using object-space culling 
strategies. Tighter localized regions result in fewer pixels 
and a smaller bound on the maximum distance needed for 
Voronoi computation, thus reducing the fill and geometry 
loads on the graphics pipeline. We can also balance the load 
between these two main stages of the graphics pipeline by 
shifting the distance error tolerance in the Voronoi 
computation between fill and geometry: increasing the pixel 
resolution decreases the distance mesh resolution and vice 
versa. The main parts of the proximity query pipeline are 
shown in the following figure: 
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Figure 1: The proximity query pipeline is composed of two main stages: 
geometric localization and image-space queries. The most complex queries 
are performed by graphics hardware. Each stage can be varied to balance the 
load between CPU and graphics subsystems. 

4. Object-space Geometric Localization 
The image-based queries operate on a uniform 3D grid of 
sample points in regions of space containing potential 
interactions. The graphics hardware pixel framebuffer is 
used as a 2D slice of the grid and the proximity queries 
become pixel operations, therefore the performance varies 
dramatically with the pixel resolution. To avoid excessive 
load, a geometric localization step is used to localize regions 
of potential interaction or as a trivial rejection stage. This 
hybrid geometry/image-based approach helps balance the 
load between the CPU and graphics subsystems, giving us 
portability between different workstations with varying 
performance characteristics. More sophisticated geometric 
techniques, to tightly localize potential intersections or 
closest feature pairs, dramatically reduce the graphics 
pipeline overhead, but increases the CPU usage and the 
complexity of the algorithm. We use coarse fixed-height 
bounding-volume hierarchies to achieve this balance 
between speed and complexity, and between CPU and 
graphics usage. 

There are many general and efficient algorithms available 
for localizing geometry based on bounding-volume 
hierarchies [Gottschalk96, Hubbard93, Johnson98, 
Quinlan94]. However, for exact collision detection these 
algorithms typically perform well only on static geometry 
where the hierarchy can be precomputed. In order to handle 
dynamic deformable geometry with no precomputation, we 
use coarse levels for efficient trivial rejection and obtain 
reasonable geometric localization. In addition, we perform 
lazy evaluation of relevant portions of the hierarchies while 
performing the collision or distance query. A subtree rooted 
at a particular node is only computed if its children need to 
be visited during the query traversal. The trees are destroyed 



after every proximity query, and no actual tree data 
structures are required since the child nodes are recursively 
passed to the query routine. A maximum height of each 
object tree is used to balance the CPU and graphics load. 
Similar algorithms can be constructed using spatial 
partitioning rather than bounding-volume hierarchies. Since 
the resulting localized region needs to be rectangular (an 
axis-aligned cube) to allow simple use of the graphics 
hardware, we use a dynamically constructed AABB-tree. 
With a fixed number (depth of the tree) of linear passes over 
the geometry we obtain reasonable localization. 

The typical proximity query is between two objects at a time. 
However, it is possible to perform many simultaneous 
queries for all objects in an N-body simulation. We could 
perform the proximity queries for all objects with one image-
space query by using a localized region that encloses the 
entire scene. This may be more efficient in cases when the 
objects are densely packed with many complex contacts 
throughout the space containing the objects. For example, in 
a dense rigid body simulation where many objects are 
interacting simultaneously (e.g. an asteroid field), a single 
image-space query over the entire space may be more 
appropriate (localized region is the world bounding box). In 
addition, as the computational power of graphics systems 
continues to overtake the general CPU power, coarser and 
simpler localization will be favored. 

The geometric localization step may often result in multiple 
disconnected regions on each object. In these cases, the 
proximity query must be repeated for each localized region. 
Geometric localization for intersecting and nearest features 
can be found by using existing bounding-volume or spatial 
partitioning approaches that act on object boundaries, but 
finding localized regions around volume intersections 
requires a specialized algorithm. At each step of refinement, 
the parent bounding box must fully contain the volume 
intersection. This can be accomplished by first starting with 
the intersection of the top-level object bounding boxes. This 
intersection box will surely contain the intersection volume. 
Now we can refine this localization by computing the 
bounding box of the portion of each object that lies in the 
current box. We then repeat the process on the intersection 
of these two boxes which is also guaranteed to contain the 
intersection volume. 

5. Image-space Proximity Queries 
The proximity queries are simplified using uniform point 
sampling inside an axis-aligned bounding box (localized 
region) and accelerated with graphics hardware. This image-
space approach helps decouple the objects’ geometric 
complexity from the computational complexity for a 
specified error tolerance. We point-sample the space 
containing the geometry within the localized regions with a 
uniform rectangular 3D grid and perform the queries on this 
volumetric representation using graphics hardware 
acceleration. The image-based queries include computing 
intersections between objects, computing the distance field 
of an object boundary, and computing the gradient of the 

distance field. Variations of these basic operations are used 
to perform the remaining queries. The basic pipeline is 
shown in Figure 2. 

The 3D image-space queries avoid excessive data handling 
when processing the entire volume of the localized region. 
Each query must be performed over the uniform 3D grid, 
one 2D slice at a time. The application query information is 
sent to the application as it is processed slice-by-slice to 
avoid processing and storing the entire 3D image. In 
addition, many of the queries have been made symmetric to 
avoid a second pass as needed in the previous work. 
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 Figure 2: The most computationally intensive tasks are performed by the 
graphics hardware. These stages are also the most difficult for geometric 
object-space approaches. We accelerate simple brute-force image-space 
solutions using graphics hardware to obtain interactive performance on 
complex models with no precomputation 

5.1 Intersections 
We compute intersection points on a 2D slice by performing 
a parity test, as is often used in shadow volumes and CSG 
rendering, using graphics hardware stencil operations 
[Crow77, Rossignac92]. In order to find intersections, we 
must first be able to identify sample points that are inside the 
object. The set of sample points that are inside both objects 
form the intersection points between the objects. We then 
describe another generalized strategy that can handle 
intersections between multiple objects simultaneously along 
with the more complex self-intersections. 

For any closed object, we can determine if a point is inside 
the object by shooting a ray from the point in any direction 
and counting the number of times the object’s surface is 
crossed. If the count is even, the point is outside of the 
object; if odd, the point is inside. We can simultaneously 
determine which sample points on a 2D planar slice are 
interior points by projecting all of the geometry on one side 
of the plane onto the plane and counting the number of times 
pixels are overwritten. This computation is performed using 
the graphics hardware through an odd-even parity test for 
rendered geometry clipped by the plane and projected onto 
the plane. Each time a pixel is overwritten the parity bit is 
flipped. Pixels whose stencil bit is set to 1 represent points 
on the slice that are inside the object. Initially the stencil 
buffer is initialized to 0. 

5.1.1 Incremental Update and Bucket Sorting 

For a single slice, this computation requires rendering all of 
the geometry on one side of the plane (clipped by the plane). 
However, this is inefficient for evaluating interior points on 
many slices swept through our 3D localization box. We 
improve efficiency by performing a plane sweep and 
updating the stencil buffer incrementally. For each slice, we 



only render the geometry between the current slice and the 
previous slice. 

This incremental update improves the running time 
dramatically since on average the entire model is only drawn 
once! As opposed to the single slice approach where the 
entire model to one side of the slice had to be drawn for each 
successive slice. We can obtain even greater performance by 
first sorting the geometric primitives along the Z-axis by 
their minimum Z-values. A general sort would require O(n 
log n) time complexity. We obtain expected O(n) complexity 
by performing a bucket sort by using the slab positions as 
the buckets. With one pass through the geometry, we can 
assign each primitive to a bucket by its minimum Z-value. 
We maintain a list of currently active geometry for each slab. 
For each subsequent slab we add geometry to the list from 
the associated bucket. Geometry is removed from the list by 
checking if the old primitives’ max Z-value is less than the 
current slab NearZ (swept past the primitives). This also 
dramatically improves performance with very little extra 
complexity or data. We avoid having to search for geometry 
that intersects the current slab. In addition, there is no need 
to add geometry to the buckets that lies outside of the XY 
min/max box. In practice, very little geometry has to be 
processed for the interior computation. 

In order to find the intersection between two objects, we 
compute the interior of both objects inside of the localized 
region one slice at a time. The interior of both objects is 
encoded in a different bit of the stencil buffer. The set of 
points with both bits set are intersection points since they are 
interior to both objects. To actually extract these points, we 
must read the stencil image and search for the pixels with the 
appropriate value (a value of 3 from the 1st and 2nd least 
significant bits being set). These points must then be 
transformed from pixel-space into object-space. 

5.1.2 Complexity and Error Analysis 

Our new algorithm for intersection computation for 3D non-
convex objects is simpler as compared to the 2D intersection 
computation algorithm presented in [Hoff01]. The major 
weakness of finding overwritten pixels between two non-
convex polygons, was that they had to be triangulated in 
order to be rendered. This was the dominant part of the 
intersection computation since it was worst case O(n log n) 
rather than O(n). However, the expected running time of 
most triangulation algorithms is usually close to linear. In 
3D, we only require the O(n) complexity where n is the 
number of primitives. The actual running time varies most 
dramatically with the ratio of the size of the localized region 
over the error tolerance, and is largely independent of the 
geometric complexity. More complex forms of contact do 
not result in increased running times unless the size of the 
localized region is increased dramatically or the error 
tolerance is reduced. These cases are difficult to analyze 
since they vary dramatically with the object configurations. 
More sophisticated geometric localization will reduce 
performance variations. 

The complexity of rendering objects grows linearly with 
respect to the number of primitives for a fixed pixel 
resolution. Computing intersections geometrically between 
two polygon boundaries is worst case O(n2) since all 
primitives could intersect each other. The complexity of our 
algorithm is O(n) where n is the number of primitives. The 
hierarchical geometric localization step is also O(n) since the 
maximum depth of the tree is held constant. This tree depth 
balances the load between the CPU and graphics subsystems. 

Similarly to the 2D case, the error in the interior and 
intersection computation is related to the pixel error in scan-
conversion. The actual interior regions will never be off by 
more than half of the length of the diagonal of a pixel’s 
rectangular cell (the error tolerance). The error tolerance has 
a dramatic effect on the number of pixels that have to be 
processed. When reduced error tolerances are required, 
better geometric object-space localization must be employed 
to reduce the load on the graphics subsystem. Furthermore, 
we can also balance the loads between geometry and fill 
stages of the graphics pipeline by trading off error in the 
pixel resolution and the distance mesh granularity. 

Incorrect intersection parity resulting from pixel sample 
points lying exactly on tangent points to the object surface 
are avoided through correct minimum-based triangle 
rasterization as described in [Rossignac92]: either the 
crossing will be counted twice or not at all. 

5.1.3 Multiple Objects and Self-Collisions 

We can modify the intersection routine to handle self-
collisions and multiple objects with very little modification 
to the previous algorithm. The modification adds the 
complexity of having to distinguish front and back faces for 
polygons in each slab for a parallel projection and has the 
slight restriction of only handling the intersection of at most 
255 simultaneous volumes (limit of 8-bit stencil buffer). 

Instead of finding the interior of both objects separately and 
then finding their common intersection, we can simply 
finding the intersection directly using the geometry from 
both objects simultaneously using the classic parity test used 
in the shadow volume algorithm. Since we want to know if a 
point is inside two volumes simultaneously, a ray emanating 
from a query point must have exited at least two more 
volumes than it has entered. 

Instead of simply flipping a bit each time a boundary is 
crossed (front or back facing), starting with a stencil counter 
initialized to zero, we increment the counter each time a 
volume is exited (a back face is rendered) and decrement the 
counter whenever a volume is entered (front face is 
rendered). The counter will indicate the number of objects 
containing the point. We are interested in the intersection 
points, so the counter must at least be 2. We simply modify 
our existing approach of rendering slabs to perform this 
count instead. We must classify all object faces for each slab 
as front or back facing with respect to a parallel projection. 
Since all object triangles are handled together, we can handle 
more than 2 objects and we can also find self-intersections of 



a single object. Stencil counts of 2 or greater indicates a 
point that is in the intersection of at least one pair of objects 
or an object with itself. 

5.2 Distance Field Computation 
We use the algorithm presented in [Hoff99] for constructing 
generalized Voronoi diagrams using graphics hardware for 
3D polygonal objects. This approach computes an image-
based representation of the Voronoi diagram in both the 
color and the depth buffers for one 2D slice of the 3D 
volume at a time. A pixel’s color identifies the polygon 
feature (vertex or edge) that is closest to the slice pixel’s 
sample points; its depth value corresponds to the distance to 
the nearest feature. The depth buffer is an image-based 
representation of the distance field of the object boundaries. 
The distance field is computed by rendering 3D bounded-
error polygonal mesh approximations of a 2D planar slice of 
the distance function where the depth of the rendered mesh 
at a particular pixel location corresponds to the distance to 
the nearest geometric feature. 

The goal in constructing a distance mesh is to find a 
piecewise linear approximation across a 2D planar domain 
of a Voronoi site’s 3D scalar distance function. The distance 
to a site from a point (x,y,z) is defined as D(x,y,z). The 
function we are interested in approximating is for a 2D 
planar slice z=Zslice. So we wish approximate the 2D scalar 
function D(x,y, Zslice), where Zslice is a constant for any 
particular slice, such that the approximation D’ and actual 
distance function D never differ by more than the user-
specified distance error. In addition, the domain across the 
slice is restricted to a 2D window and the range of the 
function is restricted to z∈[0,MaxDist]. The shape of the 
distance mesh for a 3D point is one sheet of a hyperboloid of 
two sheets; for a line, an elliptical cone; and for a plane, 
another plane. 

In [Hoff99], distance meshes were constructed using lookup 
tables. We construct error-bounded polygonal mesh 
approximations of a 2D planar slice of a primitives distance 
function at run-time with no precomputation at faster rates 
than the algorithm based on lookup tables. We solve for the 
mesh stepsizes needed to maintain the desired error 
threshold while taking advantage of symmetry. We attempt 
to actual obtain the desired error to make the meshes as 
coarse as possible for rendering efficiency. In addition, we 
only construct geometry that lies within the slice window. 

For computing distance fields for proximity queries, we 
obtain higher performance than the generalized Voronoi 
diagram computation because of the localized regions. In the 
case of computing distance fields for proximity queries, the 
localized regions always contain the geometry that is in 
potential contact or that contains the closest features. The 
farthest away points on two objects can be is in opposite 
corners of the localized region box. So the maximum 
distance we need to construct distance meshes for is half of 
the diagonal length of the box. Reducing the maximum 
distance results in the greatest speedups in Voronoi 

computation since it reduces geometry and fill by reducing 
the overall extent of the distance meshes, and the smaller 
bound allows the objects to be easily culled if they are too 
far from the localized region thus avoiding distance mesh 
construction completely. In addition, the distance mesh 
generation routines attempt to minimize the number of 
primitives drawn by constructing a mesh that is as coarse as 
possible while staying within the specified error bound (the 
error bound is tight, this deviation can actually be measured 
for various places in the mesh approximation) and by only 
generating primitives that are inside the localized region 
bounding box. In addition, in many proximity queries we can 
further reduce the maximum distance needed when we only 
want intersection or closest points near the boundaries of the 
object. 

5.3 Gradient of the Distance Field 
We compute the gradient of the distance field at pixel 
locations by using central differences in all three principal 
axis directions. In practice, this simple approach gives 
reasonable results even with the distance error and lack of C1 
or higher continuity in the polygonal distance mesh 
approximations used to compute the distance field. Gradients 
are computed in software for selected points after reading 
back the distance values. If the entire gradient field is 
desired, we could accelerate the computation using multi-
pass rendering or pixel shading operations. 

The most difficult problem in computing the gradient is in 
handling discontinuities and boundaries in the distance field. 
There are three types of discontinuities that occur: across 
Voronoi boundaries, across Voronoi sites, and at the 
boundaries of the grid. In each case, the support of the finite 
differencing “kernel” has to cross a discontinuity and gives 
an incorrect gradient. A more robust method is shown in the 
fast marching methods in [Sethian96]. He solves for a 
distance value at an unknown point using an implicit method 
based on the fact that at least one adjacent distance value 
must be known and does not cross a discontinuity, and that 
for the nearest Euclidean distance metric the magnitude of 
the gradient must be 1 everywhere (except at the 
discontinuities). We use the same method by just using the 
one-sided difference in each direction that will result in a 
gradient whose magnitude is 1 (choose the adjacent value in 
each direction that has the maximum difference). Adjacent 
distance values that cross a discontinuity will not be chosen. 
An alternative, but slightly more complex, strategy is to 
compute the gradients of the continuous distance meshes 
directly. 

By directly encoding gradients at distance mesh vertices, we 
can use the linear interpolation of polygon rasterization to 
compute gradients at all pixels. Since we would be linearly 
interpolating a gradient, this gives us a higher order 
interpolation than central differencing of adjacent distance 
values. This is comparable to the difference between 
Gouraud and Phong interpolation (the first linearly 
interpolates color values across a polygon, the second 
linearly interpolates the surface normal for per-pixel lighting 



calculations). In addition, the gradient is much simpler if 
computed only for a single site at a time during distance 
mesh construction. We need only provide the direction to the 
nearest point on the site at each distance mesh vertex. The 
main difficulty with this approach is in the encoding of the 
gradient for rapid computation by graphics hardware. 

This approach as some difficulties due to limitations of 
graphics hardware framebuffer precision. There are a 
number of ways we can interpolate the gradient information. 
The simplest is to encode the signed normalized components 
into the 8-bit RGB color values at each vertex (using 
hardware scale and bias operations for sign). The linear 
interpolation would give the correct results to 8-bits of 
precision. This approach introduces quantization error when 
encoding and additional error during interpolation. Using 3D 
texture coordinates, high precision encoding and 
interpolation is obtained. However, the resulting per-pixel 
texture coordinates are still quantized to low precision RGB 
values in the framebuffer. The texture-mapping function 
would simply be the identity mapping. We are interpolating 
(s,t,r) gradient values and we want those values directly at 
each pixel. The graphics hardware does not allow higher 
precision intermediate results for multi-pass operations. 
However, the texture-mapping method has the advantage of 
only introducing significant error at the final stage; encoding 
and interpolation are done at floating point precision. Also, 
the signs will be correctly handled without any additional 
scaling or biasing. However, we also have no simple way of 
performing the identity map. We must use a 1D texture that 
maps [-1,1] to [0,255], but this can only be applied to one 
texture component at a time. This would require three passes 
in order to transform (s,t,r) into RGB values. A less efficient 
approach would involve the use of a 3D texture map. Current 
pixel-level programmable graphics hardware may provide a 
simpler and more efficient way to handle this mapping. 

5.4 Other Proximity Queries 
We use the basic operations of computing interior points, 
intersections, the distance field, and the gradient of the 
distance field to perform the other proximity queries 
mentioned in section 1. 

Penetration Depth and Direction: For a point on object A 
that is penetrating object B, we define the penetration depth 
and direction for the point as the distance and direction to the 
nearest feature on B. This information is provided directly 
from the distance field and its gradient computed at the 
penetrating point. Penetrating points are found using the 
intersection operation. Intersection points are associated with 
each object based on the Voronoi diagram’s color buffer that 
indicates the closest object to each point. Contact points and 
Normals are computed in the same way. Approximate 
contact points result from the objects slightly penetrating 
each other. 

Closest Point: We find the point on object A that is closest 
to object B by first geometrically localizing potential closest 
feature regions (one bounding box on each object) using 

some hierarchical approach. We then compute the distance 
field of object B and the interior points of A in A’s localized 
region (gives us minimum distance to B for all points in A in 
A’s localized region). We then search these points to find the 
one with the smallest distance value. This point will be the 
point on A that is closest to B. This process has to be 
repeated for B with respect to A. This requires two passes, 
but the interior points and the distance field needs to only be 
computed once for each object. 

Separation Distance and Direction: We find the minimum 
separation distance and direction between two objects A and 
B by first computing the closest point on A to B and vice 
versa. Ideally, we find the closest point on B to A from the 
distance value and gradient at the closest point on A to B, 
but the amplification of errors over the greater distance may 
cause problems. The distance between these two closest 
points is the separation distance and the line segment 
between them gives the separation direction. 

6 Performance 
We tested the system performance in both rigid and 
deformable body dynamic simulations on a several different 
hardware configurations. In the rigid body cases, we 
measured the performance of the system in computing 
proximity query information needed for computing a 
penalty-based collision response. In these cases, only 
shallow penetration is allowed since the objects bounce off 
of each other. For the deformable cases, we perform only the 
proximity queries without collision response to show the 
worst case of computing proximity information for many 
deep simultaneous contact scenarios with dynamically 
deforming geometry. We tried to choose three hardware 
configurations that would reflect variations in balance 
between CPU and graphics computational power: 

(1) Pentium-4 1.8Ghz with GeForce3 Ti500 graphics: fast 
CPU and fast graphics 

(2) 1 graphics pipe and 1 300Mhz MIPS R12000 processor 
of an SGI Reality Monster with InfiniteReality2 
graphics: slower CPU and fast graphics 

(3) PentiumIII-750Mhz laptop with ATI Rage Pro LT: fast 
CPU and slow graphics.  

Because of the ability to balance the load between the CPU 
and graphics subsystems and between stages of the graphics 
pipeline, we are able to achieve interactive performance on 
all configurations. In most cases, we only needed very 
simple one-level geometric localization (intersection of top-
level axis-aligned bounding boxes). Most of the balancing 
was between stages of the graphics pipeline (much of the 
geometry stage on older graphics systems was performed on 
the CPU: before hardware T&L). We also show the effects 
of the varying the distance threshold on system performance. 

For performance evaluation, we implemented a rigid body 
simulator with collision response and a variety of 
deformable simulations without collision responses to allow 



more complex contact scenarios. The test scenarios vary 
from simple convex objects composed of around 2 thousand 
triangles with simple contact regions to non-convex objects 
with nearly 10,000 triangles with multiple complex 
overlapping and interlocking contact regions. The average 
query times are shown in Table 1. It is important to note that 
the query time is not growing because of the increase in 
geometric complexity, but rather because our more complex 
models are in more complex contact configurations. 

The performance of our image-space query system depends 
more on the contact configuration than on the complexity of 
the objects. The distance error tolerance determines the point 
sample density across the contact volume. The density and 
the volume of the localized regions and the contact regions 
determine the number of pixels that have to be processed. If 
an insufficient level of geometric localization is used, the 
number of pixels to process may increase dramatically. The 
user must decide the appropriate amount of localization to 
properly balance the CPU/graphics load. In addition, the 
performance can be varied dramatically by the user-specified 
distance error tolerance. In Table 2, we show the effects on 
performance with a varying error tolerance. 

Average Total Per-frame Proximity Query Times 
Demo #Tris Isect Pts GeForce3 IR2 Rage Pro 

Cylinders 2000 513 12ms 61ms 45ms
Tori 5000 1412 71 262 257

Heart 8000 317 149 329 434
Rigid 15000 2537 313 1001 966

Table 1: Performance timings for dynamics simulations. The number of 
triangles, average number of intersection points, and average time to run 
proximity queries per frame is reported for error tolerance d (see Table2). 
Timing data was gather from three machines, a Pentium4 1.8GHz desktop 
with a 64Mb GeForce3, a SGI 300MHz R12000 with InfiniteReality2 graphics, 
and a Pentium-III 750Mhz laptop with ATI Rage Pro LT graphics. 

Effects of Error Tolerance on Performance 
Error Isect Pts/Frame GeForce3 IR2 Rage Pro LT
d/4 89605 548ms 1701ms 2846ms 
d/2 11238 169 578 689 
d 1413 71 262 257 
2d 177 32 189 103 
4d 22 15 56 40 

Table 2: The effect on performance when changing the distance error 
tolerance d. The average number of intersection points per frame is also 
reported. We used proximity queries on the deformable tori demo. The error 
determines the number of pixels used in the image-based operations. 
Systems with low graphics performance are more directly affected by the 
choice of d; however, as the error is increased there is less dependence on 
graphics performance and the faster laptop CPU overtakes the InfiniteReality2 
system. 
 

Although we focused most of our efforts on handling 
deformable body proximity queries, our system is also 
applicable to rigid body queries. We use a penalty-based 
collision response that acts on individual point samples that 
approximate our object. These point samples arise from our 
image-space proximity queries. Particles are allowed to 
penetrate objects in penalty-based collision response 
computation. When a penetration is detected, a spring based 
restoring force, whose magnitude is proportional to 

penetration depth, is then applied to the particle until it has 
separated from the object.  The measure of penetration is 
notoriously expensive to compute and limits the use of 
penalty-based techniques to mostly models decomposable 
into convex primitives. The generality and computational 
efficiency provided by our proximity query algorithms 
alleviates this problem. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 
We have presented a hybrid geometry- and image-based 
algorithm for computing geometric proximity queries 
between two non-convex closed 3D polygonal objects using 
graphics hardware. This approach has a number of 
advantages over previous approaches. The unified 
framework allows us to compute all the queries, including 
penetration depth and direction and contact normals. 
Furthermore, it involves no precomputation and handles 
non-convex objects; as a result, it is also applicable to 
dynamic or deformable geometric primitives. In practice, we 
have found the algorithm to be simple to implement (as 
compared to similarly robust geometric algorithms), quite 
robust, fast (considering the complexity of the queries), and 
very flexible. We have developed an interactive system that 
shows proximity queries computed between 3D dynamic 
deformable objects to illustrate the effectiveness of our 
approach. 
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Plate 1 hybrid proximity query pipeline : Given two closed polygonal objects, a coarse object-space geometric localization step is performed to find an 
axis-aligned bounding box that contains a potential interaction (2). Inside the localized region, the lower-level image-space queries are performed. First 
the interior of each object is indentified using an incremental stencil parity test for a series of 2D slices across the volume (2). The set of point that are 
determined to lie in the interior of both objects form the intersection points between the objects (3). Then, the Voronoi diagram is computed inside a 
tighter region around the intersection points at the same resolution as the intersection resolution. The Voronoi diagram serves two purposes: associates 
intersection points with their closest object boundaries, and provides the distance field. The distance value at an intersection point gives the penetration 
depth, and the gradient gives the penetration direction. 

    

    

Plate 2 real-time dynamic deformable proximity queries: The same proximity query pipeline can be applied to dynamic deformable models where 
every vertex is assumed to change for every frame. The complex contacts between non-convex objects can result in disconnected intersection regions. 
Each cylinder model is composed of 2000 triangles and the average query time is 12ms for an average of 513 intersection points per query. The tori are 
composed of 5000 triangles and the query time is 71ms for 1412 intersection points. Each simulation performed at interactive rates on a Pentium4 
1.8GHz desktop with a 64Mb GeForce3. 

   
Plate 3 proximity queries on body heartbeat simulation: The proximity queries are used for 
path verification of the organs during a precomputed breathing simulation. Here we can see 
that the two ventricles are actually intersecting. The heart is composed of 8000 triangles and 
the average query time is 149ms for an average of 317 intersection points. This simulation 
performed at interactive rates on a Pentium4 1.8GHz desktop with a 64Mb GeForce3. 

Plate 4 multiple complex contact scenario in an 
interactive rigid body simulation: Collision 
responses are computed using a penalty-based 
method that requires penetration depth computation. 
Each ring is composed of 2500 triangles, average 
query time is 313ms for 2537 intersection points. 
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ABSTRACT
We present a new approach for computing generalized proximity
information of arbitrary 2D objects using graphics hardware.
Using multi-pass rendering techniques and accelerated distance
computation, our algorithm performs proximity queries not only
for detecting collisions, but also for computing intersections,
separation distance, penetration depth, and contact points and
normals. Our hybrid geometry and image-based approach balances
computation between the CPU and graphics subsystems.
Geometric object-space techniques coarsely localize potential
intersection regions or closest features between two objects, and
image-space techniques compute the low-level proximity
information in these regions. Most of the proximity information is
derived from a distance field computed using graphics hardware.
We demonstrate the performance in collision response
computation for rigid and deformable body dynamics simulations.
Our approach provides proximity information at interactive rates
for a variety of simulation strategies for both backtracking and
penalty-based collision responses.
Keywords: Proximity queries, collision detection, penetration
depth, graphics hardware acceleration, multi-pass techniques.

1 INTRODUCTION
Many applications of computer graphics or computer simulated
environments require spatial or proximity relationships between
objects. In particular, dynamic simulation, haptic rendering,
surgical simulation, robot motion planning, virtual prototyping,
and computer games often require many different proximity
queries simultaneously at interactive rates. We focus on interactive
computation of the following proximity queries between 2D
objects: collision detection, intersection, minimum separation
distance, penetration depth, and contact points and normals.

Algorithms for determining collisions, intersections, and minimum
separation distances have been extensively researched. Many are
restricted to convex objects [2,4,6,16] or are based on hierarchical
bounding-volume or spatial data structures that require
considerable precomputation and are best suited for rigid
geometry [8,12,14,19]. Some algorithms handle dynamically
deforming geometry by either having prior knowledge of motion
trajectories [22] or by using very specialized algorithms [1]. In our

approach, we emphasize the handling of non-convex, dynamically
deformable objects with no precomputation or knowledge of
object motions.

Penetration depth is typically defined as the minimum
translational distance needed to separate two objects. We define it
with respect to a point as the minimum translational distance and
direction needed to separate a penetrating point from an object’s
interior. This information is useful for penalty-based collision
response computation. Dobkin et al. have presented an algorithm
to compute the intersection depth of convex polytopes, though no
practical implementation is known [3]. In general, no robust and
efficient algorithms are known for computing the penetration
depth and direction for general, non-convex primitives.

Our algorithm relies on the computation of discretized distance
fields and graphics hardware-accelerated geometric computation.
Distance fields − scalar fields that specify minimum distance to a
shape for all points in the field − have been used for many
applications in graphics, robotics and manufacturing [5,9].
Common algorithms for distance field computation are based on
level sets [21] or adaptive techniques [5]. However, they either
require static geometry, extensive preprocessing, or lack tight
error bounds. Graphics hardware has been used to accelerate a
number of geometric computations, such as visualization of
constructive solid geometry models [7] and cross-sections and
interferences [20]. However, these only compute intersections, not
distance-related queries. Algorithms also exist for motion planning
using graphics hardware acceleration and distance fields [11,
13,15,18]. More recently, an algorithm has been proposed to
compute generalized Voronoi diagrams and distance fields using
graphics hardware [10]. Its application to motion planning was
presented in [11,18].

Our algorithm combines coarse traditional hierarchical approaches
and multi-pass rendering techniques with the graphics hardware-
accelerated distance field computation presented in [10]. The main
features of our approach include a unified framework for all
proximity queries, generality to non-convex polygons, no required
precomputation or complex data structures, computational
efficiency allowing interactive queries on current PCs, robustness
requiring no special-case handling of degeneracies, portability
across various CPU/graphics combinations, and error-bounds on
approximations. We have implemented our algorithm on PC and
SGI platforms, and demonstrated its performance in computing
collision responses in both rigid- and deformable-body dynamic
simulations. Our current algorithm and implementation focuses on
2D polygonal objects, but the basic design principles extend to 3D
and are the focus of our current work.

2 OUR APPROACH
While algorithms exist for performing some of the proximity
queries in both 2D and 3D, none meet all of our requirements even



in 2D. Our first step in developing a general unified approach that
is efficient and robust in practice focuses on the general 2D
proximity problem. Given a collection of 2D objects, we perform
coarse geometric localization to find rectangular regions of space
that contain either potential intersections or closest feature pairs
between objects. We uniformly point-sample these regions and use
polygon rasterization hardware to compute object intersections,
closest points, and the distance field. The distance field and its
gradient vector field provide the distance and direction to the
nearest feature for each point in the localized region, which gives
the contact normals, minimum separation distances, or penetration
depths. Our core algorithm computes the proximity information
between two 2D, simple, possibly non-convex polygons. Higher-
order primitives are tessellated into polygons with bounded
distance deviation error. In our hybrid approach, there are two top-
level operations: (1) geometric object-space operations to coarsely
localize potential intersection regions or closest features, and (2)
image-based operations using graphics hardware to compute the
proximity information in the localized regions.

2.1 Geometric Localization
The image-based queries operate on a uniform grid of sample
points in regions of space containing potential interactions. The
graphics hardware pixel framebuffer is used as the grid and the
queries become pixel operations, therefore the performance varies
dramatically with the pixel resolution. To avoid excessive load, a
geometric localization step is used to window regions of potential
interaction or as a trivial rejection stage. This hybrid
geometry/image-based approach helps balance the load between
the CPU and graphics subsystems, giving us portability between
different workstations with varying performance characteristics.
Using more sophisticated geometric techniques to tightly localize
potential intersections or closest feature pairs dramatically reduces
the graphics pipeline overhead, but increases the CPU usage and
the complexity of the algorithm. We use coarse bounding-volume
hierarchies to achieve this balance between speed and complexity,
and CPU and graphics usage.

 
Figure 1: Points on the boundary of left circle intersecting the volume of the
right circle, a tight-fitting bounding box around these penetrating points, and
the distance field of the right circle computed in this bounding region (left).
Gradient vectors at the penetrating points computed using central differencing
in the distance field. The lengths represent the distance to the boundary
(right). The top-level bounding boxes and their intersection used for
computing the intersection points are also shown.

There are many general and efficient algorithms available for
localizing geometry based on bounding-volume hierarchies
[8,12,14,19]. However, for exact intersection testing these
algorithms typically perform well only on static geometry where
the hierarchy can be precomputed. In order to handle dynamic
deformable geometry with no precomputation, we use coarse
levels for efficient trivial rejection and to obtain reasonable
geometric localization. In addition, we perform lazy evaluation of
relevant portions of the hierarchies while performing the collision
or distance query. A subtree rooted at a particular node is only
computed if its children need to be visited during the query
traversal. The trees are destroyed after every proximity query, and

no actual tree data structures are required since the child nodes are
recursively passed to the query routine. A maximum height of
each object tree is used to balance the CPU and graphics load.

2.2 Image-based Proximity Queries
The proximity queries are simplified using uniform point sampling
and accelerated with graphics hardware. This image-based
approach helps decouple the objects’ geometric complexity from
the computational complexity for a specified error tolerance. The
geometric localization step improves the performance since large
areas of space and portions of the objects can be rejected from the
query computation. We point-sample the geometry and the space
around the geometry within the localized regions with a uniform
rectangular grid and perform the queries on this volumetric
representation using graphics hardware acceleration. The image-
based queries include computing intersections between objects,
computing the distance field of an object boundary, and
computing the gradient of the distance field. Variations of these
basic operations are used to perform the remaining queries.

2.2.1 Intersections
There are three types of intersections possible between two
polygonal objects: boundary-boundary, boundary-volume, and
volume-volume (boundary-volume is shown in Figure 1). We
render both objects within a localized region using the graphics
hardware and treat overwritten pixel sample points as the
intersection points. The type of intersection determines whether
the boundary or the interior of the object is rendered. Several
strategies are given for detecting overwritten pixels (Table 1).

Multi-pass operations for finding object intersections

Buffer Clear val Render B Render A Intersection

Stencil 0 increment by 1 for all pixels==1,
incr by 1

stencil value: 2

Color:
blend ops

0,0,0 set color to
128,128,128

in color 127,127,127
with additive blend

color =
255,255,255

Color:
logic ops

0,0,0 set color to
127,127,127

in color 128,128,128 color =
255,255,255

Color and
Depth

0,0,0 and 1 depth = 0
depth func =
always pass

depth = 0
depth func = equals
Color = 255,255,255

color =
255,255,255

Table 1: OpenGL multi-pass rendering options for finding the overwritten
pixels. The basic ops: a buffer is cleared; object B is rendered setting buffer
values of all covered pixels; object A is rendered changing buffer values of
pixels covered by A and B; intersection points are represented by pixels
whose buffer values are set in the last pass. Each approach varies in
performance, in the resulting buffer state, and in the sophistication needed in
the underlying hardware implementation.

The error in the intersection calculation is governed by the pixel
resolution. Given a distance error bound d, we choose a resolution
so that no point in the rectangular region can be farther than d
from a pixel sample point (d is the half diagonal length of a pixel
grid cell). These error bounds hold for filled polygons, since all
pixels in the interior of the polygon will be rasterized. Line
segment rasterization does not guarantee that all pixels within d
distance of the line will be set, so we draw an offset polygon
surrounding the line segment that is d distance away from the line
segment using the bounded-error distance mesh presented in [10].

The intersection operation requires clearing a buffer, rendering the
objects into the potential intersection region, reading the buffer
containing the intersection information, and searching through the
image to find the intersection pixels. We avoid the full-screen
clear by drawing a polygon the size of the localized region.
Hardware min/max or histogram queries eliminate read back and
the per-pixel search when no intersections have occurred, but



these operations may not be available on some platforms. In this
case, the coarse bounding-volume hierarchy is used to reject
object pairs. When the image operations dominate the query time,
performance can be improved by increasing the error tolerance or
by improving the geometric localization step by traversing deeper
levels in the hierarchy. The running time of these image operations
is largely independent of the object complexity, thus becoming
negligible for complex objects.

The complexity of object rasterization grows linearly with respect
to the number of vertices. Computing intersections geometrically
between two polygon boundaries is worst case O(n2) since all
edges could intersect. The complexity of our algorithm is O(n)
where n is the number of vertices. The hierarchical geometric
localization step is also O(n) since the maximum depth of the tree
is held constant.

2.2.2 Distance Field
We use a variation of the algorithm described in [10] for
constructing generalized Voronoi diagrams using graphics
hardware for 2D polygonal objects. This approach computes an
image-based representation of the Voronoi diagram in both the
color and the depth buffers. A pixel’s color identifies the polygon
feature (vertex or edge) that is closest to that pixel’s sample point;
its depth value corresponds to the distance to the nearest feature.
The depth buffer is an image-based representation of the distance
field of the polygon boundary. The distance field is computed by
rendering 3D bounded-error polygonal mesh approximations of
the distance function where the depth of the rendered mesh at a
particular pixel location corresponds to the distance to the nearest
2D polygon feature. Distance values at arbitrary points are
bilinearly interpolated from the four nearest pixel distance values.

The algorithm by Hoff et al. only gives unsigned distance [10].
We need signed distances to avoid problems when computing the
gradient near an object boundary for computing surface contact
normals. We extend this algorithm to compute signed distances by
distinguishing the inside and outside regions of the object using
any of the available buffers to encode the “negative” interior of the
object. We simply render the polygon, setting values in a pixel
buffer. For each distance value, we also have a sign value that is
read from this other buffer. Several possibilities include: setting
the stencil buffer to 1; setting the color buffer to white; setting the
most significant bit of the color ID in the Voronoi computation.
For arbitrary points, the sign value can also be bilinearly
reconstructed between 0 and 1. Values less than or equal to 0.5
can be positive and values greater than 0.5 can be negative.

Distance field computation requires clearing the depth buffer,
rendering the objects’ distance mesh, reading back the depth
buffer, and rendering and reading of sign values. This is often
more efficient than computing the intersection since we only need
distance values at the intersection points (or at closest feature or
penetrating points). In fact, we may not even need to read back the
entire buffer since we could read just the individual pixel locations
that we are querying (Figure 1).

2.2.3 Gradient of the Distance Field
We compute the gradient of the distance field at pixel locations by
using central differences. For an arbitrary point, we compute the
gradient as the bilinear interpolation of the gradients at the four
surrounding pixel locations. In practice, this gives reasonable
results even with the error and lack of C1 or higher continuity in
the polygonal distance mesh approximations used to compute the
distance field (Figure 1). Gradients are computed in software for

selected points after reading back the distance values. If the entire
gradient field is desired, we could accelerate the computation
using multi-pass rendering. For the x component of the gradient,
we could subtractively blend the distance image shifted two pixels
to the left with the original distance image. For the y component,
we blend with the image shifted two pixels down. The division by
2 is performed by a multiplicative blend of 0.5. Unfortunately,
subtractive blending is currently not available on all platforms
even though it has been accepted into most graphics APIs, and the
limited precision of pixel arithmetic may cause noticeable errors.

2.2.4 Other Proximity Queries
Given the basic operations of computing intersections, distance
fields, and gradient of the distance field, we can perform the other
proximity queries mentioned in section 1.

Penetration Depth and Direction: For a point on object A that is
penetrating object B, we define the penetration depth and direction
for the point as the distance and direction to the nearest feature on
B. This is given by the distance field and its gradient computed at
the penetrating point. Penetrating points are found using the
intersection operation.

Contact Points and Normals: Ideally, the contact points are
simply the intersections of the object boundaries; however, we
often need the set of points that are almost in contact. For a given
contact distance threshold d, we find all boundary points that are
within d distance of each other. The basic approach is slightly
modified to efficiently handle this query. First of all, in the
geometric localization stage we find the potential intersection
between the two polygons that are slightly thicker. This is handled
by enlarging all bounding boxes by d in each. We then find the
intersection between the boundaries by drawing the objects’
boundary line segments with an enlarged offset of d (using the
distance mesh from [10]) and finding intersecting pixels. Normals
at each contact point are computed from the gradient of the signed
distance field (signed distance to avoid distance discontinuity near
the object boundary).

Closest Point: We find the point on object A that is closest to
object B by rendering the boundary of object A in the localized
region of A containing its closest feature, rendering the distance
field of B in this same region, and then searching the boundary
points of A and finding the point that is closest to B.

Separation Distance and Direction: We find the minimum
separation distance and direction between two objects A and B by
first computing the closest point on A to B and vice versa. Ideally,
we find the closest point on B to A from the distance value and
gradient at the closest point on A to B, but the amplification of
errors over the greater distance may cause problems. The distance
between these two closest points is the separation distance and the
line segment between them gives the separation direction.

3 PERFORMANCE
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our proximity queries in
computing collision responses for interactive dynamic simulations
of rigid and deformable objects. We compute the collision
response for a particle and use a collection of particle responses to
extend to rigid and deformable bodies [1,19]. We implemented
collision responses for simulations with and without penetration
constraints. In constrained simulation, penetration is avoided
through a backtracking algorithm that finds the state of all objects
“just before” a collision. A bisection search in time is performed
between the last non-collision state and the collision state for all



objects in the scene, and the collision response is then computed
for the objects that are in close contact. In unconstrained
simulation, penetration is allowed, but a spring-based restoring
penalty force proportional to the penetration depth is applied to the
object until separation occurs. Collision responses between object
pairs are handled locally without requiring global update of the
entire system.

Each collision response requires different proximity information.
Constrained simulation requires points of close contact and the
contact normals. Unconstrained simulation requires points of
penetration and their penetration depths. The effectiveness of our
approach is most clearly shown in the unconstrained, penalty-
based approach because of the difficulty in computing penetration
depth. Earlier algorithms give only coarse approximations without
error bounds or are only restricted to convex objects.

We tested the system in several different contact scenarios. In each
simulation, the user provides the initial position, orientation, and
velocity of a collection of objects, and the appropriate collision
responses are computed as the simulation advances. See the
colorplate for descriptions of the simulations. Each simulation is
performed on rigid-bodies except for wavy, but the same
proximity query algorithm was used on all simulations. More
deformable bodies were not shown because of the difficulty in
developing effective deformable simulations. In table 2, we show
the average total per-frame proximity query times. Wavy requires
more time because there are large areas of continuous close
contact as the shapes conform to each other when colliding. In
table 3 we show the effects of the distance error on performance.

Average Total Per-frame Proximity Query Times

Demo Objects Lines GeForce2 InfiniteReality2 ATI Rage Pro LT

Map 6 719 0.281ms 0.901ms 0.434ms
Gears 13 391 0.015 0.026 0.064
Links 15 440 0.020 0.052 0.038
Cars 18 266 0.007 0.026 0.015
Wavy 2 200 1.030 2.360 2.990

Table 2: Performance timings for dynamics simulations. The number of
objects, number of line segments, and the average total time in milliseconds
to run proximity queries on all objects in the scene per frame is reported.
Timing data was gathered from three machines: a Pentium-III 933MHz
desktop with a 64Mb GeForce2, a SGI 300MHz R12000 with InfiniteReality2
graphics, and a Pentium-III 750Mhz laptop with ATI Rage Pro LT graphics.

Effects of Error Tolerance on Performance of Wavy

Error GeForce2 InfiniteReality2 ATI Rage Pro LT

d/4 0.710ms 1.270ms 5.560ms
d/2 0.315 1.000 1.850
d 0.211 0.930 0.895
2d 0.176 0.879 0.631
4d 0.165 0.876 0.535

Table 3: The effect on performance when changing the distance error
tolerance d. We used proximity queries on the wavy demo with no collision
response. The error determines the number of pixels used in the image-
based operations. Systems with low graphics performance are more directly
affected by the choice of d (see ATI Rage Pro LT); however, as the error is
increased there is less dependence on graphics performance and the faster
laptop CPU overtakes the InfiniteReality2 system.

4 CONCLUSION
We have presented a hybrid geometry- and image-based algorithm
for computing geometric proximity queries between two arbitrary
2D objects using graphics hardware. This approach has a number
of advantages over previous approaches since the unified
framework allows us to compute all the queries, including
penetration depth and contact normals. Furthermore, it involves no
precomputation and handles non-convex polygons; as a result, it is

also applicable to dynamic or deformable geometric primitives. In
practice, we have found the algorithm to be simple to implement,
quite robust, fast (considering the complexity of the queries), and
very flexible. We have developed an interactive 2D dynamic
simulation system for rigid and deformable objects to illustrate the
effectiveness of our approach. We are currently extending this
framework to 3D for interactive proximity queries on complex,
dynamic geometry.
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PLATE 1: Map (large non-convex objects, frequent simultaneous close contact). Our approach computes proximity query information
needed for penalty-based collision response between complex non-convex objects. For each penetrating point, we compute a minimal
penetration depth and direction and apply a penalty force to resolve the collision. Intersections between the top-level axis-aligned
bounding boxes were used as potential intersection regions. A coarse hierarchical search with oriented bounding boxes would find
smaller potential intersection regions, thus improving performance. Even with this simplified search, we achieved interactive
performance on several difference machines with widely varying CPU/graphics combinations (see Table 2).

    
PLATE 2: Cars (convex objects, less frequent contact), Gears (non-convex, less frequent interlocking contact), and Links (non-convex
objects, frequent simultaneous interlocking contacts) demos. Collision responses in some specialized 3D scenes, such as those whose
objects collide only in the 2D plane, can be computed using our approach. The 2D projection of each object onto the plane is used for
the dynamics simulation. The left-image shows our method applied to a standard non-penetrating backtracking collision response
method where contact points and normals are computed. All of the other simulations use the penalty-based collision response based on
penetrating points and their penetration depths and directions. The right two images show collision responses between complex
interlocking non-convex objects which are easily handled without specialized techniques such as convex decomposition.

    
PLATE 3: Wavy (large deformable-bodies, continuous contact). Other important characteristics of our proximity query algorithm include
not requiring any precomputation or complex data structures. Here we show proximity information being used for collision response
between dynamically deformable bodies. The left image shows a wave propagating through the right object and hitting the left object.
The collision response causes the object to become indented and creates a reaction wave in the left object. Many dynamics simulations
resolve collisions by backing up the simulation to a moment before contact, we use a penalty-based method that applies a force at each
penetrating point based on the amount of penetration. The center image shows the penalty-based response between two objects that
were initially overlapping by a large amount. The right image shows the distance field around the contact area.
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What is collision 
detection?
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detection?

• Given two objects determine if they 
collide? – Trivial!

• Do the objects share a common point in
space at the same time? 
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What is collision detection 
on a computer?
What is collision detection 
on a computer?

• Time is typically treated in a discrete 
fashion.

• Leads to alternate tests to answer 
questions for domains specific 
applications.
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Application influenceApplication influence

• Car racing game.
• Collision results vehicle bouncing and 

spinning in a physically plausible way .
• Test that provides a boolean result is 

insufficient.
• Needs some information about the point of 

contact.
• Unless you are racing a Ford Pinto ☺

Dave Eberle

Static Intersection TestsStatic Intersection Tests

• Examine state of geometry at an instant in 
time.  

• Are typically very fast.
• Many times return only a boolean result.
• Too many specific tests to cover.
• Separating axis theorem is a common 

foundation for many tests.
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Separating Axis TheoremSeparating Axis Theorem

For any two arbitrary convex, disjoint, polyhedra
A and B, there exists a separating axis where the 
projections of the polyhedra, which form intervals 
on the axis, are also disjoint. If A and B are 
disjoint, they can be separated by an axis that is
orthogonal to plane formed by one of the following:

1. A face normal of polyhedron A.
2. A face normal of polyhedron B.
3. A normal formed by the cross product of a pair of 

edges with one from A and the other from B.
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Separating Axis Theorem
applied to oriented boxes.
Separating Axis Theorem
applied to oriented boxes.
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• Generally do not provide data for 
response.  

• Can provide a quick rejection of 
intersection.

• Useful as basic components of more 
complex collision detection algorithms. 
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• Temporal Aliasing Problem:                  
Static tests can miss collisions if the 
objects are too small or moving too fast. 
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Continuous and Moving 
Primitive Intersection Tests 

• Extrude geometry and perform static 
test? 
- Typically results in only a boolean

result.
• Reformulate test and treat time in a

continuous fashion. 
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Continuous Collision Tests Continuous Collision Tests 

• Report first time of contact.
• Can provide accurate collision data.
• Assume objects are initially disjoint.
• Add robustness to many strategies by 

overcoming the temporal aliasing 
problem.

• Are generally more expensive than 
static intersection tests.
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Proximity Queries Proximity Queries 

• Track and bound distance between 
primitives or features of objects.

• Collision reported when distance is below 
small threshold. 

• Typically restricted to convex geometry.
• Can be used to prevent objects from ever  

penetrating.     
• Can slow down simulation applications 

with many objects or collision events.
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Penetration Depth
Proximity Queries –
Penetration Depth

• Can report signed distance between 
primitives/objects.

• Objects can be allowed to penetrate. 
• Response is not always the most accurate.
• Can be used to avoid bottleneck in 

simulation of large numbers of objects 
caused by other methods.
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Ray-Primitive TestsRay-Primitive Tests

• Simpler than object/object intersection 
tests in many cases.

• Often good enough for a variety of 
applications: Shooting in games, cars 
driving over terrain.

• Abundance of literature from ray-tracing 
for rendering purposes.

• Typically provides a point of intersection if 
the ray hits a primitive. 
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Regular Height FieldsRegular Height Fields

• A primitive representation useful for 
representing landscapes.

• Offers fast ray intersection methods.
• Are memory efficient.
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Volumes

• Use primitives to bound complex 
objects.

• Use simpler primitives to bound more 
complex primitives. Example: Box 
primitive bounding a triangle.

• Use static intersection tests to try to 
obtain a fast rejection. 
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Trade offs in choice of BV 
primitives

• How well does the bounding volume fit 
the underlying geometry?

• What is the cost in updating the 
bounding volume if the object is moving?

• What is the cost of the bounding volume 
intersection test.
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General Strategies in 
Algorithm Design

• Perform simple tests first that may lead to 
an early exit.

• If possible try to cache results from 
previous tests.

• Try to reduce the dimension of the  
problem.
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SummarySummary

• Application dictates the complexity of 
what is needed.

• Different categories of tests provide 
different information.

• Overview of strengths and weaknesses of 
methods in each category. 
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Deformable ObjectsDeformable Objects

– Cloth
– Soft volumes
– …

• Mostly animated by 
mechanical simulation

• In most cases: Collision 
detection on deformable 
surfaces
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• Usually, collision detection between or 
within discretized curved surfaces
– Polygonal meshes of flat primitives

• Triangles, quadrangles…

– Curved primitives
• Bezier patches, subdivision surfaces

• Problem: Managing the complexity of 
large numbers of primitives within the 
objects
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Detection Strategies
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Detection Strategies
for Deformable Objects

• Hierarchies
– Reduction of combinatory tests through 

groupings

• Two main possibilities
– Space subdivision hierarchies

• Grouping primitives through their proximities

– Object subdivision hierarchies
• Grouping primitives through their adjacencies
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• Space Subdivision Hierarchies
– Voxel grids, Octrees

• Object Subdivision Hierarchies
– Bounding Volume Hierarchies

Pascal Volino

Detection Strategies
for Deformable Objects
Detection Strategies
for Deformable Objects

– Usually, deformable surfaces
• Take advantage of local position 

consistency between elements

Polygon Soup Polygonal Mesh
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Detection Strategies
for Deformable Objects
Detection Strategies
for Deformable Objects

– Constant topological invariance between 
surface elements

• Object hierarchies seem more appropriate
– Real collisions occur when topologically distant 

elements are geometrically close
– Consistency: Nonsystematic update of the 

hierarchy structure
• Rare or inexistent updates 

Pascal Volino

Bounding VolumesBounding Volumes

• Qualities
– Tightness (avoid false positives)
– Time of computation from primitives
– Time of union combinations
– Time of update on object motion
– Time of intersection test

• Contextual choice of bounding volumes
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Bounding VolumesBounding Volumes

• Popular choices
– Bounding spheres or ellipsoids
– Bounding boxes or Discrete 

Orientation Polytopes

• Two schemes
– Object-oriented volumes
– Axis-oriented volumes

Pascal Volino

Bounding VolumesBounding Volumes

• Object-Oriented Volumes
– Avoid recomputation of the hierarchy in case 

of rigid motion of the whole object
– Optimal axis orientation

• Flat or elongated objects

– Problem: Combining and testing collisions 
between volumes of different axes
• Avoided by the use of axis-independent volumes 

(spheres), which are however inefficient

– Adapted for rigid objects of complex shape
• Robotics
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Bounding VolumesBounding Volumes

• Axis-Oriented Volumes
– Simple and fast computation
– Problem: Not optimally bounding

• Flat or elongated objects

– Adapted when no rigid-motion consistency is 
found within the object
• Deformable objects

– Popular choice: Bounding box

Pascal Volino

Bounding VolumesBounding Volumes

• Improving the bounding box
– Generalizing the box with more directions

• Discrete Orientation Polytopes
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Bounding VolumesBounding Volumes

• Discrete Orientation Polytopes
– Arbitrary number of directions
– Popular choice: Directions toward 

the face, edge and vertices of a 
cube
• The more directions: The tighter the 

volume, but also the more 
computations needed

• Infinite directions: Convex hull of the 
object 

– Optimal choice of directions

Pascal Volino

Collision Detection on 
Polygonal Meshes
Collision Detection on 
Polygonal Meshes

• Choices
– Bounding volume hierarchies

• Defined on the topology of the 
objects

• Marginally or not updated

– Axis-aligned bounding volumes
• DOPs for bounding flat surfaces 

with correct tightness
• Updated along object motion and 

deformation
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Collision Detection on 
Polygonal Meshes
Collision Detection on 
Polygonal Meshes

• Building a suitable hierarchy on the mesh
– Build strategies:

• Root-Leaf approach: Subdividing groups of mesh 
elements

• Leaf-root approach: Joining groups of mesh elements

Pascal Volino

Collision Detection on 
Polygonal Meshes
Collision Detection on 
Polygonal Meshes

• Building a suitable hierarchy on the mesh
– Structural quality:

• O(1) children for each node
• O(log n) maximal tree depth

– Optimal shape of surface regions
• As “round” as possible
• Minimize size of bounding volume
• Maximize Sqrt(SurfaceArea)/ContourLength
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Collision Detection on 
Polygonal Meshes
Collision Detection on 
Polygonal Meshes

• Mesh Hierarchies
– Multiresolution model of the surface

Pascal Volino

Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

– Almost same algorithms, but…

• Self-collision detection is inherently 
inefficient
– How to make difference between adjacent and 

actually colliding elements?
– Standard algorithms will waste time detecting 

all adjacencies 
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Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

• The curvature criteria
– There are no self-collisions within surfaces that 

are not curved enough to form a loop

Pascal Volino

Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

• The curvature criteria
– If there exists a direction 

with positive dot product to 
the surface normal all over 
a surface region

– And if the projection of the 
surface contour on a plane 
orthogonal to that direction 
does not have any self-
collisions

– Then there is no self-
collisions within that surface 
region

S

C

V
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Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

• Integrating curvature tests in the 
hierarchical algorithm
– Replacing bounding volume by curvature tests

• For self-collision detection within one region
• For collision detection between two adjacent regions

No Detection Between No Detection Between

Detection Within
No Detection Within

Detection Between

Self-Collisions

Inter-Collisions
(Adjacent) 

Inter-Collisions
(Non-Adjacent)

Detection Between

Pascal Volino

Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

• Adding curvature information 
in the hierarchy
– Direction cones

• Defined by a direction and an 
angle

– Direction samples
• Which directions of a predefined 

direction set has positive dot 
product

– Customizable accuracy
– Very fast propagation up in the 

hierarchy
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Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

• Combining bounding volume and direction 
tests for self-collision detection
– Quickly discarding flat surface areas from self-

collision tests

Pascal Volino

Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

• Adjacency tests
– Two surface regions sharing at least one 

vertex
– Between any node of the hierarchy
– Using an adequate numbering scheme in case 

of regular meshes (quadtree, subdivision 
patches)

– Using well-selected stored vertices from the 
surface boundary
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Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

• Storing O(1) vertices in each node
– Only those separating two other adjacent 

regions of same level

Pascal Volino

Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

• O(1) adjacency check
– Adjacent nodes have at least one common 

stored vertex
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Self-Collision DetectionSelf-Collision Detection

• Self-collisions on contours
– May cause self-collisions within surfaces 

despite fulfilling low-curvature criteria
– Likely to occur in highly deformed elongated 

surfaces (bended in cone patterns) or concave 
shapes

– Situations unlikely to occur in real-life 
simulations

Pascal Volino

Collision Detection 
Proposed Algorithm
Collision Detection 
Proposed Algorithm

• Preprocessing
– Construct the hierarchy tree

• Processing for each frame
– Update the bounding volumes
– Update curvature info if self-collision needed
– Browse the hierarchy for collisions

• Using bounding volume tests
• Using curvature tests for self-collisions or adjacencies 
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Detection EfficiencyDetection Efficiency

– Curvature tests restore native efficiency of 
hierarchical collision detection in the case of 
self-collisions

Pascal Volino

Detection EfficiencyDetection Efficiency

– Detection time not too affected by discretization
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Detection EfficiencyDetection Efficiency
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Ming Lin

Methods for General 
Models
Methods for General 
Models

• Decompose into convex pieces, and take minimum 
over all pairs of pieces:
– Optimal (minimal) model decomposition is NP-hard.  
– Approximation algorithms exist for closed solids, but what 

about a list of triangles?

• Collection of triangles/polygons:
– n*m pairs of triangles - brute force expensive
– Hierarchical representations used to accelerate minimum 

finding
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Hierarchical 
Representations
Hierarchical 
Representations

• Two Common Types:
– Bounding volume hierarchies – trees of spheres, ellipses, cubes, axis-

aligned bounding boxes (AABBs), oriented bounding boxes (OBBs), 
K-dop, SSV, etc.

– Spatial decomposition - BSP, K-d trees, octrees, MSP tree, R-trees, 
grids/cells, space-time bounds, etc. 

• Do very well in “rejection tests”, when objects are far 
apart 

• Performance may slow down, when the two objects are 
in close proximity and can have multiple contacts 

Ming Lin

BVH vs. Spatial 
Partitioning
BVH vs. Spatial 
Partitioning

BVH: SP:
- Object centric - Space centric
- Spatial redundancy - Object redundancy
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BVH vs. Spatial 
Partitioning
BVH vs. Spatial 
Partitioning

BVH: SP:
- Object centric - Space centric
- Spatial redundancy - Object redundancy

Ming Lin

BVH vs. Spatial 
Partitioning
BVH vs. Spatial 
Partitioning

BVH: SP:
- Object centric - Space centric
- Spatial redundancy - Object redundancy
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BVH vs. Spatial 
Partitioning
BVH vs. Spatial 
Partitioning

BVH: SP:
- Object centric - Space centric
- Spatial redundancy - Object redundancy

Ming Lin

Spatial Data Structures & 
Subdivision
Spatial Data Structures & 
Subdivision

• Many others……

(see the lecture notes)

Uniform Spatial Sub Quadtree/Octree kd-tree BSP-tree
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Uniform Spatial 
Subdivision
Uniform Spatial 
Subdivision

• Decompose the objects (the entire simulated environment) into 
identical cells arranged in a fixed, regular grids (equal size 
boxes or voxels)

• To represent an object, only need to decide which cells are 
occupied.  To perform collision detection, check if any cell is 
occupied by two object

• Storage:  to represent an object at resolution of n voxels per 
dimension requires upto n3 cells

• Accuracy:  solids can only be “approximated”

Ming Lin

OctreesOctrees

• Quadtree is derived  by  subdividing  a  2D-plane  in  both  
dimensions  to  form  quadrants 

• Octrees are a 3D-extension of quadtree

• Use divide-and-conquer

• Reduce storage requirements (in comparison to 
grids/voxels)
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Bounding Volume 
Hierarchies
Bounding Volume 
Hierarchies

• Model Hierarchy:
– each node has a simple volume that bounds a set of 

triangles 
– children contain volumes that each bound a different 

portion of the parent’s triangles 
– The leaves of the hierarchy usually contain individual 

triangles

• A binary bounding volume hierarchy:

Ming Lin

Type of Bounding VolumesType of Bounding Volumes

• Spheres
• Ellipsoids
• Axis-Aligned Bounding Boxes (AABB)
• Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBBs)
• Convex Hulls
• k-Discrete Orientation Polytopes (k-dop)
• Spherical Shells 
• Swept-Sphere Volumes (SSVs)

– Point Swetp Spheres (PSS)
– Line Swept Spheres (LSS)
– Rectangle Swept Spheres (RSS)
– Triangle Swept Spheres (TSS)
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BVH-Based Collision 
Detection
BVH-Based Collision 
Detection

Ming Lin

Collision Detection using 
BVH
Collision Detection using 
BVH

1. Check for collision between two parent nodes (starting from the 
roots of two given trees) 

2. If there is no interference between two parents, 
3. Then stop and report “no collision”
4. Else All children of one parent node are checked   

against all  children of  the other node
5.  If there is a collision between the children
6. Then If at leave nodes
7. Then report “collision”
8. Else go to Step 4
9. Else stop and report “no collision”
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Evaluating Bounding Volume HierarchiesEvaluating Bounding Volume Hierarchies

Cost Function:

F = Nu x Cu +  Nbv x Cbv + Np x Cp

F: total cost function for interference detection
Nu: no. of bounding volumes updated 
Cu: cost of updating a bounding volume,
Nbv: no. of bounding volume pair overlap tests
Cbv: cost of overlap test between 2 BVs
Np: no. of primitive pairs tested for interference
Cp: cost of testing 2 primitives for interference

Ming Lin

Designing Bounding Volume HierarchiesDesigning Bounding Volume Hierarchies

The choice governed by these constraints:
– It should fit the original model as tightly as possible (to 

lower Nbv and Np)

– Testing two such volumes for overlap should be as fast 
as possible (to lower Cbv)

– It should require the BV updates as infrequently as 
possible (to lower Nu)
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ObservationsObservations

• Simple primitives (spheres, AABBs, etc.) do very well 
with respect to the second constraint. But they cannot fit 
some long skinny primitives tightly.

• More complex primitives (minimal ellipsoids, OBBs, etc.) 
provide tight fits, but checking for overlap between them 
is relatively expensive.

• Cost of BV updates needs to be considered.

Ming Lin

Trade-off in Choosing 
BV’s
Trade-off in Choosing 
BV’s

increasing complexity & tightness of fit

decreasing cost of (overlap tests + BV update)

AABB OBBSphere Convex Hull6-dop
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Building HierarchiesBuilding Hierarchies

• Choices of Bounding Volumes
– cost function & constraints

• Top-Down vs. Bottum-up
– speed vs. fitting

• Depth vs. breadth
– branching factors 

• Splitting factors
– where & how

Ming Lin

Sphere-TreesSphere-Trees

• A sphere-tree is a hierarchy of sets of spheres, used to 
approximate an object

• Advantages:
– Simplicity in checking overlaps between two bounding spheres
– Invariant to rotations and can apply the same transformation to the 

centers, if objects are rigid 

• Shortcomings:
– Not always the best approximation (esp bad for long, skinny 

objects)
– Lack of good methods on building sphere-trees
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Methods for Building 
Sphere-Trees
Methods for Building 
Sphere-Trees

• “Tile” the triangles and build the tree bottom-up

• Covering each vertex with a sphere and group 
them together

• Start with an octree and “tweak”

• Compute the medial axis and use it as a skeleton 
for multi-res sphere-covering

• Others……

Ming Lin

k-DOP’sk-DOP’s

• k-dop:  k-discrete orientation polytope a convex polytope
whose facets are determined by half-spaces whose outward 
normals come from a small fixed set of k orientations

• For example:
– In 2D, an 8-dop is determined by the orientation at +/-

{45,90,135,180} degrees
– In 3D, an AABB is a 6-dop with orientation vectors determined by 

the +/-coordinate axes.
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Choices of k-dops in 3DChoices of k-dops in 3D

• 6-dop: defined by coordinate axes

• 14-dop: defined by the vectors (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1), 
(1,1,1), (1,-1,1), (1,1,-1) and (1,-1,-1) 

• 18-dop: defined by the vectors (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1), 
(1,1,0), (1,0,1), (0,1,1), (1,-1,0), (1,0,-1) and (0,1,-1)

• 26-dop:  defined by the vectors (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1), 
(1,1,1), (1,-1,1), (1,1,-1), (1,-1,-1), (1,1,0), (1,0,1), 
(0,1,1), (1,-1,0), (1,0,-1) and (0,1,-1)

Ming Lin

Building Trees of k-dopsBuilding Trees of k-dops

The major issue is updating the k-dops:

– Use Hill Climbing (as proposed in I-Collide) to update 
the min/max along each k/2 directions by comparing 
with the neighboring vertices  

– But, the object may not be convex……  Use the 
approximation (convex hull vs. another k-dop)
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Building an OBBTreeBuilding an OBBTree

Recursive top-down construction:  
partition and refit

Ming Lin

Given some polygons,
consider their vertices...

Building an OBB Tree
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… and an arbitrary line

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree

Ming Lin

Project onto the line

Consider variance of
distribution on the line

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree
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Different line,
different variance

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree

Ming Lin

Maximum Variance

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree
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Minimal Variance

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree

Ming Lin

Given by eigenvectors
of covariance matrix
of coordinates
of original points

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree
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Choose bounding box
oriented this way

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree

Ming Lin

Building an OBB Tree:  
Fitting
Building an OBB Tree:  
Fitting

Covariance matrix of
point coordinates describes
statistical spread of cloud.

OBB is aligned with directions of
greatest and least spread 
(which are guaranteed to be orthogonal).
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Fitting OBBsFitting OBBs

• Let the vertices of the i'th triangle be the points 
ai, bi, and ci, then the mean µ and covariance 
matrix C can be expressed in vector notation as:

where n is the number of triangles, and

Ming Lin

Good Box

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree
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Add points:
worse Box

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree

Ming Lin

More points:
terrible box

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree
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Compute with extremal points only

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree

Ming Lin

“Even” distribution:
good box

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree
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“Uneven” distribution:
bad box

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree

Ming Lin

Fix:  Compute facets of convex hull...

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree
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Better:  Integrate over facets

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree

Ming Lin

Building an OBB TreeBuilding an OBB Tree

… and sample them uniformly
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Building an OBB Tree:  
Summary
Building an OBB Tree:  
Summary

OBB Fitting algorithm:

• covariance-based
• use of convex hull
• not foiled by extreme distributions
• O(n log n) fitting time for single BV
• O(n log2 n) fitting time for entire tree

Ming Lin

Tree Traversal

Disjoint bounding volumes:Disjoint bounding volumes:
No possible collisionNo possible collision
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Overlapping bounding volumes:Overlapping bounding volumes:
•• split one box into childrensplit one box into children
•• test children against other boxtest children against other box

Tree TraversalTree Traversal

Ming Lin

Tree TraversalTree Traversal
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Tree Traversal

Hierarchy of testsHierarchy of tests

Ming Lin

Separating Axis TheoremSeparating Axis Theorem

• L is a separating axis for OBBs A & B, since A & B become 
disjoint intervals under projection onto L
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Separating Axis TheoremSeparating Axis Theorem

Two polytopes A and B are disjoint iff there
exists a separating axis which is:

perpendicular to a face from either 
or

perpedicular to an edge from each

Ming Lin

Implications of TheoremImplications of Theorem

Given two generic polytopes, each with E edges 
and F faces, number of candidate axes to test 
is:

2F + E2

OBBs have only E = 3 distinct edge directions, 
and only F = 3 distinct face normals. OBBs
need at most 15 axis tests.

Because edge directions and normals each form 
orthogonal frames, the axis tests are rather 
simple.
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OBB Overlap Test:  An 
Axis Test

s
ha

bas h h+>L is a separating axis iff:

L

hb

Ming Lin

OBB Overlap Test: Axis Test 
Details
OBB Overlap Test: Axis Test 
Details

Box centers project to interval midpoints, so
midpoint separation is length of vector T’s image.

A

B

n
TAT

BT

s

( ) nTT •−= BAs
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OBB Overlap Test: Axis Test 
Details
OBB Overlap Test: Axis Test 
Details

• Half-length of interval is sum of box axis images.

n

B

rB

nRnRnR ••• ++= BBB
B bbbr 332211

Ming Lin

OBB Overlap Test

• Typical axis test for 3-space.  

• Up to 15 tests required.

• Typical axis test for 3-space.  

• Up to 15 tests required.

s = fabs(T2 * R11  s = fabs(T2 * R11  -- T1 * R21);T1 * R21);

ha = a1 * Rf21  +  a2 * Rf11;ha = a1 * Rf21  +  a2 * Rf11;

hbhb = b0 * Rf02  +  b2 * Rf00;= b0 * Rf02  +  b2 * Rf00;

if (s > (ha + if (s > (ha + hbhb)) return 0;)) return 0;
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OBB Overlap TestOBB Overlap Test

• Strengths of this overlap test:
– 89 to 252 arithmetic operations per box overlap test
– Simple guard against arithmetic error
– No special cases for parallel/coincident faces, edges, 

or vertices
– No special cases for degenerate boxes
– No conditioning problems
– Good candidate for micro-coding 

Ming Lin

OBB Overlap Tests:  
Comparison
OBB Overlap Tests:  
Comparison

Benchmarks performed on SGI Max Impact, 
250 MHz MIPS R4400 CPU, MIPS R4000 FPU 

Test Method Speed(us)
Separating Axis 6.26
GJK 66.30
LP 217.00
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Parallel Close Proximity

1 1ε ε

Q: How does the number of BV tests increase 
as the gap size decreases?

Two models are in parallel close proximity when 
every point on each model is a given fixed 
distance (ε) from the other model.

Ming Lin

Parallel Close Proximity: 
Convergence

1
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Parallel Close Proximity: Convergence
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Parallel Close Proximity: Convergence
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Parallel Close Proximity: Convergence
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Parallel Close Proximity: Convergence
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Performance: Overlap 
Tests

OBBsOBBs Spheres & Spheres & AABBsAABBs

k

O(n)

2k

O(n2)

Ming Lin
OBBs asymptotically outperform AABBs and spheres

Log-log plot
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Example: AABB’s vs. 
OBB’s
Example: AABB’s vs. 
OBB’s

Approximation 
of a Torus

Ming Lin

Implementation: RAPIDImplementation: RAPID

• Available at: 
http://www.cs.unc.edu/~geom/OBB

• Part of V-COLLIDE: 
http://www.cs.unc.edu/~geom/V_COLLIDE

• Thousands of users have ftp’ed the code

• Used for virtual prototyping, dynamic 
simulation, robotics & computer animation
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Hybrid Hierarchy of
Swept Sphere Volumes
Hybrid Hierarchy of
Swept Sphere Volumes

PSS                LSS                   RSS
[LGLM99]

Ming Lin

Swept Sphere Volumes 
(S-topes)
Swept Sphere Volumes 
(S-topes)

PSS                  LSS                  RSS
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SSV FittingSSV Fitting

• Use OBB’s code based upon Principle 
Component Analysis

• For PSS, use the largest dimension as the 
radius

• For LSS, use the two largest dimensions 
as the length and radius

• For RSS, use all three dimensions

Ming Lin

Overlap TestOverlap Test

• One routine that can perform overlap tests 
between all possible combination of CORE 
primitives of SSV(s).

• The routine is a specialized test based on 
Voronoi regions and OBB overlap test.

• It is faster than GJK.
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Hybrid BVH’s Based on 
SSVs
Hybrid BVH’s Based on 
SSVs

• Use a simpler BV when it prunes search 
equally well - benefit from lower cost of BV 
overlap tests

• Overlap test (based on Lin-Canny & OBB 
overlap test) between all pairs of BV’s in a BV 
family is unified

• Complications
– deciding which BV to use either dynamically or 

statically

Ming Lin

PQP:  ImplementationPQP:  Implementation

• Library written in C++

• Good for any proximity query

• 5-20x speed-up in distance 
computation over prior methods

• Available at 
http://www.cs.unc.edu/~geom/SSV/
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Voronoi DiagramsVoronoi Diagrams

• Given a set S of  n points in R2 ,  for each point pi in 
S, there is the set of points (x, y) in the plane that 
are closer to pi than any other point in S, called  
Voronoi polygons. The collection of n Voronoi
polygons given the n points in the set S is the 
"Voronoi diagram", Vor(S), of the point set S. 

Intuition: To partition the plane into regions, each of these 
is the set of points that are closer to a point pi in S
than any other.  The partition is based on the set of 
closest points, e.g. bisectors that have 2 or 3 closest 
points.  
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Generalized Voronoi
Diagrams
Generalized Voronoi
Diagrams

• The extension of the Voronoi diagram to higher 
dimensional features (such as edges and facets, 
instead of points); i.e. the set of points closest to 
a feature, e.g. that of a polyhedron. 

• FACTS:
– In general, the generalized Voronoi diagram has 

quadratic surface boundaries in it. 
– If the polyhedron is convex, then its generalized 

Voronoi diagram has planar boundaries. 

Ming Lin

Voronoi RegionsVoronoi Regions

• A Voronoi region associated with a feature is a 
set of points that are closer to that feature 
than any other.  

• FACTS:
– The Voronoi regions form a partition of space 

outside of the polyhedron according to the closest 
feature.  

– The collection of Voronoi regions of each polyhedron 
is the generalized Voronoi diagram of the 
polyhedron.  

– The generalized Voronoi diagram of a convex 
polyhedron has linear size and consists of polyhedral 
regions. And, all Voronoi regions are convex.
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Voronoi MarchingVoronoi Marching

Basic Ideas:
• Coherence: local geometry does not change 

much, when computations repetitively 
performed over successive small time 
intervals

• Locality: to "track" the pair of closest 
features between 2 moving convex 
polygons(polyhedra) w/ Voronoi regions

• Performance: expected constant running 
time, independent of the geometric 
complexity

Ming Lin

Simple 2D ExampleSimple 2D Example

Objects A & B and their Voronoi regions:  P1 
and P2 are the pair of closest points between 
A and B.    Note P1 and P2 lie within the 
Voronoi regions of each other.

A

B

P1

P2
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Basic Idea for Voronoi
Marching
Basic Idea for Voronoi
Marching

Ming Lin

Large, Dynamic 
Environments
Large, Dynamic 
Environments

• For dynamic simulation where the velocity and 
acceleration of all objects are known at each 
step, use the scheduling scheme 
(implemented as heap) to prioritize “critical 
events” to be processed.

• Each object pair is tagged with the estimated 
time to next collision.  Then, each pair of 
objects is processed accordingly.  The heap is 
updated when a collision occurs.
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Scheduling SchemeScheduling Scheme

• amax: an upper bound on relative acceleration 
between any two points on any pair of objects.  

• alin: relative absolute linear
• α: relative rotational accelerations
• ω: relative rotational velocities
• r: vector difference btw CoM of two bodies
• d: initial separation for two given objects

amax = | alin + α x r + ω x ω x r |
vi = | vlin + ω x r |

• Estimated Time to collision:
tc = { (vi

2 + 2 amax d)1/2 - vi } / amax

Ming Lin

Collide System 
Architecture
Collide System 
Architecture

Analysis & 
Response

Sweep & Prune

Simulation
Exact 
Collision
Detection

Collision

Transform Overlap

Parameters
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Sweep and PruneSweep and Prune

• Compute the axis-aligned bounding box (fixed vs. 
dynamic) for each object

• Dimension Reduction by projecting boxes onto 
each x, y, z- axis

• Sort the endpoints and find overlapping intervals

• Possible collision -- only if projected intervals 
overlap in all 3 dimensions 

Ming Lin

Sweep & PruneSweep & Prune

b1 b2 e1 e2 b3 e3

b1

b2

e1
b3
e2

e3T = 1

b1 b2 e1 e2 b3 e3

b3

b1

e3

b2

e1

e2

T = 2
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Updating Bounding BoxesUpdating Bounding Boxes

• Coherence (greedy algorithm)

• Convexity properties (geometric 
properties of convex polytopes)

• Nearly constant time, if the motion is 
relatively “small”

Ming Lin

Use of Sorting MethodsUse of Sorting Methods

• Initial sort -- quick sort runs in O(m log m) just 
as in any ordinary situation

• Updating -- insertion sort runs in O(m) due to 
coherence.   We sort an almost sorted list 
from last stimulation step.  In fact, we look for 
“swap” of positions in all 3 dimension.
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Implementation IssuesImplementation Issues

• Collision matrix -- basically adjacency 
matrix

• Enlarge bounding volumes with some 
tolerance threshold

• Quick start polyhedral collision test --
using bucket sort & look-up table

Ming Lin
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Christer Ericson

Talk outlineTalk outlineTalk outline

• What is the GJK algorithm
• Terminology
• “Simplified” version of the algorithm

– One object is a point at the origin
– Example illustrating algorithm

• The distance subalgorithm
• GJK for two objects

– One no longer necessarily a point at the origin
• GJK for moving objects
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GJK solves proximity queriesGJK solves proximity queriesGJK solves proximity queries

d
AP

BP

• Given two convex polyhedra
– Computes distance d
– Can also return closest pair of points PA, PB

Christer Ericson

GJK solves proximity queriesGJK solves proximity queriesGJK solves proximity queries

d
AP

BP

• Generalized for arbitrary convex objects
– As long as they can be described in terms of 

a support mapping function
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Terminology 1(3)Terminology 1(3)Terminology 1(3)

Supporting (or extreme) point

d

( )CP S= d

P dfor direction 

C

( )CS dreturned by support mapping function

( )CP S= d

C

Christer Ericson

Terminology 2(3)Terminology 2(3)Terminology 2(3)

0-simplex 1-simplex 2-simplex 3-simplex

simplex
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Terminology 3(3)Terminology 3(3)Terminology 3(3)

Point set C Convex hull, CH(C)

Christer Ericson

The GJK algorithmThe GJK algorithmThe GJK algorithm

1. Initialize the simplex set Q with up to d+1 
points from C (in d dimensions)

2. Compute point P of minimum norm in CH(Q)
3. If P is the origin, exit; return 0
4. Reduce Q to the smallest subset Q’ of Q, such 

that P in CH(Q’)
5. Let V=SC(–P) be a supporting point in direction 

–P
6. If V no more extreme in direction –P than P

itself, exit; return ||P||
7. Add V to Q. Go to step 2
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GJK example 1(10)GJK example 1(10)GJK example 1(10)

C

INPUT: Convex polyhedron C given as 
the convex hull of a set of points

Christer Ericson

1. Initialize the simplex set Q with up to d+1 points from C (in d
dimensions)

GJK example 2(10)GJK example 2(10)GJK example 2(10)

0Q

{ }0 1 2, ,Q QQ Q=

C
1Q

2Q
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GJK example 3(10)GJK example 3(10)GJK example 3(10)

{ }0 1 2, ,Q Q Q Q=

1Q

0Q

2Q

P

2. Compute point P of minimum norm in CH(Q)

Christer Ericson

GJK example 4(10)GJK example 4(10)GJK example 4(10)

{ }1 2,Q Q Q=

1Q

0Q
P

3. If P is the origin, exit; return 0
4. Reduce Q to the smallest subset Q’ of Q, such that P in CH(Q’)

2Q
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GJK example 5(10)GJK example 5(10)GJK example 5(10)

{ }1 2,Q Q Q=

1Q

2Q

P

5. Let V=SC(–P) be a supporting point in direction –P

( )CV S P= −

Christer Ericson

GJK example 6(10)GJK example 6(10)GJK example 6(10)

1Q

{ }1 2, ,Q Q Q V=

2Q
V

6. If V no more extreme in direction –P than P itself, exit; return ||P||
7. Add V to Q. Go to step 2
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GJK example 7(10)GJK example 7(10)GJK example 7(10)

{ }1 2, ,Q Q Q V=

1Q

2Q
V P

2. Compute point P of minimum norm in CH(Q)

Christer Ericson

GJK example 8(10)GJK example 8(10)GJK example 8(10)

{ }2,Q Q V=

2Q
V P

3. If P is the origin, exit; return 0
4. Reduce Q to the smallest subset Q’ of Q, such that P in CH(Q’)
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GJK example 9(10)GJK example 9(10)GJK example 9(10)

2' ( )CS QV P= − =

{ }2,Q Q V=

V P

5. Let V=SC(–P) be a supporting point in direction –P

Christer Ericson

GJK example 10(10)GJK example 10(10)GJK example 10(10)

V P

DONE!DONE!
{ }2,Q Q V=

6. If V no more extreme in direction –P than P itself, exit; return ||P||

2Q
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Distance subalgorithm 1(2)Distance Distance subalgorithmsubalgorithm 1(2)1(2)

• Approach #1: Solve algebraically
– Used in original GJK paper
– Johnson’s distance subalgorithm

• Searches all simplex subsets
• Solves system of linear equations for each subset
• Recursive formulation
• From era when math operations were expensive
• Robustness problems

– See e.g. Gino van den Bergen’s book

Christer Ericson

Distance subalgorithm 2(2)Distance Distance subalgorithmsubalgorithm 2(2)2(2)

• Approach #2: Solve geometrically
– Mathematically equivalent

• But more intuitive
• Therefore easier to make robust

– Use straightforward primitives:
•ClosestPointOnEdgeToPoint()
•ClosestPointOnTriangleToPoint()
•ClosestPointOnTetrahedronToPoint()

– Second function outlined here
• The approach generalizes
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Closest point on triangleClosest point on triangleClosest point on triangle

B C

A

• ClosestPointOnTriangleToPoint()
– Finds point on triangle closest to a given point

P

Q

Christer Ericson

Closest point on triangleClosest point on triangleClosest point on triangle

B C

A

F

AV

BV CV

ABE
ACE

BCE

• Separate cases based on which feature Voronoi
region point lies in
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Closest point on triangleClosest point on triangleClosest point on triangle

A

B C

0
0

AX AB
AX AC

⋅ ≤
⋅ ≤

X
AV

Christer Ericson

Closest point on triangleClosest point on triangleClosest point on triangle

B C

( ) 0
0
0

BC BA BA BX
AX AB
BX BA

× × ⋅ ≥
⋅ ≥
⋅ ≥X A

ABE
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GJK for two objectsGJK for two objectsGJK for two objects

• What about two polyhedra, A and B?
• Reduce problem into the one solved

– No change to the algorithm!
– Relies on the properties of the 

Minkowski difference of A and B

• Not enough time to go into full detail
– Just a brief description

Christer Ericson

Minkowski sum & differenceMinkowskiMinkowski sum & differencesum & difference

{ }: ,A B A B+ = + ∈ ∈a b a b

BA A B+

• Minkowski sum
– The sweeping of one convex object with another

• Defined as:
–
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Minkowski sum & differenceMinkowskiMinkowski sum & differencesum & difference

{ }
{ }

distance( , ) min : ,

min :

A B A B

A B

= − ∈ ∈

= ∈ −

a b a b

c c

{ }: ,

( )

A B A B
A B

− = − ∈ ∈

= + −

a b a b
• Minkowski difference, defined as:

–

• Can write distance between two objects as:
–

• A and B intersecting iff A–B contains the origin!
– Distance between A and B given by point of minimum 

norm in A–B!

Christer Ericson

The generalizationThe generalizationThe generalization

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )C A B A BS S S S−= = − −d d d d

• A and B intersecting iff A–B contains the origin!
– Distance between A and B given by point of minimum 

norm in A–B!
• So use previous procedure on A–B!
• Only change needed: computing
• Support mapping separable, so can form it by 

computing support mapping for A and B
separately!
–

( ) ( )C A BS S −=d d
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Av

Bv

GJK for moving objectsGJK for moving objectsGJK for moving objects

Christer Ericson

Av

Bv

B−v A B= −v v v

Transform the problem…Transform the problem…Transform the problem…
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v

…into moving vs stationary……into moving into moving vsvs stationarystationary

Christer Ericson

Alt #1: Point duplicationAlt #1: Point duplicationAlt #1: Point duplication

Let object A additionally 
include the points

iP

iP + vv

iP + v

…effectively forming the 
convex hull of the swept 
volume of A
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Alt #2: Support mappingAlt #2: Support mappingAlt #2: Support mapping

iP

Modify support mapping to 
consider only points

when
iP
0⋅ ≤d v

d

v

Christer Ericson

Alt #2: Support mappingAlt #2: Support mappingAlt #2: Support mapping

iP + v

…and to consider only 
points wheniP + v 0⋅ >d v

d

v
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GJK for moving objectsGJK for moving objectsGJK for moving objects

• Presented solution
– Gives only Boolean interference detection result

• Interval halving over v gives time of collision
– Using simplices from previous iteration to start next 

iteration speeds up processing drastically
• Overall, always starting with the simplices from 

the previous iteration makes GJK…
– Incremental
– Very fast

Christer Ericson
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